Watertown City Council
February 23, 2021
6:30 p.m.
Mayor Steve Washburn
Lindsay Guetzkow
Adam Pawelk
Dan Schuette
Michael Walters
1. Call To Order And Roll Call
2. Adopt Agenda
3. Consent Agenda Discussion And Approval
3.A. Adopt A Motion To Approve City Council Regular Meeting Minutes From February 9,
2021
Documents:
3A - 2-9-2021 REGULAR MINUTES.PDF
3.B. Motion To Approve Letter Of Support For CSAH 24 LRIP Application By Carver County
Documents:
3B - RFA -2-23-21 LRIP LETTER OF SUPPORT.PDF
3.C. Motion To Approve Pay Application For 2020 CIPP Capital Project #UC033
Documents:
3C - RFA-2-23-21 2020 CIPP PAY APP 1.PDF
4. Open Forum
5. New/Old Business
5.A. Representative Jim Nash
5.B. Forest Hills 10th Addition Preliminary And Final Plat
Documents:
5B - RFA -2-23-21 FOREST HILLS 10TH ADDITION PRELIMINARY AND
FINAL PLAT APPROVAL.PDF
5.C. Ordinance 423 – Critical Water Deficiency
Documents:

5B - RFA -2-23-21 FOREST HILLS 10TH ADDITION PRELIMINARY AND
FINAL PLAT APPROVAL.PDF
5.C. Ordinance 423 – Critical Water Deficiency
Documents:
5C - RFA -2-9-21 - ORDINANCE 423 CRITICAL WATER DEFICIENCY.PDF
5.D. 2021 Mill & Overlay Project Plans And Specifications
Documents:
5D - RFA -2-23-21 2021 MILL AND OVERLAY AND TRAIL PROJECT.PDF
5.E. Capital Project #CI095 - 1-Ton Dump Truck
Documents:
5E - RFA -2-23-21 1-TON DUMP TRUCK.PDF
6. Other Reports
7. Claims
7.A. Approve Claims Roster For 2021 Budget
Documents:
7 - 2021 CLAIMS.PDF
8. Adjournment
Members of the City Council and staff may convene immediately following the adjournment of the
regular meeting at the Luce Line Lodge in a purely social event. Members of the public are
welcome to attend.
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Watertown City Council
Mayor Steve Washburn
Lindsay Guetzkow
Adam Pawelk
Michael Walters
Dan Schuette

2/9/2021 - Minutes
1. Call To Order And Roll Call
Pursuant to due call and notice thereof, the regular meeting of the Watertown City Council was called to order in
the Council Chambers of City Hall at 6:31 p.m. Tuesday, February 9, 2021 by Mayor Steve Washburn.
Council Members present: Washburn, Michael Walters, Lindsay Guetzkow, Dan Schuette, and Adam Pawelk.
City Staff present: City Administrator Shane Fineran, Administrative Services Director Lynn Tschudi, Public
Services Superintendent Mike Dressel, and Fire Chief Ryan Schroeder.
Guests: Julia Coleman
Those who signed in: Jay Roos (via Zoom), Chris Rear, and Laura Detzlen.
2. Adopt Agenda
PAWELK MOVED, SCHUETTE SECONDED A MOTION TO ADOPT THE AGENDA AS PRESENTED. MOTION
CARRIED 5-0.
3. Consent Agenda Discussion And Approval
WALTERS MOVED, GUETZKOW SECONDED A MOTION TO APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA AS
PRESENTED. MOTION CARRIED 5-0.
3.A. Adopt A Motion To Approve City Council Regular Meeting Minutes From January 26, 2021
3.B. Adopt A Motion To Approve City Council Workshop Meeting Minutes From January 26, 2021
3.C. Consider Resolution #2021-13, Authorizing Fund Transfer
3.D. Consider Resolution #2021-14, Supporting LRIP Application For Quarry Avenue Upgrade
4. Open Forum
5. New/Old Business
5.A. Senator Julia Coleman
Senator Julia Coleman addressed the Council. She updated that most committees at the Capitol are virtual
right now. Coleman said she is working on three bills: mental health, transportation, and taxes. She wants to

make sure that any PPE loans that were received are not taxed the same as ordinary income.
Council Member Guetzkow stated she appreciates Coleman recognizing the Watertown wastewater treatment
facility expansion project. Mayor Washburn asked Coleman to help with the overreach at the Governor’s office
as it relates to Ordinance 421 the City is being required to pass.
5.B. Government Relations Consultant Contract
City Administrator Fineran said the idea of hiring a government relations consultant was discussed at the
January 26 work session. Fineran said a wastewater facility expansion plan has been in the works for many
years at the City of Watertown and this project will require funding in the form of bonds and grants. Staff is
recommending Lockridge Grindal Nauen P.L.L.P. (LGN) to lobby for grant funding and low interest rate loans
for the upcoming wastewater treatment facility expansion on behalf of the City of Watertown. Fineran said the
contract will be a two-year year commitment that can be cancelled. Fineran said the goal is to obtain $10M in
funding for the project through a combination of low interest rate PFA loans and grants.
Guetzkow asked that if the desired amount of PSIG grants is not received, if the City is able to make up the
difference in low interest rate loans. Fineran said the first plan is to try to get the full $10M in PSIG grants and
then go from there. Guetzkow asked if LGN could work on other projects if they finished the wastewater
treatment facility expansion. Fineran said yes and that the City can determine what efforts are important such
as senior housing, roads, etc.
Council Member Schuette asked how often the City will receive updates from LGN on their efforts at the
Capitol. Fineran said they can provide them as often as needed but will update at least bi-weekly to the City
Administrator.
Council Member Pawelk asked how soon after the contract is signed will the work begin. Fineran said the
work will begin immediately.
WALTERS MOVED, GUETZKOW SECONDED A MOTION TO APPROVE RESOLUTION 2021-15,
APPROVING CONTRACT FOR GOVERNMENT RELATIONS CONSULTANT SERVICES. MOTION
CARRIED 5-0.
5.C. Watertown/Mayer High School Stadium Site Plan
City Planner Mark Kaltsas said the Watertown-Mayer High School has applied for an expansion and remodel
of the existing outdoor athletic stadium. The property is zoned P-1 and is guided as Institutional. The school
has a plan to improve the stadium: replace home bleachers, move visitor bleachers, install turf, install new
track, replace fencing, install small retaining walls, add triple jump area. Kaltsas said because of the
impervious improvements, the school has wastewater requirements on the site plan. All improvements will be
ADA compliant. The applicant will be removing some trees and replacing them with new trees.
Kaltsas said there is an existing sanitary sewer line that runs underneath the field that serves the school. The
applicant is proposing to relocate the sanitary sewer line, but the City would maintain an easement for future
expansion. All stadium lights will be replaced, and staff is confident they will meet the lighting guidelines.
Council Member and Planning Commission liaison Schuette said that the tree removal was a big concern
among the Planning Commission. He would also like to review the sanitary sewer relocation and easement as
it reaches Highway 25. Schuette asked what the reasoning for abandoning the sewer line is. Kaltsas said it
will conflicting with the drainage of the synthetic field. Fineran said the Utilities Superintendent Doug
Kammerer also noted the line is old and could require repairs in the future.
Council Member Pawelk noted that the sewer line will be removed from under the field per the plans in the
packet.
Laura Detzlen, contractor for the school, stated that it is showing removal of the sanitary sewer lines so it is out
of the way.
Council Member Guetzkow asked if the school is the last connection on the line. Fineran said yes. Guetzkow
asked if the retention pond is existing. Detzlen said it is existing but it will be expanded so the school can use
the water as irrigation as recommended by the Watershed.
Council Member Walters asked if the turf is considered impervious. Detzlen said yes, the Watershed is
considering the turf impervious and there are paths being added to increase the impervious area as well.

PAWELK MOVED, SCHUETTE SECONDED A MOTION TO ADOPT RESOLUTION 2021-18, GRANTING
SITE PLAN APPROVAL TO ALLOW THE REDEVELOPMENT OF THE ATHLETIC STADIUM AND
ASSOCIATED SURROUNDING COMPLEX ON THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1001 HWY 25. MOTION
CARRIED 5-0.
5.D. Riverpointe Replat And Site Plan
City Planner Mark Kaltsas said applicant WR2, LLC would like to replat four parcels located within the
Riverpointe Development. The proposed replat will convert four (4) six-plex buildings into four (4) 4-unit
townhome buildings. Kaltsas said the subject property is located on Riverpointe Road along the east side of
State Highway 25 near the south end of the City and just north of CSAH 122. The proposed re-platting and
development of the remaining lots would decrease the density from the approved 7.1 units per acre to the
proposed 6.1 units per acre. This net density would comply with the existing comprehensive plan. The City and
Planning Commission have recommended that the applicant plant trees on the south side of each unit to
screen the porch/deck/patio from the next unit and to screen this addition from the initial units constructed in
the development. Kaltsas said at a minimum, the City is requesting that the applicant provide buffer
landscaping in the rear yards of the townhomes.
Kaltsas explained that it was noted that the applicant would need to work with the home owner’s association
(HOA) of the initial development phase to resolve any future issues relating to the maintenance of the shared
driveway. Staff is recommending that the applicant provide a private maintenance agreement to the initial
development HOA to allow them an easement for access and maintenance of the driveway.
The Planning Commission found the applicant met the requirements and is recommending for council
approval.
Schuette noted that he would like to hear a resolution on the HOA situation before a disaster occurs. Kaltsas
said it would be up to the HOA’s to work out between themselves. Kaltsas said he recommends focusing on
the buffer landscaping between the two phases.
Jay Roos with WR2, LLC, stated that it is unique because it was envisioned as one project that has become
two townhome projects next to each other. Roos noted that there should have been an easement created
right away. He said an easement document is being drafted and will be recorded prior to the plat recording.
City Administrator Fineran explained the process for approving or denying the replat and site plan.
Guetzkow asked if there are concerns from the first HOA for maintenance of the road. Roos said that is a
question only they can answer. He said the first step is to get the easement document in front of them for
review.
Mayor Steve Washburn asked why the change from the six plex to the four-plex. Roos said the window
placement of the six-plexes that exist have been harder to sell. The four-plexes do not have a neighbor
behind them and more windows.
Guetzkow asked if any public comment was received. Fineran said at the Planning Commission meeting there
was comment on the landscape buffer and the private drive. There were residents in favor of the 4-plex
design.
Mayor Washburn said he is confident that Kaltsas can handle the landscaping plan without further guidance
from Council. He understands there is apprehension on the HOA issue with the easement. Fineran said he
does not see merit in addressing the HOA business at a City meeting. Washburn clarified that if an easement
doesn’t exist, then the re-plat does not occur per the language in the resolution.
Council Member Walters said that being the easement is over a private driveway, he feels the City should not
be involved in working with the HOA’s.

WALTERS MOVED, PAWELK SECONDED A MOTION TO ADOPT RESOLUTION 2021-19, RESOLUTION
APPROVING SITE PLAN REVIEW, PRELIMINARY PLAT AND FINAL PLAT FOR THE SUBDIVISION TO
BE KNOWN AS RIVERPOINTE SECOND ADDITION. MOTION CARRIED, 5-0.
5.E. Capital Project #UC038 – 1-Ton Dump Truck
Public Services Superintendent Mike Dressel addressed council to discuss soliciting quotes for a 1-ton dump
truck. Dressel explained that the current 1-ton is being used for hauling material like dirt, rock, gravel, trailers,

brush, debris, equipment to various jobsites, replacement hydrants, valves, grates, and manhole covers, and
snow removal. He also said during the summer there are three seasonal maintenance workers who need to
use the 1-ton dump body for wood chips and various other summer maintenance and a second 1-ton would
provide more flexibility.
Dressel said the dump truck is budgeted at $74,160 and would be purchased through the state cooperative
purchasing program.
Pawelk asked if the $74,160 includes the chassis and the box. Dressel said everything is included in the
price. Pawelk asked for an explanation of the uses for all trucks in Public Works. Dressel explained the
vehicles and staff assigned to the vehicles. He explained the 1-ton is being shared between 3 to 5 people.
GUETZKOW MOVED, PAWELK SECONDED A MOTION TO ADOPT RESOLUTION 2021-16,
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE SOLICITATION OF QUOTES FOR TRUCK CHASSIS, DUMP BODY,
CHIPPER BOX, AND PLOW. MOTION CARRIED 5-0.

5.F. Capital Project #FC – Aerial Ladder Truck Plans And Specifications
Fire Chief Ryan Schroeder approached council to explain that Ladder 11 will be needing replacement soon.
Ladder 11 was purchased used for under $200,000. For the past fourteen years, Ladder 11 has served as a
multipurpose apparatus for fire, medical, and rescue situations. Schroeder said the apparatus pumps water to
extinguish fires and carries equipment to serve as a resource for nearly every type of incident. However, the
most important component of the apparatus is its aerial ladder. Due to its age, mechanical issues, and
operational deficiencies, Ladder 11 is at the end of its useful life. The company that manufactured the
apparatus has gone out of business, making it difficult to get parts and find mechanics. Schroeder noted the
following down falls of Ladder 11:
An undiagnosed mechanical issue causes the apparatus to shift into a non-operable gear when
attempting to transition to pumping operations. After multiple mechanics have attempted to
troubleshoot the issue, an $8,000 part replacement was recommended. However, it is unknown if the
part replacement will fix the issue. The issue delays our ability to extinguish fires/search fire buildings
until we can shift the apparatus into pump gear.
• Ladder 11 does not meet emission standards.
• Ladder 11 is not compliant with the NFPA standards of today.
• Scene lighting is limited which creates safety issues while operating in lowlight situations.
• The apparatus utilizes a relief valve versus a pressure governor to manage pump pressures. The
difference in equipment from our other suppression apparatus creates operational and training
challenges.
• Aerial set-up and deployment operations are slower compared to modern apparatus.
• The aerial ladder length of 65 feet limits our ability to access the roof on one and two-story buildings.
The short length also limits our ability to conduct technical rescues (grain bin rescue, patient removal
from an elevated platform, etc.)
• Ladder 11 lacks backup and side cameras.
• Ladder 11 lacks airbag protection.
• Ladder 11 lacks an enhanced suspension system.
• Ladder 11 lacks a collision avoidance system.
• Ladder 11 lacks a lateral g-roll indicator which alerts the driver to excessive chassis roll.
• Ladder 11 lacks electronic stability control.
• Ladder 11 lacks enhanced noise insulation and soundproofing on the interior of the apparatus.
• Ladder 11 lacks a roll stability control auto braking system to prevent side rolls.
• Ladder 11 lacks a tire protection including tire monitoring and tire blowout band protection.
Utilitzing the equipment replacement point guideline, Ladder 11 received “needs immediate consideration”.
The fire capital improvement plan has $1,060,000 budgeted for a new ladder truck.
Council Member Walters asked how tall of a ladder will be needed. Schroeder said the exact specification has
not been determined. The truck committee has a lot of work to do on creating the specifications. Schuette
asked if any used trucks are being looked at. Schroeder said the department is not going after the best, but
the price shared is very common. Chief Shroeder shared comparable prices of ladders from nearby Cities.
Mayor Washburn asked what the process will be moving forward. Schroeder said they will create the truck

committee, put together plans and specifications after interviewing other cities to gather data. Schroeder said
this should take at least six months.
Guetzkow said a maintenance plan and warranty should be considered with this purchase.
City Administrator Fineran said he asks staff to bring back the used market, however the buying power from
the state contract is incredible when you compare it to the condition and value of the used market.
PAWELK MOVED, SCHUETTE SECONDED A MOTION TO APPROVE RESOLUTION 2021-17
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE DEVELOPMENT OF PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR AERIAL
LADDER FIRE APPARATUS. MOTION CARRIED 5-0.
5.G. Adopt Ordinance #421, Amending Chapter 58, Article III – Water
City Administrator Fineran said in the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, there were a few “other items” that were
under review that needed to be addressed by the City. The DNR is ready to approve the City’s water supply
plan, but first an ordinance needs to be passed. Fineran said this is similar to the water conservation
ordinance.
GUETZKOW MOVED, WALTERS SECONDED A MOTION TO OPEN THE PUBLIC HEARING. MOTION
CARRIED 5-0.
There was no one present at the meeting and staff did not receive any comments.
GUETZKOW MOVED, WALTERS SECONDED A MOTION TO CLOSE THE PUBLIC HEARING. MOTION
CARRIED 5-0.
Mayor Washburn expressed that he is not interested in giving control to one individual to abuse power. He
said this needs to be changed at the state legislature. Walters asked Fineran what would happen if the
ordinance is not passed at the meeting.
Fineran said that the City’s water plan will not be approved. Mayor Washburn wants staff to have the DNR or
someone come to the City to tell him why this language needs to be declared now when it never has been
needed in the past.
Council discussed reasons for not passing the ordinance. Washburn requested staff bring the item back at a
later date when it does not give up local control to one person.
WASHBURN MOVED, GUETZKOW SECONDED A MOTION TO TABLE ORDINANCE 421 UNTIL A LATER
TIME. MOTION CARRIED 5-0.
6. Other Reports
City Administrator Fineran reported that planning items are keeping staff very busy. He said the AARP sponsored
tax clinics will not be taking place in Watertown this year. Prescheduled appointments can be made in Waconia,
Chaska, and Shorewood. Appointments are limited.
The EDA approved application for the CDA grant program for $100,000 for a project in the Industrial Park. Fineran
said there are also funds available through the County for businesses, homeowners, renters, etc.
Council Member Guetzkow explained that the business applying for the CDA grant Fineran was referring to at the
Industrial Park will be a high end storage and business incubator. The EDA will act as a passthrough for the
$100,000 and funds will be disbursed as they are spent by the developer.
Council Member Pawelk reminded residents to clear their sidewalks.
Mayor Washburn thanked staff on the snow removal efforts.
7. Claims
GUETZKOW MOVED, PAWELK SECONDED A MOTION TO ADOPT THE 2020 AND 2021 CLAIMS AS
PRESENTED. MOTION CARRIED 5-0.
7.A. Approve Claims For 2020 Budget

7.B. Approve Claims For 2021 Budget
8. Adjournment
PAWELK MOVED, SCHUETTE SECONDED A MOTION TO ADJOURN THE MEETING AT 9:03 PM. MOTION
CARRIED 5-0.
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City of Watertown

Request for Action

Watertown City Council
February 23, 2021
Agenda Item: Letter of Support – CSAH 24 Safety and Reconstruction Project
Request for Action: Motion to approve letter of support
Department: Shane Fineran, City Administrator
Background:
Carver County had planned to complete a reclamation and reconstruction project on CSAH 24 from Watertown
east to the County line in 2021. Due to delays with right of way acquisition of right of way to complete the
planned shoulder widening and safety improvements they have delayed the project to 2022.
The delay will allow them to seek additional funding sources for the project and have identified Local Road
Improvement Project (LRIP) funds from MnDOT as a likely source. They are seeking the maximum award of
$1,250,000. The County has confirmed that with our support and successful award of these funds the City’s
potential cost share for trail reconstruction between Paul Avenue and Arnica Drive, which is needed to
accommodate the road improvements, would be absorbed by these funds.
The County is asking for the City’s support via the attached letter to be submitted with their LRIP funding
application. Staff recommends approval.
Funding Source:
None
Attachments:
Project Map
Letter of Support
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Public Works Division
11360 Hwy 212, Suite 1
Cologne, MN 55322
(952) 466-5200
Created: 2/8/2021

February 23, 2021
MnDOT State Aid for Local Transportation Office
Attn: Marc Briese, P.E.
395 John Ireland Blvd
St. Paul, MN 55155
Subject: CSAH 24 Safety and Reconstruction Project in Carver County LRIP Application Support - City of Watertown
Mr. Briese,
The City of Watertown supports Carver County’s application for the County State Aid Highway (CSAH) 24 Safety and
Reconstruction project in the City of Watertown and Watertown Township through the Local Road Improvement Program
administered by MnDOT. Safety improvements to this corridor are a priority for the City, and the City is working with
the County on the proposed improvements.
The CSAH 24 Safety and Reconstruction project from CSAH 10 to the eastern County border will include important safety
improvements such as shoulder widening, enhanced pavement markings, sight distance improvements, and intersection safety
improvements. The CSAH 24 LRIP application is for the Rural Road Safety Account and substantially addresses the
considerations and eligibility for this category including identification as a high priority roadway in the County Road
Safety Plan.
CSAH 24 is an important east-west link between our City and several neighboring communities just west of the metro
area and is a main rural highway connection to and from the City of Watertown. Watertown is a regional destination
within Carver County and home to the Catalyst Clinic, Lakeview Clinic, Marketplace Foods, numerous restaurants, and
professional services, providing service to western Carver County and parts of adjacent counties.
The City of Watertown supports Carver County’s CSAH 24 Safety and Reconstruction project, as it will improve mobility
and safety within our City and Carver County.
Sincerely,

Steve Washburn
Mayor

HEART OF THE LUCE LINE TRAIL
______________________________________________________________
309 Lewis Ave. S., P.O. Box 279, Watertown, MN 55388
(952) 955-2681 FAX (952) 955-2695 info@watertownmn.gov www.watertownmn.gov

City of Watertown

Request for Action

Watertown City Council
February 23, 2021
Agenda Item:

2020 CIPP (Cast In Place Pipe)

Request for Action:

Payment Application 1

Department:

Engineering

Background:
The City Council awarded the 2020 CIPP project to Visu-Sewer, Inc. on April 28th, 2020. The Contractor began
work in early December and was substantially completed by January. The work included lining of the existing
sanitary sewer, lateral reinstatement, and protruding tap trimming. Some small repair items remain for the
contractor to complete and we are currently withholding payment on those runs of pipe until completed. We
have reviewed and compiled all of the quantities completed to date and attached Pay Application No. 1 for the
above referenced work.
Staff is recommending approval and payment in the amount of $57,609.43 to Visu-Sewer, Inc. W230 N4855 Betker
Dr. Pewaukee, WI 53072.
Attachments:

2020 CIPP-Payment Application No. 1

February 17, 2021
City of Watertown
309 Lewis Avenue South
Watertown, MN 55388
Re:

2020 CIPP
City of Watertown

Dear Mr. Fineran:
Enclosed is Payment Request No. 1 from Visu-Sewer for work completed on the 2020 CIPP
Project through January 1, 2021. This estimate includes CIPP lining to repair deficient
portions of the sanitary sewer system at various locations in town.
We have reviewed the estimate, verified the quantities, and recommend payment in the
amount of $57,609.43, which includes a retained percentage of 5%.
Please contact me if you have any questions or need additional information.
Sincerely,

Bolton & Menk, Inc.

Andrew Budde, P.E.
Enclosures

H:\Watt\C16120089\7_Construction\E_Pay Applications\Pay App #1\120089 Letter 1.doc

Contractor: Visu-Sewer, Inc.
Name of Project: 2020 CIPP

Estimate Number:
Application Date:
Pay Period:

1
1/5/2021
12/1/2020 - 1/1/2021

% COMPLETED AFTER THIS ESTIMATE……………………………..………..………………………...…………………………..

54.5%

ORIGINAL CONTRACT AMOUNT ……………………..…………………………………..………………………………
CHANGE ORDERS/EXTRA WORK:
Description
No.
1
T & M CCTV PVC 8"

$
$
$
$
$

Additions
885.00
-

$

111,303.00

$
$
$

885.00
112,188.00
-

$

112,188.00

$
$
$
$

$60,641.50
60,641.50
3,032.08
57,609.43

Deductions
$
$
$
$
$

-

TOTAL ADDITIONS……………………………………………….………………………..………………………………..
SUB TOTALS………………………………………………………………………...……………...………………………………
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS……………………………………………………………..……………….……………………………….
CONTRACT AMOUNT TO DATE……………..…………………………….…………..…………………………………………..
TOTAL COMPLETED TO DATE…………………………………………………….……………..……..………………………………..
MATERIALS STORED………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………
TOTAL COMPLETED AND STORED TO DATE………………………………………...…………………….……………………………………..
LESS
5%
RETAINAGE………………………………………………………………..….……………………..…………………...
TOTAL EARNED LESS RETAINAGE…………………………………………..……………..………….……………………..……..…
LESS PREVIOUS PAYMENTS:
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $
Est. No.
Amount $

Total Estimates $

AMOUNT DUE THIS ESTIMATE……………………………………………...………………………………………..………………….…

-

$

57,609.43

Certificate for Payment
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, all items quantities and prices
of work and material shown on this Estimate are correct and that all work has been
performed in full accordance with the terms and conditions of the Contract for this project
between the Owner and the undersigned Contractor, and as amended by any
authorized changes, and that the foregoing is a true and correct statement of the
contract amount for the period covered by this Estimate.

Visu-Sewer, Inc.
W230 N4855 Betker Dr.
Pewaukee, WI 53072

Contractor:

Payment requested by:
Visu-Sewer
Contractor Representative
By:
Date:

Approved and recommended for payment by:
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
Project Engineer

Pete Baumann
1/5/2021

.

By:
Date:

.

Estimate 1.xlsx

.

1/5/2021

.

Contractor: Visu-Sewer, Inc.
2020 CIPP
Application for Payment
City of Watertown
Item
No.

Application Number:
Application Date:
Period to:
BMI Project Number:
Description of Work

A
Original
Plan
Quantity

Unit
of
Measure

B
Bid
Price

C
Original
Contract
Amount

D
Current Pay Application
Quantity
Amount
this App.
this App.

1
01/05/21
12/1/20 - 1/1/21
C16.120089
E
Total
Quantity
to Date

(B x D)
1
2
3
4
5
6

2020 CIPP WORK
MOBILIZATION
TRAFFIC CONTROL
CURED IN PLACE PIPE (CIPP) APPROXIMATELY. 8" MEASURE
LATERAL REINSTATEMENT (ANY SIZE)
PROTRUDING TAP TRIMMING (NON-IRON, ANY SIZE)
PROTRUDING TAP TRIMMING (IRON, ANY SIZE)

1

Extras
T & M CCTV PVC 8"
PROJECT TOTAL

Total Amount
Completed
to Date
(B x E)

1
1
3561
39
7
3

LS
LS
LF
EACH
EACH
EACH

$3,575.00
$250.00
$28.00
$150.00
$135.00
$325.00

$3,575.00
$250.00
$99,708.00
$5,850.00
$945.00
$975.00

0.50
1.00
1933.00
20.00
2.00
1.00

$1,787.50
$250.00
$54,124.00
$3,000.00
$270.00
$325.00

0.50
1.00
1933.00
20.00
2.00
1.00

$1,787.50
$250.00
$54,124.00
$3,000.00
$270.00
$325.00

0

EACH

$295.00

$0.00

3.00

$885.00

3.00

$885.00

$111,303.00

$60,641.50

$60,641.50

City of Watertown

Request for Action

Watertown City Council
2/23/2021
th

Agenda Item: Forest Hills 10 Addition
Request for Action: Preliminary and Final Plat and Site Plan Review
Department: Planning

PC DATE: 12.17.2020
CC DATE: 2.23.2021

Request:
Loomis Development, LLC, (Applicant) requests that the City consider the following actions for the property
known as OUTLOT A, Forest Hills 7th Addition and Outlot A, Forest Hills 5th Addition and further identified as (PID
No.852290030 and 852310050):
a. A Preliminary and Final Plat which will allow the replat of OUTLOT A, Forest Hills 7th Addition and
Outlot A, Forest Hills 5th Addition to create 32 single-family lots.
b. Site Plan Review for the proposed residential development.
Property/Site Information:
The subject property is located within the Forest Hills Subdivision. It is generally bordered by Bur Oak Lane to
the west, Forest Hills Lane to the east and CSAH 20 to the south. The properties were originally plated as
Outlots in earlier phases of the Forest Hills Subdivision. The property has the following site characteristics:
Property Information: Forest Hills 10th Addition
Zoning: PUD FH – Planned Unit Development Forest Hills
Comprehensive Plan: Medium Density Residential
Acreage: 14.90 acres
Site Location

Background:
The applicant is asking the City to consider approval of a preliminary and final plat and site plan review for a new
residential subdivision to be known as Forest Hills 10th Addition. The subject properties were a part of the
overall and previously platted Forest Hills Subdivision. Two previous phases of the subdivision created the
properties as OUTLOT A, Forest Hills 7th Addition and Outlot A, Forest Hills 5th Addition. The City approved an
overall concept development plan for all of Forest Hills with the initial phase of development. The concept plan
depicted this property as all multi-family townhome lots. The current proposal would reduce the overall
number of units shown in the initial concept plan from 61 townhomes to 32 single-family homes (See initial
concept plan below).
The proposed preliminary plat and site plan would require the City to allow a conversion of these properties
from Subzones E and D to Subzone C. Subzone C is a single-family subzone that is consistent with the recently
developed property to the northeast.

Original Concept Plan

Preliminary and Final Plat/Site Plan Review
The City completed a detailed review of the proposed subdivision. It should be noted that the developer of this
subdivision has been constructing homes within several previous phases of the Forest Hills Subdivision and is
familiar with the prescribed zoning standards. A detailed review letter was prepared and provided to the
applicant. Almost all comments provided were fully resolved between preliminary and final plat. The plans
generally comply with the City requirements pertaining to new development. The City Council will need to find
that the proposed preliminary and final plat is in keeping with the intent of the previously considered concept
plan for this development and can meet applicable zoning requirements.
Staff has provided the following summary of key site plan review related components:

Site Design

The overall street and general lot layout are in keeping with the initial concept plan for Forest Hills.
Balsam Lane will be extended to the east through the proposed development. Hawthorne Lane
will be extended into the development from the north to Balsam Lane. A new cul-de-sac named
Linden Court will be connected to Balsam Lane. The plans depict a sidewalk on both sides of the
proposed streets throughout the development with the exception of the cul-de-sac. Public Works
is recommending that the sidewalks not be provided on the cul-de-sac due to the limited are for
snow storage.

•
•

The City has noted that Block 4 is zoned Subzone D and Blocks 1, 2 and 3 are zoned Subzone
E. The development is proposed to be developed using the Subzone C requirements.
The City worked with the developer to establish perimeter Outlots, remove drainage and
utility easements from the private lots and to eliminate lots that created undesirable
conditions. The depictions below show the before concept and the final plat.

BEFORE

AFTER

Building Design/Lot Sizes and Setbacks

The proposed subdivision will be developed in accordance with Subzone C requirements. The
subzone requirements stipulate building setbacks and other similar zoning provisions. Setbacks for
subzone C are as follows:
Subzone C - High Density Residential
Front Yard:
30 feet (can be reduced to 20 feet if a front porch is constructed with a
minimum depth of 6 feet)
Side Yard:
5 feet
Rear Yard:
20 feet
The applicant is proposing to meet the required setbacks.
• Architectural standards are also provided within the PUD-FH requirements. Generally, the
building materials, porch design and garage door standards are provided in the ordinance.
The applicant is proposing to meet applicable standards.

Landscape and Buffering

The City requires a 30-foot buffer along all lots that have public road frontage on both the front and
rear yards (Chapter 28 Landscaping, Section 28-24,b,1). A buffer is required along the entirety of
those lots abutting CSAH 20. The buffer is typically required to include landscaping and a 3-5-foot
earthen berm. There are 27 existing deciduous trees located along the existing right of way that
appear to have been planted with the original development.
• The buffer requires 1 over story tree, 1 ornamental tree and 2 evergreen trees per 30 lineal
feet of buffer required. The required buffer length is 1,020 feet. The following table
provides information relating to the required and provided buffer landscaping:
Required
Over story Trees:
34
Ornamental Trees: 34
Evergreen Trees:
68

Provided
57: (57 equivalent existing)
34: 26 new (8 equivalent existing)
68: 65 new (3 existing)

The proposed landscape plan meets the requirements of the City’s buffer ordinance.
• The City requires street trees to be installed at the rate of 1 street tree for each 40 lineal
feet of public road frontage. The plans provide street trees in accordance with the
requirement. The City may continue to work with the developer to adjust tree locations
near intersections, fire hydrants and streetlights.
• The City requires two trees per dwelling unit for all proposed residential development
(Section 28-22,2). The plans indicate that two trees are provided per lot. The City will work
with the developer to label the individual trees on the final landscape plans or establish the
species list that can be used to stipulate the trees on each lot.
• The City is concerned about the existing and potential encroachment into the existing and
proposed Outlots from the proposed lots. The City requires monument signs to be placed
at the property corners abutting Outlots to identify property boundaries. Please note the
location of signs on the plans. The City will work with you on the size, exact locations and
language to be placed on the signs (example sign shown below).

BOUNDARY SIGNAGE

Grading, Drainage, Utility and Stormwater Review Comments:
Please see the engineering comments attached to this letter which were prepared by the City’s Engineer,
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
•

There is a proposed retaining wall located between Lots 3&4, Block 4. This wall should not
be located within the proposed D&U easement. An adjustment may need to be made to
the plans.

Fire Department Review Comments:
• The Fire Department reviewed the proposed site plan and does not have any comments at
this time.
Park Dedication
Park Dedication for this property will be required. The City has determined that the following park
dedication will be required:
Neighborhood Park dedication - equal to one acre per 25 units (32/25) = 1.28 acres
1.28 x *40,000 =
$51,200.00
*Fair Market Value per acre will be established by the City Council at the time of final plat
(per Developer agreement)
Community Park dedication - equal to 5% of the gross land area being platted.

5% x 14.90 acres = .75 acres
.75 x *40,000 =

$30,000.00

Recreation Facilities Fee - based on a percentage of the total lots being platted.
Original total lots in Forest Hills was 482, with total liability to developer of $406,525.
32 / 482 = 6.63%
6.63% x $406,525 =
$26,952.61
Total due at final plat:

$108,152.61

Summary:
The applicant has prepared a preliminary and final plat and site plan that closely resembles the concept plan
initially considered by the City for Forest Hills with the primary change consisting of the conversion of multifamily buildings to single-family. The proposal is in keeping with the City’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan. The
applicant has prepared a subdivision plan that generally meets the zoning requirements for Subzone C of the
PUD-FH district.
Public Comment and Planning Commission Discussion:
Commissioners reviewed the applications and asked questions of staff and the petitioner. Commissioners asked
about the ownership of the Outlots. It was noted that the Outlots would be dedicated to the City.
Commissioners asked how many more multi-family units were planned for this development. It was noted that
Outlots A and D of the original Forest Hills Plat were still planned for multi-family as well as the almost 6 acres at
the intersection of Mill Avenue and Ironwood. No public comments were made at the meeting or in writing.
Commissioners found the proposed plats to be consistent with the overall master plan for the Forest Hills
development and recommended approval to the City Council with the conditions and findings provided below
and incorporated into the approving resolution.
Recommendation:
The Planning Commission recommended approval of the proposed preliminary and final plat and site plan review
with the following findings:
1. The proposed preliminary and final plats and site plan review to allow the proposed development,
meets all applicable criteria and conditions stated in Chapters 28, 52 and 62 (Landscaping,
Subdivisions, Zoning) of the City of Watertown Zoning Ordinance.
2. The final plat for Forest Hills 10th Addition is approved, and the Mayor and City Clerk-Treasurer are
authorized to execute the same on behalf of the City, subject to the terms and conditions of Section
4 below.
3. The final site plan for Forest Hills 10th Addition is approved, subject to the terms and conditions of
Section 4 below.
4. The development agreement for Forest Hills 10th Addition is approved and the Mayor and City ClerkTreasurer are authorized to execute the same on behalf of the City, subject to the terms and
conditions of Section 4 below and subject minor modifications by City staff and the City Attorney.
5. The City Council’s approval of the final plat, final site plan and development agreement is subject to
completion of the following items that must be met, to the satisfaction of the City, prior to the
release of the final plat and the development agreement unless otherwise expressly provided for
below:

A. The Applicant shall provide the City with a revised set of plans addressing all remaining review
comments made by the staff review and found in the report made to the City Council.
B. The Applicant shall provide the City with a revised set of plans addressing all remaining review
comments made by Bolton & Menk, Inc. following their final review of the construction drawings
and final plat.
C. The Applicant shall add the approved lot tree species table to the final landscape plan.
D. The Applicant shall comply with all applicable regulations and conditions prescribed by Carver
County WMO and receive all applicable approvals. Following approval, the Applicant shall provide
the City with a copy of the approval.
E. The Applicant shall enter into development agreement with the City.
F. The Applicant shall provide a letter of credit as established by the development agreement for
all public improvements associated with this development.
G. The Applicant shall obtain all necessary City, County, PCA and other regulatory agency approval
and permits prior to construction.
H. The Applicant shall pay the park dedication fees in accordance with the terms defined in
the development agreement.
I. The Applicant shall record the final plat in the Office of the Carver County Recorder/Registrar of
Titles within 45 days after the date of approval and furnish the City evidence of the recording;
otherwise, the approval of the subdivision shall be considered null and void.
J. The Applicant shall, immediately upon recording and before the issuance of any permits for the
development of the Property, furnish the City with a reproducible mylar copy and one blue line print
of the final plat or survey.
K. Approval of a final plat shall expire one year after the date of approval unless construction has
commenced in accordance with the final site plan and the development agreement, or an extension
is granted by the City Council.
L. The Applicant shall pay for all costs associated with the City’s review of the preliminary and
final plat and final site plan, preparation of the development agreement and City costs and
expenses with regard to the above conditions.
Attachments:
§ Resolution 2021-20
§ Development Agreement
§ Application
§ Civil Construction Plans prepared by Otto Associates
§ Preliminary and Final Plat prepared by Otto Associates

RESOLUTION NO. 2021-20
CITY OF WATERTOWN
RESOLUTION APPROVING SITE PLAN REVIEW, PRELIMINARY PLAT AND
FINAL PLAT FOR THE SUBDIVISION TO BE KNOWN AS
FOREST HILLS 10TH ADDITION
WHEREAS, the City of Watertown (the “City) is a municipal corporation under the laws
of Minnesota; and
WHEREAS, the City adopted a comprehensive plan in 2020 to guide the development of
the community; and
WHEREAS, the City has adopted a zoning and subdivision ordinance and other official
controls to assist in implementing the comprehensive plan; and
WHEREAS, Forest Hills Development, LLC (the “Applicant”) submitted a final plat and
final site plan for review and approval of the City Council for property to be platted as Forest
Hills 10th Addition (the “Property”); and
WHEREAS, the Property is legally described as Outlot A, FOREST HILLS 7th
ADDITION, and Outlot A, FOREST HILLS 5th ADDTION, Carver County, Minnesota,
according to the recorded plat therof; and
WHEREAS, the Property is zoned Planned Unit Development – Forest Hills (PUD-FH);
and
WHEREAS the requested final plat and site plan review meets all requirements,
standards and specifications of the City of Watertown zoning and subdivision ordinances; and
WHEREAS the Planning Commission recommended approved the preliminary plat on
December 17, 2020; and
WHEREAS the requested final plat is found to be consistent with the approved
preliminary plat and meets all requirements, standards and specifications of the City of
Watertown zoning and subdivision ordinances; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has reviewed all materials submitted by the Applicant;
considered the oral and written testimony offered by the applicant and all interested parties; and
has now concluded that the application is in compliance with all applicable standards and can be
considered for approval.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
WATERTOWN, MINNESOTA, that it should and hereby does approve the preliminary and
final plat and site plan review for the subdivision to be known as FOREST HILLS 10th
ADDITION per the City’s subdivision and zoning regulations with the following conditions:

1. The proposed preliminary and final plats and site plan review to allow the proposed
development, meets all applicable criteria and conditions stated in Chapters 28, 52
and 62 (Landscaping, Subdivisions, Zoning) of the City of Watertown Zoning
Ordinance.
2. The final plat for Forest Hills 10th Addition is approved, and the Mayor and City
Clerk-Treasurer are authorized to execute the same on behalf of the City, subject to
the terms and conditions of Section 4 below.
3. The final site plan for Forest Hills 10th Addition is approved, subject to the terms and
conditions of Section 4 below.
4. The development agreement for Forest Hills 10th Addition is approved and the Mayor
and City Clerk-Treasurer are authorized to execute the same on behalf of the City,
subject to the terms and conditions of Section 4 below and subject minor
modifications by City staff and the City Attorney.
5. The City Council’s approval of the final plat, final site plan and development
agreement is subject to completion of the following items that must be met, to the
satisfaction of the City, prior to the release of the final plat and the development
agreement unless otherwise expressly provided for below:
A. The Applicant shall provide the City with a revised set of plans addressing all
remaining review comments made by the staff review and found in the report made to
the City Council.
B. The Applicant shall provide the City with a revised set of plans addressing all
remaining review comments made by Bolton & Menk, Inc. following their final
review of the construction drawings and final plat.
C. The Applicant shall add the approved lot tree species table to the final landscape
plan.
D. The Applicant shall comply with all applicable regulations and conditions
prescribed by Carver County WMO and receive all applicable approvals. Following
approval, the Applicant shall provide the City with a copy of the approval.
E. The Applicant shall enter into development agreement with the City.
F. The Applicant shall provide a letter of credit as established by the development
agreement for all public improvements associated with this development.
G. The Applicant shall obtain all necessary City, County, PCA and other regulatory
agency approval and permits prior to construction.

H. The Applicant shall pay the park dedication fees in accordance with the terms
defined in the development agreement.
I. The Applicant shall record the final plat in the Office of the Carver County
Recorder/Registrar of Titles within 45 days after the date of approval and furnish
the City evidence of the recording; otherwise the approval of the subdivision shall be
considered null and void.
J. The Applicant shall, immediately upon recording and before the issuance of any
permits for the development of the Property, furnish the City with a reproducible
mylar copy and one blue line print of the final plat or survey.
K. Approval of a final plat shall expire one year after the date of approval unless
construction has commenced in accordance with the final site plan and the
development agreement, or an extension is granted by the City Council.
L. The Applicant shall pay for all costs associated with the City’s review of
the preliminary and final plat and final site plan, preparation of the development
agreement and City costs and expenses with regard to the above conditions.
This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the City of Watertown on this 23rd day of
January 2021, by a vote of ____ayes and ____nays.

______________________________
Steve Washburn, Mayor
ATTEST:
__________________________________
Lynn Tscudi, City Clerk-Treasurer

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
FOREST HILLS 10TH ADDITION
THIS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOREST HILLS 10TH ADDITION
(hereinafter referred to “Agreement”) is made and entered into as of this ___day of
________, 2021 (“Effective Date”), by and between the CITY OF WATERTOWN, a
municipal corporation and political subdivision of the State of Minnesota (“City”), and
LOOMIS DEVELOPMENT, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company, (“Developer”).
WITNESSETH: that for valuable consideration and in the joint and mutual exercise
of their powers and in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, the parties
recite and agree as follows:
SECTION 1. RECITALS.
1.01

The Property. Developer is the owner of certain real property legally
described in Exhibit A, attached hereto, consisting of 14.9 acres of land
located in the City of Watertown, Carver County, Minnesota (“Property”).
The Developer intends to improve and develop such property for residential
housing to be known as “Forest Hills 10th Addition.” Forest Hills 10th
Addition is in the City of Watertown, Carver County, Minnesota, (sometimes,
the “Project”, “Development,” or “Subdivision”).

1.02

Proposed Development. The Property is part of a larger development entitled
Forest Hills. Forest Hills has been partially developed as Forest Hills 3rd
through 9th Additions (hereinafter referred to as the “Previous
Development”). The Property is an undeveloped portion of Forest Hills;
originally platted as outlots in earlier phases of the Previous Development. The
current proposed development consists of 37 single-family homes. No public
infrastructure (roads, sidewalks, utilities) initially necessary to support the
proposed development of Forest Hills 10th Addition have been installed.

1.02

Previous Development Agreements. The Property is subject to a certain
Development Agreement, dated April 11, 2006, between the City of

Watertown and Rolling Green, Inc., with respect to the Previous Development
“First DA”). The First DA was replaced and superseded with respect to the
property identified in the Development Agreement, dated April 9, 2019,
between the City of Watertown and Forest Hills Development, LLC (“Second
DA”). The First DA and Second DA was replaced and superseded with
respect to the property identified in the Development Agreement, dated July
14, 2020, between the City of Watertown and Loomis Development, LLC
(“Third DA”). THIS AGREEMENT REPLACES AND SUPERSEDES
THE FIRST DA, SECOND DA, AND THIRD DA WITH RESPECT TO
THE PROPERTY ONLY. The First DA, Second DA, AND Third DA
remain in full force and effect as to remaining Forest Hills Property that is
described in the First DA, Second DA, and Third DA, respectively.
1.03

Preliminary Site Plan; Preliminary Plat. The City Council passed Resolution
No. 2021-__ on February 23__, 2021, conditionally approving the preliminary
site plan of Forest Hills 10th Addition (the “Preliminary Site Plan”), which
Preliminary Site Plan is attached hereto as Exhibit B, the Preliminary Plat for
Forest Hills 10th Addition (the “Preliminary Plat”), which Preliminary Plat
is Sheet No. 1 of the Preliminary Plan, all subject to certain conditions as
described on attached Exhibit C, also subject to the terms and conditions of
this Agreement.

1.05

Final Plat; Final Plans. The City Council passed Resolution No. 2021-__ on
February 23, __, 2020 (Resolution 2021-__ is referred to as “City
Resolution”), approving the final plat of Forest Hills 10th Addition (the “Final
Plat”), which Final Plat is attached hereto as Exhibit D, the final site plan for
Forest Hills 10th Addition (the “Site Plan”), which Site Plan is attached hereto
as Exhibit E, and the final landscape plan for Forest Hills 10th Addition (the
“Landscape Plan”), which Landscape Plan is attached hereto as Exhibit F
and is incorporated into and part of the Site Plan, all subject to certain
conditions as described on attached Exhibit G and subject to the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

SECTION 2. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF THE DEVELOPER.
The Developer, as an inducement to the City to enter into this Agreement, hereby represents,
warrants and covenants to the City as follows:
2.01 No Disability. The Developer is a duly organized limited liability company
under the laws of the State of Minnesota in good standing and authorized to do
business in the State of Minnesota and is under no restriction to enter into this
Agreement.
2.02 Ownership. Developer is the owner in fee simple of the Property and hereby
warrants and guarantees that it has sufficient title and interest in the Property to

cause covenants, restrictions and promise herein to be binding covenants on the
Property free and clear of any other claims, mortgages or liens that would be a
lien prior to this Agreement. Developer, shall, at Developer’s expense, and
prior to the issuance of any permits for the development of the Property provide
evidence of sufficient ownership to the City in the form of title commitment
and associated documents, subject to review by the City Attorney.
2.03 Execution No Violation. The execution, delivery and performance of this
Agreement does not and will not result in any breach of, or constitute a default
under, any indenture, mortgage, contract, agreement or instrument to which the
Developer is a party or by which it, or its property, is bound.
2.04 Litigation. There are no pending or threatened actions or proceedings before
any court or administrative agency which will adversely affect the financial
condition, business or operation of the Developer or the ability of the
Developer to perform its obligations under this Agreement.
2.05 Compliance. The Developer will comply with and promptly perform all of the
Developer’s obligations under this Agreement and all related documents and
instruments.
2.06 Environmental Assessment. To the best of Developer’s knowledge, the
proposed development does not require an environmental assessment
worksheet or an environmental impact statement, but shall prepare the same if
required to do so by the City or other governmental entity, pursuant to law, and
shall reimburse City for all expenses incurred by City in connection with any
environmental review, including all, staff time and consultant and attorneys’
fees.
2.07 Wetlands. The Development Project must comply with all wetland protection
regulations, including without limitation the Wetland Conservation Act.
2.08 Environmental Laws. As of the date of the execution of this Agreement,
Developer is not aware of any facts which would cause it or the Property to be
in violation of any local, state or federal environmental law, regulation or
review procedure, which would give any person a valid claim under the
Minnesota Environmental Rights Act.
2.09 Payment of Costs and Expenses. The Developer agrees to pay the total amount
of costs, charges, expenses and attorneys’ fees incurred or paid at any time by
the City in relation to the development of this Project, including any
condemnation action, except as may otherwise be set forth in this Agreement,
and in regard to any action or event of default by Developer, resulting in any
suit or proceeding at law or in equity to which the City shall become a party in
reference to the Developer’s interest in the Property or the Project. The costs

set forth in this paragraph shall be paid from the Development Escrow
described in Section 20.02.
2.10 Intended Use. The intended use of the Property is for single-family detached
residential homes, which are allowed in subzone C of the PUD-FH zoning
district.
2.11 Cooperation. The Developer agrees to cooperate fully with the City in regard
to all matters pertaining to this Agreement and the Project, including any
litigation commenced with respect to the Project and the resolution of any
engineering, erosion, traffic, parking, trash removal or public safety problems
which may arise in connection with the construction and operation of the
Project, and the City agrees to reciprocate
2.12 Warranty as to Development Work. The Developer warrants all work required
to be performed by it under this Agreement against poor material, faulty
workmanship, and defects for a period of two years after its completion and
acceptance by the City per Section 4.09 of this Agreement. All landscaping
material is warranted per Section 7.04 of this Agreement. All drainage
facilities must remain functional and free of dirt and debris until accepted by
the City, which will be the obligation of the Developer.
SECTION 3. IMPROVEMENTS.
Developer shall construct, install and pay for all improvements and proceedings necessary to
fully complete the development of Forest Hills 10th Addition, except as may otherwise be set
forth in this Agreement. Such improvements, both public and private are hereinafter
collectively referred to as the “Improvements”, are at a minimum, listed in Exhibit H. As
hereinafter set forth, all such improvements shall be subject to review, approval, inspection
and authorization by the City and/or its consulting engineer.
SECTION 4. DEVELOPMENT
INSPECTIONS.

PLANS,

APPROVAL,

CONSTRUCTION

AND

4.01

Developer’s Engineer. The Developer will engage, at Developer’s expense, a
duly registered professional civil engineer approved by the City authorized to
practice within the State of Minnesota to review detailed plans and
specifications according to the City’s Manual of Design and Construction
Standards for the complete installation of all of the Improvements.

4.02

Permits. It shall be the responsibility of the Developer to determine and obtain
prior to construction all the necessary approvals, permits, and licenses required
for this Project. Such approvals, permits, and licenses may include, but are not
limited to, the following: The City of Watertown; Minnesota Department of
Transportation; County Highway Department; appropriate watershed district;

Board of Soil and Water Resources; railroads; utility companies; Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources; Army Corps of Engineers; Minnesota
Pollution Control Agency; Metropolitan Council; Minnesota Department of
Health and any other regulatory or jurisdictional agency affected by or having
jurisdiction over the improvements required for this development. Any design
requirements of such agencies shall be determined prior to completion and
incorporated into the plans and specifications. All costs incurred to obtain said
approvals, permits, and licenses and also all fines or penalties levied by any
agency due to the failure of the Developer to obtain or comply with the
conditions of such approvals, permits, and licenses shall be the sole
responsibility of the Developer. The Developer agrees to defend and hold the
City, its officers, employees and agents harmless from any action initiated by a
regulatory agency resulting from any failure of the Developer.
4.03

Construction Plans. The Development and construction of the Project shall be
in accordance with the Site Plan. The Site Plan may be amended before and
during the construction of the Improvements upon Developer submitting plan
revisions prepared by the Developer’s engineer, subject to review and
approval by the City Engineer (the “Construction Plans”). Any reference in
this Agreement to the Site Plan shall include the Construction Plans. If the
Site Plan and Construction Plans vary from the written terms of this
Agreement, the written terms of this Agreement shall control.

4.04

Approval of Design, Plans, Construction and Inspections. The Improvements
must be installed in accordance with City standards and ordinances and Site
Plan and specifications which have been prepared by a competent registered
professional engineer, furnished to the City and approved by the City
Engineer. The Developer shall instruct its engineer to provide adequate field
inspection personnel to assure an acceptable level of quality control to the
extent that the Developer’s engineer will be able to certify that the
construction work meets the approved City standards as a condition of City
acceptance. In addition, the City may, at the City’s discretion and at the
Developer’s expense, have one or more City inspectors and a soil engineer
inspect the work on a full or part-time basis. The Developer, its contractors
and subcontractors, shall follow all instructions received from City’s
inspectors. The Developer’s Engineer shall provide for on-site project
management. The Developer’s Engineer is responsible for design changes and
contract administration between the Developer and the Developer’s contractor.
Any design changes must be reviewed and approved by City’s Engineer. The
Developer or its engineer shall schedule a pre-construction meeting at a
mutually agreeable time at the City Administrative offices with all parties
concerned, including the City staff, to review the program for the construction
work.

4.05

This section is intentionally left blank.

4.06

Inspections and License to Enter. The Developer hereby grants to the City, its
engineer, agents, employees, contractors and designees, a license to enter upon
the development project site to perform all work and inspections deemed
appropriate by the City during the construction and installation of the
improvements until final certification of acceptance is approved by the City
for all of Improvements and expiration of any applicable warranty period.
The City, its engineer, or its designated agents shall periodically inspect the
improvements installed by the Developer, its contractors, sub-contractors or
agents. Any inspections made pursuant hereto shall be done for the sole
benefit of the City. The Developer hereby waives any right to rely on or to be
assured of any approval by reason of any inspection. The Developer, its
contractors, and subcontractors shall follow all reasonable instructions
received from the City or its designated agents to allow the City an
opportunity to inspect the improvement work requiring inspection by city
engineer. The Developer shall notify the City engineer at least two (2) full
working days prior to the commencement of the site grading operation, laying
of utility lines, sub-grade preparation, the laying of gravel base or bituminous
surfacing for street construction or any other improvement work which shall
be substantially buried or covered. Should the Developer fail to timely notify
the City to allow the City to inspect the work, the City may at the City’s
option, require the Developer to uncover and/or replace or reconstruct any of
the before-mentioned work in such a manner so as to provide the City with an
opportunity for inspection.
Upon completion of all the work required, the City engineer or his designated
representative, a representative of the contractor, and a representative of the
Developer’s engineer will make a final inspection of the work. Before final
payment is made to the contractor by the Developer, the City engineer shall be
satisfied that all work is satisfactorily completed in accordance with the
approved plans and specifications and the Developer’s engineer shall submit a
written statement attesting to same.

4.07

Easements. The Developer shall make available to the City, at no cost to the
City, all permanent or temporary easements as may be necessary, including
easements for access, utilities, buffers, trails. The City shall make available to
the Developer, at no cost to Developer, all temporary easements over City
owned land that may be necessary for the installation of Improvements.

4.08

Record Drawings, “As Built” Plans. Within 30 days after the completion of
all of Improvements, and before final security is released, Developer shall
provide the City with record drawings detailing the final “As Built” plans.
The record drawings shall be delivered via USB thumb drive or similar device

or medium, acceptable to the City, containing the following information in
current AutoCAD compatible format (.dwg or .dxf files):
-

Approved plat
Utilities
Layer names should be self-explanatory, or a list must be
included as key.

If the Developer does not provide such information, the City will digitize the
data. All costs associated with digitizing the data will be the responsibility of
the Developer.
4.09

Faithful Performance of Construction Contracts and Security. The Developer
shall fully and faithfully comply with all terms of all contracts entered into by
the Developer for the installation and construction of all of Improvements and
hereby guarantees the workmanship and materials for a period of two years
following the City’s final acceptance of all of Improvements. Prior to the
commencement of construction, the Developer will furnish and at all times
maintain with the City adequate security as provided in Section 18 of this
Agreement to assure faithful performance of construction and installation of
the Improvements.

4.10

Construction Times.
following hours:

All construction activities shall be confined to the

Monday - Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:00 AM until 7:00 PM
8:00 AM until 5:00 PM
Not Allowed

This does not apply to activities that are required on a 24-hour basis such as
dewatering, etc. Any deviation from the above hours is subject to approval of
the City Council.
SECTION 5. SERVICES TO BE PERFORMED BY CITY AND PAYMENT.
5.01

The City will review and approve plans and specifications prepared by
Developer’s Engineer for the Project, provide general inspection of methods,
materials and work, conduct periodic inspections as reasonably necessary and
conduct final job inspection. Periodic inspection at City discretion shall be
provided by City at Developer’s expense. The inspections hereunder are for
the benefit of the City and do not relieve the Developer of its obligations
hereunder to construct all Improvements in accordance with the Site Plan.
Also see Section 4.04.

5.02

The Developer shall pay, upon demand of the City, the administrative and
inspection costs of the City of all of the Improvements.

SECTION 6. MONUMENTATION OF LOT AND BLOCK CORNERS.
6.01

The Developer shall place iron monuments at all lot and block corners and at
all other angle points on boundary lines. Iron monuments shall be placed or
verified after all street and site grading has been completed by the Developer
in order to preserve the lot markers for future property owners. The Developer
shall also provide a minimum of one monument within the development, set in
concrete, for horizontal and vertical control for the City’s bench mark system.
More monuments may be required by the City engineer to serve the area. The
Developer’s Land Surveyor shall certify to the City in writing that all iron
monuments were placed as stated above and that all lots in the subdivision
comply with the City of Watertown’s Zoning Ordinance so as to permit
residential buildings thereon. Any iron monuments moved, destroyed or lost
by activities of the Developer or Developer’s agents (builders) on the property
after having been originally placed, shall be replaced in the correct location by
the Developer at Developer’s cost. No security shall be released until this
Section is satisfied.

6.02

The Developer shall place monument signs at every other lot corner of those
lots abutting Outlots A, B, and C, Forest Hills 10th Addition o ensure that
encroachment into the public space does not occur. The Developer will confer
with the City on sign detail prior to installation.

SECTION 7. LANDSCAPING.
7.01

Developer agrees to install landscaping materials in accordance with the Site
Plan and shall be completed, to the satisfaction of the City Engineer, as a
condition of receiving a certificate of occupancy for any dwelling unit on the
Property. All trees and materials shall be installed where feasible prior to
house construction and shall be protected by tree protection fencing during
house construction where necessary. Further, the Developer shall strictly
comply with the tree preservation plan section of the Site Plan.

7.02

The Development shall be subject to landscaping requirements as set forth in
the Site Plan, and City Code Chapter 28, including, but not limited to:
construction of a 1,020 linear feet, 30-foot wide buffer (landscaping and
earthern berm) along the entirety of lots abutting CSAH 20; installation of 1
over story tree, 1 ornamental tree and 2 evergreen tree per 30 lineal feet of
buffer; two trees per lot consistent with City Code Section 28-22; and street
trees (1 per each 40 lineal feet).

7.03

All landscaping requirements shall be completed prior to occupancy of any
dwelling unit on the Property or by May 31st following occupancy if
occupancy occurs October 1st through April 30th

7.04

If any portion of the landscaping is not completed within the time required
above, the City may cause such landscaping to be completed and draw upon
the Security required by this Agreement for the cost to complete such
landscaping. Further, all landscaping shall be guaranteed by the Developer to
survive two (2) full growing seasons. The City, its employees, agents or
contractors shall have the right, but not the obligation, to go upon the Property
to complete the landscaping or replace landscaping that does not survive two
(2) growing seasons without permission of the owner of the property or lot,
and shall not be liable for trespass. The City may also require a deposit as part
of the building permit fee to secure compliance with the landscaping
requirements. In that event, the City shall complete or replace the landscaping,
the Developer shall pay to the City, upon demand of the City, any costs that
the City incurs as a result of this Section 7.04. If Developer fails to make such
payment within 10 days of said demand, the City may, among other remedies,
reimburse itself for all costs and expenses, including, but not limited to legal and
consulting fees, from the retained escrow. Any landscaping completed by the
City pursuant to this Section is not warranted or guaranteed. The Developer shall
indemnify, hold harmless, and defend the City, its officers, employees, agents
and insurers against any and all liability, loss, costs, damages, expenses, claims,
actions, or judgments, including attorneys' fees which the City, its officers,
employees, agents and insurers may hereafter sustain, incur, or be required to
pay, arising out of or by reason of the City exercising its power under this
Section.

SECTION 8. This Section left intentionally blank.
SECTION 9. PARK DEDICATION & RECREATION FACILITIES FEE
REQUIREMENTS.
9.01

The Final Plat is 32 units on 14.9 acres. The fair market value of an acre of
the Property, based on the current amount established by the City Council is
$40,000. Developer must pay park dedication fees, as established by City
Code §52-166, in the amount of $58,152.61. Such payment must be made
prior to the release of the Final Plat. The above-mentioned park dedication
fees consist of the following:
Neighborhood Park Dedication: The land dedication requirement is 1 acre per
25 units. Here, based on the 32 units of the Final Plat the land dedication
requirement is 1.28 acres. The cash in lieu of dedication for the Final Plat is
$51,200.00.

Community Park Dedication: Land dedication requirement is 5% of total
platted acreage of 14.9 acres, which is .75 acres. The cash in lieu of fee is
$30,000.00 (.75 x 40,000).
The Recreation Facility Fee: Is based on a percentage of the total lots being
platted, which includes previous additions of the Forest Hills development
(482 total lots). The fee based on 32 lots out of 482 (6.63%) is $29,952.61.
SECTION 10. SPECIAL CONDITIONS.
10.01 Storm Water Collection System. The Developer shall provide a plan, subject
to the review and approval of the City and before the issuance of any building
permits, for inlet protection and sweeping to ensure that dirt and debris from
the Property does not enter and impact the storm water collection system. The
approved plans shall be incorporated as part of the Site Plan. Any water
surface containment or holding ponds constructed by Developer as part of this
project shall be dredged, maintained, and cleaned prior to their acceptance by
the City. Acceptance by the City of any such ponds for future maintenance
shall be for hydrology purposes only and not for aesthetic or vegetation
purposes. Final release of Developer’s Security under Section 18 shall not be
made until final acceptance by the City.
10.02 Debris. During the period of unit construction, Developer shall direct the
builder to provide on the building site a covered refuse dumpster or other
suitable enclosed containment unit to be used for the disposal of refuse, debris,
waste or other material during the construction period.
10.03 Ponds. Any water surface containment or holding ponds constructed by
Developer as part of this Project shall be dredged, maintained, and cleaned
prior to their acceptance by the City. Acceptance by the City of any such
ponds for future maintenance shall be for hydrology purposes only and not for
aesthetic or vegetation purposes. Final release of Developer’s security shall
not be made until final acceptance by the City.
10.04 Televising. Upon completion of the project, Developer shall, at Developer’s
sole cost and expense, for inspection purposes, televise the Forest Hills 10th
Addition sewer system and provide the City with a copy. Any obstructions
found shall be removed and repairs made if necessary.
10.05 Construction Site Policy. Developer agrees that Developer and Developer’s
contractors and subcontractors shall adhere to and be subject to all of the
City’s construction site policies.
10.06 Utility trunk charges. Developer understands that the current fee charged by
the City for connection of residential homes to the City water, sewer, and

storm water system is $10,667.81 per lot. This fee is subject to change on an
annual basis.
10.07 Construction Traffic. Shall be in compliance with the Site Plan
10.08 Approval of grading surveys. Developer agrees that its engineer, upon receipt
from the City of a grading survey as part of the building permit application,
will review the survey for its compliance with the grading plans for the lot and
certify to the City whether the grading survey complies.
10.09 Construction Site Policy. Developer agrees that Developer and Developer’s
contractors and builders shall adhere to and be subject to all City of
Watertown construction site policies and this Agreement.
10.10 Compliance. Developer and Developer’s contractors shall comply with all
requirements of the City of Watertown Subdivision Ordinance, conditions
required by the City Council, and City construction standards, policies, plates,
detail standards and reasonable requirements of the City Engineer applicable
to this development project except as otherwise agreed in this Development
Agreement or waived for good cause shown by the City Council.
10.11 Mailboxes. Developer shall provide mailboxes. Mail boxes shall be provided
in a consistent design and location approved by the City of Watertown and the
USPS. Mailboxes shall be installed prior to occupancy.
SECTION 11. LIGHTING
11.01 Street Lighting. Developer shall install all street lighting, including poles,
arms, wiring, transformers, pedestals, and any other necessary appurtenances
according to the street lighting plan designed by Excel Energy Company and
approved by the Developer and the City.
11.02 Accent Lighting. Developer shall install all accent lighting, including poles,
wiring, timers, sensors, and other appurtenances according to the Landscape
Plan approved by the City.
SECTION 12. COMPLETION OF IMPROVEMENTS.
12.01 Developer shall complete all Improvements required by this Agreement on or
before August 31, 2023 (“Completion Date”). The completion date as
provided herein is subject to unavoidable delays as hereinafter defined, in
which event the completion date may be extended by the period of such
unavoidable delays.

12.02 In the event Developer believes an extension is warranted because of
Unavoidable Delays, Developer shall request such extension in writing to the
City Engineer and specify the requested length of extension and the reason
therefore. The City engineer shall recommend the length of the extension, if
any, for consideration and approval by the City Council. For the purposes of
this Agreement, the term “Unavoidable Delays” shall mean means delays
which are the direct result of strikes or other labor troubles, unforeseeable and
unavoidable casualties to the Property, governmental actions, judicial action
commenced by third parties, the implementation of an environmental agencyapproved work plan for remediation, severe weather, acts of God, fire or other
casualty, site conditions materially different from those revealed in any report
or test provided to or obtained by the Developer or any other causes which the
Developer could not reasonably control or circumvent.
12.03 If an extension is granted, it will be conditioned upon updating Developer’s
security and escrow fund requirements, in section 18 and 20.02 respectively, if
necessary, to reflect any cost increases resulting from the extended completion
date.
SECTION 13. OWNERSHIP OF IMPROVEMENTS.
13.01 Upon the completion of the Improvements required to be constructed or
installed by this Agreement, such Improvements (other than privately owned
utilities) lying with the public easements and Right-of Way as shown on the
subdivision plat and those located on City property shall become City property
without further notice or action. Provided, however, that the construction shall
not be considered complete until the City engineer has made final inspection
of all construction and recommended acceptance by the City and the City has
made such acceptance by Council resolution, and the Developer has granted
any easement required by Section 4.07 of this Agreement. Until such
acceptance, Developer shall be responsible for the maintenance of the
Improvements. The Developer shall provide to the City, at no charge, record
drawings as required by Section 4.08 of this Agreement. Final security shall
not be released prior to receipt of the record drawings by the City.
13.02 All Improvements that are public and to be accepted by the City shall be
within easements dedicated on the Final Plat. If not dedicated, the City shall
be provided an easement, drafted by or approved by the City.
SECTION 14. CLEAN UP AND SEWER CLEANING.
14.01 The Developer shall weekly, or more often if required by the City Engineer or
inspector, clean dirt and debris from streets and/or rights-of-way and
underground utilities that have resulted from construction work by the
Developer, its agents, or assigns. All debris, including excess soil, earth,

brush, vegetation, trees and demolition materials, shall be disposed of off site.
Developer shall be responsible for storm sewer cleaning and holding pond
dredging, as required by the City prior to completion and acceptance of the
development. The Developer shall not be required to conduct holding pond
dredging if Developer provides a certificate that the holding pond that serves
the Property is operating correctly, subject to the review and approval of the
City. The Security required by Section 18 of this Agreement shall not be
reduced below $10,000.00 until the requirements of this Section are completed
and accepted by the City Engineer.
SECTION 15. EROSION, DRAINAGE AND WEED CONTROL.
15.01 The Developer shall provide and comply with erosion, sedimentation, and
drainage control provisions in the approved Grading plan and City policy
requirements and as otherwise required by city, county, state and federal
agencies. As development progresses, the City may impose additional erosion
and drainage control requirements if, in the sole but reasonable opinion of the
City engineer, they would be useful and appropriate in controlling drainage
and erosion. Developer recognizes that time is of the essence in controlling
erosion. Developer shall promptly comply with such erosion and drainage
control plans and with such additional reasonable instructions it receives from
the City. No development shall be allowed and no building permits shall be
issued unless project is in full compliance with erosion control requirements.
15.02 All areas disturbed by excavation and backfilling operations must be reseeded
after the completion of the work in that area. Except as may be otherwise
provided or agreed upon, seed must be rye grass or other fast-growing seed
suitable to the existing soil to provide a temporary ground cover as rapidly as
possible. All seeded areas shall be mulched and disc anchored as necessary
for seed retention.
15.03 Developer acknowledges that its failure to implement reasonable erosion and
drainage controls as required herein may cause flooding and/or damage to
adjoining property owners and City facilities. In such event, Developer agrees
to hold the City harmless and indemnify City from claims of all third parties or
Developer for damages arising out of such flooding and/or damages
attributable to Developer’s failure to implement reasonable erosion and
drainage controls. All work must be approved by the City Engineer.
15.04 Developer shall be responsible for the control of weeds in the Development
and on all lots as long as it is the owner thereof. The Developer shall cut or
spray weeds at the request of the City. In the event that weed control is not
done as requested by the City, the City may do so and the Developer shall be
responsible for all costs of the same and shall reimburse the City within 10

days of demand of payment. In the event the Developer does not pay the City
for all costs within 10 days of demand by the City, the City may, in the
discretion of the City, draw upon the Security to reimburse amounts expended
hereunder and all costs and expenses relating to the same and the execution on
the Security, including attorney’s fees, assess the Property pursuant to Minn.
Stat. §429.101 and/or seek any other remedy available. Developer shall notify
all builders that they are responsible for erosion, drainage and weed control on
purchased lots throughout the period of residential construction thereon, and
continuing thereafter until such responsibilities are assumed by a homeowner
for the purchased lots or homeowner’s association.
SECTION 16. ISSUANCE OF BUILDING AND OCCUPANCY PERMITS.
16.01 The Developer agrees and understands that no Certificate of Occupancy for
any structure to be constructed within the Development will be issued by the
City until requirements of the Agreement are completed and after the
following minimum improvements have been completed to the satisfaction of
the City Engineer:
(1) grading, sanitary and storm sewers, drainage controls, individual lot
sewer and water services, fire hydrants;
(2) submission to the City of an as-built grading plan showing that
emergency overflows, swales, lots, etc. have been graded in
accordance with the approved construction plans;
(3) approval of lot grading plan and driveway entrance plan for the lot
for which the building permit is being requested; and
(4) first lift of bituminous pavement, permanent or temporary, gas,
electricity, telephone, lot monumentation, street lighting, street and
traffic signs are installed.
16.02 Issuance of a building permit shall require compliance with all other building
permit requirements and policies of the City, including completion of the
building permit application process, payment of sewer and water hook-up and
access charges, water meter, and any other charges.
16.03 If building permits are requested and issued prior to the completion and
acceptance of all public improvements, the Developer assumes all liability and
costs resulting from delays in completion of public improvements and damage
to public improvements caused by the Developer, its contractors,
subcontractors, material suppliers, employees, agents, residential contractors,
or third parties. Notwithstanding the forgoing, and other than as herein
provided, the Developer will cause no private construction to be made on the
property nor will building permits be issued for such construction until all
improvements required herein have been made and accepted by the City.

SECTION 17. INSURANCE.
17.01 The Developer will provide and maintain or cause to be maintained at all times
during the process of constructing all of Improvements and until six (6)
months after acceptance of all of the Improvements, and, from time to time, at
the request of the City, furnish proof of payment of premiums on:
A.

Comprehensive general liability insurance (including
operations, contingent liability, operations of subcontractors,
completed operations and contractual liability insurance),
together with an Owner’s Contractor’s Policy with limits against
bodily injury, including death, and property damage (to include,
but not be limited to, damages caused by erosion or flooding)
which may arise out of the Developer’s work or the work of any
of its subcontractors.
Limits for bodily injury or death shall not be less than
$1,500,000.00 for one person and $1,500,000.00 for each
occurrence; limits for property damage shall not be less than
$1,500,000.00 for each occurrence. The City shall be an
additional named insured on said policy.

B.

Workers’ compensation insurance, with statutory coverage.

17.02 The Developer shall file a copy of the insurance coverage with the City as
condition of receiving any permits for the development of the Property.
SECTION 18. SECURITY REQUIREMENT.
18.01 Establishment. Developer shall cause to be provided to the City on or before any
grading is permitted on the Property, any permit issued for the development, or
the release of the Final Plat, whichever occurs first, security in either, in the sole
discretion of the City, the form of an irrevocable Letter of Credit (“Letter of
Credit”) or Cash Escrow (“Cash Escrow”)( the Letter of Credit and Cash
Escrow collectively the “Security”), subject to review and approval of the City,
in an amount that totals 125% of the Developer’s actual accepted bids for the
Improvements:
18.01.1 Letter of Credit. If permitted by the City, Developer shall provide an
irrevocable Letter of Credit, with the form and providing institution
subject to the review and approval of the City, in the amount of $-------, (the “Letter of Credit Amount”) to assure compliance with this

Agreement guaranteeing timely installation of all Improvements in a
good and worker like manner and payment of all fees herein. In the
event Developer fails to install the Improvements in accordance with
the provisions of this Agreement or is otherwise in default of this
Agreement, the City shall notify Developer in writing of such default.
In the event Developer fails to cure the default required within ten (10)
days of receipt of the City’s written notice the City may declare a
default under the Agreement. Thereafter the City may, in addition to
other remedies provided for herein, draw upon the Letter of Credit in
such amount as is reasonably adequate to cure the default. The Letter
of Credit shall have no conditions. The Letter of Credit shall be
maintained continuously by the Developer, except as to reductions
authorized by the City, until the Developer’s improvements are
completed to the City’s satisfaction, including certification by the City
Engineer that all items are satisfactorily completed, pursuant to this
agreement. The Letter of Credit shall be automatically renewable on
an annual basis and shall provide for the City to receive notice of
renewal at least thirty (30) days prior to the date of renewal. The initial
term of the Letter of Credit shall be 2 years. Failure of the Developer
to timely provide the notice of renewal, shall constitute a Default of
this Agreement. If Developer is in default for failure to provide
timely notice of renewal, the City may immediately draw upon the
Letter of Credit without proceeding with the Notice required under
Section 23.
18.01.2 Cash Escrow. On the Effective Date and if permitted by the City, the
Developer shall deposit with the City, funds in the amount of $-------(the “Escrow Funds”). The Escrow Funds shall be a guaranty to City
that the construction and completion of the Improvements by the
Developer, to the City’s satisfaction, will be completed by the
Completion Date. The Escrow Funds shall be maintained continuously
until all Improvements are completed to the City’s reasonable
satisfaction. The City will not accept replacement cash, letters of credit,
corporate surety bonds, or other surety from an individual lot owner who
has purchased lots within the plat. The Escrow Funds shall be released
upon certification of the City’s Engineer that the Improvements are
satisfactorily completed pursuant to this agreement.
18.02 Release/Reduction of Security. Developer may apply to City for release of all or
a portion of the Security as follows:

i. When another form of surety, acceptable to and approved by the City,
is furnished to the City by Developer to replace the Letter of Credit;
ii. When the Improvements and other obligations of the Developer under
this Agreement are completed and accepted by the City pursuant to
this Agreement; or
iii. The Security may be reduced, as applicable, from time to time to an
amount that is not less than One Hundred Twenty-Five percent
(125%) of the amount determined by the City for the costs of the
remaining Improvements.
Notwithstanding the above, the Security shall not be reduced below any
amount otherwise expressly stated herein. City’s costs for processing
said reduction or release request shall be billed to Developer at $125.00
per hour with a minimum of one (1) hour per reduction or release, and
shall be paid by Developer to the City within thirty (30) days of billing.
Any request for reduction or release of the applicable Security shall be
either approved or denied within thirty (30) days of being made in
writing to the City.
18.03 Failure to Perform. As it relates to those items covered by the Security, it is
further agreed that, should the Developer fail to perform any of the duties,
conditions or terms of the City Resolutions or this Agreement in the time
permitted herein, or in such extended time as may be granted in writing by the
City Council, the City shall be entitled to draw on the Security and shall have the
right, but not the obligation, to enter the Property to complete all remaining
Improvements. In that event, the City shall complete the performance,
acquisition, project or work in accordance with this Agreement or the Site Plan
set forth above, or in such other manner as is deemed reasonable by the City, the
City may reimburse itself for all costs and expenses, including, but not limited to
legal and consulting fees, from the Security funds. Any Improvements
completed by the City pursuant to this Paragraph are not warranted or
guaranteed. The Developer shall indemnify, hold harmless, and defend the City,
its officers and employees against any and all liability, loss, costs, damages,
expenses, claims, actions, or judgments, including attorneys' fees which the City,
its officers or employees may hereafter sustain, incur, or be required to pay,
arising out of or by reason of the City exercising its power under this Paragraph.
The City may reimburse itself for all costs and expenses, including, but not
limited to legal and consulting fees, arising out of or related to curing the
Developer’s default from the Security funds.
18.04 Deficiency. In the event the Security is used by the City and found to be
deficient in amount to pay or reimburse the City in total as required herein,

Developer agrees that upon being billed by the City, Developer will pay said
deficiency amount to City within ten (10) days of receipt of said billings to
Developer. If Developer fails to pay, the City may, among other remedies
available, assess all costs, including, but not limited to, staff time, engineering
fees and legal fees against the Property. In the event the City does so specially
assess the Property the Developer agrees that the Property has been benefited
in an amount up to the Security Amount. Any such assessments shall be for a
period of one (1) year. Developer acknowledges that the City has the
authority, pursuant to Minnesota Statutes Chapters 412 and 429, to specially
assess property benefited by improvements. Developer also expressly waives
all rights to hearings before the City afforded under Minn. Stat., Chapter 429,
specifically including, but not limited to, hearings under Minn. Stat. §429.031,
and §429.061. In addition, Developer waives all rights to appeal in the Courts,
any objection to any irregularity or noncompliance with statutory procedure, and
any claim that the assessment of the Security Amount being levied against the
Property, as provided above, is excessive, as the said rights therein granted relate
to the said deficiency. Nevertheless, the amount of the special assessment shall
not exceed the deficiency and above-mentioned costs. If there should be an
overage in the amount of utilized security City will, upon making said
determination, refund to Developer any monies which City has in its
possession which are in excess of the surety needed by City. In addition to the
above, the City may seek a civil judgment against the Developer for the above
amounts demanded by the City.
18.05 Expiration of Letter of Credit. If the Letter of Credit is the Security permitted
by the City and utilized by the Developer, and, in the event the Letter of Credit
which by its terms will become null and void prior to the time at which all
money or obligation of Developer is paid or completed pursuant to this
Agreement, it is agreed that Developer shall provide City with surety,
acceptable to City, at least thirty (30) days prior to the expiration of the said
expiring Letter of Credit. If a new irrevocable letter of credit is not received as
required above, City may declare a default in the terms of this Agreement and
draw in part or in total, at City’s discretion, upon the expiring Letter of Credit
to avoid the loss of surety for the continued obligations. If the Developer in
default because a new Letter of Credit is not received as required above, the
City may immediately draw up on the Letter of Credit without proceeding with
the Notice required under Section 23.
SECTION 19. FAITHFUL PERFORMANCE OF CONSTRUCTION OF
IMPROVEMENTS.
19.01 Developer shall install, construct and maintain the Improvements in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement. Developer guarantees and
warrants the workmanship of Improvements for a period of two years
following City’s acceptance of the same (“Guarantee Period”) and the

Developer shall maintain at least $10,000 on its Security for the warranty
period, or pose other Security acceptable to the City.
19.02 The Developer shall repair or replace, as reasonably directed by the City and at
the Developer’s sole cost and expense, any work associated with and/or
materials that become defective, in the sole but reasonable opinion of the City
or its engineer, including section 2.12, provided that the City or its engineer,
give notice of such defect to Developer within three months following the end
of the Guarantee Period. The Developer, or Developer’s contractors, shall
post maintenance bonds or other security acceptable to City to secure these
warranties.
SECTION 20. RESPONSIBILITY FOR COSTS AND HOLD HARMLESS.
20.01 The Developer shall pay all reasonable costs incurred by it or the City in
connection with the development and completion of the project, including, but
not limited to, construction of Improvements, administration, legal, planning,
engineering and inspection, expenses incurred in connection with approval and
acceptance of the plat of Forest Hills 10th Addition, the preparation of this
Agreement and all reasonable costs and expenses incurred by the City in
monitoring and inspecting development of the project. It is the intention of
this Agreement that, except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement, the City
shall not incur nor be responsible for any costs or expenses of any kind related
to this Development Project.
20.02 To facilitate payment of the Developer’s costs and expenses to the City as
required by Section 20.01 this Agreement, Developer agrees to deposit on
account with the City the sum of $10,0000 (hereinafter referred to as the
“Development Escrow”). The City may draw on the Development Escrow to
pay these costs and expenses as they are incurred or billed or invoiced to the
City.
At such time as the balance in this account may go below $3,000.00, upon
written notice given by the City to the Developer, Developer shall immediately
deposit additional cash to replenish the account to $10,000.00, upon which
further draws by the City may be made. Upon final acceptance of the project
and payment of all costs and expenses, the City will refund to Developer any
balance remaining in the Development Escrow.
In the event the Developer does not replenish the account as required above
upon notice from the City, the City may in its discretion do any or all of the
following: (1) halt all further Development work until all bills are paid and the
account replenished, (2) draw upon Developer’s Security, (3) withhold
issuance of building permits, or enforce any other remedies as provided for in
Section 23.

20.03 The Developer shall hold the City, its officers, employees and agents harmless
from claims made by itself and third parties for damages sustained or costs
incurred resulting from plat approval, construction of the improvements or
Development of the Project. The Developer shall indemnify the City, its
officers, employees and agents for all costs, damages or expenses which the
City may pay or incur in consequence of such claims, including reasonable
attorneys’ fees.
20.04 Any and all indemnifications provided by Developer to City herein shall not
require Developer to indemnify the City, its officers or employees from any
violation of law or from the consequences of their own negligence or
misconduct.
20.05 Developer agrees to timely pay all contractors and subcontractors in a timely
manner to prevent any liens.
20.06 The Developer shall reimburse the City for its costs incurred in the
enforcement of this Agreement, including Staff time, engineering, and
attorneys’ fees.
20.07 All security escrow deposit funds required by this Agreement shall be received
by the City before the Developer proceeds with any work hereunder.
SECTION 21. TRANSFER OF PROJECT.
21.01 Until all improvements of the Developer have been fully completed, the
Developer shall not voluntarily sell, assign or transfer Developer’s interest in
the project or any part thereof without the written consent of the City, which
shall not be unreasonably withheld, with the exception of items (i), (ii), and
(iii) below:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

a transfer by the Developer to any corporation, partnership, or
limited liability company controlling, controlled by, or under common
control with the Developer;
grant or conveyance of a mortgage interest in the Property for
the purpose of obtaining financing necessary to enable the Buyer to
perform its obligations with respect to the construction of the Project;
or
conveyance of any easements necessary for the Project.

21.02. Nothing herein shall prevent or apply to the sale, in the ordinary course of
business, of lots to individual owners or contractors of individual residences,
but such sale shall in no way affect or diminish the obligations of the
Developer under this Agreement.

SECTION 22. EVENTS OF DEFAULT DEFINED.
The following shall be “Events of Default” under this Agreement:
22.01 Failure by the Developer to observe and substantially perform any covenant,
condition, obligation or agreement on its part to be observed or performed
under the terms of this Agreement.
22.02 If the Developer shall admit in writing its inability to pay its debts generally as
they become due, or shall file a petition in bankruptcy, or shall make an
assignment for the benefit of its creditors, or shall consent to the appointment
of a receiver of itself or of the whole or any substantial part of the Property.
22.03 If the Developer shall file a petition under the federal bankruptcy laws.
22.04 If the Developer shall fail to begin or complete construction of the
Improvements in conformance with this Agreement, and such failures are not
due to unavoidable delays as defined in this Agreement.
22.05 If the Developer shall, after commencement of the construction of any of the
Improvements, default in or violate its obligations with respect to the
construction of the same (including the nature and the date for the completion
thereof), or shall abandon or substantially suspend construction work, and such
act or actions is not due to unavoidable delays as defined in Section 12.03
hereof and any such default, violation, abandonment, or suspension shall not
be cured, ended or remedied within the time provided for in this Agreement.
22.06 The Developer giving notice of intent not to renew the Security provided
under Section 18 of this Agreement.
SECTION 23. NOTICE/REMEDIES ON DEFAULT.
With the exception of defaults occurring under Section 18 regarding the maintenance of
renewal of the Developer’s Security, whenever any Event of Default occurs, the City shall
give written notice of the Event of Default to Developer by United States mail at Developer’s
last known address as provided to the City by Developer. If the Developer fails to cure the
Event of Default within ten (10) days of the date the notice is mailed, in addition to any other
remedy provided in this Agreement, and without waiver of any such right, City may avail
itself of any or all of the following remedies for so long as the Developer is in default:
23.01 Halt all plat development work and construction of Improvements until such
time as the Event of Default is cured.

23.02 Refuse to issue building permits or occupancy permits as to any lot until such
time as the Event of Default is cured.
23.03 Apply to a court of competent jurisdiction to enjoin continuation of the Event
of Default.
23.04 If the Event of Default is the failure of Developer to complete, construct,
install, or correct the Improvements in accordance with this Agreement, the
City may perform the work and the Developer shall reimburse the City for its
expenses. This provision shall be a license granted by the Developer to the
City to act and does not require the City to obtain any court order, but shall not
require the City to take any such action. Developer consents to such action by
City and waives any claim Developer may have against City for damages in
the event City exercises its rights in accordance with this provision. This
remedy is in addition to and not in lieu of the City’s right to draw on all
security referenced in this Agreement or any other remedy available. The City
may also, at its option, specially assess the costs against the Property.
23.05 Terminate this Agreement by written notice to Developer at which time all
terms and conditions as contained herein shall be of no further force and effect
and all obligations of the parties as imposed hereunder shall be null and void.
23.06 Draw upon and utilize Developer funds and/or security in order to cover the
costs of the City in order to correct the Event of Default.
SECTION 24. MISCELLANEOUS.
24.01 This Agreement shall be binding upon the parties, their heirs, successors or
assigns, as the case may be.
24.02 If any portion, section, subsection, sentence, clause, paragraph or phrase of
this Agreement is for any reason held invalid, such decision shall not affect the
validity of the remaining portions of this Agreement.
24.03 The action or inaction of the parties shall not constitute a waiver or
amendment of the provisions of this Agreement. The waiver by or the failure
of the parties to enforce any particular section, portion or requirement of this
Agreement at any particular time shall not in any way constitute a waiver of
any other section, provision, requirement, time element, or the right to enforce
such provision at a subsequent time. To be binding, any amendments or
waivers shall be in writing, signed by the parties and approved by written
resolution of the City Council, by and for the City, or by Developer, by and for
the Developer. The parties’ failure to promptly take legal action to enforce
this Agreement shall not be a waiver or release.

24.04 Each right, power, or remedy herein conferred upon the parties is cumulative
and in addition to every other right, power, or remedy, express or implied, now
or hereinafter arising, available to the parties, at law or in equity, or under any
other agreement, and each and every right, power, and remedy herein set forth
or otherwise so existing may be exercised from time to time as often and in
such order as may be deemed expedient by the parties and will not be a waiver
of the right to exercise at any time thereafter any other right, power, or
remedy.
24.05 Residents of Forest Hills 10th Addition shall not be deemed to be third party
beneficiaries of this Agreement and third parties shall have no recourse against
the parties under this Agreement.
24.06 This Agreement shall run with the Property and shall be binding upon the
parties, their successors and assigns. Either party may place this Agreement of
record with the Carver County Recorder, so as to give notice hereof to
subsequent purchasers, encumbrances and interested persons. After the
Developer has completed the work required under this Agreement, at the
Developer’s request, the City will execute and deliver to Developer a release
in recordable form.
24.07 All parties to this Agreement acknowledge they have been represented by
counsel and have entered into this Agreement freely and voluntarily.
24.08 The laws of the State of Minnesota shall govern this Agreement.
24.09 The City Resolutions, Preliminary Plat, Final Plat, Preliminary Plans, Site Plan
and attached Exhibits are a material part of this Agreement and are
incorporated herein.
24.10 This Agreement replaces and supersedes all previous Development
Agreements related to the Property.
SECTION 25. NOTICES.
Required notices to the Developer shall be in writing and shall be either hand delivered to the
Developer, its employees or agents, or mailed to the Developer by United States mail,
registered mail or certified mail with return receipt requested, postage prepaid, to the
following address:
If to the Developer:

Scott Loomis
Loomis Development, LLC
1458 White Oak Drive
Chaska, MN 55318

Notices to City shall be in writing and either hand delivered to the City Clerk-Treasurer or
mailed to the City by United States mail, registered mail or certified mail with return receipt
requested, postage prepaid, to the following address. Notices sent by facsimile or email do
not meet requirements of this section, and this provision applies equally to each party.
If to the City:

City Administrator
City of Watertown
309 Lewis Avenue South
P.O. Box 279
Watertown, MN 55388
(952) 955-2681

The remainder of this page intentionally left blank; signature page follows

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and Developer have caused this Agreement to
be executed in their corporate and company names by their duly authorized officers as of the
day and year first above written.
CITY:

DEVELOPER:

City of Watertown

Loomis Development, LLC

By: _______________________________
Its Mayor

By: _______________________________
Scott Loomis
Its:__________________

By: ________________________________
Its City Clerk
STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF CARVER

)
) ss.
)

CITY

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of
_________________, 20__, by _________________ and ______________, the Mayor and
the City Clerk, respectively, of the City of Watertown, a municipal corporation under the
laws of the State of Minnesota, on behalf of the City.
__________________________________
Notary Public
STATE OF MINNESOTA

)
) ss.
COUNTY OF ___________ )

DEVELOPER

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ____ day of
_______________, 20__ by __________, the ____________________ of Loomis
Development, LLC, a Minnesota limited liability company, on behalf of the company.
__________________________________
Notary Public
This Instrument Drafted by:
Hoff Barry, P.A. (JDS)
775 Prairie Center Drive, Suite 160
Eden Prairie MN 55344

EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
OUTLOT A, FOREST HILLS 7TH ADDITION, according to the recorded plat thereof,
Carver County, Minnesota;
and
OUTLOT A, FOREST HILLS 5th ADDITION, according to the recorded plat thereof, Carver
County, Minnesota;

EXHIBIT B
PRELIMINARY SITE PLAN
EXHIBIT C
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Prior to the City Council’s approval of the Final Plat, the Developer was required to
complete the following items:
1. The Developer shall provide City with a revised set of plans addressing all remaining
review comments made by the staff review and Planning Commission.
2. The Developer shall comply with all applicable regulations and conditions prescribed
by Carver County WMO and receive all applicable permits.
3. The Developer shall enter into a development agreement with the City.
4. The Developer shall provide a form of Security established by the development
agreement for all public improvements associated with the development of the
Property.
5. The Developer shall provide the City with copies of the HOA agreement and
covenants, if applicable.
6. The Developer shall obtain all necessary City, County, PCA and other regulatory
agency approval and permits prior to construction.

EXHIBIT D
FINAL PLAT

EXHIBIT E
SITE PLAN

EXHIBIT F
LANDSCAPE PLAN

EXHIBIT G
CONDITIONS OF FINAL PLAT APPROVAL AND SITE PLAN APPROVAL
1. The City Council’s approval of the Final Plat, the Site Plan and the Agreement is
subject to completion of the following items that must be met, to the satisfaction of
the City, prior to the release of the Final Plat and this Agreement unless otherwise
expressly provided for below:
A. The Developer shall provide the City with a revised set of plans addressing all
remaining review comments made by the staff review and found in the report
made to the City Council.
B. The Developer shall provide the City with a revised set of plans addressing all
remaining review comments made by Bolton & Menk, Inc. following their final
review of the construction drawings and Final Plat.
C. The Developer shall provide the City with a final Landscaping Plans.
D. The Developer shall comply with all applicable regulations and conditions
prescribed by Carver County WMO and receive all applicable approvals.
Following approval, the Developer shall provide the City with a copy of the
approval.
E. The Developer shall enter into this Agreement with the City.
F. The Developer shall provide the Security in a form acceptable to the City.
G. The Developer shall obtain all necessary City, County, PCA and other regulatory
agency approval and permits prior to construction.
H. The Developer shall pay the park dedication fees in accordance with the terms
defined in this Agreement.
I. The Developer shall record the Final Plat in the Office of the Carver County
Recorder/Registrar of Titles within 45 days after the date of approval and furnish
the City evidence of the recording; otherwise the approval of the subdivision shall
be considered null and void.
J. The Developer shall, immediately upon recording and prior to the issuance of any
permits for the development of the Property, furnish the City with a reproducible
mylar copy and one blue line print of the Final Plat or survey.

K. Approval of the Final Plat shall expire one year after the date of Resolution No. -----, unless construction has commenced in accordance with the Site Plan and the
Agreement or an extension is granted by the City Council.
L. The Developer shall pay for all costs associated with the City’s review of the
Final Plat, the Site Plan and preparation of the Agreement and City costs and
expenses with regard to the above conditions.
The above conditions and requirements are a material part of the Agreement, are incorporated
herein and shall be considered to be a part of the Agreement.
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City of Watertown

Request for Action

Watertown City Council
February 23, 2021
Agenda Item: Ordinance 423 – Critical Water Deficiency
Request for Action: Adopt Ordinance #423, Amending Chapter 58, Article III – Water
Department: Shane Fineran, City Administrator
Background:
As noted in the final approval of the adoption of the city’s 2040 Comprehensive Plan several items related to the
plan appendices were outstanding due to other regulatory agency review. This included the review of the city’s
water supply plan which is being conducted by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. The city’s
ability and authority to provide and access water resources for potable water is regulated and permitted by the
State of Minnesota.
The Water Supply Plan is completed once every ten years and in general consists of the following components:
• Analysis of water demand
• Water treatment and storage capacity
• Water source (well) inventory and limits
• Future water demand projections
• Adequacy of existing system
• Emergency preparedness
• Water conservation
As part of the water supply plan review and to conform to statutory requirements as outlined in MINN STAT
§103G.291, the city shall adopt an ordinance regulating water use in a declared critical water deficiency.
The City Council conducted a public hearing regarding the proposed ordinance amendment and directed staff to
revise the ordinance language. Council wished to seek paired down language that provided more discretion to
the local unit of government in declaring local water emergencies.
In a review of the statute and current ordinance language, staff recommends that the existing ordinance
language found in Section 58-159(c)(1) be amended which details the local response and control of water
conservation. The amended language provides notation to the applicable state statute as well as added some
language directly from the state statute about “vehicle washing or other non-essential uses” which noted its
requirement.
Funding Source:
General Fund>Ordinance Publication
Attachments:
Ordinance 423
Summary Publication

(Ordinance Summary)
ORDINANCE NO. 423
CITY OF WATERTOWN
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 58, ARTICLE III. - WATER OF THE
MUNICIPAL CODE OF WATERTOWN BY AMENDING TO ADDRESS
CRITICAL WATER DEFICIENCY

The above-referenced Ordinance amends the Municipal Code of Watertown, Minnesota,
Chapter 58, Article III. – Water, to amend section 58-159. This summary is adopted
pursuant to Minn. Stat. §412.191, Subd. 4.
A printed copy of the entire Ordinance is available for inspection and copying at the
Watertown City Hall, at 309 Lewis Avenue S., Watertown, MN 55388

Dated: _________________, 2021

________________________________
Lynn Tschudi, City Clerk

CITY OF WATERTOWN
COUNTY OF CARVER
STATE OF MINNESOTA
ORDINANCE NO. 423
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 58, ARTICLE III. - WATER OF THE
MUNICIPAL CODE OF WATERTOWN BY AMENDING TO ADDRESS CRITICAL
WATER DEFICIENCY
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF WATERTOWN DOES ORDAIN:
SECTION 1. AMENDMENT. That the Municipal Code of Watertown, Minnesota,
Chapter 58, Article III. – Water is hereby amended as set forth below by adding the underlined
language and deleting the strikethrough language as follows:
Section 58-151. - Water to be metered.
***
Sec. 58-159. - Outdoor water conservation.
(a)

Purpose. The purpose of this section is to promote outdoor water consumption conservation
measures, to conserve water resources, and to assist the City of Watertown in effective
utilization of its annual water appropriation permit limits established by the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources.

A reduction in the level of outdoor water consumption demand during peak demand periods
will assist in maintaining sufficient amounts of water storage for firefighting and reduce the
urgency for the construction of additional storage facilities, wells and water filter facilities.
(b)

Conservation measures; time of day conservation. To conserve water resources and prevent
the wasteful and harmful effects of irrigation and sprinkling during mid-day hours, no person
shall irrigate or sprinkle using the public water supply or a private well water source between
the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on any day of any week. This conservation measure
applies to established lawns, vegetation, shrubs, trees and gardens.

(c)

Implementation of emergency conservation measures; odd/even conservation and temporary
ban.
(1)

If the city administrator in consultation with the public works utilities director
determines that a shortage of water exists, or in response to orders of the State of
Minnesota consistent with Minn Stats. §103G.291, the city administrator is authorized to
declare a water shortage emergency. In such situations, in addition to the time of day
conservation, the city administrator may impose an odd/even conservation measure or a
complete temporary ban on all irrigating, watering, or sprinkling, vehicle washing or
1

other non-essential uses as determined by the city administrator in consultation with the
public utilities director.
SECTION 2. EFFECTIVE DATE. This ordinance shall take effect upon the day
of publication.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of Watertown this __ day of ___________, 2021.

Steve Washburn, Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________________
Lynn Tschudi, City Clerk
(Published in the Carver County News on the ____ day of __________________, 2021.)
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City of Watertown

Request for Action

Watertown City Council
Date: February 23, 2021
Agenda Item:

2021 Mill & Overlay; Sugarbush/Madison Park Trail Access

Request for Action:

Adopt Resolution #2021-21, Approving Plans and Specifications, Authorize Bidding

Department:

Engineering

2021 Mill & Overlay:
On September 8, 2020, the City Council authorized the preparation of plans and specifications for the 2021 Mill
& Overlay project which includes portions of the Wildflower development, Sugarbush/Madison Park Trail access,
and ADA improvements to Rick Johnson Park Boat Landing. The 2021 Mill & Overlay project also includes
casting adjustment work in the planned 2022 mill and overlay area. This area includes portions of Lilium Circle,
Geranium Drive, Monarda Way, Vernica Place, and Iris Drive.
The mill & overlay improvements will fix any pavement settlements that may have occurred over the years from
utility trenches or around catch basins, manholes, or gate valves. This is also the opportunity to repair any
seriously damaged or settled curb that could affect drainage and replace manhole and adjusting rings to help
minimize inflow and infiltration into the City sanitary sewer system.
In the 2021 Capital Improvement Plan, the City has budgeted a total of $368,000 to the mill and overlay program
of which $324,000 is from the Capital Improvements Fund as project CI#030 and $44,000 is from the Utilities
Capital Fund as project #UC015.
Sugarbush/Madison Park Trail Access:
The City CIP also identifies 2021 improvements associated with the Sugarbush playground improvements and
the construction of a trail segment parallel to Madison Street and a trail segment that would connect the
existing west cul-de-sac of Dutchman’s Way to the proposed trail segment along Madison Street. That Capital
budget includes $104,000, CI#117, for the construction of the trail along Madison and the Park budget includes
$104,000, PF#046, for the trail connection from Dutchman’s Way to Madison. The Capital budget also includes
$115,000, CI#035 for the construction of the container and playground equipment. Of this budget $25,000 is
associated with site improvements that include grading, drainage, and general site efforts needed to
accommodate the playground container.
Rick Johnson ADA Access:
The City CIP also identifies 2021 ADA improvements at the Rick Johnson Boat Landing. That Capital budget
includes $36,000, CI#120, for the improvements on the ADA routes. Since this work and the improvements at
the Sugarbush/Madison Park Trail Access are similar in nature to the mill & overlay it has been included in the
plan set for bidding and construction.
Summary:
An Engineer’s Estimate has been prepared for the project and is at $630,000. This is approximately under the
$637,000 amount budgeted by approximately $7,000. This below budget and estimates are total project cost
which include an estimated 15% of the construction costs for engineering and inspection for this type of project.
Location:
2021 Mill & Overlay
Sugarbush Park/Madison Trail
Rick Johnson ADA
Total

Budget:
$368,000
$233,000
$36,000
$637,000

Engineers Estimate:
$427,000
$171,000
$32,000
$630,000

If approved, the project would be advertised and opening of bids would occur on March 18, 2021 and the
project could be awarded at the April 13, 2021 Council Meeting.
Staff is recommending approval of the plans and specifications and authorization to bid for the 2021 Mill and
Overlay Project.
Attachments:
2021 Project Overview Map; Sugarbush/Madison Park Trail Access Map
2021 Mill & Overlay Final Plans & Specifications
2021 Mill & Overlay Engineers Estimate
Resolution #2021-21
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ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
2021 Mill & Overlay
CITY PROJECT NO.
CITY OF WATERTOWN, MN
BMI PROJECT NO. 0C.1122725
Item No.

MnDOT
Spec No.

Date:
Item

Notes

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

7/13/2017
Total Amount

PART 1: PRORATA ITEMS
1

MOBILIZATION

1

LUMP SUM

$27,000.00

$27,000.00

2

TRAFFIC CONTROL

1

LUMP SUM

$9,000.00

$9,000.00

3

STREET SWEEPER (WITH PICKUP BROOM)

1

LUMP SUM

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

PART 1 - PRORATA ITEMS SUBTOTAL:

$37,500.00

(3)

PART 2: 2021 MILL & OVERLAY
4

1.5" MILL BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

16712

SQ YD

$1.95

$32,588.40

5

REMOVE CONCRETE PAVEMENT

975

SQ FT

$8.00

$7,800.00

6

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER (ALL TYPES)

1380

LIN FT

$10.00

$13,800.00

7

REMOVE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

375

SQ YD

$5.00

$1,875.00

8

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER DESIGN (HAND FORMED)

1380

LIN FT

$35.00

$48,300.00

9

6" CONCRETE PAVEMENT (W/3" AGG. BASE CL 5)

975

SQ FT

$22.00

$21,450.00

10

ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING (STORM)

17

EACH

$800.00

$13,600.00

11

BITUMINOUS LEVELING COURSE MIX

250

TON

$90.00

$22,500.00

12

TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B)

1650

TON

$80.00

$132,000.00

13

INLET PROTECTION

23

EACH

$200.00

$4,600.00

14

HYDROSEED W/SEED MIX 25-151

330

SQ YD

$2.25

$742.50

PART 2 - 2021 MILL & OVERLAY SUBTOTAL:

$299,255.90

(6)

(1)

PART 3: 2021 UTILITY ADJUSTMENTS
15

ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING (SANITARY)

28

EACH

$1,350.00

$37,800.00

16

ADJUST VALVE BOX

12

EACH

$600.00

$7,200.00

17

TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B)

30

TON

$110.00

$3,300.00

PART 3 - 2021 UTILITY ADJUSTMENTS SUBTOTAL:

$48,300.00

PART 4: RICK JOHNSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS
18

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER (ALL TYPES)

50

LIN FT

$15.00

$750.00

19

REMOVE & REPLACE BITUMIOUS PAVAMENT

200

SQ FT

$10.00

$2,000.00

20

SALVAGE & REINSTALL SIGN

1

EACH

$275.00

$275.00

21

COMMON EXCAVATION (CV) (P)

30

CU YD

$60.00

$1,800.00

22

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER (HAND FORMED)

50

LIN FT

$75.00

$3,750.00

23

TRUNCATED DOMES

40

SQ FT

$80.00

$3,200.00

24

3" BITUMINOUS WALK (W/6" AGG. BASE CL 5)

115

SQ YD

$45.00

$5,175.00

25

6" CONCRETE WALK (W/3" AGG. BASE CL 5)

330

SQ FT

$20.00

$6,600.00

26

DRILL & GROUT REINF BAR (EPOXY COATED)

10

EACH

$25.00

$250.00

27

SILT FENCE

60

LIN FT

$2.50

$150.00

28

HYDROSEED W/SEED MIX 25-151

(1)

195

SQ YD

$2.50

$487.50

29

BIOLOG

(5)

100

LIN FT

$5.00

$500.00

PART 4 - RICK JOHNSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS SUBTOTAL:

$24,937.50

PART 5: SUGAR BUSH PARK IMPROVEMENTS
30

CLEAR & GRUB

6

TREE

$750.00

$4,500.00

31

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER (ALL TYPES)

20

LIN FT

$50.00

$1,000.00

32

REMOVE & REPLACE BITUMINOUS PAVAMENT

40

SQ FT

$60.00

$2,400.00

33

REMOVE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

180

SQ YD

$8.00

$1,440.00

34

SALVAGE & REINSTALL SIGN

3

EACH

$275.00

$825.00

35

COMMON EXCAVATION (CV) (P)

850

CU YD

$30.00

$25,500.00

36

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER (HAND FORMED)

20

LIN FT

$95.00

$1,900.00

37

TRUNCATED DOMES

20

SQ FT

$80.00

$1,600.00

38

3" BITUMINOUS WALK (W/6" AGG. BASE CL 5)

900

SQ YD

$45.00

$40,500.00

39

6" CONCRETE WALK (W/3" AGG. BASE CL 5)

80

SQ FT

$35.00

$2,800.00

40

DRILL & GROUT REINF BAR (EPOXY COATED)

5

EACH

$25.00

$125.00

2/18/2021, 9:28 AM

(4)

Engineer's Estimate
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
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ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE
2021 Mill & Overlay
CITY PROJECT NO.
CITY OF WATERTOWN, MN
BMI PROJECT NO. 0C.1122725
Item No.

MnDOT
Spec No.

Date:
Item

Notes

Estimated
Quantity

Unit

Unit Price

7/13/2017
Total Amount

41

CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN G W/R-4342 CASTING

(2)

1

EACH

$3,900.00

$3,900.00

42

CONNECT TO EXISTING STORM SEWER

(7)

1

EACH

$1,600.00

$1,600.00

43

COURSE FILTER AGGREGATE

100

TON

$55.00

$5,500.00

44

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC TYPE 5

660

SQ YD

$3.00

$1,980.00

45

4" PERFORATED PE DRAIN TILE

450

LIN FT

$10.00

$4,500.00

46

4" CLEAN OUT

5

EACH

$500.00

$2,500.00

47

PREFABRICATED MODULAR BLOCK RETAINING WALL

300

SF

$60.00

$18,000.00

48

FENCE DESIGN SPECIAL 1

50

LIN FT

$120.00

$6,000.00

49

TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION FENCE

380

LIN FT

$5.00

$1,900.00

50

STABILIZED CONSTRCUTION EXIT

1

EACH

$1,500.00

$1,500.00

51

INLET PROTECTION

3

EACH

$180.00

$540.00

52

SILT FENCE

400

LIN FT

$2.00

$800.00

53

HYDROSEED W/SEED MIX 25-151

(1)

1700

SQ YD

$2.25

$3,825.00

54

BIOLOG

(5)

100

LIN FT

$5.00

$500.00

55

LANDSCAPE ALLOWANCE

1

ALLOWANCE

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

PART 5 - SUGAR BUSH PARK IMPROVEMENTS SUBTOTAL:

$138,135.00

TOTAL AMOUNT BID - PART 1+2+3+4+5:

$548,128.40

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST:

$548,128.40

DESIGN, ADMINISTRATION AND CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING (15%):

$82,219.26

TOTAL ESTIMATED PROJECT COST:

$630,347.66

NOTES:
(1)

INCLUDES FERTILIZER AT 60 LB/ACRE AND SEED @ 120 LB/ACRE

(2)

MNDOT STANDARD PLATE 4006L

(3)

FOR REMOVING TRACKED SEDIMENT FROM ROADWAY PAVEMENT

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

INCLUDES 4" OF TOPSOIL STRIPING
TO BE USED AS NEEDED AND APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER
SHALL MATCH EXISTING
SEE SPECIAL PROVISIONS

2/18/2021, 9:28 AM

Engineer's Estimate
Bolton & Menk, Inc.
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UTILITY QUALITY LEVEL (A,B,C,D) DEFINITIONS CAN BE FOUND IN CI/ASCE 38-02.
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THE SUBSURFACE UTILITY INFORMATION IN THIS PLAN IS UTILITY QUALITY LEVEL D UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. THIS UTILITY LEVEL WAS
DETERMINED ACCORDING TO THE GUIDELINES OF CI/ASCE 38-02, ENTITLED "STANDARD GUIDELINES FOR THE COLLECTION AND DEPICTION OF
EXISTING SUBSURFACE UTILITY DATA"
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651-454-0002.
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LENGTH
LOWEST OPENING
LOW POINT
LEFT
MAXIMUM
MANHOLE
MINIMUM
MID RADIUS
NOT IN CONTRACT
NON-METALLIC CONDUIT
NOT TO SCALE
NORMAL WATER LEVEL
ORDINARY HIGH WATER LEVEL
POINT OF CURVE
POINT OF COMPOUND CURVE
PERMANENT EASEMENT
PEDESTRIAN, PEDESTAL
PERFORATED PIPE
PERMANENT
POINT OF INTERSECTION
PROPERTY LINE
POINT OF REVERSE CURVE
POINT OF TANGENT
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE PIPE
PAVEMENT
RADIUS
RIGHT-OF-WAY
REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE
RETAINING

2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

ALB

LEGEND

0C1.122725

RIGID STEEL CONDUIT
RIGHT
SANITARY SEWER
SCHEDULE
SERVICE
SHOULDER
STATION
STANDARD
STORM SEWER
TOP OF CURB
TEMPORARY EASEMENT
TEMPORARY
TOP NUT HYDRANT
TOP OF PIPE
TYPICAL
VITRIFIED CLAY PIPE
VERTICAL
VERTICAL POINT OF CURVE
VERTICAL POINT OF INTERSECTION
VERTICAL POINT OF TANGENT
WATERMAIN

AC
CF
CV
CY
EA
EV
LB
LF
LS
LV
SF
SV
SY

ACRES
CUBIC FEET
COMPACTED VOLUME
CUBIC YARD
EACH
EXCAVATED VOLUME
POUND
LINEAR FEET
LUMP SUM
LOOSE VOLUME
SQUARE FEET
STOCKPILE VOLUME
SQUARE YARD

CITY OF WATERTOWN

SCD

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

RSC
RT
SAN
SCH
SERV
SHLD
STA
STD
STM
TC
TE
TEMP
TNH
TP
TYP
VCP
VERT
VPC
VPI
VPT
WM

SHEET

C0.02

CONSTRUCTION NOTES:
1. THE ENGINEER WILL MARK ALL REMOVAL LIMITS IN THE FIELD PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION. NO WORK SHALL COMMENCE UNTIL ALL REMOVAL LIMITS
ARE CLEARLY MARKED AND REVIEWED BY THE ENGINEER AND THE CONTRACTOR.
2. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROTECT ALL CONCRETE VALLEY GUTTERS, UNDERGROUND FENCING AND IRRIGATION/SPRINKLER SYSTEMS. REPAIR OF
DAMAGED ITEMS SHALL BE AT THE CONTRACTOR'S EXPENSE.
3. ALL REMOVAL ITEMS SHALL BE DISPOSED OF OFF-SITE IN PROPER ACCORDANCE WITH ALL FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL REGULATIONS.
4. MANHOLES AND GATE VALVES BOXES SHALL BE LOCATED IN THE FIELD BY THE CONTRACTOR. STRUCTURES SHOWN ON THE PLAN ARE SHOWN IN
AN APPROXIMATE WAY ONLY AND IT IS NOT GUARANTEED THAT ALL MANHOLES AND GATE VALVES BOXES ARE SHOWN.
5. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL SUPPLY UNEVEN PAVEMENT AND BUMP SIGNS IF REQUIRED BY THE MNMUTCD OR ENGINEER.
6. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL HAVE ONE QUALIFIED FLAG PERSON ON EACH END OF THE PAVING OPERATION AND AT OTHER LOCATIONS (SIDE STREETS,
PARKING LOT ENTRANCES, ETC.) AS REQUIRED OR DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER. (INCIDENTAL TO TRAFFIC CONTROL.)
7. PROVISIONS SHALL BE MADE AND MAINTAINED BY THE CONTRACTOR DURING CONSTRUCTION TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO ALL BUSINESSES AND
RESIDENTS AT ALL TIMES. TEMPORARY ACCESS AND/OR ADDITIONAL TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES MAY BE NECESSARY TO ROUTE TRAFFIC. ALL
DISTURBANCE OF ANY ACCESS SHALL BE APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER PRIOR TO ANY DISTURBANCE OF THE DRIVEWAY. ALL TEMPORARY ACCESS
WORK SHALL BE INCIDENTAL TO CONSTRUCTION.
8. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR SUPPLYING, INSTALLING, ERECTING, MAINTAINING, AND THE COORDINATION OF ALL NO PARKING
SIGNS TO TEMPORARILY PROHIBIT VEHICLES PARKING WITHIN THE PROJECT LIMITS DURING CONSTRUCTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH AN APPROVED
PLAN. THE SIGN SIZE, COLOR, MESSAGE, ETC. SHALL BE APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER. NO SIGNS SHALL BE ERECTED WITHOUT PROPER NOTIFICATION
TO THE POLICE AND ENGINEER.
9. STREETS USED AS HAUL ROUTES SHALL BE SWEPT/CLEANED DAILY IN ORDER TO PREVENT A BUILDUP FROM DROPPED MILLINGS, BITUMINOUS, AC,
ETC. THIS WORK SHALL BE CONSIDERED INCIDENTAL TO THE PAVING.
10. ALL TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES SHALL BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE MN MUTCD MANUAL GUIDELINES. ALL LAYOUTS SHALL CONFORM WITH THE
LATEST MN MUTCD FIELD MANUAL FOR TEMPORARY TRAFFIC CONTROL ZONE LAYOUTS.
11. FIELD CONDITIONS MAY REQUIRE MODIFICATIONS OF LAYOUTS AS DEEMED NECESSARY BY THE ENGINEER.
12. THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY SIGNAGE NEEDED TO FACILITATE TRAFFIC SWITCHES OR FOR TRANSITIONING TRAFFIC FROM ONE
STAGE TO ANOTHER.
13. CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE AND REPLACE CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER AS DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER.
14. PROTECT ALL LANDSCAPING ADJACENT TO THE ROAD.
15.WHERE CURB IS TO BE PLACED, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL SAW CUT AND PATCH THE STREET ADJACENT TO THE CURB. THE PATCH SHALL BE
24-INCHES WIDE. SEE CONSTRUCTION DETAILS FOR LIFT THICKNESSES. SAW CUTTING SHALL BE CONSIDERED INCIDENTAL.
16. PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF NEW CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER, ALL EXISTING EDGES SHALL BE STRAIGHT AND EXPANSION JOINT MATERIAL SHALL BE
PLACED AGAINST THE ABUTTING EDGE, AS DIRECTED. SAW CUTTING WILL BE REQUIRED AND IS INCIDENTAL TO THE REMOVAL OF EXISTING CURB.
17. THE CONTRACTOR WILL BE REQUIRED TO STAGE CONSTRUCTION IN ORDER TO ELIMINATE ALL LONGITUDINAL COLD JOINTS.
18. PAVING OPERATIONS SHALL CONSIST OF ONLY ONE CONSTRUCTION JOINT AT THE CENTER OF THE ROADWAY. PAVING SHALL BE PERFORMED BY
PLACING THE BITUMINOUS MATERIAL ON ONE HALF OF THE ROADWAY SURFACE WITH ONE LARGE PAVER OR TWO PAVERS IN TANDEM.
19. SAWCUTTING PAVEMENT IS INCIDENTAL TO THE CONTRACT.
20. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROTECT ALL MAIL BOXES. PROTECTION OF MAILBOXES, INCLUDING SALVAGING & REINSTALLING OF MAILBOXES NECESSARY TO
COMPLETE THE WORK IS INCIDENTAL TO THE PROJECT.
21. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL SUBMIT A CONSTRUCTION STAGING PLAN TO THE ENGINEER FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
22. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE FOR INLET PROTECTION AT ALL CATCH BASIN LOCATIONS WHERE MILL & OVERLAY WORK IS OCCURRING.
23. AFTER MILLING THE PAVEMENT TO THE REQUIRED DEPTH AND PRIOR TO OVERLAYING, AIR BLAST ANY DETERIORATED CRACKS AND JOINTS TO REMOVE
LOOSE OR DETERIORATED BITUMINOUS SURFACING. THE AIR BLASTING SHALL BE DONE WITH HIGH-PRESSURE (100+ PSI) EQUIPMENT.
24. CRACKS OR DEPRESSIONS RESULTING AFTER SURFACE REPAIR, AIR BLASTING, SWEEPING OR MILLING OPERATIONS, WHICH ARE GREATER THAN 1 ½” IN
DEPTH AND WIDTH, SHALL BE FILLED WITH BITUMINOUS MIXTURE PRIOR TO THE PLACEMENT OF THE OVERLAY USING THE SAME BITUMINOUS MIXTURE
USED IN THE OVERLAY. PATCHING OF THESE AREAS SHALL BE DONE AHEAD OF THE PAVING OPERATION AND COMPACTED WITH A SMALL VIBRATORY OR
PNEUMATIC ROLLER. DEPRESSIONS OF LESSER DIMENSIONS SHALL BE FILLED WITH THE BITUMINOUS COURSE MIXTURE, IN FRONT OF THE PAVER, AS
DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER.
25. CUTTING TRUNCATED DOMES WILL NOT BE PERMITTED. CONTRACTOR SHALL BRING ALL APPROPRIATE DOMES TO CONSTRUCT ADA RAMPS.
26. STRIPPED TOPSOIL SHALL BE USED AS NEEDED THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE PROJECT.
27. TOPSOIL MUST MEET THE CCWMO TOPSOIL STANDARD. STOCKPILED MATERIAL MAY NEED TO BE AMENDED OR IMPORTED TO MEET THE STANDARD.
28. ALL SUBSOIL COMPACTED BY THE CONTRACTORS ACTIVITIES SHALL BE DE-COMPACTED TO A DEPTH OF 6 INCHES PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF TOPSOIL.
29. WHERE SEDIMENT DEPOSITS IN WATERS OF THE STATE OR IN STORM WATER BASINS THE MATERIAL MUST BE REMOVED IN 7 DAYS.
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30. CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE WITH THE SUGARBUSH PARK PLAYGROUND CONTRACTOR.

DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
46585
LIC. NO.

DATE

02/17/2021

R

2638 SHADOW LANE, SUITE 200
CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
Email: Chaska@bolton-menk.com
www.bolton-menk.com
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℄
31.5'
MATCH EXISTING CURB EDGE
(BOTH SIDES)

1.5%-3% 1

2 MILL 1.5" DEPTH (TYP) FOR ALL
STREETS AS INDICATED ON PLANS.
AT CONNECTIONS WITH EXISTING
STREETS PROVIDE A CLEAN VERTICAL EDGE.

1 1.5%-3%

1.5" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
VARIABLE DEPTH TYPE SP 9.5 LEVELING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B)(2360)
AS DETERMINED IN THE FIELD BY THE ENGINEER.
BITUMINOUS TACK COAT (2357) (INCIDENTAL)
EXISTING BITUMINOUS

1.5" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
BITUMINOUS TACK COAT (2357) (INCIDENTAL)
3" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
AGGREGATE BASE , CL 5 (2211)

3" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
AGGREGATE BASE , CL 5 (2211)

REMOVE & REPLACE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT (DUTCHMANS WAY)

REMOVE & REPLACE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT (RICK JOHNSON PARK)

NOT TO SCALE

NOT TO SCALE

TYPICAL STREET SECTION MILL & OVERLAY
NOT TO SCALE

NOTES:
1.

2.

2% CROSS SLOPE IS DESIRED AS THE TYPICAL SECTION FOR ALL AREAS
OTHERWISE NOT DELINEATED IN THE TYPICAL SECTIONS. CROSS
SLOPES WILL VARY AT INTERSECTIONS. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL
MAINTAIN CROSS DRAINAGE AT INTERSECTIONS.
MILLING DEPTH IS 1.5" (TYP). MILLING DEPTHS WILL VARY IN AREAS
WHERE A TYPICAL CROWN NEEDS TO BE RECREATED OR CROWN
LOCATION IS SHIFTING, BUT SHALL NOT BE DEEPER THAN 1.5". NO
ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION WILL BE MADE FOR VARIABLE DEPTH
MILLING.

GENERAL NOTES:
1. ANY VARIATIONS FROM THE TYPICAL SECTION DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN
ON THE PLAN DRAWINGS.
2. PAVEMENT CROSS-SLOPES VARY. SEE CONSTRUCTION PLANS FOR
PAVEMENT CROSS SLOPES.

2'
CLEAR
ZONE

VARIES

1:10 MAX

0M

IN

1:1

1:4

X
MA

3. SEE RETAINING WALL PLAN ON SHEET C4.04
5'
BLVD

8'
TRAIL
1.5%

2'
CLEAR
ZONE

VARIES
1:4 M
AX 1:10
MAX

5.0% MAX

0.5'

1.5%

1:10 MAX

1:4 M
A

X

0.5'
0.5'

0.5'

4" CONCRETE WALK (2521)

6" CONCRETE WALK (2521)

5" AGGREGATE BASE , CL 5 (2211)

3" AGGREGATE BASE , CL 5 (2211)

SUBGRADE PREPARATION (2112)(INCIDENTAL)

SUBGRADE PREPARATION (2112)(INCIDENTAL)

4" CONCRETE WALK (W/5" AGG. BASE CL 5)

6" CONCRETE PAVEMENT (W/3" AGG. BASE)
NOT TO SCALE

NOT TO SCALE

3" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
6" AGGREGATE BASE CL 5 (2211) (INCIDENTAL)
SUBGRADE PREPARATION
(INCIDENTAL)
STA 1+85 - 4+80

3" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
6" AGGREGATE BASE CL 5 (2211) (INCIDENTAL)
SUBGRADE PREPARATION
(INCIDENTAL)
STA 8+30 - 11+45

BITUMINOUS TRAIL SUGARBUSH PARK

BITUMINOUS TRAIL RICK JOHNSON PARK

NOT TO SCALE

2'
CLEAR
ZONE

VARIES
1:4 M
AX
1:10 MAX

8'
TRAIL

5'
BLVD

1.5%

2.0%

NOT TO SCALE

2'
CLEAR
ZONE

VARIES
1:4 M
AX 1:10
MAX
X
A
M
1:4
0.5'

0.5'

2'
CLEAR
ZONE

8'
TRAIL
1.5%

1:10 MAX

AX
1:4 M
1:4 M
AX

0.5'

0.5'
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2'
CLEAR
ZONE

8'
TRAIL

3" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
6" AGGREGATE BASE CL 5 (2211) (INCIDENTAL)
SUBGRADE PREPARATION
(INCIDENTAL)
STA 8+30 - 11+45

3" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
6" AGGREGATE BASE CL 5 (2211) (INCIDENTAL)
SUBGRADE PREPARATION
(INCIDENTAL)
STA 4+80 - 6+50

3" TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B) (SPWEA240B) (2360)
6" AGGREGATE BASE, CL 5 (2211) (INCIDENTAL)
SUBGRADE PREPARATION (2112) (INCIDENTAL)

BITUMINOUS TRAIL SUGARBUSH PARK

BITUMINOUS TRAIL SUGARBUSH PARK

3" BITUMINOUS WALK (W/6" AGG. BASE CL 5)

NOT TO SCALE

NOT TO SCALE

NOT TO SCALE

DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
46585
LIC. NO.

DATE

02/17/2021

R
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ADJUST FRAME
RING & CASTING

18" ACE
FOR F
BASIS F CURB
O

28" R

1
1

7"
8"

18"

17.5"

48" (TYP)

28"

5"
NOTES:

MOUNTABLE
CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER

NOT TO SCALE

NOT TO SCALE

6"

3" R

10.5"

0.5" R

6"

6"

3" R

0.5" R

6"

13.5" 0.5" R

EXISTING
WATERMAIN

1.

SAWCUT EXISTING BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

2.

REMOVE AND REPLACE ALL EXISTING ADJUSTING RINGS WITH
POLYETHYLENE ADJUSTING RINGS. ADD ADDITIONAL RINGS AS
NECESSARY TO RAISE CASTING TO BE 14" BELOW BITUMINOUS
SURFACE AT 2% CROSS SLOPE. PLACE NON-SHRINK GROUT AND
PLASTER 1/2" THICK INSIDE AND OUT.

3.

FURNISH & INSTALL NEW CHIMNEY SEAL ON ALL SANITARY SEWER
CASTING ADJUSTMENTS.

EXISTING GATE VALVE

3'

DIRECTION OF
TRAVEL (TYP)

13.5"
5'

0.5" R

SLOPE 0.24"
PER FOOT

EXISTING VALVE
BOX & COVER

RECOMPACT EXISTING
AGGREGATE BASE
(INCIDENTAL)

1 NOTE:
CURB SHALL BE PLACED IN A TILTED
POSITION AS SUCH TO PROVIDE A 3" DEPTH
FROM THE TOP OF CURB TO THE FLOWLINE
WHEN MEASURED ON A LEVEL PLANE.

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER
DESIGN B618

SLOPE 0.75"
PER FOOT

6.5"

13.5"

MATCH EXISTING
PAVEMENT

27"

1"

6"

0.5" R

EXISTING CONCRETE
MANHOLE STRUCTURE

10.5"

68" R

3"

0.5" R

4"

0.5" R

7"

SLOPE 0.75"
PER FOOT

6"

VALVE BOX SETTING
TO BE 1/4 " BELOW
WEAR COURSE

2

1

12" R

3" R

3 EXTERNAL CHIMNEY SEAL

7"

7"

12"

8"

GATE
VALVE
COVER

3'

8"

12"

DIRECTION OF
TRAVEL (TYP)

MANHOLE
COVER

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER
DESIGN B612

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER OUT
DESIGN B612

NOT TO SCALE

SAWCUT EXISTING
BITUMINOUS
PAVEMENT
AND PLACE
BITUMINOUS PATCH

PLAN VIEW

NOT TO SCALE

ADJUST GATE VALVE
NOT TO SCALE

5'

CURB
DEFECTOR PLATE
OVERFLOW 1 CENTER OF FILTER

NOTE: SEE PLAN SHEET FOR PROPOSED ADJUSTMENT ELEVATION.
SAWCUT EXISTING
BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT
AND PLACE BITUMINOUS
PATCH

OVERFLOW 1 TOP OF CURB BOX

PLAN VIEW

SANITARY/STORM MANHOLE - FRAME & RING CASTING
NOTE: WIMCO CG MODEL OR
APPROVED EQUAL TO MATCH CASTING

STEEL STUDDED 'T' POST 5'
MINIMUM LENGTH POSTS
AT 6' MAXIMUM SPACING

PLASTIC 'ZIP' TIES
(50# TENSILE)
LOCATED IN TOP 8"

NOTES:
1.
ROAD DRAIN DEVICE FITS NEENAH R-3067 CASTINGS.
2.
PLACE THE ROAD DRAIN-TOP SLAB MODEL DIRECTLY INTO THE
CASTING.
3.
INSTALL GASKET AND COVER CENTER OF GASKET WITH PIPE
GREASE OR OTHER APPROVED LUBRICATION.
4.
PLACE THE FILTER MEDIA ONTO THE RISER PIPE.
5.
ADJUST FILTER MEDIA PROPER HEIGHT FOR OVERFLOW.
6.
CHECK RISER TUBE TO MAKE SURE IT IS FULLY EXTENDED AND
ALL FILTER HOLES ARE EXPOSED.
7.
CHECK FILTER MEDIA AFTER EACH RAIN EVENT. CLEAN OR
REPLACE IF SEDIMENT CLOGS FILTER.
8.
REMOVE SEDIMENT AND DEBRIS FROM THE BASE OF THE RISER
PIPE TO THE WIDTH EQUAL TO THE SIZE OF THE TOP SLAB MODEL.

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC, 36" WIDTH

3' LEVEL (MIN)
4" OVERLAP

INLET PROTECTION
ROAD DRAIN

ANCHOR SLOT ALTERNATIVE
T-POST

2'-0" MIN

DIRECTION OF
RUNOFF FLOW

POST
EMBEDMENT
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10" HIGH-FLOW FILTER

NOT TO SCALE
NOTE: SEE PLAN SHEET FOR PROPOSED ADJUSTMENT ELEVATION.

MACHINE SLICE
8"-12" DEPTH
(PLUS 6" FLAP)

1' SPACING
ON STAPLES

SILT FENCE - MACHINE SLICED

NOTE:
ANCHOR, OVERLAP & STAPLE
PER MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS

NOT TO SCALE

NOT TO SCALE

PLACE INLET PROTECTION IN CATCH BASINS
ADJACENT TO SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION AS
DIRECTED BY THE ENGINEER.

FOLD UNDER 6"

EROSION CONTROL BLANKET INSTALLATION
NOT TO SCALE

DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
46585
LIC. NO.

DATE

02/17/2021

R
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CATEGORY 3 EROSION
CONTROL BLANKET
4"x4" TRENCH BACKFILLED
OVER EROSION CONTROL BLANKET

POINT 'B'

12
B
'
OV LANK MIN
ER ET
LAP S M
BY US
4" T
MI
N

12"
(30 cm)

POINT 'A'

6"
(15 cm)

FLO

W

6"
(15 cm)

6"
(15 cm)

8", 11ga STAPLES
SPACED 1'-0" ON CENTER

HARD SURFACE
PUBLIC ROAD

2.

5.

3.
4"

6"-7" DIA STRAW OR WOOD
FIBER ROLL ENCLOSED IN
PLASTIC OR POLYESTER NETTING

SILT FENCE TO TIE
INTO BERM OF ROCK
ACCESS EACH SIDE

4"

2"x2"x18" LONG WOOD STAKES
AT 2'-0" SPACING DRIVE THROUGH
NETTING AND FIBER ROLL

DITCH CHECK - BIOROLL
NOT TO SCALE

(10 cm)

7.
1.

2"-5"

NOTE:
POINT 'A' MUST BE 1'-0" MIN HIGHER THAN
POINT 'B' TO ENSURE THAT WATER FLOWS OVER
THE DITCH CHECK AND NOT AROUND THE ENDS

6.

75

4"-6"
(10cm-15cm)

IN

'M

6"
(15 cm)

IM

8.

M
U

4.

1. PREPARE SOIL BEFORE INSTALLING BLANKETS, INCLUDING APPLICATION OF SEED (TYPE AS SHOWN
ON PLANS)

PROVIDE RADIUS
6" MIN
AS NEEDED (TYP) THICKNESS

2. BEGIN AT THE TOP OF THE CHANNEL BY ANCHORING THE BLANKET IN A 6" (15cm) DEEP X 6" (15cm) WIDE
TRENCH WITH APPROXIMATELY 12" (30cm) OF BLANKET EXTENDED BEYOND THE UP-SLOPE PORTION OF THE
TRENCH. ANCHOR THE BLANKET WITH A ROW OF STAPLES/STAKES APPROXIMATELY 12" (30cm) APART IN THE
BOTTOM OF THE TRENCH. BACKFILL AND COMPACT THE TRENCH AFTER STAPLING. APPLY SEED TO COMPACTED
SOIL AND FOLD REMAINING 12" (30cm) PORTION OF BLANKET BACK OVER SEED AND COMPACTED SOIL. SECURE
BLANKET OVER COMPACTED SOIL WITH A ROW OF STAPLES/STAKES SPACED APPROXIMATELY 12" (30cm) APART
ACROSS THE WIDTH OF THE BLANKET.

3" MINUS WASHED
COARSE AGGREGATE
(OR APPROVED EQUAL)

'M

IN

IM

U

M

3. ROLL CENTER BLANKET IN DIRECTION OF WATER FLOW IN BOTTOM OF CHANNEL. BLANKETS WILL UNROLL WITH
APPROPRIATE SIDE AGAINST THE SOIL SURFACE. ALL BLANKETS MUST BE SECURELY FASTENED TO SOIL SURFACE
BY PLACING STAPLES/STAKES IN APPROPRIATE LOCATIONS AS SHOWN IN THE STAPLE PATTERN GUIDE. WHEN
USING OPTIONAL DOT SYSTEM , STAPLES/STAKES SHOULD BE PLACED THROUGH EACH OF THE COLORED DOTS
CORRESPONDING TO THE APPROPRIATE STAPLE PATTERN.

25

18" MIN CUT OFF BERM TO MINIMIZE RUNOFF FROM SITE
MnDOT TYPE V (3733) GEOTEXTILE FABRIC SHALL BE PLACED
UNDER ROCK TO STOP MUD MIGRATION THROUGH ROCK

4. PLACE CONSECUTIVE BLANKETS END OVER END (SHINGLE STYLE) WITH A 4"-6" (10cm-15cm) OVERLAP. USE A
DOUBLE ROW OF STAPLES STAGGERED 4" (10cm) APART AND 4" (10cm) ON CENTER TO SECURE BLANKETS.
5. FULL LENGTH EDGE OF BLANKETS AT TOP OF SIDE SLOPES MUST BE ANCHORED WITH A ROW OF STAPLES/STAKES
APPROXIMATELY 12" (30cm) APART IN A 6" (15cm) DEEP X 6" (15cm) WIDE TRENCH. BACKFILL AND COMPACT THE
TRENCH AFTER STAPLING.

ROCK CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE
NOT TO SCALE

6. ADJACENT BLANKETS MUST BE OVERLAPPED APPROXIMATELY 2"-5" (5cm-12.5cm) (DEPENDING ON BLANKET
TYPE) AND STAPLED. TO ENSURE PROPER SEAM ALIGNMENT, PLACE THE EDGE OF THE OVERLAPPING BLANKET
(BLANKET BEING INSTALLED ON TOP) EVEN WITH THE COLORED SEAM STITCH ON THE BLANKET BEING OVERLAPPED.

CONCEAL TOP OF POST
0.5" TO 1.0", TYP.

7. A STAPLE CHECK SLOT IS REQUIRED AT 30 TO 40 FOOT (9m-12m) INTERVALS. USE A DOUBLE ROW OF STAPLES
STAGGERED 4" (10cm) APART AND 4" (10cm) ON CENTER OVER ENTIRE WIDTH OF THE CHANNEL.

PRIMARY SIGN
PANEL, TYP.

4' MIN., 5' MAX.
TRAIL TO SIGN
BOTTOM
(4'-6" PREFERRED)

8. THE TERMINAL END OF THE BLANKETS MUST BE ANCHORED WITH A ROW OF STAPLES/STAKES APPROXIMATELY
12" (30cm) APART IN A 6" (15cm) DEEP X 6" (15cm) WIDE TRENCH. BACKFILL AND COMPACT THE TRENCH AFTER
STAPLING.

SIGN POST VERTICALLY AND
PLUMB WITH 3'-6" MIN.
EMBEDMENT DEPTH, TYP.

NOTES:

1.
2.

TRAIL
SURFACE
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3.
3' MIN., 6' MAX.
EDGE TO EDGE
3' PREFERRED

4.

TYPICAL SIGN PLACEMENT - TRAIL
NOT TO SCALE

5.
6.
7.

A

CONFORM TO MnDOT SPEC 2564.
POST MATERIAL:
2.1.
FLANGED CHANNEL STEEL POST PER MnDOT SPEC 3401.
2.2.
LENGTH AS REQUIRED TO INSTALL IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFIED EMBEDMENT DEPTH AND SIGN
POSTING HEIGHT.
2.3.
MAXIMUM OF ONE SPLICE ALLOWED.
2.4.
NOMINAL MASS OF 2.5 POUNDS PER FOOT.
3 " DIAMETER HOLES PUNCHED ALONG POST CENTERLINE AT 3" O.C.
2.5.
8
2.6.
GALVANIZED PER MnDOT SPEC REQUIREMENTS.
SIGN PANEL MATERIAL:
3.1.
CONFORM TO MnDOT SPEC 2564 AND 3352.
3.2.
REFLECTIVE SHEETING SHALL MEET MnDOT SPEC 3352.2A2 SIGN SHEETING TYPE III.
SIGN MOUNTING HARDWARE:
4.1.
BOLTS SHALL BE 5 16"SIZE, A304 STAINLESS STEEL IN ACCORDANCE WITH MnDOT SPEC 3391.2E.
4.2.
PROVIDED NYLON WASHER BETWEEN BOLT HEAD AND SIGN PANEL.
4.3.
FASTEN BOLTS WITH NYLON INSERT LOCK NUTS OF THE SAME GRADE AND MATERIAL AS THE
BOLTS.
DRIVE POSTS SUCH THAT SIGN FACE IS PERPENDICULAR TO TRAILWAY.
SUBMIT SHOP DRAWINGS AND SIGN LAYOUTS FOR ALL TRAFFIC SIGNS AND DEVICES FOR APPROVAL BY THE
ENGINEER PRIOR TO FABRICATION.
FIELD VERIFY ALL LOCATIONS WITH THE ENGINEER PRIOR TO PLACEMENT.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
46585
LIC. NO.

DATE

02/17/2021

R

2638 SHADOW LANE, SUITE 200
CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
Email: Chaska@bolton-menk.com
www.bolton-menk.com

C
CRITICAL POINTS

A

B

C

A. OVERLAPS AND SEAMS
B. PROJECTED WATER LINE
C. CHANNEL BOTTOM/SIDE SLOPE VERTICES

** IN LOOSE SOIL CONDITIONS, THE USE OF STAPLE OR
STAKE LENGTHS GREATER THAN 6" (15 CM) MAY BE
NECESSARY TO PROPERLY ANCHOR THE BLANKETS.
*** STAPLES TO BE MIN. 8" STEEL.

NOTES:
1. MUST BE VMAX SC-250 OR APPROVED EQUAL.
2. EXTEND TRM ON SIDE SLOPES OF RAVINE 1.0' UP FROM CHANNEL
BOTTOM. COORDINATE FINAL EXTENT OF TRM IN FIELD WITH ENGINEER.

TURF REINFORCEMENT MAT (TRM)
NOT TO SCALE

DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

B

NOTE:
* HORIZONTAL STAPLE SPACING SHOULD BE ALTERED IF
NECESSARY TO ALLOW STAPLES TO SECURE THE CRITICAL
POINTS ALONG THE CHANNEL SURFACE.

DRAWN
CHECKED

PJS
SCD
ALB

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

NO.

ISSUED FOR

DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

SHEET

C1.04

TOP BLOCK TO BE FREE STANDING AND
TEXTURED ON ALL EXPOSED FACES

VARIES
2' CLEAR
ZONE

CAP BLOCK TO BE TEXTURED ON ALL EXPOSED
FACES & ANCHORED TO UNDERLAYING BLOCK
ORNAMENTAL FENCE
TOP BLOCK
BATTER ANGLE
5.0°±

VARIES

MAX 10

:1

8' BITUMINOUS TRAIL

MIN 6" TOPSOIL
EXCAVATION LIMITS.
INSTALL TEMPORARY
SHORING AS NEEDED TO
CONSTRUCT WALL AND
NOT UNDERMINE
MADISON STREET

4
VARIES

SELECT GRANULAR
MATERIAL 1

PLAYGROUND CONTAINER
(SEE TYPICAL SECTION)

FREE DRAINING BACKFILL PLACED
BEHIND WALL 1 5

BURY DEPTH BELOW
FG

GEOTEXTILE FILTER FABRIC TYPE V 1
BASE ELEVATION

3

BASE MATERIAL

PERF. DRAIN PIPE WITH SOCK

1

2

3

EXTEND 6" ON EITHER SIDE OF BLOCK

NOTE:
1. CONTRACTOR TO SUBMIT RETAINING WALL PLAN SIGNED BY REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER
FOR APPROVAL PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
2. WALL PLACEMENT AS SHOWN ALLOWS FOR GRAVITY WALL DESIGN.
3. SEE MNDOT STANDARD PLAN 5-297.641 FOR MODULAR BLOCK RETAINING WALL
4. A LIMESTONE TEXTURED FINISH SHALL BE PROVIDED ON ALL EXPOSED SIDES.
5. STAIN SHALL BE TWO TONE AND THE COLOR SHALL BE APPROVED BY CITY STAFF.
NOTES:
1

TO BE INCIDENTAL.

2

4" DIA PERFORATED TP PIPE PER MNDOT SPEC 3245. INSTALLATION SHALL BE PER MNDOT
SPEC 2502.

3

OUTLET TO PLAYGROUND CONTAINER DRAIN TILE. MINIMUM SLOPE SHALL BE 0.5%.

4

ASSUMED/MINIMUM EXCAVATION LIMIT SHOWN. CONTRACTOR SHALL INCREASE
AND/OR SHORE AS NECESSARY TO MEET OSHA OR ANY OTHER APPLICABLE
SAFETY OR WALL SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS. PROTECT EXISTING IN
PLACE UTILITIES.

5
6

PLAY SAND/WOOD
CHIPS (BY OTHERS)
4" CONC. (BY OTHERS)
4" AGGREGATE BASE, CL 5 (100% CRUSHED) (BY OTHERS)

FILTER FABRIC (BY OTHERS)

FILTER FABRIC
(BY OTHERS)

COARSE FILTER AGGREGATE MNDOT SPEC 3149.2H TO BE INCIDENTAL.
FILL SLOPES AND DIMENSIONS IN FRONT AND BACK OF WALL WILL
VARY AS REQUIRED TO MATCH EXISTING CONDITIONS AT ENDS OF WALL.

METAL CAP OR 18"
STEEL PIN FOR LOCATING

EXISTING SUBGRADE

968.00

GRADE

3" COURSE FILTER
AGGREGATE
GEOTEXTILE FABRIC,
MnDOT TYPE 5 (3733)

TYPICAL SECTION PREFABRICATED MODULAR BLOCK WALL
NOT TO SCALE

4" PERF PE DRAIN TILE

3" COURSE FILTER AGGREGATE

THREADED CAP

LONG SWEEP
PVC BEND

PLAYGROUND CONTAINER

c Bolton & Menk, Inc. 2021, All Rights Reserved
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NOT TO SCALE

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC,
MnDOT TYPE 5 (3733)

4" PERF PE
DRAIN TILE

PIPE DRAIN CLEANOUT
NOT TO SCALE

DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
46585
LIC. NO.

DATE

02/17/2021

R

2638 SHADOW LANE, SUITE 200
CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
Email: Chaska@bolton-menk.com
www.bolton-menk.com

DRAWN
CHECKED

PJS
SCD
ALB

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

NO.

ISSUED FOR

DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

SHEET

C1.05

1"
11 4"11 4"

VIEW B

81 2"

11 2"

11 4" 11 4"

VIEW A

19 16"

9'-9"
24-SPACES @ 4 5 8" (-1 8") = 9'-27 8"
31 16"

4'-101 2"

4'-101 2"
9'-9"

31 16"
C 21 2 X 11 2 X 1 8

A

CURVED PLATE FOR FENCE

B

NOT TO SCALE

4

A

X 16 GA TUBE PICKETS (TYP)

16

16"°

PL 1 2" X 11 2" X D21 2"
4 PLATES

X 11 2" SLOT

11 2" 11 2"

81 2"

4

X3

3

3'-15 8"

3'-13 4"

7
3

X 11 2 CURVED PL

B

SECTION C

1

2"

3'-31 4"

91 2"

1

8"

PL 3 16" X 11 2" X 9'-105 8"
DEVELOPED @ R=17'-19 16"

HOLES FOR 3 8"Ø CARAGE BOLTS

R=17'-1916"

1"
HOLES FOR 3 8"Ø CARAGE BOLTS

21 4"

C 21 2 X 11 2 X 1 8

C

POST CAP

FENCE-DESIGN SPECIAL 1

NOT TO SCALE

3'-91 4"
HSS-3" X 3" X 1 8" X 3'-9"

NOT TO SCALE

13 4"

13 4"

3'-13 4"

NOTES:
1. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE TYPICAL. FIELD MEASURE POST LOCATIONS PRIOR TO FABRICATION & INSTALLATION. SEE
SHEET 10.01 & 10.02 FOR PROFILE VIEW OF FENCE INSTALLATION.
2. ORNAMENTAL FENCE DESIGN SPECIAL 1 SHALL BE BLACK POWDER COATED.

NON-SHRINK GROUT

10'-0'' MAXIMUM
CENTER TO CENTER
SEE RAIL POST
ANCHOR DETAIL

51 4"

END POST

ANCHOR CENTER OF POST WITH 1 2"Ø X 4"
STAINLESS STEEL THREADED ROD,
WASHER AND NUT.
·
EPOXY RODS INTO PLACE.
·
ROD SHALL NOT EXTEND ABOVE
NUT BY MORE THAN 1 2 INCH.
·

D

PL 1 4 " X 3 12 " X 6"
WITH 916 "Ø HOLES
FOR 1 2 "Ø SLEEVE ANCHOR

FENCEDESIGN SPECIAL

RETAINING
WALL

3

3"

3"

3

RETAINING
WALL
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FENCEDESIGN SPECIAL

END POST

RAIL POST ANCHOR
NOT TO SCALE

4"

1 EA - 12"
WEDGE ANCHOR
INSTALLED
PER BRACKET

4"

13 4"13 4"

FENCE DESIGN SPECIAL 1 ON RETAINING WALL

SECTION D

NOT TO SCALE

POSTS & BASE PLATE
DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
46585
LIC. NO.

DATE

02/17/2021

R

2638 SHADOW LANE, SUITE 200
CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
Email: Chaska@bolton-menk.com
www.bolton-menk.com

DRAWN
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PJS
SCD
ALB

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

NO.

ISSUED FOR

DATE

NOT TO SCALE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

SHEET

C1.06
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
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LIC. NO.

DATE
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2638 SHADOW LANE, SUITE 200
CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
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DRAWN
CHECKED

PJS
SCD
ALB

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

NO.

ISSUED FOR

DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

MNDOT STANDARD PEDESTRIAN CURB RAMP DETAILS

SHEET

C1.07
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.
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LIC. NO.

DATE
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2638 SHADOW LANE, SUITE 200
CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
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DRAWN
CHECKED

PJS
SCD
ALB

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

NO.

ISSUED FOR

DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

MNDOT STANDARD PEDESTRIAN CURB RAMP DETAILS

SHEET

C1.08
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.
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DRAWN
CHECKED

PJS
SCD
ALB

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

NO.

ISSUED FOR

DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

MNDOT STANDARD PEDESTRIAN CURB RAMP DETAILS

SHEET

C1.09
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.
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NO.
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DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

MNDOT STANDARD PEDESTRIAN CURB RAMP DETAILS

SHEET

C1.10
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.
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DATE
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CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
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DRAWN
CHECKED

PJS

NO.
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DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN

SCD

2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

ALB

MNDOT STANDARD PEDESTRIAN CURB RAMP DETAILS

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

SHEET

C1.11
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.

ANDREW L. BUDDE
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CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
Phone: (952) 448-8838
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DRAWN
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PJS
SCD
ALB

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

NO.

ISSUED FOR

DATE

CITY OF WATERTOWN
2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

MNDOT STANDARD PEDESTRIAN CURB RAMP DETAILS

SHEET

C1.12

101

R

115

R

119

107

111

103

T

105

R

E
OW

L
NF
U
S

UR
CO

A

123

SHEPHERDIA COURT

A

109

139

117

127

135
131

113

209

141

R

207
205

211

REMOVALS & CONSTRUCTION LEGEND
SAWCUT PAVEMENT (FULL DEPTH)(INCIDENTAL)

MEADOWSWEET PLACE

REMOVE & REPLACE CURB & GUTTER
1.5" MILL & OVERLAY

213

BITUMINOUS PATCH
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6" CONCRETE WALK

215

219

217

HORZ.
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.
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CHASKA, MINNESOTA 55318
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ADJUST FRAME & RING CASTING

CITY OF WATERTOWN

SCD

2021 MILL AND OVERLAY

ALB

MILL & OVERLAY

CLIENT PROJ. NO.

0C1.122725

SHEET

C2.01

108

112

116

104

R

GALLIUM WAY
SEE B
E

LOW

100

132

128

AR

NI

CA

R

105
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101

124

DR

A

YARROW COURT

IV

E

120

140

REMOVALS & CONSTRUCTION LEGEND
SAWCUT PAVEMENT (FULL DEPTH)(INCIDENTAL)

210

REMOVE & REPLACE CURB & GUTTER

GALLIUM WAY

1.5" MILL & OVERLAY

SEE

BITUMINOUS PATCH

O
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VE

6" CONCRETE WALK

HE

ET

C2

113
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IVE
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.03

A

ADJUST FRAME & RING CASTING
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A
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E

117
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DESIGNED

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS PLAN, SPECIFICATION, OR REPORT WAS PREPARED
BY ME OR UNDER MY DIRECT SUPERVISION AND THAT I AM A DULY LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA.
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REMOVALS & CONSTRUCTION LEGEND
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SAWCUT PAVEMENT (FULL DEPTH)(INCIDENTAL)
REMOVE & REPLACE CURB & GUTTER
1.5" MILL & OVERLAY

6
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2
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BITUMINOUS PATCH

6" CONCRETE WALK
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A
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REMOVALS & CONSTRUCTION LEGEND
SAWCUT PAVEMENT (FULL DEPTH)(INCIDENTAL)

233

REMOVE & REPLACE CURB & GUTTER
1.5" MILL & OVERLAY

BITUMINOUS PATCH
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REMOVALS & CONSTRUCTION LEGEND
SAWCUT PAVEMENT (FULL DEPTH)(INCIDENTAL)
REMOVE & REPLACE CURB & GUTTER
1.5" MILL & OVERLAY
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Specifications
02210 - SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION
02220 - REMOVING PAVEMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES
02230 - CLEARING AND GRUBBING
02240 - DEWATERING
02315 - APPLICATION OF WATER
02320 - TRENCH EXCAVATION, BEDDING AND BACKFILL
02330 - EXCAVATION AND EMBANKMENT
02335 - SUBGRADE PREPARATION
02340 - GEOTEXTILE FABRIC - ROAD CONSTRUCTION
02370 - EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL (LESS THAN ONE ACRE DISTURBANCE)
02620 - SUBSURFACE DRAINS
02630 - PIPE SEWERS - STORM
02705 - MANHOLES & CATCH BASINS - ADJUST CASTING
02720 - AGGREGATE BASE
02740 - PLANT-MIXED BITUMINOUS SURFACING
02741 - BITUMINOUS PATCH
02770 - CONCRETE CURBING AND DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT
02775 - WALKS - CONCRETE
02776 - BITUMINOUS WALKS AND TRAILS
02820 - CHAIN LINK FENCE AND GATES
02830 - MODULAR BLOCK RETAINING WALL SYSTEM
02920 - TURF RESTORATION
02960 - PAVEMENT MILLING
DRAWINGS (UNDER SEPARATE COVER): with each sheet bearing the following general title:
2021 Mill & Overlay
City of Watertown
****END OF SECTION****
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
2021 MILL & OVERLAY
CITY OF WATERTOWN
WATERTOWN, MN
RECEIPT AND OPENING OF PROPOSALS: Proposals for the work described below will be received online through
QuestCDN.com until 10:00 AM on Thursday, March 18, 2021 at which time the bids will be opened and publicly read via
conference call only. Use the number and conference ID below to join the meeting:
Conference Call Number: 1 (612) 428‐8778
Conference ID: 194 354 368#
DESCRIPTION OF WORK: The work includes the construction of approximately:
1,000

CY

COMMON EXCAVATION

16,600

SY

MILL BITUMINOUS SURFACE

2,000

TON

BITUMINOUS PAVING

900

SY

3” BITUMINOUS TRAIL

400

SF

6” CONCRETE WALK

60

SF

TRUNCATED DOMES

300

SF

PREFABRICATED MODULAR BLOCK RETAINING WALL

together with numerous related items of work, all in accordance with Plans and Specifications. This project is subject to
and Responsible Contractor Certification.
COMPLETION OF WORK: All work under the Contract must be substantially complete by August 31, 2021. Final completion
is October 1, 2021.
PLAN HOLDERS LIST, ADDENDUMS AND BID TABULATION: The plan holders list, addendums and bid tabulations will be
available for download on‐line at www.bolton‐menk.com or www.questcdn.com.
TO OBTAIN BID DOCUMENTS: Complete digital project bidding documents are available at www.bolton‐menk.com or
www.questcdn.com. You may view the digital plan documents for free by entering Quest project #7601505 on the
website’s Project Search page. Documents may be downloaded for $45.00. Please contact QuestCDN.com at 952‐233‐1632
or info@questcdn.com for assistance in free membership registration, viewing, downloading, and working with this digital
project information.
BID SUBMITTAL: A bid shall be submitted online no later than the date and time prescribed. For this project, the City will
only be accepting online electronic bids through QuestCDN. To access the electronic bid form, download the project
document and click online bidding button at the top of the advertisement. Prospective bidders must be on the plan holders
list through QuestCDN for bids to be accepted.
BID SECURITY: A Proposal Bond in the amount of not less than 5 percent of the total amount bid, drawn in favor of City of
Watertown shall accompany each bid.
OWNER'S RIGHTS RESERVED: The Owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to waive any irregularities and
informalities therein and to award the Contract to other than the lowest bidder if, in their discretion, the interest of the
Owner would be best served thereby.
DATED:

March 1, 2021

Published:
News & Times:
QuestCDN:

/S/

Shane Fineran
City Administrator

March 4 and March 11, 2021
February 24 ‐ March 16, 2021
****END OF SECTION****
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INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS FOR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
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ARTICLE 1 – DEFINED TERMS
1.01

Terms used in these Instructions to Bidders have the meanings indicated in the General Conditions and
Supplementary Conditions. Additional terms used in these Instructions to Bidders have the meanings
indicated below:
A.

Issuing Office—The office from which the Bidding Documents are to be issued, and which registers
plan holders.
BIDDING DOCUMENTS

2.01

Bidder shall obtain a complete set of Bidding Requirements and proposed Contract Documents (together,
the Bidding Documents). See the Agreement for a list of the Contract Documents. It is Bidder’s
responsibility to determine that it is using a complete set of documents in the preparation of a Bid. Bidder
assumes sole responsibility for errors or misinterpretations resulting from the use of incomplete
documents, by Bidder itself or by its prospective Subcontractors and Suppliers.

2.02

Bidding Documents are made available for the sole purpose of obtaining Bids for completion of the Project
and permission to download or distribution of the Bidding Documents does not confer a license or grant
permission or authorization for any other use. Authorization to download documents, or other
distribution, includes the right for plan holders to print documents solely for their use, and the use of their
prospective Subcontractors and Suppliers, provided the plan holder pays all costs associated with printing
or reproduction. Printed documents may not be re-sold under any circumstances.

2.03

Bidder may register as a plan holder and obtain complete sets of Bidding Documents, in the number and
format stated in the Advertisement or invitation to bid. Bidders may rely that sets of Bidding Documents
obtained in this manner are complete unless an omission is blatant. Registered plan holders will receive
Addenda issued by Owner.

2.04

Owner is not responsible for omissions in Bidding Documents or other documents obtained from plan
rooms or other sources, or for a Bidder’s failure to obtain Addenda if they are not a registered plan holder.

2.05

Electronic Documents
A.

When the Bidding Requirements indicate that electronic (digital) copies of the Bidding Documents
are available, such documents will be made available to the Bidders as Electronic Documents in the
manner specified.
1.

B.

Bidding Documents will be provided in Adobe PDF (Portable Document Format) (.pdf) that is
readable by Adobe Acrobat Reader. It is the intent of the Engineer and Owner that such
Electronic Documents are to be exactly representative of the paper copies of the documents.
However, because the Owner and Engineer cannot totally control the transmission and receipt
of Electronic Documents nor the Contractor’s means of reproduction of such documents, the
Owner and Engineer cannot and do not guarantee that Electronic Documents and reproductions
prepared from those versions are identical in every manner to the paper copies.

Unless otherwise stated in the Bidding Documents, the Bidder may use and rely upon complete sets
of Electronic Documents of the Bidding Documents, described in Paragraph 2.06.A above. However,
Bidder assumes all risks associated with differences arising from transmission/receipt of Electronic
Documents versions of Bidding Documents and reproductions prepared from those versions and,
further, assumes all risks, costs, and responsibility associated with use of the Electronic Documents
versions to derive information that is not explicitly contained in printed paper versions of the
documents, and for Bidder’s reliance upon such derived information.
QUALIFICATIONS OF BIDDERS
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PRE-BID CONFERENCE
4.01

A pre-bid conference will not be conducted for this Project.

SITE AND OTHER AREAS; EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS; EXAMINATION OF SITE; OWNER’S SAFETY
PROGRAM; OTHER WORK AT THE SITE
5.01

Site and Other Areas
A.

5.02

The Site is identified in the Bidding Documents. By definition, the Site includes rights-of-way,
easements, and other lands furnished by Owner for the use of the Contractor. Any additional lands
required for temporary construction facilities, construction equipment, or storage of materials and
equipment, and any access needed for such additional lands, are to be obtained and paid for by
Contractor.

Existing Site Conditions
A.

A. Subsurface and Physical Conditions; Hazardous Environmental Conditions
1.

The Supplementary Conditions identify the following regarding existing conditions at or adjacent
to the Site:
a.

Those reports of explorations and tests of subsurface conditions at or adjacent to the Site
that contain Technical Data.

b.

Those drawings known to Owner of existing physical conditions at or adjacent to the Site,
including those drawings depicting existing surface or subsurface structures at or adjacent
to the Site (except Underground Facilities), that contain Technical Data.

c.

Reports and drawings known to Owner relating to Hazardous Environmental Conditions
that have been identified at or adjacent to the Site.
1)

B.

5.03

2.

Owner will make copies of reports and drawings referenced above available to any Bidder on
request. These reports and drawings are not part of the Contract Documents, but the Technical
Data contained therein upon whose accuracy Bidder is entitled to rely, as provided in the
General Conditions, has been identified and established in the Supplementary Conditions.
Bidder is responsible for any interpretation or conclusion Bidder draws from any Technical Data
or any other data, interpretations, opinions, or information contained in such reports or shown
or indicated in such drawings.

3.

If the Supplementary Conditions do not identify Technical Data, the default definition of
Technical Data set forth in Article 1 of the General Conditions will apply.

Underground Facilities: Underground Facilities are shown or indicated on the Drawings, pursuant to
Paragraph 5.05 of the General Conditions, and not in the drawings referred to in Paragraph 5.02.A of
these Instructions to Bidders. Information and data regarding the presence or location of
Underground Facilities are not intended to be categorized, identified, or defined as Technical Data.

Other Site-related Documents
A.

In addition to the documents regarding existing Site conditions referred to in Paragraph 5.02.A, the
following other documents relating to conditions at or adjacent to the Site are known to Owner and
made available to Bidders for reference:
1.

5.04

Technical Data contained in such reports and drawings.

No other site related documents are available.

Site Visit and Testing by Bidders
EJCDC® C-200, Instructions to Bidders for Construction Contract.
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5.05

A.

Bidder is required to visit the Site and conduct a thorough visual examination of the Site and adjacent
areas. During the visit, the Bidder must not disturb any ongoing operations at the Site.

B.

Bidder shall conduct the required Site visit during normal working hours.

C.

Bidder is not required to conduct any subsurface testing, or exhaustive investigations of Site
conditions.

D.

On request, and to the extent Owner has control over the Site, and schedule permitting, the Owner
will provide Bidder general access to the Site to conduct such additional examinations, investigations,
explorations, tests, and studies as Bidder deems necessary for preparing and submitting a successful
Bid. Owner will not have any obligation to grant such access if doing so is not practical because of
existing operations, security or safety concerns, or restraints on Owner’s authority regarding the Site.
Bidder is responsible for establishing access needed to reach specific selected test sites.

E.

Bidder must comply with all applicable Laws and Regulations regarding excavation and location of
utilities, obtain all permits, and comply with all terms and conditions established by Owner or by
property owners or other entities controlling the Site with respect to schedule, access, existing
operations, security, liability insurance, and applicable safety programs.

F.

Bidder must fill all holes and clean up and restore the Site to its former condition upon completion
of such explorations, investigations, tests, and studies.

Owner’s Safety Program
A.

5.06

Site visits and work at the Site may be governed by an Owner safety program. If an Owner safety
program exists, it will be noted in the Supplementary Conditions.

Other Work at the Site
A.

Reference is made to Article 8 of the Supplementary Conditions for the identification of the general
nature of other work of which Owner is aware (if any) that is to be performed at the Site by Owner
or others (such as utilities and other prime contractors) and relates to the Work contemplated by
these Bidding Documents. If Owner is party to a written contract for such other work, then on
request, Owner will provide to each Bidder access to examine such contracts (other than portions
thereof related to price and other confidential matters), if any.
BIDDER’S REPRESENTATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS

6.01

Express Representations and Certifications in Bid Form, Agreement
A.

The Bid Form that each Bidder will submit contains express representations regarding the Bidder’s
examination of Project documentation, Site visit, and preparation of the Bid, and certifications
regarding lack of collusion or fraud in connection with the Bid. Bidder should review these
representations and certifications, and assure that Bidder can make the representations and
certifications in good faith, before executing and submitting its Bid.

B.

If Bidder is awarded the Contract, Bidder (as Contractor) will make similar express representations
and certifications when it executes the Agreement.
INTERPRETATIONS AND ADDENDA

7.01

Owner on its own initiative may issue Addenda to clarify, correct, supplement, or change the Bidding
Documents.

7.02

Bidder shall submit all questions about the meaning or intent of the Bidding Documents to Engineer in
writing to the Issuing Office. Contact information and submittal procedures for such questions are as
follows:
EJCDC® C-200, Instructions to Bidders for Construction Contract.
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7.03

Interpretations or clarifications considered necessary by Engineer in response to such questions will be
issued by Addenda delivered to all registered plan holders. Questions received less than seven days prior
to the date for opening of Bids may not be answered.

7.04

Only responses set forth in an Addendum will be binding. Oral and other interpretations or clarifications
will be without legal effect. Responses to questions are not part of the Contract Documents unless set
forth in an Addendum that expressly modifies or supplements the Contract Documents.
BID SECURITY

8.01

A Bid must be accompanied by Bid security made payable to Owner in an amount of 5 percent of Bidder’s
maximum Bid price (determined by adding the base bid and all alternates) and in the form of a Bid bond
issued by a surety meeting the requirements of Paragraph 6.01 of the General Conditions. Such Bid bond
will be issued in the form included in the Bidding Documents.

8.02

The Bid security of the apparent Successful Bidder will be retained until Owner awards the contract to
such Bidder, and such Bidder has executed the Contract, furnished the required Contract security, and
met the other conditions of the Notice of Award, whereupon the Bid security will be released. If the
Successful Bidder fails to execute and deliver the Contract and furnish the required Contract security
within 15 days after the Notice of Award, Owner may consider Bidder to be in default, annul the Notice
of Award, and the Bid security of that Bidder will be forfeited, in whole in the case of a penal sum bid
bond, and to the extent of Owner’s damages in the case of a damages-form bond. Such forfeiture will be
Owner’s exclusive remedy if Bidder defaults.

8.03

The Bid security of other Bidders that Owner believes to have a reasonable chance of receiving the award
may be retained by Owner until the earlier of 7 days after the Effective Date of the Contract or 61 days
after the Bid opening, whereupon Bid security furnished by such Bidders will be released.

8.04

Bid security of other Bidders that Owner believes do not have a reasonable chance of receiving the award
will be released within 7 days after the Bid opening.
CONTRACT TIMES

9.01

The number of days within which, or the dates by which, the Work is to be (a) substantially completed
and (b) ready for final payment, and (c) Milestones (if any) are to be achieved, are set forth in the
Agreement.

9.02

Provisions for liquidated damages, if any, for failure to timely attain a Milestone, Substantial Completion,
or completion of the Work in readiness for final payment, are set forth in the Agreement.
SUBSTITUTE AND “OR EQUAL” ITEMS

10.01 The Contract for the Work, as awarded, will be on the basis of materials and equipment specified or
described in the Bidding Documents without consideration during the bidding and Contract award process
of possible substitute or “or-equal” items. In cases in which the Contract allows the Contractor to request
that Engineer authorize the use of a substitute or “or-equal” item of material or equipment, application
for such acceptance may not be made to and will not be considered by Engineer until after the Effective
Date of the Contract.
10.02 The Contract for the Work, as awarded, will be on the basis of materials and equipment specified or
described in the Bidding Documents, and those “or-equal” or substitute or materials and equipment
subsequently approved by Engineer prior to the submittal of Bids and identified by Addendum. No item
of material or equipment will be considered by Engineer as an “or-equal” or substitute unless written
request for approval has been submitted by Bidder and has been received by Engineer within 10 days of
the issuance of the Advertisement for Bids or invitation to Bidders. Each such request must comply with
the requirements of Paragraphs 7.05 and 7.06 of the General Conditions, and the review of the request
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will be governed by the principles in those paragraphs. The burden of proof of the merit of the proposed
item is upon Bidder. Engineer’s decision of approval or disapproval of a proposed item will be final. If
Engineer approves any such proposed item, such approval will be set forth in an Addendum issued to all
registered Bidders. Bidders cannot rely upon approvals made in any other manner.
10.03 All prices that Bidder sets forth in its Bid will be based on the presumption that the Contractor will furnish
the materials and equipment specified or described in the Bidding Documents, as supplemented by
Addenda. Any assumptions regarding the possibility of post-Bid approvals of “or-equal” or substitution
requests are made at Bidder’s sole risk.
SUBCONTRACTORS, SUPPLIERS, AND OTHERS
11.01 A Bidder must be prepared to retain specific Subcontractors and Suppliers for the performance of the
Work if required to do so by the Bidding Documents or in the Specifications. If a prospective Bidder objects
to retaining any such Subcontractor or Supplier and the concern is not relieved by an Addendum, then the
prospective Bidder should refrain from submitting a Bid.
11.02 The apparent Successful Bidder, and any other Bidder so requested, must submit to Owner a list of the
Subcontractors or Suppliers proposed for the following portions of the Work within five days after Bid
opening:
A.

There are no key categories of work.

11.03 If requested by Owner, such list must be accompanied by an experience statement with pertinent
information regarding similar projects and other evidence of qualification for each such Subcontractor or
Supplier. If Owner or Engineer, after due investigation, has reasonable objection to any proposed
Subcontractor or Supplier, Owner may, before the Notice of Award is given, request apparent Successful
Bidder to submit an acceptable substitute, in which case apparent Successful Bidder will submit a
substitute, Bidder’s Bid price will be increased (or decreased) by the difference in cost occasioned by such
substitution, and Owner may consider such price adjustment in evaluating Bids and making the Contract
award.
11.04 If apparent Successful Bidder declines to make any such substitution, Owner may award the Contract to
the next lowest Bidder that proposes to use acceptable Subcontractors and Suppliers. Declining to make
requested substitutions will constitute grounds for forfeiture of the Bid security of any Bidder. Any
Subcontractor or Supplier, so listed and against which Owner or Engineer makes no written objection prior
to the giving of the Notice of Award will be deemed acceptable to Owner and Engineer subject to
subsequent revocation of such acceptance as provided in Paragraph 7.07 of the General Conditions.
PREPARATION OF BID
12.01 The Bid Form is included with the Bidding Documents.
A.

All blanks on the Bid Form must be completed in ink and the Bid Form signed in ink. Erasures or
alterations must be initialed in ink by the person signing the Bid Form. A Bid price must be indicated
for each section, Bid item, alternate, adjustment unit price item, and unit price item listed therein.

B.

If the Bid Form expressly indicates that submitting pricing on a specific alternate item is optional, and
Bidder elects to not furnish pricing for such optional alternate item, then Bidder may enter the words
“No Bid” or “Not Applicable.”

12.02 If Bidder has obtained the Bidding Documents as Electronic Documents, then Bidder shall prepare its Bid
on a paper copy of the Bid Form printed from the Electronic Documents version of the Bidding Documents.
The printed copy of the Bid Form must be clearly legible, printed on 8½ inch by 11-inch paper and as
closely identical in appearance to the Electronic Document version of the Bid Form as may be practical.
The Owner reserves the right to accept Bid Forms which nominally vary in appearance from the original
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paper version of the Bid Form, providing that all required information and submittals are included with
the Bid.
12.03 A Bid by a corporation must be executed in the corporate name by a corporate officer (whose title must
appear under the signature), accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. The corporate address and
state of incorporation must be shown.
12.04 A Bid by a partnership must be executed in the partnership name and signed by a partner (whose title
must appear under the signature), accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. The official address of
the partnership must be shown.
12.05 A Bid by a limited liability company must be executed in the name of the firm by a member or other
authorized person and accompanied by evidence of authority to sign. The state of formation of the firm
and the official address of the firm must be shown.
12.06 A Bid by an individual must show the Bidder’s name and official address.
12.07 A Bid by a joint venture must be executed by an authorized representative of each joint venturer in the
manner indicated on the Bid Form. The joint venture must have been formally established prior to
submittal of a Bid, and the official address of the joint venture must be shown.
12.08 All names must be printed in ink below the signatures.
12.09 The Bid must contain an acknowledgment of receipt of all Addenda, the numbers of which must be filled
in on the Bid Form.
12.10 Postal and e mail addresses and telephone number for communications regarding the Bid must be shown.
12.11 The Bid must contain evidence of Bidder’s authority to do business in the state where the Project is
located, or Bidder must certify in writing that it will obtain such authority within the time for acceptance
of Bids and attach such certification to the Bid.
12.12 If Bidder is required to be licensed to submit a Bid or perform the Work in the state where the Project is
located, the Bid must contain evidence of Bidder’s licensure, or Bidder must certify in writing that it will
obtain such licensure within the time for acceptance of Bids and attach such certification to the Bid.
Bidder’s state contractor license number, if any, must also be shown on the Bid Form.
BASIS OF BID
13.01 The bid will be awarded to the Bidder with the lowest Total Bid Amount - PART 1+2+3+4+5.
SUBMITTAL OF BID
14.01 The Bid Form is to be completed and submitted with the Bid security and the other documents required
to be submitted under the terms of Article 2 of the Bid Form.
14.02 A Bid must be received no later than the date and time prescribed and at the place indicated in the
Advertisement or invitation to bid. Paper bids, if applicable, must be enclosed in a plainly marked package
with the Project title, and, if applicable, the designated portion of the Project for which the Bid is
submitted, the name and address of Bidder, and must be accompanied by the Bid security and other
required documents. If a Bid is sent by mail or other delivery system, the sealed envelope containing the
Bid must be enclosed in a separate package plainly marked on the outside with the notation “BID
ENCLOSED.” A mailed Bid must be addressed to the location designated in the Advertisement.
14.03 Bids received after the date and time prescribed for the opening of bids, or not submitted at the correct
location or in the designated manner, will not be accepted and will be returned to the Bidder unopened.
MODIFICATION AND WITHDRAWAL OF BID
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15.01 An unopened Bid may be withdrawn by an appropriate document duly executed in the same manner that
a Bid must be executed and delivered to the place where Bids are to be submitted prior to the date and
time for the opening of Bids. Upon receipt of such notice, the unopened Bid will be returned to the Bidder.
15.02 If a Bidder wishes to modify its Bid prior to Bid opening, Bidder must withdraw its initial Bid in the manner
specified in Paragraph 15.01 and submit a new Bid prior to the date and time for the opening of Bids.
15.03 If within 24 hours after Bids are opened any Bidder files a duly signed written notice with Owner and
promptly thereafter demonstrates to the reasonable satisfaction of Owner that there was a material and
substantial mistake in the preparation of its Bid, the Bidder may withdraw its Bid, and the Bid security will
be returned. Thereafter, if the Work is rebid, the Bidder will be disqualified from further bidding on the
Work.
OPENING OF BIDS
16.01 Bids will be opened at the time and place indicated in the advertisement or invitation to bid and, unless
obviously non-responsive, read aloud publicly. An abstract of the amounts of the base Bids and major
alternates, if any, will be made available to Bidders after the opening of Bids.
BIDS TO REMAIN SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE
17.01 All Bids will remain subject to acceptance for the period of time stated in the Bid Form, but Owner may,
in its sole discretion, release any Bid and return the Bid security prior to the end of this period.
EVALUATION OF BIDS AND AWARD OF CONTRACT
18.01 Owner reserves the right to reject any or all Bids, including without limitation, nonconforming,
nonresponsive, unbalanced, or conditional Bids. Owner also reserves the right to waive all minor Bid
informalities not involving price, time, or changes in the Work.
18.02 Owner will reject the Bid of any Bidder that Owner finds, after reasonable inquiry and evaluation, to not
be responsible.
18.03 If Bidder purports to add terms or conditions to its Bid, takes exception to any provision of the Bidding
Documents, or attempts to alter the contents of the Contract Documents for purposes of the Bid, whether
in the Bid itself or in a separate communication to Owner or Engineer, then Owner will reject the Bid as
nonresponsive.
18.04 If Owner awards the contract for the Work, such award will be to the responsible Bidder submitting the
lowest responsive Bid.
18.05 Evaluation of Bids
A.

In evaluating Bids, Owner will consider whether the Bids comply with the prescribed requirements,
and such alternates, unit prices, and other data, as may be requested in the Bid Form or prior to the
Notice of Award.

B.

In the comparison of Bids, alternates will be applied in the same order of priority as listed in the Bid
Form. To determine the Bid prices for purposes of comparison, Owner will announce to all bidders a
“Base Bid plus alternates” budget after receiving all Bids, but prior to opening them. For comparison
purposes alternates will be accepted, following the order of priority established in the Bid Form, until
doing so would cause the budget to be exceeded. After determination of the Successful Bidder based
on this comparative process and on the responsiveness, responsibility, and other factors set forth in
these Instructions, the award may be made to said Successful Bidder on its base Bid and any
combination of its additive alternate Bids for which Owner determines funds will be available at the
time of award.
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C.

For determination of the apparent low Bidder(s) when sectional bids are submitted, Bids will be
compared on the basis of the aggregate of the Bids for separate sections and the Bids for combined
sections that result in the lowest total amount for all of the Work.

D.

For the determination of the apparent low Bidder when unit price bids are submitted, Bids will be
compared on the basis of the total of the products of the estimated quantity of each item and unit
price Bid for that item, together with any lump sum items.

E.

For the determination of the apparent low Bidder when cost-plus-fee bids are submitted, Bids will
be compared on the basis of the Guaranteed Maximum Price set forth by Bidder on the Bid Form.

F.

Bid prices will be compared after adjusting for differences in time of Substantial Completion (total
number of calendar days to substantially complete the Work) designated by Bidders. The adjusting
amount will be determined at the rate set forth in the Agreement for liquidated damages for failing
to achieve Substantial Completion, or such other amount that Owner has designated in the Bid Form.
1.

The method for calculating the lowest bid for comparison will be the summation of the Bid price
shown in the Bid Form plus the product of the Bidder-specified time of Substantial Completion
in calendar days times the rate for liquidated damages [or other Owner-designated daily rate]
in dollars per day.

2.

This procedure is only used to determine the lowest bid for comparison and contractor selection
purposes. The Contract Price for compensation and payment purposes remains the Bid price
shown in the Bid Form.

18.06 In evaluating whether a Bidder is responsible, Owner will consider the qualifications of the Bidder and
may consider the qualifications and experience of Subcontractors and Suppliers proposed for those
portions of the Work for which the identity of Subcontractors and Suppliers must be submitted as
provided in the Bidding Documents.
18.07 Owner may conduct such investigations as Owner deems necessary to establish the responsibility,
qualifications, and financial ability of Bidders and any proposed Subcontractors or Suppliers.
BONDS AND INSURANCE
19.01 Article 6 of the General Conditions, as may be modified by the Supplementary Conditions, sets forth
Owner’s requirements as to performance and payment bonds, other required bonds (if any), and
insurance. When the Successful Bidder delivers the executed Agreement to Owner, it must be
accompanied by required bonds and insurance documentation.
19.02 Article 8, Bid Security, of these Instructions, addresses any requirements for providing bid bonds as part
of the bidding process.
SIGNING OF AGREEMENT
20.01 When Owner issues a Notice of Award to the Successful Bidder, it will be accompanied by the unexecuted
counterparts of the Agreement along with the other Contract Documents as identified in the Agreement.
Within 15 days thereafter, Successful Bidder must execute and deliver the required number of
counterparts of the Agreement and any bonds and insurance documentation required to be delivered by
the Contract Documents to Owner. Within 10 days thereafter, Owner will deliver one fully executed
counterpart of the Agreement to Successful Bidder, together with printed and electronic copies of the
Contract Documents as stated in Paragraph 2.02 of the General Conditions.
SALES AND USE TAXES
21.01 Sales tax is to be included in the Bid.
EJCDC® C-200, Instructions to Bidders for Construction Contract.
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Items to Be Submitted with the Bid
for

2021 Mill & Overlay
City of Watertown
Watertown, MN

BID FORM FOR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
The terms used in this Bid with initial capital letters have the meanings stated in the Instructions to
Bidders, the General Conditions, and the Supplementary Conditions.
OWNER AND BIDDER
1.01

This Bid is submitted to: City of Watertown, 309 Lewis Avenue S., P.O. Box 279, Watertown, MN
55388-0279. Refer to the Advertisement for Bids for submittal location, format, and deadline for
consideration.

1.02

This bid form is provided for Bidders reference. The Bid must be submitted to City of Watertown
electronically through QuestCDN.

1.03

The undersigned Bidder proposes and agrees, if this Bid is accepted, to enter into an Agreement
with Owner in the form included in the Bidding Documents to perform all Work as specified or
indicated in the Bidding Documents for the prices and within the times indicated in this Bid and
in accordance with the other terms and conditions of the Bidding Documents.
ATTACHMENTS TO THIS BID

2.01

The following documents are submitted with and made a condition of this Bid:
A.

Required Bid security;

B.

List of Proposed Subcontractors;

C.

List of Proposed Suppliers;

D.

Evidence of authority to do business in the state of the Project; or a written covenant to
obtain such authority within the time for acceptance of Bids;

E.

Required Bidder Qualification Statement with supporting data; and

F.

Section C-415 Responsible Contractor – Proposal Attachment (2 Pages) of this Project
Manual.
BASIS OF BID
TIME OF COMPLETION

4.01

Bidder agrees that the Work will be substantially complete and will be completed and ready for
final payment in accordance with Paragraph 15.06 of the General Conditions on or before the
dates or within the number of calendar days indicated in the Agreement.

4.02

Bidder agrees that the Work shall be substantially complete on or before August 31, 2021. And
will be completed and ready for final payment in accordance with Paragraph 15.06 of the General
Conditions on or before October 1, 2021.

ADDENDA
5.01

BIDDER’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: ACCEPTANCE PERIOD, INSTRUCTIONS, AND RECEIPT OF

Bid Acceptance Period
A.

This Bid will remain subject to acceptance for 61 days after the Bid opening, or for such longer
period of time that Bidder may agree to in writing upon request of Owner.

EJCDC® C-410, Bid Form for Construction Contract.
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5.02

Instructions to Bidders
A.

5.03

Bidder accepts all of the terms and conditions of the Instructions to Bidders, including
without limitation those dealing with the disposition of Bid security.

Receipt of Addenda
A.

Bidder hereby acknowledges receipt of the following Addenda:
Addendum Number

Addendum Date

BIDDER’S REPRESENTATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS
6.01

Bidder’s Representations
A.

In submitting this Bid, Bidder represents the following:
1.

Bidder has examined and carefully studied the Bidding Documents, including Addenda.

2.

Bidder has visited the Site, conducted a thorough visual examination of the Site and
adjacent areas, and become familiar with the general, local, and Site conditions that
may affect cost, progress, and performance of the Work.

3.

Bidder is familiar with all Laws and Regulations that may affect cost, progress, and
performance of the Work.

4.

Bidder has carefully studied the reports of explorations and tests of subsurface
conditions at or adjacent to the Site and the drawings of physical conditions relating to
existing surface or subsurface structures at the Site that have been identified in the
Supplementary Conditions, with respect to the Technical Data in such reports and
drawings.

5.

Bidder has carefully studied the reports and drawings relating to Hazardous
Environmental Conditions, if any, at or adjacent to the Site that have been identified in
the Supplementary Conditions, with respect to Technical Data in such reports and
drawings.

6.

Bidder has considered the information known to Bidder itself; information commonly
known to contractors doing business in the locality of the Site; information and
observations obtained from visits to the Site; the Bidding Documents; and the Technical
Data identified in the Supplementary Conditions or by definition, with respect to the
effect of such information, observations, and Technical Data on (a) the cost, progress,
and performance of the Work; (b) the means, methods, techniques, sequences, and
procedures of construction to be employed by Bidder, if selected as Contractor; and
(c) Bidder’s (Contractor’s) safety precautions and programs.

7.

Based on the information and observations referred to in the preceding paragraph,
Bidder agrees that no further examinations, investigations, explorations, tests, studies,

EJCDC® C-410, Bid Form for Construction Contract.
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or data are necessary for the performance of the Work at the Contract Price, within the
Contract Times, and in accordance with the other terms and conditions of the Contract.
8.

Bidder is aware of the general nature of work to be performed by Owner and others at
the Site that relates to the Work as indicated in the Bidding Documents.

9.

Bidder has given Engineer written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or
discrepancies that Bidder has discovered in the Bidding Documents, and of
discrepancies between Site conditions and the Contract Documents, and the written
resolution thereof by Engineer is acceptable to Contractor.

10. The Bidding Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey understanding
of all terms and conditions for performance and furnishing of the Work.
11. The submission of this Bid constitutes an incontrovertible representation by Bidder that
without exception the Bid and all prices in the Bid are premised upon performing and
furnishing the Work required by the Bidding Documents.
6.02

Bidder’s Certifications
A.

The Bidder certifies the following:
1.

This Bid is genuine and not made in the interest of or on behalf of any undisclosed
individual or entity and is not submitted in conformity with any collusive agreement or
rules of any group, association, organization, or corporation.

2.

Bidder has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other Bidder to submit a
false or sham Bid.

3.

Bidder has not solicited or induced any individual or entity to refrain from bidding.

4.

Bidder has not engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, or coercive practices in
competing for the Contract. For the purposes of this Paragraph 8.02.A:
a.

Corrupt practice means the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of anything of
value likely to influence the action of a public official in the bidding process.

b.

Fraudulent practice means an intentional misrepresentation of facts made (a) to
influence the bidding process to the detriment of Owner, (b) to establish bid prices
at artificial non-competitive levels, or (c) to deprive Owner of the benefits of free
and open competition.

c.

Collusive practice means a scheme or arrangement between two or more Bidders,
with or without the knowledge of Owner, a purpose of which is to establish bid
prices at artificial, non-competitive levels.

d.

Coercive practice means harming or threatening to harm, directly or indirectly,
persons or their property to influence their participation in the bidding process or
affect the execution of the Contract.

EJCDC® C-410, Bid Form for Construction Contract.
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BIDDER hereby submits this Bid as set forth above:
Bidder:
(typed or printed name of organization)

By:
(individual’s signature)

Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(typed or printed)

Date:
(typed or printed)

If Bidder is a corporation, a partnership, or a joint venture, attach evidence of authority to sign.
Attest:
(individual’s signature)

Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(typed or printed)

Date:
(typed or printed)

Address for giving notices:

Bidder’s Contact:
Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:
(typed or printed)

Phone:
Email:
Address:

Bidder’s Contractor License No.: (if applicable)

EJCDC® C-410, Bid Form for Construction Contract.
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BIDDING SCHEDULE

2021 Mill & Overlay

CITY PROJECT NO.
CITY OF WATERTOWN, MN
BMI PROJECT NO. 0C.1122725
ONLY ONE BIDDING SCHEDULE from each BIDDER shall be considered for the project. When more than one BIDDING SCHEDULE from an individual BIDDER is received only the last submittal meeting the
bidding requirements shall be considered and all other copies shall be left unopened.
BIDDER agrees to perform all of the work described in the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS for the following unit prices:
NOTE: BIDS shall include sales tax and all applicable taxes and fees.
BIDDER must fill in unit prices in numerals, make extension for each item, and total.
CY (LV) = Cubic Yards, Loose Volume
CY (CV) = Cubic Yards, Compacted Volume (Measured in Place)
(P)=Planned Quantity Basis of Measurement
ITEM
NO.

MNDOT
SPEC NO.

ITEM

NOTES

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

PART 1: PRORATA ITEMS
1

MOBILIZATION

1

LUMP SUM

2

TRAFFIC CONTROL

1

LUMP SUM

3

STREET SWEEPER (WITH PICKUP BROOM)

1

LUMP SUM

(3)

PART 1 - PRORATE ITEMS SUBTOTAL:
PART 2: 2021 MILL & OVERLAY
4

1.5" MILL BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

16712

SQ YD

5

REMOVE CONCRETE PAVEMENT

975

SQ FT

6

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER (ALL TYPES)

1380

LIN FT

7

REMOVE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

375

SQ YD

8

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER DESIGN (HAND FORMED)

1380

LIN FT

9

6" CONCRETE PAVEMENT (W/3" AGG. BASE CL 5)

975

SQ FT

10

ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING (STORM)

17

EACH

11

BITUMINOUS LEVELING COURSE MIX

250

TON

12

TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B)

1650

TON

13

INLET PROTECTION

23

EACH

14

HYDROSEED W/SEED MIX 25-151

330

SQ YD

(6)

(1)

PART 2 - 2021 MILL & OVERLAY SUBTOTAL:
PART 3: 2021 UTILITY ADJUSTMENTS
15

ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING (SANITARY)

28

EACH

16

ADJUST VALVE BOX

12

EACH

17

TYPE SP 9.5 WEARING COURSE MIXTURE (2,B)

30

TON
PART 3 - 2021 UTILITY ADJUSTMENTS SUBTOTAL:

PART 4: SUGAR BUSH PARK IMPROVEMENTS
18

CLEAR & GRUB

6

TREE

19

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER (ALL TYPES)

20

LIN FT

20

REMOVE & REPLACE BITUMINOUS PAVAMENT

40

SQ FT

21

REMOVE BITUMINOUS PAVEMENT

180

SQ YD

22

SALVAGE & REINSTALL SIGN

3

EACH

AMOUNT

BIDDING SCHEDULE

2021 Mill & Overlay

CITY PROJECT NO.
CITY OF WATERTOWN, MN
BMI PROJECT NO. 0C.1122725
ONLY ONE BIDDING SCHEDULE from each BIDDER shall be considered for the project. When more than one BIDDING SCHEDULE from an individual BIDDER is received only the last submittal meeting the
bidding requirements shall be considered and all other copies shall be left unopened.
BIDDER agrees to perform all of the work described in the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS for the following unit prices:
NOTE: BIDS shall include sales tax and all applicable taxes and fees.
BIDDER must fill in unit prices in numerals, make extension for each item, and total.
CY (LV) = Cubic Yards, Loose Volume
CY (CV) = Cubic Yards, Compacted Volume (Measured in Place)
(P)=Planned Quantity Basis of Measurement
ITEM
NO.

MNDOT
SPEC NO.

ITEM

NOTES

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

(4)

850

CU YD

23

COMMON EXCAVATION (CV) (P)

24

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER (HAND FORMED)

20

LIN FT

25

TRUNCATED DOMES

20

SQ FT

26

3" BITUMINOUS WALK (W/6" AGG. BASE CL 5)

900

SQ YD

27

6" CONCRETE WALK (W/3" AGG. BASE CL 5)

80

SQ FT

28

DRILL & GROUT REINF BAR (EPOXY COATED)

5

EACH

29

CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE DESIGN G W/R-4342 CASTING

(2)

1

EACH

30

CONNECT TO EXISTING STORM SEWER

(7)

1

EACH

31

COURSE FILTER AGGREGATE

100

TON

32

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC TYPE 5

660

SQ YD

33

4" PERFORATED PE DRAIN TILE

450

LIN FT

34

4" CLEAN OUT

5

EACH

35

PREFABRICATED MODULAR BLOCK RETAINING WALL

300

SF

36

FENCE DESIGN SPECIAL 1

50

LIN FT

37

TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION FENCE

380

LIN FT

38

STABILIZED CONSTRCUTION EXIT

1

EACH

39

INLET PROTECTION

3

EACH

40

SILT FENCE

400

LIN FT

41

HYDROSEED W/SEED MIX 25-151

(1)

1700

SQ YD

42

BIOLOG

(5)

100

LIN FT

43

LANDSCAPE ALLOWANCE

1

ALLOWANCE

UNIT
PRICE

$2,500.00

PART 4 - SUGAR BUSH PARK IMPROVEMENTS SUBTOTAL:
PART 5: RICK JOHNSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS
44

REMOVE CURB & GUTTER (ALL TYPES)

50

LIN FT

45

REMOVE & REPLACE BITUMIOUS PAVAMENT

200

SQ FT

46

SALVAGE & REINSTALL SIGN

1

EACH

47

COMMON EXCAVATION (CV) (P)

30

CU YD

48

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER (HAND FORMED)

50

LIN FT

49

TRUNCATED DOMES

40

SQ FT

AMOUNT

$2,500.00

BIDDING SCHEDULE

2021 Mill & Overlay

CITY PROJECT NO.
CITY OF WATERTOWN, MN
BMI PROJECT NO. 0C.1122725
ONLY ONE BIDDING SCHEDULE from each BIDDER shall be considered for the project. When more than one BIDDING SCHEDULE from an individual BIDDER is received only the last submittal meeting the
bidding requirements shall be considered and all other copies shall be left unopened.
BIDDER agrees to perform all of the work described in the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS for the following unit prices:
NOTE: BIDS shall include sales tax and all applicable taxes and fees.
BIDDER must fill in unit prices in numerals, make extension for each item, and total.
CY (LV) = Cubic Yards, Loose Volume
CY (CV) = Cubic Yards, Compacted Volume (Measured in Place)
(P)=Planned Quantity Basis of Measurement
ITEM
NO.

MNDOT
SPEC NO.

ITEM

NOTES

APPROX.
QUANT.

UNIT

50

3" BITUMINOUS WALK (W/6" AGG. BASE CL 5)

115

SQ YD

51

6" CONCRETE WALK (W/3" AGG. BASE CL 5)

330

SQ FT

52

DRILL & GROUT REINF BAR (EPOXY COATED)

10

EACH

53

SILT FENCE

60

LIN FT

54

HYDROSEED W/SEED MIX 25-151

(1)

195

SQ YD

55

BIOLOG

(5)

100

LIN FT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

PART 5 - RICK JOHNSON PARK IMPROVEMENTS SUBTOTAL:
TOTAL AMOUNT BID - PART 1+2+3+4+5:

NOTES:
(1)

INCLUDES FERTILIZER AT 60 LB/ACRE AND SEED @ 120 LB/ACRE

(2)

MNDOT STANDARD PLATE 4006L

(3)

FOR REMOVING TRACKED SEDIMENT FROM ROADWAY PAVEMENT

(4)

INCLUDES 4" OF TOPSOIL STRIPING

(5)

TO BE USED AS NEEDED AND APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER

(6)

SHALL MATCH EXISTING

(7)

SEE SPECIAL PROVISIONS

RESPONSIBLE CONTRACTOR – PROPOSAL ATTACHMENT
Page 1 of 2
INITIAL CONTRACTOR VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE
By signing this document, I certify that I am an owner or officer of the company, and I swear under oath that:
My company meets each of the minimum criteria in subclauses (1) – (6) of Minn. Stat. § 16C.285, subd. 3,
the Responsible Contractor statute.
The undersigned understands that a failure to meet or verify compliance with the minimum criteria
established for a “responsible contractor” as defined in Minn. Stat. § 16C.285, subd. 3, renders a bidder
ineligible to be awarded a construction contract for the Project or to perform work on the Project.
The undersigned understands that a false statement under oath verifying compliance with any of the
minimum criteria shall make the undersigned, ineligible to be awarded a construction project and may
result in termination of a contract awarded to the undersigned. A contracting authority shall not be liable
for declining to award a contract or terminating a contract based on a reasonable determination that the
contractor failed to verify compliance with the minimum criteria or falsely stated that it meets the
minimum criteria.
The undersigned understands that, if the undersigned is the apparent low bidder, the undersigned will be
required to submit a supplemental verification under oath as a condition precedent to the execution of
the contract. If the undersigned fails to provide the required supplemental verification, it could forfeit its
bid bond.
I have attached a list of all of my company’s first-tier subcontractors that I intend to retain for work on the
project.

Initial Contractor Verification of Compliance - 2021 Mill & Overlay
Authorized Signature of Owner or Officer:

Printed Name:

Title:

Date:

Company Name:

City of Watertown - 0C1.122725
February 2020
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RESPONSIBLE CONTRACTOR – PROPOSAL ATTACHMENT
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SUBCONTRACTORS LIST
SUBCONTRACTOR NAMES
(Legal name of company as registered with the Secretary of State)

Name of City Where Company
Home Office is Located

Attach additional sheets if necessary.
Subcontractors List - 2021 Mill & Overlay
Authorized Signature of Owner or Officer:

Printed Name:

Title:

Date:

Company Name:

City of Watertown - 0C1.122725
February 2020
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BID BOND
Bidder

Surety

Name:

Name:

Address (principal place of business):

Address (principal place of business):

Owner

Bid

Name:

City of Watertown

Address (principal place of business):

Project (name and location):
2021 Mill & Overlay - Watertown, MN

309 Lewis Avenue S., P.O. Box 279, Watertown, MN
55388-0279
Bid Due Date:
Bond
Penal Sum:
Date of Bond:
Surety and Bidder, intending to be legally bound hereby, subject to the terms set forth in this Bid Bond, do each
cause this Bid Bond to be duly executed by an authorized officer, agent, or representative.
Bidder

Surety

(Full formal name of Bidder)

(Full formal name of Surety) (corporate seal)

By:

By:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature) (Attach Power of Attorney)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Attest:

Attest:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Notes: (1) Note: Addresses are to be used for giving any required notice. (2) Provide execution by any additional parties, such
as joint venturers, if necessary.

This document is a MODIFIED version of EJCDC® C-430, Copyright© 2018 by the National Society of Professional Engineers, American Council of
Engineering Companies, and American Society of Civil Engineers, or is based in part on excerpts from copyrighted EJCDC documents.
All rights reserved. Those portions of the text that originated in copyrighted EJCDC documents remain subject to the copyright.
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1.

Bidder and Surety, jointly and severally, bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators,
successors, and assigns to pay to Owner upon default of Bidder the penal sum set forth on the face of
this Bond. Payment of the penal sum is the extent of Bidder’s and Surety’s liability. Recovery of such
penal sum under the terms of this Bond shall be Owner’s sole and exclusive remedy upon default of
Bidder.

2.

Default of Bidder will occur upon the failure of Bidder to deliver within the time required by the Bidding
Documents (or any extension thereof agreed to in writing by Owner) the executed Agreement required
by the Bidding Documents and any performance and payment bonds required by the Bidding
Documents.

3.

This obligation shall be null and void if:
3.1 Owner accepts Bidder’s Bid and Bidder delivers within the time required by the Bidding Documents
(or any extension thereof agreed to in writing by Owner) the executed Agreement required by the
Bidding Documents and any performance and payment bonds required by the Bidding Documents,
or
3.2 All Bids are rejected by Owner, or
3.3 Owner fails to issue a Notice of Award to Bidder within the time specified in the Bidding Documents
(or any extension thereof agreed to in writing by Bidder and, if applicable, consented to by Surety
when required by Paragraph 5 hereof).

4.

Payment under this Bond will be due and payable upon default of Bidder and within 30 calendar days
after receipt by Bidder and Surety of written notice of default from Owner, which notice will be given
with reasonable promptness, identifying this Bond and the Project and including a statement of the
amount due.

5.

Surety waives notice of any and all defenses based on or arising out of any time extension to issue
Notice of Award agreed to in writing by Owner and Bidder, provided that the total time for issuing
Notice of Award including extensions does not in the aggregate exceed 120 days from the Bid due date
without Surety’s written consent.

6.

No suit or action will be commenced under this Bond prior to 30 calendar days after the notice of
default required in Paragraph 4 above is received by Bidder and Surety and in no case later than one
year after the Bid due date.

7.

Any suit or action under this Bond will be commenced only in a court of competent jurisdiction located
in the state in which the Project is located.

8.

Notices required hereunder must be in writing and sent to Bidder and Surety at their respective
addresses shown on the face of this Bond. Such notices may be sent by personal delivery, commercial
courier, or by United States Postal Service registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage
pre-paid, and will be deemed to be effective upon receipt by the party concerned.

9.

Surety shall cause to be attached to this Bond a current and effective Power of Attorney evidencing the
authority of the officer, agent, or representative who executed this Bond on behalf of Surety to execute,
seal, and deliver such Bond and bind the Surety thereby.

10.

This Bond is intended to conform to all applicable statutory requirements. Any applicable requirement
of any applicable statute that has been omitted from this Bond will be deemed to be included herein as
if set forth at length. If any provision of this Bond conflicts with any applicable statute, then the
provision of said statute governs and the remainder of this Bond that is not in conflict therewith
continues in full force and effect.

11.

The term “Bid” as used herein includes a Bid, offer, or proposal as applicable.
This document is a MODIFIED version of EJCDC® C-430, Copyright© 2018 by the National Society of Professional Engineers, American Council of
Engineering Companies, and American Society of Civil Engineers, or is based in part on excerpts from copyrighted EJCDC documents.
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Items to Be Executed After Bid Opening
for
2021 Mill & Overlay
City of Watertown
Watertown, MN

INFORMATION REQUESTED FROM THE LOW BIDDER
(The Low Bidder May Be Requested To Provide This Information After
The Bids Are Received But Prior To Issuing The Notice Of Award)
GENERAL INFORMATION
The low bidder is requested to furnish the following information. Additional sheets shall be attached as required.
Contractor's name and address:

Number of years as a Contractor in construction work of this type
Names and titles of all officers of Contractor's firm:
SUBMIT a list of five construction contracts completed by the Contractor during the last five years involving work of similar
type and comparable value. The list shall include the following information as a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name, address and telephone number of owner.
Name of project.
Location of project.
Brief description of the work involved.
Contract amount.
Date of completion of contract.
Name, address and telephone number of architect or engineer.
Name of owner's project engineer.

EQUIPMENT/MATERIAL SOURCE INFORMATION
The low bidder is requested to list the name of the manufacturer or supplier and catalog numbers of the equipment or
material proposed to be furnished under the bid. Awarding of a contract under this bid will not imply approval by the
Owner of the manufacturers or suppliers listed by the low bidder.
Plant Mix Bituminous
Aggregates
Precast Concrete Pipe,
Manholes & Catch Basins
Manhole & Catch Basin Castings
****END OF SECTION****

City of Watertown - 0C1.122725
February 2020
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NOTICE OF AWARD
Date of Issuance:
Owner:
Engineer:
Project:
Contract Name:
Bidder:
Bidder’s Address:

City of Watertown
Philip Schrupp
2021 Mill & Overlay

Owner's Contract No.:
Engineer's Project No.:

0C1.122725

You are notified that Owner has accepted your Bid dated [_________________________________] for the above Contract,
and that you are the Successful Bidder and are awarded a Contract for:
The Contract Price of the awarded Contract is: $ ______ Contract Price is subject to adjustment based on the provisions of
the Contract, including but not limited to those governing changes, Unit Price Work, and Work performed on a cost-plus-fee
basis, as applicable.
Four unexecuted counterparts of the Agreement accompany this Notice of Award, and one copy of the Contract Documents
accompanies this Notice of Award or has been transmitted or made available to Bidder electronically.
Drawings will be delivered separately from the other Contract Documents.
You must comply with the following conditions precedent within 15 days of the date of receipt of this Notice of Award:
1.

Deliver to Owner four counterparts of the Agreement, signed by Bidder (as Contractor).

2.

Deliver with the signed Agreement(s) the Contract security and insurance documentation, as specified in the
Instructions to Bidders and General Conditions, Articles 2 and 6.

3.

Deliver to Owner executed SECTION – C-515 RESPONSIBLE CONTRACTOR NOTICE OF AWARD. SUPPLEMENTAL
CONTRACTOR VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE in accordance with Minn. Stat. 16C.285 subd.3 Subclauses (1) to
(7). Delivery is a condition precedent to execution of this contract and failure to submit this form shall be cause
for the Owner to cancel Award of Contract and declare your Bid security forfeited.

4.

Other conditions precedent (if any):

Failure to comply with these conditions within the time specified will entitle Owner to consider you in default, annul this
Notice of Award, and declare your Bid security forfeited.
Within ten days after you comply with the above conditions, Owner will return to you one fully signed counterpart of the
Agreement, together with any additional copies of the Contract Documents as indicated in Paragraph 2.02 of the General
Conditions
Owner:

City of Watertown

By (signature)
Name (printed)
Title:
Copy:

Engineer

This document is a MODIFIED version of EJCDC® C-510, Copyright© 2018 by the National Society of Professional Engineers, American Council of
Engineering Companies, and American Society of Civil Engineers, or is based in part on excerpts from copyrighted EJCDC documents. All rights reserved.
Those portions of the text that originated in copyrighted EJCDC documents remain subject to the copyright.
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RESPONSIBLE CONTRACTOR - NOTICE OF AWARD
SUPPLEMENTAL CONTRACTOR VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE
PROJECT TITLE: 2021 Mill & Overlay
By signing this document I certify that I am an owner or officer of the company, and I swear under oath that:
My company meets each of the minimum criteria of Minn. Stat. § 16C.285, subd. 3, the Responsible Contractor statute.
Pursuant to Stat. § 16C.285, subd. 3(7), my company has obtained from all subcontractors and motor carriers with
which it will have a direct contractual relationship a signed statement under oath by an owner or officer verifying
that they meet all of the minimum criteria in subdivision 3 prior to execution of a construction contract with each
subcontractor or motor carrier.
The undersigned agrees that, if it retains additional subcontractors on the project after submitting its verification
of compliance, it shall obtain verifications of compliance from each additional subcontractor with which it has a
direct contractual relationship and shall submit a supplemental verification confirming compliance with Minn. Stat.
§ 16C.285, subd. 3(7), within 14 days of retaining the additional subcontractors.
Upon request, the undersigned shall submit to the contracting authority copies of the signed verifications of
compliance from all subcontractors of any tier and all motor carriers providing for-hire transportation of materials,
equipment, or supplies for a project.
The undersigned understands that a failure to meet or verify compliance with the minimum criteria established for
a “responsible contractor” as defined in Minn. Stat. § 16C.285, subd. 3, renders a bidder ineligible to be awarded a
construction contract for the Project or to perform work on the Project.
The undersigned understands that a false statement under oath verifying compliance with any of the minimum
criteria shall make the undersigned, ineligible to be awarded a construction project and may result in termination
of a contract awarded to the undersigned. A contracting authority shall not be liable for declining to award a
contract or terminating a contract based on a reasonable determination that the contractor failed to verify
compliance with the minimum criteria or falsely stated that it meets the minimum criteria.

Supplemental Contractor Verification of Compliance - 2021 Mill & Overlay
Authorized Signature of Owner or Officer:

Printed Name:

Title:

Date:

Company Name:

City of Watertown - 0C1.122725
February 2020
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RESPONSIBLE CONTRACTOR - SUPPLEMENTAL
ADDITIONAL SUBCONTRACTORS LIST
PRIME CONTRACTOR TO SUBMIT AS SUBCONTRACTORS ARE ADDED TO THE PROJECT
PROJECT TITLE:

2021 Mill & Overlay

This form must be submitted to the Project Manager or individual as identified in the solicitation document.
Minn. Stat. § 16C.285, Subd. 5. … If a prime contractor or any subcontractor retains additional subcontractors on the
project after submitting its verification of compliance, the prime contractor or subcontractor shall obtain verifications of
compliance from each additional subcontractor with which it has a direct contractual relationship and shall submit a
supplemental verification confirming compliance with subdivision 3, clause (7), within 14 days of retaining the additional
subcontractors.
ADDITIONAL SUBCONTRACTOR NAMES
(Legal name of company as registered with the Secretary of State)

Name of city where company
home office is located

Additional Subcontractors List - 2021 Mill & Overlay
By signing this Document I certify that I am an owner or officer of the company, and I swear under oath that:
All additional subcontractors listed on this form have been verified through a signed statement under oath by an
owner or officer that they meet the minimum criteria to be a responsible contractor as defined in Minn. Stat.
§ 16C.285.
Authorized Signature of Owner or Officer:

Printed Name:

Title:

Date:

Company Name:

City of Watertown - 0C1.122725
February 2020
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN OWNER AND CONTRACTOR
FOR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT (STIPULATED PRICE)
This Agreement is by and between City of Watertown (“Owner”) and _________________________
(“Contractor”).
Terms used in this Agreement have the meanings stated in the General Conditions and the Supplementary
Conditions.
Owner and Contractor hereby agree as follows: 2021 Mill & Overlay
WORK
1.01

Contractor shall complete all Work as specified or indicated in the Contract Documents. The Work is
generally described as follows:
THE PROJECT

2.01

The Project, of which the Work under the Contract Documents is a part, is generally described as follows:
Mill & Overlay
ENGINEER

3.01

The Owner has retained Bolton & Menk, Inc. (“Engineer”) to act as Owner’s representative, assume all
duties and responsibilities of Engineer, and have the rights and authority assigned to Engineer in the
Contract.

3.02

The part of the Project that pertains to the Work has been designed by Bolton & Menk, Inc.
CONTRACT TIMES

4.01

Time is of the Essence
A.

4.02

Substantial Completion
A.

4.03

All time limits for Milestones, if any, Substantial Completion, and completion and readiness for final
payment as stated in the Contract Documents are of the essence of the Contract.
Substantial completion shall be defined as:
1.

The date when construction is sufficiently completed so that the owner can occupy or use the
improvement for the intended purpose.

2.

For streets, highways, and bridges, the date when construction-related traffic devices and
ongoing inspections are no longer required.

3.

The Contractor acknowledges that ongoing inspections are required until the conditions of all
construction permits for this project are met and specifically during the following work activities:
excavation, backfilling, underground utilities including water, sanitary, and storm sewer,
compaction, aggregate base, paving, and removal of all traffic control signage and erosion
control temporary best management practices.

Liquidated Damages
A.

Contractor and Owner recognize that time is of the essence as stated in Paragraph 4.01 above and
that Owner will suffer financial and other losses if the Work is not completed and Milestones not
achieved within the Contract Times, as duly modified. The parties also recognize the delays, expense,
EJCDC® C 520, Agreement between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price).
Copyright© 2018 National Society of Professional Engineers, American Council of Engineering Companies,
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and difficulties involved in proving, in a legal or arbitration proceeding, the actual loss suffered by
Owner if the Work is not completed on time. Accordingly, instead of requiring any such proof, Owner
and Contractor agree that as liquidated damages for delay (but not as a penalty):

B.

1.

Substantial Completion: Contractor shall pay Owner $1,400.00 for each day that expires after
the time (as duly adjusted pursuant to the Contract) specified above for Substantial Completion,
until the Work is substantially complete.

2.

Completion of Remaining Work: After Substantial Completion, if Contractor shall neglect, refuse,
or fail to complete the remaining Work within the Contract Times (as duly adjusted pursuant to
the Contract) for completion and readiness for final payment, Contractor shall pay Owner
$1,000.00 for each day that expires after such time until the Work is completed and ready for
final payment.

3.

Liquidated damages for failing to timely attain completion are not additive, and will not be
imposed concurrently.

If Owner recovers liquidated damages for a delay in completion by Contractor, then such liquidated
damages are Owner’s sole and exclusive remedy for such delay, and Owner is precluded from
recovering any other damages, whether actual, direct, excess, or consequential, for such delay,
except for special damages (if any) specified in this Agreement.
CONTRACT PRICE

5.01

Owner shall pay Contractor for completion of the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents, the
amounts that follow, subject to adjustment under the Contract:
A.

For all Unit Price Work, an amount equal to the sum of the extended prices (established for each
separately identified item of Unit Price Work by multiplying the unit price times the actual quantity
of that item).

B.

The extended prices for Unit Price Work set forth as of the Effective Date of the Contract are based
on estimated quantities. As provided in Paragraph 13.03 of the General Conditions, estimated
quantities are not guaranteed, and determinations of actual quantities and classifications are to be
made by Engineer.

C.

For all awarded Work, at the prices stated in Contractor’s Bid, attached hereto as an exhibit.

D.

The Work awarded shall include:
1.

Base Bid

PAYMENT PROCEDURES
6.01

Submittal and Processing of Payments
A.

6.02

Contractor shall submit Applications for Payment in accordance with Article 15 of the General
Conditions. Applications for Payment will be processed by Engineer as provided in the General
Conditions.

Progress Payments; Retainage
A.

Owner shall make progress payments on the basis of Contractor’s Applications for Payment on or
about the 25 day of each month during performance of the Work as provided in Paragraph 6.02.A.1
below, provided that such Applications for Payment have been submitted in a timely manner and
otherwise meet the requirements of the Contract. All such payments will be measured by the
Schedule of Values established as provided in the General Conditions (and in the case of Unit Price
EJCDC® C 520, Agreement between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price).
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Work based on the number of units completed) or, in the event there is no Schedule of Values, as
provided elsewhere in the Contract.
1.

B.

Prior to Substantial Completion, progress payments will be made in an amount equal to the
percentage indicated below but, in each case, less the aggregate of payments previously made
and less such amounts as Owner may withhold, including but not limited to liquidated damages,
in accordance with the Contract.
a.

95% percent of the value of the Work completed (with the balance being retainage).

b.

95% percent of cost of materials and equipment not incorporated in the Work (with the
balance being retainage).

No later than 60 days after the date of Substantial Completion, Owner shall pay an amount sufficient
to increase total payments to Contractor to 99 percent of the Work completed, less such amounts
set off by Owner pursuant to Paragraph 15.01.E of the General Conditions, and less 250 percent of
Engineer’s estimate of the value of Work to be completed or corrected as shown on the punch list of
items to be completed or corrected prior to final payment and all final paperwork is completed. Final
paperwork is defined as documents required by the contract which may include but are not limited
to:
1.

Operations Manuals, as built drawings, and submittals required by the contract documents, and

2.

Payroll documents for projects with prevailing wage requirements, and

3. Within 60 days of the date of Substantial Completion, Owner shall pay an amount sufficient to
increase total payments to Contractor to 99 percent of the Work completed, less such amounts
set off by Owner pursuant to Paragraph 15.01.E of the General Conditions, and less 250 percent
of Engineer’s estimate of the value of Work to be completed or corrected as shown on the punch
list of items to be completed or corrected prior to final payment and all final paperwork is
completed. Final paperwork is defined as documents required by the contract which may
include but are not limited to:

6.03

4.

Operations Manuals, as built drawings, and submittals required by the contract documents, and

5.

Payroll documents for projects with prevailing wage requirements, and

6.

IC 134, and

7.

Lien Releases, if required.
a.

Mn Department of Commerce Form 40.5.1.

b.

http://www.commerce.state.mn.us/UCB/40.5.1.pdf or equal.

Progress Payment to Subcontractors
A.

For contracts within the State of Minnesota, MN Statute 471.425 Subd. 4a. shall apply. MN Statute
471.425 Subd. 4a. requires:
1.

The prime contractor shall pay any subcontractor within ten days of the prime contractor's
receipt of payment for undisputed services provided by the subcontractor.

2.

The prime contractor shall pay interest of 1-1/2 percent per month or any part of a month to
the subcontractor on any undisputed amount not paid on time to the subcontractor.

3.

The minimum monthly interest penalty payment for an unpaid balance of $100 or more is $10.
For an unpaid balance of less than $100, the prime contractor shall pay the actual penalty due
to the subcontractor.
EJCDC® C 520, Agreement between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price).
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4.

6.04

Final Payment
1.

6.05

1.

The prime contractor shall pay any subcontractor within ten days of the prime contractor's
receipt of payment for undisputed services provided by the subcontractor.

2.

The prime contractor shall pay interest of 1-1/2 percent per month or any part of a month to
the subcontractor on any undisputed amount not paid on time to the subcontractor.

3.

The minimum monthly interest penalty payment for an unpaid balance of $100 or more is $10.
For an unpaid balance of less than $100, the prime contractor shall pay the actual penalty due
to the subcontractor.

4.

A subcontractor who prevails in a civil action to collect interest penalties from a prime contractor
must be awarded its costs and disbursements, including attorney's fees, incurred in bringing the
action.”

Upon final completion and acceptance of the Work, Owner shall pay the remainder of the Contract
Price in accordance with Paragraph 15.06 of the General Conditions and as prescribed by law.

Consent of Surety
A.

6.08

For contracts within the State of Minnesota, MN Statute 471.425 Subd. 4a. shall apply. MN Statute
471.425 Subd. 4a. requires:

Final Payment
A.

6.07

Upon final completion and acceptance of the Work, Owner shall pay the remainder of the
Contract Price in accordance with Paragraph 15.06 of the General Conditions.

Progress Payment to Subcontractors
A.

6.06

A subcontractor who prevails in a civil action to collect interest penalties from a prime contractor
must be awarded its costs and disbursements, including attorney's fees, incurred in bringing the
action.”

Owner will not make final payment, or return or release retainage at Substantial Completion or any
other time, unless Contractor submits written consent of the surety to such payment, return, or
release.

Interest
A.

All amounts not paid when due will bear interest at the rate of 1.5 percent per month.
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

7.01

Contents
A.

The Contract Documents consist of all of the following:
1.

This Agreement.

2.

Bonds:
a.

Performance bond (together with power of attorney).

b.

Payment bond (together with power of attorney).

3.

General Conditions.

4.

Supplementary Conditions.

5.

Specifications as listed in the table of contents of the project manual (copy of list attached).
EJCDC® C 520, Agreement between Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price).
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6.

Drawings as listed in the table of contents of the project manual (copy of list attached.)

7.

Addenda (numbers ___ to ___, inclusive).

8.

Exhibits to this Agreement (enumerated as follows):
a.

9.

Contractor’s Bid (pages ___ to ___, inclusive).

The following which may be delivered or issued on or after the Effective Date of the Contract
and are not attached hereto:
a.

Notice to Proceed.

b.

Work Change Directives.

c.

Change Orders.

B.

The Contract Documents listed in Paragraph 7.01.A are attached to this Agreement (except as
expressly noted otherwise above).

C.

There are no Contract Documents other than those listed above in this Article 7.

D.

The Contract Documents may only be amended, modified, or supplemented as provided in the
Contract.
REPRESENTATIONS, CERTIFICATIONS, AND STIPULATIONS

8.01

Contractor’s Representations
A.

In order to induce Owner to enter into this Contract, Contractor makes the following representations:
1.

Contractor has examined and carefully studied the Contract Documents, including Addenda.

2.

Contractor has visited the Site, conducted a thorough visual examination of the Site and
adjacent areas, and become familiar with the general, local, and Site conditions that may affect
cost, progress, and performance of the Work.

3.

Contractor is familiar with all Laws and Regulations that may affect cost, progress, and
performance of the Work.

4.

Contractor has carefully studied the reports of explorations and tests of subsurface conditions
at or adjacent to the Site and the drawings of physical conditions relating to existing surface or
subsurface structures at the Site that have been identified in the Supplementary Conditions,
with respect to the Technical Data in such reports and drawings.

5.

Contractor has carefully studied the reports and drawings relating to Hazardous Environmental
Conditions, if any, at or adjacent to the Site that have been identified in the Supplementary
Conditions, with respect to Technical Data in such reports and drawings.

6.

Contractor has considered the information known to Contractor itself; information commonly
known to contractors doing business in the locality of the Site; information and observations
obtained from visits to the Site; the Contract Documents; and the Technical Data identified in
the Supplementary Conditions or by definition, with respect to the effect of such information,
observations, and Technical Data on (a) the cost, progress, and performance of the Work; (b)
the means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction to be employed
by Contractor; and (c) Contractor’s safety precautions and programs.

7.

Based on the information and observations referred to in the preceding paragraph, Contractor
agrees that no further examinations, investigations, explorations, tests, studies, or data are
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necessary for the performance of the Work at the Contract Price, within the Contract Times, and
in accordance with the other terms and conditions of the Contract.
8.

Contractor is aware of the general nature of work to be performed by Owner and others at the
Site that relates to the Work as indicated in the Contract Documents.

9.

Contractor has given Engineer written notice of all conflicts, errors, ambiguities, or discrepancies
that Contractor has discovered in the Contract Documents, and of discrepancies between Site
conditions and the Contract Documents, and the written resolution thereof by Engineer is
acceptable to Contractor.

10. The Contract Documents are generally sufficient to indicate and convey understanding of all
terms and conditions for performance and furnishing of the Work.
11. Contractor’s entry into this Contract constitutes an incontrovertible representation by
Contractor that without exception all prices in the Agreement are premised upon performing
and furnishing the Work required by the Contract Documents.
8.02

Contractor’s Certifications
A.

8.03

Contractor certifies that it has not engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive, or coercive practices in
competing for or in executing the Contract. For the purposes of this Paragraph 8.02:
1.

“corrupt practice” means the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting of anything of value likely
to influence the action of a public official in the bidding process or in the Contract execution;

2.

“fraudulent practice” means an intentional misrepresentation of facts made (a) to influence the
bidding process or the execution of the Contract to the detriment of Owner, (b) to establish Bid
or Contract prices at artificial non-competitive levels, or (c) to deprive Owner of the benefits of
free and open competition;

3.

“collusive practice” means a scheme or arrangement between two or more Bidders, with or
without the knowledge of Owner, a purpose of which is to establish Bid prices at artificial, noncompetitive levels; and

4.

“coercive practice” means harming or threatening to harm, directly or indirectly, persons or
their property to influence their participation in the bidding process or affect the execution of
the Contract.

Standard General Conditions
A.

Owner stipulates that if the General Conditions that are made a part of this Contract are EJCDC® C
700, Standard General Conditions for the Construction Contract (2018), published by the Engineers
Joint Contract Documents Committee, and if Owner is the party that has furnished said General
Conditions, then Owner has plainly shown all modifications to the standard wording of such
published document to the Contractor, through a process such as highlighting or “track changes”
(redline/strikeout), or in the Supplementary Conditions.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Owner and Contractor have signed this Agreement.
This Agreement will be effective on

(which is the Effective Date of the Contract).

OWNER:

CONTRACTOR:

City of Watertown
(typed or printed name of organization)

By:

(typed or printed name of organization)

By:
(individual’s signature)

Date:

(individual’s signature)

Date:
(date signed)

Name:

Shane Fineran

(date signed)

Name:

(typed or printed)

Title:

City Administrator

(typed or printed)

Title:

(typed or printed)

(typed or printed)
(If Contractor is a corporation, a partnership, or a joint venture,
attach evidence of authority to sign.)

Attest:

Attest:
(individual’s signature)

Title:

(individual’s signature)

Title:
(typed or printed)

Address for giving notices:

(typed or printed)

Address for giving notices:

309 Lewis Avenue S., P.O. Box 279
Watertown, MN, 55388-0279

Designated Representative:

Designated Representative

Name:

Name:
(typed or printed)

Title:

(typed or printed)

Title:
(typed or printed)

Address:

(typed or printed)

Address:
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NOTICE TO PROCEED
Owner:

City of Watertown

Owner’s Project No.:

Engineer:

Philip Schrupp

Engineer’s Project No.:

Contractor:
Project:

0C1.122725

Contractor’s Project No.:
2021 Mill & Overlay

Contract Name:
Effective Date of Contract:
Owner hereby notifies Contractor that the Contract Times under the above Contract will commence to run on [date
Contract Times are to start] pursuant to Paragraph 4.01 of the General Conditions.
On that date, Contractor shall start performing its obligations under the Contract Documents. No Work will be done at the
Site prior to such date.
The Substantial Completion and Final Completion must be achieved in accordance with the requirements of the Agreement.
Before starting any Work at the Site, Contractor must receive approval from the Engineer.
Owner:

City of Watertown

By (signature):
Name (printed):
Title:
Date Issued:
Copy:

Engineer

This document is a MODIFIED version of EJCDC® C-550, Copyright© 2018 by the National Society of Professional Engineers, American Council of
Engineering Companies, and American Society of Civil Engineers, or is based in part on excerpts from copyrighted EJCDC documents. All rights reserved.
Those portions of the text that originated in copyrighted EJCDC documents remain subject to the copyright.
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PERFORMANCE BOND
Contractor

Surety

Name:

Name:

Address (principal place of business):

Address (principal place of business):

Owner

Contract

Name:

City of Watertown

Mailing address (principal place of business):
309 Lewis Avenue S., P.O. Box 279, Watertown, MN
55388-0279

Description (name and location):
2021 Mill & Overlay - Watertown, MN

Contract Price:
Effective Date of Contract:

Bond
Bond Amount:
Date of Bond:
(Date of Bond cannot be earlier than Effective Date of Contract)

Modifications to this Bond form:
☐ None ☐ See Paragraph 16
Surety and Contractor, intending to be legally bound hereby, subject to the terms set forth in this Performance Bond,
do each cause this Performance Bond to be duly executed by an authorized officer, agent, or representative.
Contractor as Principal

Surety

(Full formal name of Contractor)

(Full formal name of Surety) (corporate seal)

By:

By:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)(Attach Power of Attorney)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Attest:

Attest:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

(Printed or typed)

Title:
Title:
Notes: (1) Provide supplemental execution by any additional parties, such as joint venturers. (2) Any singular reference
to Contractor, Surety, Owner, or other party is considered plural where applicable.

This document is a MODIFIED version of EJCDC® C-610, Copyright© 2018 by the National Society of Professional Engineers, American Council of
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1.

The Contractor and Surety, jointly and severally, bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors,
and assigns to the Owner for the performance of the Construction Contract, which is incorporated herein by reference.

2.

If the Contractor performs the Construction Contract, the Surety and the Contractor shall have no obligation under this
Bond, except when applicable to participate in a conference as provided in Paragraph 3.

3.

If there is no Owner Default under the Construction Contract, the Surety’s obligation under this Bond will arise after:
3.1.

The Owner first provides notice to the Contractor and the Surety that the Owner is considering declaring a
Contractor Default. Such notice may indicate whether the Owner is requesting a conference among the Owner,
Contractor, and Surety to discuss the Contractor’s performance. If the Owner does not request a conference, the
Surety may, within five (5) business days after receipt of the Owner’s notice, request such a conference. If the
Surety timely requests a conference, the Owner shall attend. Unless the Owner agrees otherwise, any
conference requested under this Paragraph 3.1 will be held within ten (10) business days of the Surety’s receipt
of the Owner’s notice. If the Owner, the Contractor, and the Surety agree, the Contractor shall be allowed a
reasonable time to perform the Construction Contract, but such an agreement does not waive the Owner’s right,
if any, subsequently to declare a Contractor Default;

3.2.

The Owner declares a Contractor Default, terminates the Construction Contract, and notifies the Surety; and

3.3

The Owner has agreed to pay the Balance of the Contract Price in accordance with the terms of the Construction
Contract to the Surety or to a contractor selected to perform the Construction Contract.

4.

Failure on the part of the Owner to comply with the notice requirement in Paragraph 3.1 does not constitute a failure
to comply with a condition precedent to the Surety’s obligations, or release the Surety from its obligations, except to
the extent the Surety demonstrates actual prejudice.

5.

When the Owner has satisfied the conditions of Paragraph 3, the Surety shall promptly and at the Surety’s expense
take one of the following actions:
5.1.

Arrange for the Contractor, with the consent of the Owner, to perform and complete the Construction Contract;

5.2.

Undertake to perform and complete the Construction Contract itself, through its agents or independent
contractors;

5.3.

Obtain bids or negotiated proposals from qualified contractors acceptable to the Owner for a contract for
performance and completion of the Construction Contract, arrange for a contract to be prepared for execution
by the Owner and a contractor selected with the Owners concurrence, to be secured with performance and
payment bonds executed by a qualified surety equivalent to the bonds issued on the Construction Contract, and
pay to the Owner the amount of damages as described in Paragraph 7 in excess of the Balance of the Contract
Price incurred by the Owner as a result of the Contractor Default; or

5.4.

Waive its right to perform and complete, arrange for completion, or obtain a new contractor, and with
reasonable promptness under the circumstances:
5.4.1 After investigation, determine the amount for which it may be liable to the Owner and, as soon as
practicable after the amount is determined, make payment to the Owner; or
5.4.2 Deny liability in whole or in part and notify the Owner, citing the reasons for denial.

6.

If the Surety does not proceed as provided in Paragraph 5 with reasonable promptness, the Surety shall be deemed to
be in default on this Bond seven days after receipt of an additional written notice from the Owner to the Surety
demanding that the Surety perform its obligations under this Bond, and the Owner shall be entitled to enforce any
remedy available to the Owner. If the Surety proceeds as provided in Paragraph 5.4, and the Owner refuses the
payment, or the Surety has denied liability, in whole or in part, without further notice, the Owner shall be entitled to
enforce any remedy available to the Owner.

7.

If the Surety elects to act under Paragraph 5.1, 5.2, or 5.3, then the responsibilities of the Surety to the Owner will not
be greater than those of the Contractor under the Construction Contract, and the responsibilities of the Owner to the
Surety will not be greater than those of the Owner under the Construction Contract. Subject to the commitment by the
Owner to pay the Balance of the Contract Price, the Surety is obligated, without duplication for:
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7.1.

the responsibilities of the Contractor for correction of defective work and completion of the Construction
Contract;

7.2.

additional legal, design professional, and delay costs resulting from the Contractor’s Default, and resulting from
the actions or failure to act of the Surety under Paragraph 5; and

7.3.

liquidated damages, or if no liquidated damages are specified in the Construction Contract, actual damages
caused by delayed performance or non-performance of the Contractor.

8.

If the Surety elects to act under Paragraph 5.1, 5.3, or 5.4, the Surety’s liability is limited to the amount of this Bond.

9.

The Surety shall not be liable to the Owner or others for obligations of the Contractor that are unrelated to the
Construction Contract, and the Balance of the Contract Price will not be reduced or set off on account of any such
unrelated obligations. No right of action will accrue on this Bond to any person or entity other than the Owner or its
heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns.

10. The Surety hereby waives notice of any change, including changes of time, to the Construction Contract or to related
subcontracts, purchase orders, and other obligations.
11. Any proceeding, legal or equitable, under this Bond must be instituted in any court of competent jurisdiction in the
location in which the work or part of the work is located and must be instituted within two years after a declaration of
Contractor Default or within two years after the Contractor ceased working or within two years after the Surety refuses
or fails to perform its obligations under this Bond, whichever occurs first. If the provisions of this paragraph are void or
prohibited by law, the minimum periods of limitations available to sureties as a defense in the jurisdiction of the suit
will be applicable.
12. Notice to the Surety, the Owner, or the Contractor must be mailed or delivered to the address shown on the page on
which their signature appears.
13. When this Bond has been furnished to comply with a statutory or other legal requirement in the location where the
construction was to be performed, any provision in this Bond conflicting with said statutory or legal requirement will be
deemed deleted therefrom and provisions conforming to such statutory or other legal requirement will be deemed
incorporated herein. When so furnished, the intent is that this Bond will be construed as a statutory bond and not as a
common law bond.
14. Definitions
14.1 Balance of the Contract Price—The total amount payable by the Owner to the Contractor under the Construction
Contract after all proper adjustments have been made including allowance for the Contractor for any amounts
received or to be received by the Owner in settlement of insurance or other claims for damages to which the
Contractor is entitled, reduced by all valid and proper payments made to or on behalf of the Contractor under
the Construction Contract.
14.2 Construction Contract—The agreement between the Owner and Contractor identified on the cover page,
including all Contract Documents and changes made to the agreement and the Contract Documents.
14.3 Contractor Default—Failure of the Contractor, which has not been remedied or waived, to perform or otherwise
to comply with a material term of the Construction Contract.
14.4 Owner Default—Failure of the Owner, which has not been remedied or waived, to pay the Contractor as
required under the Construction Contract or to perform and complete or comply with the other material terms
of the Construction Contract.
14.5 Contract Documents—All the documents that comprise the agreement between the Owner and Contractor.
15. If this Bond is issued for an agreement between a contractor and subcontractor, the term Contractor in this Bond will
be deemed to be Subcontractor and the term Owner will be deemed to be Contractor.
16. Modifications to this Bond are as follows: None
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PAYMENT BOND
Contractor

Surety

Name:

Name:

Address (principal place of business):

Address (principal place of business):

Owner

Contract

Name:

City of Watertown

Mailing address (principal place of business):
309 Lewis Avenue S., P.O. Box 279, Watertown, MN
55388-0279

Description (name and location):
2021 Mill & Overlay - Watertown, MN

Contract Price:
Effective Date of Contract:

Bond
Bond Amount:
Date of Bond:
(Date of Bond cannot be earlier than Effective Date of Contract)

Modifications to this Bond form:
☐ None ☐ See Paragraph 18
Surety and Contractor, intending to be legally bound hereby, subject to the terms set forth in this Payment Bond, do
each cause this Payment Bond to be duly executed by an authorized officer, agent, or representative.
Contractor as Principal

Surety

(Full formal name of Contractor)

(Full formal name of Surety) (corporate seal)

By:

By:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)(Attach Power of Attorney)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Attest:

Attest:
(Signature)

Name:

(Signature)

Name:
(Printed or typed)

Title:

(Printed or typed)

Title:

Notes: (1) Provide supplemental execution by any additional parties, such as joint venturers. (2) Any singular reference to Contractor,
Surety, Owner, or other party is considered plural where applicable.
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1.

The Contractor and Surety, jointly and severally, bind themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors,
and assigns to the Owner to pay for labor, materials, and equipment furnished for use in the performance of the
Construction Contract, which is incorporated herein by reference, subject to the following terms.

2

If the Contractor promptly makes payment of all sums due to Claimants, and defends, indemnifies, and holds harmless
the Owner from claims, demands, liens, or suits by any person or entity seeking payment for labor, materials, or
equipment furnished for use in the performance of the Construction Contract, then the Surety and the Contractor shall
have no obligation under this Bond.

3.

If there is no Owner Default under the Construction Contract, the Surety’s obligation to the Owner under this Bond will
arise after the Owner has promptly notified the Contractor and the Surety (at the address described in Paragraph 13) of
claims, demands, liens, or suits against the Owner or the Owner’s property by any person or entity seeking payment for
labor, materials, or equipment furnished for use in the performance of the Construction Contract, and tendered
defense of such claims, demands, liens, or suits to the Contractor and the Surety.

4.

When the Owner has satisfied the conditions in Paragraph 3, the Surety shall promptly and at the Surety’s expense
defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the Owner against a duly tendered claim, demand, lien, or suit.

5.

The Surety’s obligations to a Claimant under this Bond will arise after the following:
5.1

Claimants who do not have a direct contract with the Contractor
5.1.1. have furnished a written notice of non-payment to the Contractor, stating with substantial accuracy the
amount claimed and the name of the party to whom the materials were, or equipment was, furnished or
supplied or for whom the labor was done or performed, within ninety (90) days after having last
performed labor or last furnished materials or equipment included in the Claim; and
5.1.2. have sent a Claim to the Surety (at the address described in Paragraph 13).

5.2

Claimants who are employed by or have a direct contract with the Contractor have sent a Claim to the Surety (at
the address described in Paragraph 13).

6.

If a notice of non-payment required by Paragraph 5.1.1 is given by the Owner to the Contractor, that is sufficient to
satisfy a Claimant’s obligation to furnish a written notice of non-payment under Paragraph 5.1.1.

7.

When a Claimant has satisfied the conditions of Paragraph 5.1 or 5.2, whichever is applicable, the Surety shall promptly
and at the Surety’s expense take the following actions:
7.1

Send an answer to the Claimant, with a copy to the Owner, within sixty (60) days after receipt of the Claim,
stating the amounts that are undisputed and the basis for challenging any amounts that are disputed; and

7.2

Pay or arrange for payment of any undisputed amounts.

7.3

The Surety’s failure to discharge its obligations under Paragraph 7.1 or 7.2 will not be deemed to constitute a
waiver of defenses the Surety or Contractor may have or acquire as to a Claim, except as to undisputed amounts
for which the Surety and Claimant have reached agreement. If, however, the Surety fails to discharge its
obligations under Paragraph 7.1 or 7.2, the Surety shall indemnify the Claimant for the reasonable attorney’s
fees the Claimant incurs thereafter to recover any sums found to be due and owing to the Claimant.

8.

The Surety’s total obligation will not exceed the amount of this Bond, plus the amount of reasonable attorney’s fees
provided under Paragraph 7.3, and the amount of this Bond will be credited for any payments made in good faith by
the Surety.

9.

Amounts owed by the Owner to the Contractor under the Construction Contract will be used for the performance of
the Construction Contract and to satisfy claims, if any, under any construction performance bond. By the Contractor
furnishing and the Owner accepting this Bond, they agree that all funds earned by the Contractor in the performance of
the Construction Contract are dedicated to satisfying obligations of the Contractor and Surety under this Bond, subject
to the Owner’s priority to use the funds for the completion of the work.

10. The Surety shall not be liable to the Owner, Claimants, or others for obligations of the Contractor that are unrelated to
the Construction Contract. The Owner shall not be liable for the payment of any costs or expenses of any Claimant
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under this Bond and shall have under this Bond no obligation to make payments to or give notice on behalf of
Claimants, or otherwise have any obligations to Claimants under this Bond.
11. The Surety hereby waives notice of any change, including changes of time, to the Construction Contract or to related
subcontracts, purchase orders, and other obligations.
12. No suit or action will be commenced by a Claimant under this Bond other than in a court of competent jurisdiction in
the state in which the project that is the subject of the Construction Contract is located or after the expiration of one
year from the date (1) on which the Claimant sent a Claim to the Surety pursuant to Paragraph 5.1.2 or 5.2, or (2) on
which the last labor or service was performed by anyone or the last materials or equipment were furnished by anyone
under the Construction Contract, whichever of (1) or (2) first occurs. If the provisions of this paragraph are void or
prohibited by law, the minimum period of limitation available to sureties as a defense in the jurisdiction of the suit will
be applicable.
13. Notice and Claims to the Surety, the Owner, or the Contractor must be mailed or delivered to the address shown on
the page on which their signature appears. Actual receipt of notice or Claims, however accomplished, will be sufficient
compliance as of the date received.
14. When this Bond has been furnished to comply with a statutory or other legal requirement in the location where the
construction was to be performed, any provision in this Bond conflicting with said statutory or legal requirement will be
deemed deleted here from and provisions conforming to such statutory or other legal requirement will be deemed
incorporated herein. When so furnished, the intent is that this Bond will be construed as a statutory bond and not as a
common law bond.
15. Upon requests by any person or entity appearing to be a potential beneficiary of this Bond, the Contractor and Owner
shall promptly furnish a copy of this Bond or shall permit a copy to be made.
16. Definitions
16.1 Claim—A written statement by the Claimant including at a minimum:
16.1.1.

The name of the Claimant;

16.1.2.

The name of the person for whom the labor was done, or materials or equipment furnished;

16.1.3.

A copy of the agreement or purchase order pursuant to which labor, materials, or equipment was
furnished for use in the performance of the Construction Contract;

16.1.4.

A brief description of the labor, materials, or equipment furnished;

16.1.5.

The date on which the Claimant last performed labor or last furnished materials or equipment for use
in the performance of the Construction Contract;

16.1.6.

The total amount earned by the Claimant for labor, materials, or equipment furnished as of the date
of the Claim;

16.1.7.

The total amount of previous payments received by the Claimant; and

16.1.8.

The total amount due and unpaid to the Claimant for labor, materials, or equipment furnished as of
the date of the Claim.

16.2 Claimant—An individual or entity having a direct contract with the Contractor or with a subcontractor of the
Contractor to furnish labor, materials, or equipment for use in the performance of the Construction Contract.
The term Claimant also includes any individual or entity that has rightfully asserted a claim under an applicable
mechanic’s lien or similar statute against the real property upon which the Project is located. The intent of this
Bond is to include without limitation in the terms of “labor, materials, or equipment” that part of the water, gas,
power, light, heat, oil, gasoline, telephone service, or rental equipment used in the Construction Contract,
architectural and engineering services required for performance of the work of the Contractor and the
Contractor’s subcontractors, and all other items for which a mechanic’s lien may be asserted in the jurisdiction
where the labor, materials, or equipment were furnished.
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16.3 Construction Contract—The agreement between the Owner and Contractor identified on the cover page,
including all Contract Documents and all changes made to the agreement and the Contract Documents.
16.4 Owner Default—Failure of the Owner, which has not been remedied or waived, to pay the Contractor as
required under the Construction Contract or to perform and complete or comply with the other material terms
of the Construction Contract.
16.5 Contract Documents—All the documents that comprise the agreement between the Owner and Contractor.
17. If this Bond is issued for an agreement between a contractor and subcontractor, the term Contractor in this Bond will
be deemed to be Subcontractor and the term Owner will be deemed to be Contractor.
18. Modifications to this Bond are as follows: None
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GUIDELINES FOR USE OF EJCDC® C-700,
STANDARD GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
1.0

PURPOSE AND INTENDED USE OF THE DOCUMENT

EJCDC® C-700, Standard General Conditions of the Construction Contract (2018), is the foundation
document for the EJCDC Construction Series. The General Conditions define the basic rights,
responsibilities, risk allocations, and contractual relationship of the Owner and Contractor, and establish
how the Contract is to be administered.
2.0

OTHER DOCUMENTS

EJCDC documents are intended to be used as a system and changes in one EJCDC document may require
a corresponding change in other documents. Other EJCDC documents may also serve as a reference to
provide insight or guidance for the preparation of this document.
These General Conditions have been prepared for use with either EJCDC® C-520, Agreement Between
Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Stipulated Price), or EJCDC® C-525, Agreement Between
Owner and Contractor for Construction Contract (Cost-Plus-Fee) (2018 Editions). The provisions of the
General Conditions and the Agreement are interrelated, and a change in one may necessitate a change in
the other.
To prepare supplementary conditions that are coordinated with the General Conditions, use
EJCDC® C-800, Supplementary Conditions of the Construction Contract (2018).
The full EJCDC Construction series of documents is discussed in the EJCDC® C-001, Commentary on the
2018 EJCDC Construction Documents (2018).
3.0

ORGANIZATION OF INFORMATION

All parties involved in a construction project benefit significantly from a standardized approach in the
location of subject matter throughout the documents. Experience confirms the danger of addressing the
same subject matter in more than one location; doing so frequently leads to confusion and unanticipated
legal consequences. Careful attention should be given to the guidance provided in
EJCDC® N-122/AIA® A521, Uniform Location of Subject Matter (2012 Edition) when preparing documents.
EJCDC® N-122/AIA® A521 is available at no charge from the EJCDC website, www.ejcdc.org, and from the
websites of EJCDC’s sponsoring organizations.
If CSI MasterFormat™ is used for organizing the Project Manual, consult CSI MasterFormat™ for the
appropriate document number (e.g., under 00 11 00, Advertisements and Invitations), and accordingly
number the document and its pages.
4.0

EDITING THIS DOCUMENT

Remove these Guidelines for Use. Some users may also prefer to remove the two cover pages.
Although it is permissible to revise the Standard EJCDC Text of C-700 (the content beginning at page 1 and
continuing to the end), it is common practice to leave the Standard EJCDC Text of C-700 intact and
unaltered, with modifications and supplementation of C-700’s provisions set forth in EJCDC® C-800,
Supplementary Conditions of the Construction Contract (2018). If the Standard Text itself is revised, the
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user must comply with the terms of the License Agreement, Paragraph 4.0, Document-Specific Provisions,
concerning the tracking or highlighting of revisions. The following is a summary of the relevant License
Agreement provisions:
1. The term “Standard EJCDC Text” for C-700 refers to all text prepared by EJCDC in the main body
of the document. Document covers, logos, footers, instructions, or copyright notices are not
Standard EJCDC Text for this purpose.
2. During the drafting or negotiating process for C-700, it is important that the two contracting
parties are both aware of any changes that have been made to the Standard EJCDC Text. Thus, if
a draft or version of C-700 purports to be or appears to be an EJCDC document, the user must
plainly show all changes to the Standard EJCDC Text, using “Track Changes” (redline/strikeout),
highlighting, or other means of clearly indicating additions and deletions.
3. If C-700 has been revised or altered and is subsequently presented to third parties (such as
potential bidders, grant agencies, lenders, or sureties) as an EJCDC document, then the changes
to the Standard EJCDC Text must be shown, or the third parties must receive access to a version
that shows the changes.
4. Once the document is ready to be finalized (and if applicable executed by the contracting parties),
it is no longer necessary to continue to show changes to the Standard EJCDC Text. The user may
produce a final version of the document in a format in which all changes are accepted, and the
document at that point does not need to include any “Track Changes,” redline/strikeout,
highlighting, or other indication of additions and deletions to the Standard EJCDC Text.
5.0

LICENSE AGREEMENT

This document is subject to the terms and conditions of the License Agreement, 2018 EJCDC®
Construction Series Documents. A copy of the License Agreement was furnished at the time of purchase
of this document, and is available for review at www.ejcdc.org and the websites of EJCDC’s sponsoring
organizations.
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STANDARD GENERAL CONDITIONS
OF THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
ARTICLE 1—DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
1.01

Defined Terms
A. Wherever used in the Bidding Requirements or Contract Documents, a term printed with
initial capital letters, including the term’s singular and plural forms, will have the meaning
indicated in the definitions below. In addition to terms specifically defined, terms with initial
capital letters in the Contract Documents include references to identified articles and
paragraphs, and the titles of other documents or forms.
1. Addenda—Written or graphic instruments issued prior to the opening of Bids which
clarify, correct, or change the Bidding Requirements or the proposed Contract
Documents.
2. Agreement—The written instrument, executed by Owner and Contractor, that sets forth
the Contract Price and Contract Times, identifies the parties and the Engineer, and
designates the specific items that are Contract Documents.
3. Application for Payment—The document prepared by Contractor, in a form acceptable to
Engineer, to request progress or final payments, and which is to be accompanied by such
supporting documentation as is required by the Contract Documents.
4. Bid—The offer of a Bidder submitted on the prescribed form setting forth the prices for
the Work to be performed.
5. Bidder—An individual or entity that submits a Bid to Owner.
6. Bidding Documents—The Bidding Requirements, the proposed Contract Documents, and
all Addenda.
7. Bidding Requirements—The Advertisement or invitation to bid, Instructions to Bidders,
Bid Bond or other Bid security, if any, the Bid Form, and the Bid with any attachments.
8. Change Order—A document which is signed by Contractor and Owner and authorizes an
addition, deletion, or revision in the Work or an adjustment in the Contract Price or the
Contract Times, or other revision to the Contract, issued on or after the Effective Date of
the Contract.
9. Change Proposal—A written request by Contractor, duly submitted in compliance with
the procedural requirements set forth herein, seeking an adjustment in Contract Price or
Contract Times; contesting an initial decision by Engineer concerning the requirements of
the Contract Documents or the acceptability of Work under the Contract Documents;
challenging a set-off against payments due; or seeking other relief with respect to the
terms of the Contract.
10. Claim
a. A demand or assertion by Owner directly to Contractor, duly submitted in compliance
with the procedural requirements set forth herein, seeking an adjustment of Contract
Price or Contract Times; contesting an initial decision by Engineer concerning the
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requirements of the Contract Documents or the acceptability of Work under the
Contract Documents; contesting Engineer’s decision regarding a Change Proposal;
seeking resolution of a contractual issue that Engineer has declined to address; or
seeking other relief with respect to the terms of the Contract.
b. A demand or assertion by Contractor directly to Owner, duly submitted in compliance
with the procedural requirements set forth herein, contesting Engineer’s decision
regarding a Change Proposal, or seeking resolution of a contractual issue that
Engineer has declined to address.
c. A demand or assertion by Owner or Contractor, duly submitted in compliance with
the procedural requirements set forth herein, made pursuant to Paragraph 12.01.A.4,
concerning disputes arising after Engineer has issued a recommendation of final
payment.
d. A demand for money or services by a third party is not a Claim.
11. Constituent of Concern—Asbestos, petroleum, radioactive materials, polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), lead-based paint (as defined by the HUD/EPA standard), hazardous
waste, and any substance, product, waste, or other material of any nature whatsoever
that is or becomes listed, regulated, or addressed pursuant to Laws and Regulations
regulating, relating to, or imposing liability or standards of conduct concerning, any
hazardous, toxic, or dangerous waste, substance, or material.
12. Contract—The entire and integrated written contract between Owner and Contractor
concerning the Work.
13. Contract Documents—Those items so designated in the Agreement, and which together
comprise the Contract.
14. Contract Price—The money that Owner has agreed to pay Contractor for completion of
the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents.
15. Contract Times—The number of days or the dates by which Contractor shall: (a) achieve
Milestones, if any; (b) achieve Substantial Completion; and (c) complete the Work.
16. Contractor—The individual or entity with which Owner has contracted for performance
of the Work.
17. Cost of the Work—See Paragraph 13.01 for definition.
18. Drawings—The part of the Contract that graphically shows the scope, extent, and
character of the Work to be performed by Contractor.
19. Effective Date of the Contract—The date, indicated in the Agreement, on which the
Contract becomes effective.
20. Electronic Document—Any Project-related correspondence, attachments to
correspondence, data, documents, drawings, information, or graphics, including but not
limited to Shop Drawings and other Submittals, that are in an electronic or digital format.
21. Electronic Means—Electronic mail (email), upload/download from a secure Project
website, or other communications methods that allow: (a) the transmission or
communication of Electronic Documents; (b) the documentation of transmissions,
including sending and receipt; (c) printing of the transmitted Electronic Document by the
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recipient; (d) the storage and archiving of the Electronic Document by sender and
recipient; and (e) the use by recipient of the Electronic Document for purposes permitted
by this Contract. Electronic Means does not include the use of text messaging, or of
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or similar social media services for transmission of
Electronic Documents.
22. Engineer—The individual or entity named as such in the Agreement.
23. Field Order—A written order issued by Engineer which requires minor changes in the
Work but does not change the Contract Price or the Contract Times.
24. Hazardous Environmental Condition—The presence at the Site of Constituents of Concern
in such quantities or circumstances that may present a danger to persons or property
exposed thereto.
a. The presence at the Site of materials that are necessary for the execution of the Work,
or that are to be incorporated into the Work, and that are controlled and contained
pursuant to industry practices, Laws and Regulations, and the requirements of the
Contract, is not a Hazardous Environmental Condition.
b. The presence of Constituents of Concern that are to be removed or remediated as
part of the Work is not a Hazardous Environmental Condition.
c. The presence of Constituents of Concern as part of the routine, anticipated, and
obvious working conditions at the Site, is not a Hazardous Environmental Condition.
25. Laws and Regulations; Laws or Regulations—Any and all applicable laws, statutes, rules,
regulations, ordinances, codes, and binding decrees, resolutions, and orders of any and
all governmental bodies, agencies, authorities, and courts having jurisdiction.
26. Liens—Charges, security interests, or encumbrances upon Contract-related funds, real
property, or personal property.
27. Milestone—A principal event in the performance of the Work that the Contract requires
Contractor to achieve by an intermediate completion date, or by a time prior to
Substantial Completion of all the Work.
28. Notice of Award—The written notice by Owner to a Bidder of Owner’s acceptance of the
Bid.
29. Notice to Proceed—A written notice by Owner to Contractor fixing the date on which the
Contract Times will commence to run and on which Contractor shall start to perform the
Work.
30. Owner—The individual or entity with which Contractor has contracted regarding the
Work, and which has agreed to pay Contractor for the performance of the Work, pursuant
to the terms of the Contract.
31. Progress Schedule—A schedule, prepared and maintained by Contractor, describing the
sequence and duration of the activities comprising Contractor’s plan to accomplish the
Work within the Contract Times.
32. Project—The total undertaking to be accomplished for Owner by engineers, contractors,
and others, including planning, study, design, construction, testing, commissioning, and
start-up, and of which the Work to be performed under the Contract Documents is a part.
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33. Resident Project Representative—The authorized representative of Engineer assigned to
assist Engineer at the Site. As used herein, the term Resident Project Representative (RPR)
includes any assistants or field staff of Resident Project Representative.
34. Samples—Physical examples of materials, equipment, or workmanship that are
representative of some portion of the Work and that establish the standards by which
such portion of the Work will be judged.
35. Schedule of Submittals—A schedule, prepared and maintained by Contractor, of required
submittals and the time requirements for Engineer’s review of the submittals.
36. Schedule of Values—A schedule, prepared and maintained by Contractor, allocating
portions of the Contract Price to various portions of the Work and used as the basis for
reviewing Contractor’s Applications for Payment.
37. Shop Drawings—All drawings, diagrams, illustrations, schedules, and other data or
information that are specifically prepared or assembled by or for Contractor and
submitted by Contractor to illustrate some portion of the Work. Shop Drawings, whether
approved or not, are not Drawings and are not Contract Documents.
38. Site—Lands or areas indicated in the Contract Documents as being furnished by Owner
upon which the Work is to be performed, including rights-of-way and easements, and
such other lands or areas furnished by Owner which are designated for the use of
Contractor.
39. Specifications—The part of the Contract that consists of written requirements for
materials, equipment, systems, standards, and workmanship as applied to the Work, and
certain administrative requirements and procedural matters applicable to the Work.
40. Subcontractor—An individual or entity having a direct contract with Contractor or with
any other Subcontractor for the performance of a part of the Work.
41. Submittal—A written or graphic document, prepared by or for Contractor, which the
Contract Documents require Contractor to submit to Engineer, or that is indicated as a
Submittal in the Schedule of Submittals accepted by Engineer. Submittals may include
Shop Drawings and Samples; schedules; product data; Owner-delegated designs;
sustainable design information; information on special procedures; testing plans; results
of tests and evaluations, source quality-control testing and inspections, and field or Site
quality-control testing and inspections; warranties and certifications; Suppliers’
instructions and reports; records of delivery of spare parts and tools; operations and
maintenance data; Project photographic documentation; record documents; and other
such documents required by the Contract Documents. Submittals, whether or not
approved or accepted by Engineer, are not Contract Documents. Change Proposals,
Change Orders, Claims, notices, Applications for Payment, and requests for interpretation
or clarification are not Submittals.
42. Substantial Completion—The time at which the Work (or a specified part thereof) has
progressed to the point where, in the opinion of Engineer, the Work (or a specified part
thereof) is sufficiently complete, in accordance with the Contract Documents, so that the
Work (or a specified part thereof) can be utilized for the purposes for which it is intended.
The terms “substantially complete” and “substantially completed” as applied to all or part
of the Work refer to Substantial Completion of such Work.
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43. Successful Bidder—The Bidder to which the Owner makes an award of contract.
44. Supplementary Conditions—The part of the Contract that amends or supplements these
General Conditions.
45. Supplier—A manufacturer, fabricator, supplier, distributor, or vendor having a direct
contract with Contractor or with any Subcontractor to furnish materials or equipment to
be incorporated in the Work by Contractor or a Subcontractor.
46. Technical Data
a. Those items expressly identified as Technical Data in the Supplementary Conditions,
with respect to either (1) existing subsurface conditions at or adjacent to the Site, or
existing physical conditions at or adjacent to the Site including existing surface or
subsurface structures (except Underground Facilities) or (2) Hazardous
Environmental Conditions at the Site.
b. If no such express identifications of Technical Data have been made with respect to
conditions at the Site, then Technical Data is defined, with respect to conditions at
the Site under Paragraphs 5.03, 5.04, and 5.06, as the data contained in boring logs,
recorded measurements of subsurface water levels, assessments of the condition of
subsurface facilities, laboratory test results, and other factual, objective information
regarding conditions at the Site that are set forth in any geotechnical, environmental,
or other Site or facilities conditions report prepared for the Project and made
available to Contractor.
c. Information and data regarding the presence or location of Underground Facilities
are not intended to be categorized, identified, or defined as Technical Data, and
instead Underground Facilities are shown or indicated on the Drawings.
47. Underground Facilities—All active or not-in-service underground lines, pipelines,
conduits, ducts, encasements, cables, wires, manholes, vaults, tanks, tunnels, or other
such facilities or systems at the Site, including but not limited to those facilities or systems
that produce, transmit, distribute, or convey telephone or other communications, cable
television, fiber optic transmissions, power, electricity, light, heat, gases, oil, crude oil
products, liquid petroleum products, water, steam, waste, wastewater, storm water,
other liquids or chemicals, or traffic or other control systems. An abandoned facility or
system is not an Underground Facility.
48. Unit Price Work—Work to be paid for on the basis of unit prices.
49. Work—The entire construction or the various separately identifiable parts thereof
required to be provided under the Contract Documents. Work includes and is the result
of performing or providing all labor, services, and documentation necessary to produce
such construction; furnishing, installing, and incorporating all materials and equipment
into such construction; and may include related services such as testing, start-up, and
commissioning, all as required by the Contract Documents.
50. Work Change Directive—A written directive to Contractor issued on or after the Effective
Date of the Contract, signed by Owner and recommended by Engineer, ordering an
addition, deletion, or revision in the Work.
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1.02

Terminology
A. The words and terms discussed in Paragraphs 1.02.B, C, D, and E are not defined terms that
require initial capital letters, but, when used in the Bidding Requirements or Contract
Documents, have the indicated meaning.
B. Intent of Certain Terms or Adjectives: The Contract Documents include the terms “as allowed,”
“as approved,” “as ordered,” “as directed” or terms of like effect or import to authorize an
exercise of professional judgment by Engineer. In addition, the adjectives “reasonable,”
“suitable,” “acceptable,” “proper,” “satisfactory,” or adjectives of like effect or import are
used to describe an action or determination of Engineer as to the Work. It is intended that
such exercise of professional judgment, action, or determination will be solely to evaluate, in
general, the Work for compliance with the information in the Contract Documents and with
the design concept of the Project as a functioning whole as shown or indicated in the Contract
Documents (unless there is a specific statement indicating otherwise). The use of any such
term or adjective is not intended to and shall not be effective to assign to Engineer any duty
or authority to supervise or direct the performance of the Work, or any duty or authority to
undertake responsibility contrary to the provisions of Article 10 or any other provision of the
Contract Documents.
C. Day: The word “day” means a calendar day of 24 hours measured from midnight to the next
midnight.
D. Defective: The word “defective,” when modifying the word “Work,” refers to Work that is
unsatisfactory, faulty, or deficient in that it:
1. does not conform to the Contract Documents;
2. does not meet the requirements of any applicable inspection, reference standard, test,
or approval referred to in the Contract Documents; or
3. has been damaged prior to Engineer’s recommendation of final payment (unless
responsibility for the protection thereof has been assumed by Owner at Substantial
Completion in accordance with Paragraph 15.03 or Paragraph 15.04).
E. Furnish, Install, Perform, Provide
1. The word “furnish,” when used in connection with services, materials, or equipment,
means to supply and deliver said services, materials, or equipment to the Site (or some
other specified location) ready for use or installation and in usable or operable condition.
2. The word “install,” when used in connection with services, materials, or equipment,
means to put into use or place in final position said services, materials, or equipment
complete and ready for intended use.
3. The words “perform” or “provide,” when used in connection with services, materials, or
equipment, means to furnish and install said services, materials, or equipment complete
and ready for intended use.
4. If the Contract Documents establish an obligation of Contractor with respect to specific
services, materials, or equipment, but do not expressly use any of the four words
“furnish,” “install,” “perform,” or “provide,” then Contractor shall furnish and install said
services, materials, or equipment complete and ready for intended use.
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F. Contract Price or Contract Times: References to a change in “Contract Price or Contract Times”
or “Contract Times or Contract Price” or similar, indicate that such change applies to
(1) Contract Price, (2) Contract Times, or (3) both Contract Price and Contract Times, as
warranted, even if the term “or both” is not expressed.
G. Unless stated otherwise in the Contract Documents, words or phrases that have a well-known
technical or construction industry or trade meaning are used in the Contract Documents in
accordance with such recognized meaning.
ARTICLE 2—PRELIMINARY MATTERS
2.01

Delivery of Performance and Payment Bonds; Evidence of Insurance
A. Performance and Payment Bonds: When Contractor delivers the signed counterparts of the
Agreement to Owner, Contractor shall also deliver to Owner the performance bond and
payment bond (if the Contract requires Contractor to furnish such bonds).
B. Evidence of Contractor’s Insurance: When Contractor delivers the signed counterparts of the
Agreement to Owner, Contractor shall also deliver to Owner, with copies to each additional
insured (as identified in the Contract), the certificates, endorsements, and other evidence of
insurance required to be provided by Contractor in accordance with Article 6, except to the
extent the Supplementary Conditions expressly establish other dates for delivery of specific
insurance policies.
C. Evidence of Owner’s Insurance: After receipt of the signed counterparts of the Agreement and
all required bonds and insurance documentation, Owner shall promptly deliver to Contractor,
with copies to each additional insured (as identified in the Contract), the certificates and other
evidence of insurance required to be provided by Owner under Article 6.

2.02

Copies of Documents
A. Owner shall furnish to Contractor four printed copies of the Contract (including one fully
signed counterpart of the Agreement), and one copy in electronic portable document format
(PDF). Additional printed copies will be furnished upon request at the cost of reproduction.
B. Owner shall maintain and safeguard at least one original printed record version of the
Contract, including Drawings and Specifications signed and sealed by Engineer and other
design professionals. Owner shall make such original printed record version of the Contract
available to Contractor for review. Owner may delegate the responsibilities under this
provision to Engineer.

2.03

Before Starting Construction
A. Preliminary Schedules: Within 10 days after the Effective Date of the Contract (or as otherwise
required by the Contract Documents), Contractor shall submit to Engineer for timely review:
1. a preliminary Progress Schedule indicating the times (numbers of days or dates) for
starting and completing the various stages of the Work, including any Milestones
specified in the Contract;
2. a preliminary Schedule of Submittals; and
3. a preliminary Schedule of Values for all of the Work which includes quantities and prices
of items which when added together equal the Contract Price and subdivides the Work
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into component parts in sufficient detail to serve as the basis for progress payments
during performance of the Work. Such prices will include an appropriate amount of
overhead and profit applicable to each item of Work.
2.04

Preconstruction Conference; Designation of Authorized Representatives
A. Before any Work at the Site is started, a conference attended by Owner, Contractor, Engineer,
and others as appropriate will be held to establish a working understanding among the parties
as to the Work, and to discuss the schedules referred to in Paragraph 2.03.A, procedures for
handling Shop Drawings, Samples, and other Submittals, processing Applications for Payment,
electronic or digital transmittals, and maintaining required records.
B. At this conference Owner and Contractor each shall designate, in writing, a specific individual
to act as its authorized representative with respect to the services and responsibilities under
the Contract. Such individuals shall have the authority to transmit and receive information,
render decisions relative to the Contract, and otherwise act on behalf of each respective
party.

2.05

Acceptance of Schedules
A. At least 10 days before submission of the first Application for Payment a conference, attended
by Contractor, Engineer, and others as appropriate, will be held to review the schedules
submitted in accordance with Paragraph 2.03.A. No progress payment will be made to
Contractor until acceptable schedules are submitted to Engineer.
1. The Progress Schedule will be acceptable to Engineer if it provides an orderly progression
of the Work to completion within the Contract Times. Such acceptance will not impose
on Engineer responsibility for the Progress Schedule, for sequencing, scheduling, or
progress of the Work, nor interfere with or relieve Contractor from Contractor’s full
responsibility therefor.
2. Contractor’s Schedule of Submittals will be acceptable to Engineer if it provides a
workable arrangement for reviewing and processing the required submittals.
3. Contractor’s Schedule of Values will be acceptable to Engineer as to form and substance
if it provides a reasonable allocation of the Contract Price to the component parts of the
Work.
4. If a schedule is not acceptable, Contractor will have an additional 10 days to revise and
resubmit the schedule.

2.06

Electronic Transmittals
A. Except as otherwise stated elsewhere in the Contract, the Owner, Engineer, and Contractor
may send, and shall accept, Electronic Documents transmitted by Electronic Means.
B. If the Contract does not establish protocols for Electronic Means, then Owner, Engineer, and
Contractor shall jointly develop such protocols.
C. Subject to any governing protocols for Electronic Means, when transmitting Electronic
Documents by Electronic Means, the transmitting party makes no representations as to longterm compatibility, usability, or readability of the Electronic Documents resulting from the
recipient’s use of software application packages, operating systems, or computer hardware
differing from those used in the drafting or transmittal of the Electronic Documents.
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ARTICLE 3—CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: INTENT, REQUIREMENTS, REUSE
3.01

Intent
A. The Contract Documents are complementary; what is required by one Contract Document is
as binding as if required by all.
B. It is the intent of the Contract Documents to describe a functionally complete Project (or part
thereof) to be constructed in accordance with the Contract Documents.
C. Unless otherwise stated in the Contract Documents, if there is a discrepancy between the
electronic versions of the Contract Documents (including any printed copies derived from
such electronic versions) and the printed record version, the printed record version will
govern.
D. The Contract supersedes prior negotiations, representations, and agreements, whether
written or oral.
E. Engineer will issue clarifications and interpretations of the Contract Documents as provided
herein.
F. Any provision or part of the Contract Documents held to be void or unenforceable under any
Law or Regulation will be deemed stricken, and all remaining provisions will continue to be
valid and binding upon Owner and Contractor, which agree that the Contract Documents will
be reformed to replace such stricken provision or part thereof with a valid and enforceable
provision that comes as close as possible to expressing the intention of the stricken provision.
G. Nothing in the Contract Documents creates:
1. any contractual relationship between Owner or Engineer and any Subcontractor,
Supplier, or other individual or entity performing or furnishing any of the Work, for the
benefit of such Subcontractor, Supplier, or other individual or entity; or
2. any obligation on the part of Owner or Engineer to pay or to see to the payment of any
money due any such Subcontractor, Supplier, or other individual or entity, except as may
otherwise be required by Laws and Regulations.

3.02

Reference Standards
A. Standards Specifications, Codes, Laws and Regulations
1. Reference in the Contract Documents to standard specifications, manuals, reference
standards, or codes of any technical society, organization, or association, or to Laws or
Regulations, whether such reference be specific or by implication, means the standard
specification, manual, reference standard, code, or Laws or Regulations in effect at the
time of opening of Bids (or on the Effective Date of the Contract if there were no Bids),
except as may be otherwise specifically stated in the Contract Documents.
2. No provision of any such standard specification, manual, reference standard, or code, and
no instruction of a Supplier, will be effective to change the duties or responsibilities of
Owner, Contractor, or Engineer from those set forth in the part of the Contract
Documents prepared by or for Engineer. No such provision or instruction shall be effective
to assign to Owner or Engineer any duty or authority to supervise or direct the
performance of the Work, or any duty or authority to undertake responsibility
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inconsistent with the provisions of the part of the Contract Documents prepared by or for
Engineer.
3.03

Reporting and Resolving Discrepancies
A. Reporting Discrepancies
1. Contractor’s Verification of Figures and Field Measurements: Before undertaking each
part of the Work, Contractor shall carefully study the Contract Documents, and check and
verify pertinent figures and dimensions therein, particularly with respect to applicable
field measurements. Contractor shall promptly report in writing to Engineer any conflict,
error, ambiguity, or discrepancy that Contractor discovers, or has actual knowledge of,
and shall not proceed with any Work affected thereby until the conflict, error, ambiguity,
or discrepancy is resolved by a clarification or interpretation by Engineer, or by an
amendment or supplement to the Contract issued pursuant to Paragraph 11.01.
2. Contractor’s Review of Contract Documents: If, before or during the performance of the
Work, Contractor discovers any conflict, error, ambiguity, or discrepancy within the
Contract Documents, or between the Contract Documents and (a) any applicable Law or
Regulation, (b) actual field conditions, (c) any standard specification, manual, reference
standard, or code, or (d) any instruction of any Supplier, then Contractor shall promptly
report it to Engineer in writing. Contractor shall not proceed with the Work affected
thereby (except in an emergency as required by Paragraph 7.15) until the conflict, error,
ambiguity, or discrepancy is resolved, by a clarification or interpretation by Engineer, or
by an amendment or supplement to the Contract issued pursuant to Paragraph 11.01.
3. Contractor shall not be liable to Owner or Engineer for failure to report any conflict, error,
ambiguity, or discrepancy in the Contract Documents unless Contractor had actual
knowledge thereof.
B. Resolving Discrepancies
1. Except as may be otherwise specifically stated in the Contract Documents, the provisions
of the part of the Contract Documents prepared by or for Engineer take precedence in
resolving any conflict, error, ambiguity, or discrepancy between such provisions of the
Contract Documents and:
a. the provisions of any standard specification, manual, reference standard, or code, or
the instruction of any Supplier (whether or not specifically incorporated by reference
as a Contract Document); or
b. the provisions of any Laws or Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work
(unless such an interpretation of the provisions of the Contract Documents would
result in violation of such Law or Regulation).

3.04

Requirements of the Contract Documents
A. During the performance of the Work and until final payment, Contractor and Owner shall
submit to the Engineer in writing all matters in question concerning the requirements of the
Contract Documents (sometimes referred to as requests for information or interpretation—
RFIs), or relating to the acceptability of the Work under the Contract Documents, as soon as
possible after such matters arise. Engineer will be the initial interpreter of the requirements
of the Contract Documents, and judge of the acceptability of the Work.
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B. Engineer will, with reasonable promptness, render a written clarification, interpretation, or
decision on the issue submitted, or initiate an amendment or supplement to the Contract
Documents. Engineer’s written clarification, interpretation, or decision will be final and
binding on Contractor, unless it appeals by submitting a Change Proposal, and on Owner,
unless it appeals by filing a Claim.
C. If a submitted matter in question concerns terms and conditions of the Contract Documents
that do not involve (1) the performance or acceptability of the Work under the Contract
Documents, (2) the design (as set forth in the Drawings, Specifications, or otherwise), or (3)
other engineering or technical matters, then Engineer will promptly notify Owner and
Contractor in writing that Engineer is unable to provide a decision or interpretation. If Owner
and Contractor are unable to agree on resolution of such a matter in question, either party
may pursue resolution as provided in Article 12.
3.05

Reuse of Documents
A. Contractor and its Subcontractors and Suppliers shall not:
1. have or acquire any title to or ownership rights in any of the Drawings, Specifications, or
other documents (or copies of any thereof) prepared by or bearing the seal of Engineer
or its consultants, including electronic media versions, or reuse any such Drawings,
Specifications, other documents, or copies thereof on extensions of the Project or any
other project without written consent of Owner and Engineer and specific written
verification or adaptation by Engineer; or
2. have or acquire any title or ownership rights in any other Contract Documents, reuse any
such Contract Documents for any purpose without Owner’s express written consent, or
violate any copyrights pertaining to such Contract Documents.
B. The prohibitions of this Paragraph 3.05 will survive final payment, or termination of the
Contract. Nothing herein precludes Contractor from retaining copies of the Contract
Documents for record purposes.

ARTICLE 4—COMMENCEMENT AND PROGRESS OF THE WORK
4.01

Commencement of Contract Times; Notice to Proceed
A. The Contract Times will commence to run on the 30th day after the Effective Date of the
Contract or, if a Notice to Proceed is given, on the day indicated in the Notice to Proceed. A
Notice to Proceed may be given at any time within 30 days after the Effective Date of the
Contract. In no event will the Contract Times commence to run later than the 60th day after
the day of Bid opening or the 30th day after the Effective Date of the Contract, whichever
date is earlier.

4.02

Starting the Work
A. Contractor shall start to perform the Work on the date when the Contract Times commence
to run. No Work may be done at the Site prior to such date.

4.03

Reference Points
A. Owner shall provide engineering surveys to establish reference points for construction which
in Engineer’s judgment are necessary to enable Contractor to proceed with the Work.
Contractor shall be responsible for laying out the Work, shall protect and preserve the
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established reference points and property monuments, and shall make no changes or
relocations without the prior written approval of Owner. Contractor shall report to Engineer
whenever any reference point or property monument is lost or destroyed or requires
relocation because of necessary changes in grades or locations, and shall be responsible for
the accurate replacement or relocation of such reference points or property monuments by
professionally qualified personnel.
4.04

Progress Schedule
A. Contractor shall adhere to the Progress Schedule established in accordance with
Paragraph 2.05 as it may be adjusted from time to time as provided below.
1. Contractor shall submit to Engineer for acceptance (to the extent indicated in
Paragraph 2.05) proposed adjustments in the Progress Schedule that will not result in
changing the Contract Times.
2. Proposed adjustments in the Progress Schedule that will change the Contract Times must
be submitted in accordance with the requirements of Article 11.
B. Contractor shall carry on the Work and adhere to the Progress Schedule during all disputes or
disagreements with Owner. No Work will be delayed or postponed pending resolution of any
disputes or disagreements, or during any appeal process, except as permitted by
Paragraph 16.04, or as Owner and Contractor may otherwise agree in writing.

4.05

Delays in Contractor’s Progress
A. If Owner, Engineer, or anyone for whom Owner is responsible, delays, disrupts, or interferes
with the performance or progress of the Work, then Contractor shall be entitled to an
equitable adjustment in Contract Price or Contract Times.
B. Contractor shall not be entitled to an adjustment in Contract Price or Contract Times for delay,
disruption, or interference caused by or within the control of Contractor. Delay, disruption,
and interference attributable to and within the control of a Subcontractor or Supplier shall be
deemed to be within the control of Contractor.
C. If Contractor’s performance or progress is delayed, disrupted, or interfered with by
unanticipated causes not the fault of and beyond the control of Owner, Contractor, and those
for which they are responsible, then Contractor shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment
in Contract Times. Such an adjustment will be Contractor’s sole and exclusive remedy for the
delays, disruption, and interference described in this paragraph. Causes of delay, disruption,
or interference that may give rise to an adjustment in Contract Times under this paragraph
include but are not limited to the following:
1. Severe and unavoidable natural catastrophes such as fires, floods, epidemics, and
earthquakes;
2. Abnormal weather conditions;
3. Acts or failures to act of third-party utility owners or other third-party entities (other than
those third-party utility owners or other third-party entities performing other work at or
adjacent to the Site as arranged by or under contract with Owner, as contemplated in
Article 8); and
4. Acts of war or terrorism.
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D. Contractor’s entitlement to an adjustment of Contract Times or Contract Price is limited as
follows:
1. Contractor’s entitlement to an adjustment of the Contract Times is conditioned on the
delay, disruption, or interference adversely affecting an activity on the critical path to
completion of the Work, as of the time of the delay, disruption, or interference.
2. Contractor shall not be entitled to an adjustment in Contract Price for any delay,
disruption, or interference if such delay is concurrent with a delay, disruption, or
interference caused by or within the control of Contractor. Such a concurrent delay by
Contractor shall not preclude an adjustment of Contract Times to which Contractor is
otherwise entitled.
3. Adjustments of Contract Times or Contract Price are subject to the provisions of
Article 11.
E. Each Contractor request or Change Proposal seeking an increase in Contract Times or Contract
Price must be supplemented by supporting data that sets forth in detail the following:
1. The circumstances that form the basis for the requested adjustment;
2. The date upon which each cause of delay, disruption, or interference began to affect the
progress of the Work;
3. The date upon which each cause of delay, disruption, or interference ceased to affect the
progress of the Work;
4. The number of days’ increase in Contract Times claimed as a consequence of each such
cause of delay, disruption, or interference; and
5. The impact on Contract Price, in accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 11.07.
Contractor shall also furnish such additional supporting documentation as Owner or Engineer
may require including, where appropriate, a revised progress schedule indicating all the
activities affected by the delay, disruption, or interference, and an explanation of the effect
of the delay, disruption, or interference on the critical path to completion of the Work.
F. Delays, disruption, and interference to the performance or progress of the Work resulting
from the existence of a differing subsurface or physical condition, an Underground Facility
that was not shown or indicated by the Contract Documents, or not shown or indicated with
reasonable accuracy, and those resulting from Hazardous Environmental Conditions, are
governed by Article 5, together with the provisions of Paragraphs 4.05.D and 4.05.E.
G. Paragraph 8.03 addresses delays, disruption, and interference to the performance or progress
of the Work resulting from the performance of certain other work at or adjacent to the Site.
ARTICLE 5—SITE; SUBSURFACE AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS; HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS
5.01

Availability of Lands
A. Owner shall furnish the Site. Owner shall notify Contractor in writing of any encumbrances or
restrictions not of general application but specifically related to use of the Site with which
Contractor must comply in performing the Work.
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B. Upon reasonable written request, Owner shall furnish Contractor with a current statement of
record legal title and legal description of the lands upon which permanent improvements are
to be made and Owner’s interest therein as necessary for giving notice of or filing a mechanic’s
or construction lien against such lands in accordance with applicable Laws and Regulations.
C. Contractor shall provide for all additional lands and access thereto that may be required for
temporary construction facilities or storage of materials and equipment.
5.02

Use of Site and Other Areas
A. Limitation on Use of Site and Other Areas
1. Contractor shall confine construction equipment, temporary construction facilities, the
storage of materials and equipment, and the operations of workers to the Site, adjacent
areas that Contractor has arranged to use through construction easements or otherwise,
and other adjacent areas permitted by Laws and Regulations, and shall not unreasonably
encumber the Site and such other adjacent areas with construction equipment or other
materials or equipment. Contractor shall assume full responsibility for (a) damage to the
Site; (b) damage to any such other adjacent areas used for Contractor’s operations; (c)
damage to any other adjacent land or areas, or to improvements, structures, utilities, or
similar facilities located at such adjacent lands or areas; and (d) for injuries and losses
sustained by the owners or occupants of any such land or areas; provided that such
damage or injuries result from the performance of the Work or from other actions or
conduct of the Contractor or those for which Contractor is responsible.
2. If a damage or injury claim is made by the owner or occupant of any such land or area
because of the performance of the Work, or because of other actions or conduct of the
Contractor or those for which Contractor is responsible, Contractor shall (a) take
immediate corrective or remedial action as required by Paragraph 7.13, or otherwise; (b)
promptly attempt to settle the claim as to all parties through negotiations with such
owner or occupant, or otherwise resolve the claim by arbitration or other dispute
resolution proceeding, or in a court of competent jurisdiction; and (c) to the fullest extent
permitted by Laws and Regulations, indemnify and hold harmless Owner and Engineer,
and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants and
subcontractors of each and any of them, from and against any such claim, and against all
costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers,
architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute
resolution costs) arising out of or relating to any claim or action, legal or equitable,
brought by any such owner or occupant against Owner, Engineer, or any other party
indemnified hereunder to the extent caused directly or indirectly, in whole or in part by,
or based upon, Contractor’s performance of the Work, or because of other actions or
conduct of the Contractor or those for which Contractor is responsible.
B. Removal of Debris During Performance of the Work: During the progress of the Work the
Contractor shall keep the Site and other adjacent areas free from accumulations of waste
materials, rubbish, and other debris. Removal and disposal of such waste materials, rubbish,
and other debris will conform to applicable Laws and Regulations.
C. Cleaning: Prior to Substantial Completion of the Work Contractor shall clean the Site and the
Work and make it ready for utilization by Owner. At the completion of the Work Contractor
shall remove from the Site and adjacent areas all tools, appliances, construction equipment
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and machinery, and surplus materials and shall restore to original condition all property not
designated for alteration by the Contract Documents.
D. Loading of Structures: Contractor shall not load nor permit any part of any structure to be
loaded in any manner that will endanger the structure, nor shall Contractor subject any part
of the Work or adjacent structures or land to stresses or pressures that will endanger them.
5.03

Subsurface and Physical Conditions
A. Reports and Drawings: The Supplementary Conditions identify:
1. Those reports of explorations and tests of subsurface conditions at or adjacent to the Site
that contain Technical Data;
2. Those drawings of existing physical conditions at or adjacent to the Site, including those
drawings depicting existing surface or subsurface structures at or adjacent to the Site
(except Underground Facilities), that contain Technical Data; and
3. Technical Data contained in such reports and drawings.
B. Underground Facilities: Underground Facilities are shown or indicated on the Drawings,
pursuant to Paragraph 5.05, and not in the drawings referred to in Paragraph 5.03.A.
Information and data regarding the presence or location of Underground Facilities are not
intended to be categorized, identified, or defined as Technical Data.
C. Reliance by Contractor on Technical Data: Contractor may rely upon the accuracy of the
Technical Data expressly identified in the Supplementary Conditions with respect to such
reports and drawings, but such reports and drawings are not Contract Documents. If no such
express identification has been made, then Contractor may rely upon the accuracy of the
Technical Data as defined in Paragraph 1.01.A.46.b.
D. Limitations of Other Data and Documents: Except for such reliance on Technical Data,
Contractor may not rely upon or make any claim against Owner or Engineer, or any of their
officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, or subcontractors,
with respect to:
1. the completeness of such reports and drawings for Contractor’s purposes, including, but
not limited to, any aspects of the means, methods, techniques, sequences, and
procedures of construction to be employed by Contractor, and safety precautions and
programs incident thereto;
2. other data, interpretations, opinions, and information contained in such reports or shown
or indicated in such drawings;
3. the contents of other Site-related documents made available to Contractor, such as
record drawings from other projects at or adjacent to the Site, or Owner’s archival
documents concerning the Site; or
4. any Contractor interpretation of or conclusion drawn from any Technical Data or any such
other data, interpretations, opinions, or information.
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5.04

Differing Subsurface or Physical Conditions
A. Notice by Contractor: If Contractor believes that any subsurface or physical condition that is
uncovered or revealed at the Site:
1. is of such a nature as to establish that any Technical Data on which Contractor is entitled
to rely as provided in Paragraph 5.03 is materially inaccurate;
2. is of such a nature as to require a change in the Drawings or Specifications;
3. differs materially from that shown or indicated in the Contract Documents; or
4. is of an unusual nature, and differs materially from conditions ordinarily encountered and
generally recognized as inherent in work of the character provided for in the Contract
Documents;
then Contractor shall, promptly after becoming aware thereof and before further disturbing
the subsurface or physical conditions or performing any Work in connection therewith (except
in an emergency as required by Paragraph 7.15), notify Owner and Engineer in writing about
such condition. Contractor shall not further disturb such condition or perform any Work in
connection therewith (except with respect to an emergency) until receipt of a written
statement permitting Contractor to do so.
B. Engineer’s Review: After receipt of written notice as required by the preceding paragraph,
Engineer will promptly review the subsurface or physical condition in question; determine
whether it is necessary for Owner to obtain additional exploration or tests with respect to the
condition; conclude whether the condition falls within any one or more of the differing site
condition categories in Paragraph 5.04.A; obtain any pertinent cost or schedule information
from Contractor; prepare recommendations to Owner regarding the Contractor’s resumption
of Work in connection with the subsurface or physical condition in question and the need for
any change in the Drawings or Specifications; and advise Owner in writing of Engineer’s
findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
C. Owner’s Statement to Contractor Regarding Site Condition: After receipt of Engineer’s written
findings, conclusions, and recommendations, Owner shall issue a written statement to
Contractor (with a copy to Engineer) regarding the subsurface or physical condition in
question, addressing the resumption of Work in connection with such condition, indicating
whether any change in the Drawings or Specifications will be made, and adopting or rejecting
Engineer’s written findings, conclusions, and recommendations, in whole or in part.
D. Early Resumption of Work: If at any time Engineer determines that Work in connection with
the subsurface or physical condition in question may resume prior to completion of Engineer’s
review or Owner’s issuance of its statement to Contractor, because the condition in question
has been adequately documented, and analyzed on a preliminary basis, then the Engineer
may at its discretion instruct Contractor to resume such Work.
E. Possible Price and Times Adjustments
1. Contractor shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment in Contract Price or Contract
Times, to the extent that the existence of a differing subsurface or physical condition, or
any related delay, disruption, or interference, causes an increase or decrease in
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Contractor’s cost of, or time required for, performance of the Work; subject, however, to
the following:
a. Such condition must fall within any one or more of the categories described in
Paragraph 5.04.A;
b. With respect to Work that is paid for on a unit price basis, any adjustment in Contract
Price will be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 13.03; and,
c. Contractor’s entitlement to an adjustment of the Contract Times is subject to the
provisions of Paragraphs 4.05.D and 4.05.E.
2. Contractor shall not be entitled to any adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times
with respect to a subsurface or physical condition if:
a. Contractor knew of the existence of such condition at the time Contractor made a
commitment to Owner with respect to Contract Price and Contract Times by the
submission of a Bid or becoming bound under a negotiated contract, or otherwise;
b. The existence of such condition reasonably could have been discovered or revealed
as a result of any examination, investigation, exploration, test, or study of the Site and
contiguous areas expressly required by the Bidding Requirements or Contract
Documents to be conducted by or for Contractor prior to Contractor’s making such
commitment; or
c. Contractor failed to give the written notice required by Paragraph 5.04.A.
3. If Owner and Contractor agree regarding Contractor’s entitlement to and the amount or
extent of any adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times, then any such
adjustment will be set forth in a Change Order.
4. Contractor may submit a Change Proposal regarding its entitlement to or the amount or
extent of any adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times, no later than 30 days
after Owner’s issuance of the Owner’s written statement to Contractor regarding the
subsurface or physical condition in question.
F. Underground Facilities; Hazardous Environmental Conditions: Paragraph 5.05 governs rights
and responsibilities regarding the presence or location of Underground Facilities.
Paragraph 5.06 governs rights and responsibilities regarding Hazardous Environmental
Conditions. The provisions of Paragraphs 5.03 and 5.04 are not applicable to the presence or
location of Underground Facilities, or to Hazardous Environmental Conditions.
5.05

Underground Facilities
A. Contractor’s Responsibilities: Unless it is otherwise expressly provided in the Supplementary
Conditions, the cost of all of the following are included in the Contract Price, and Contractor
shall have full responsibility for:
1. reviewing and checking all information and data regarding existing Underground Facilities
at the Site;
2. complying with applicable state and local utility damage prevention Laws and
Regulations;
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3. verifying the actual location of those Underground Facilities shown or indicated in the
Contract Documents as being within the area affected by the Work, by exposing such
Underground Facilities during the course of construction;
4. coordination of the Work with the owners (including Owner) of such Underground
Facilities, during construction; and
5. the safety and protection of all existing Underground Facilities at the Site, and repairing
any damage thereto resulting from the Work.
B. Notice by Contractor: If Contractor believes that an Underground Facility that is uncovered or
revealed at the Site was not shown or indicated on the Drawings, or was not shown or
indicated on the Drawings with reasonable accuracy, then Contractor shall, promptly after
becoming aware thereof and before further disturbing conditions affected thereby or
performing any Work in connection therewith (except in an emergency as required by
Paragraph 7.15), notify Owner and Engineer in writing regarding such Underground Facility.
C. Engineer’s Review: Engineer will:
1. promptly review the Underground Facility and conclude whether such Underground
Facility was not shown or indicated on the Drawings, or was not shown or indicated with
reasonable accuracy;
2. identify and communicate with the owner of the Underground Facility; prepare
recommendations to Owner (and if necessary issue any preliminary instructions to
Contractor) regarding the Contractor’s resumption of Work in connection with the
Underground Facility in question;
3. obtain any pertinent cost or schedule information from Contractor; determine the extent,
if any, to which a change is required in the Drawings or Specifications to reflect and
document the consequences of the existence or location of the Underground Facility; and
4. advise Owner in writing of Engineer’s findings, conclusions, and recommendations.
During such time, Contractor shall be responsible for the safety and protection of such
Underground Facility.
D. Owner’s Statement to Contractor Regarding Underground Facility: After receipt of Engineer’s
written findings, conclusions, and recommendations, Owner shall issue a written statement
to Contractor (with a copy to Engineer) regarding the Underground Facility in question
addressing the resumption of Work in connection with such Underground Facility, indicating
whether any change in the Drawings or Specifications will be made, and adopting or rejecting
Engineer’s written findings, conclusions, and recommendations in whole or in part.
E. Early Resumption of Work: If at any time Engineer determines that Work in connection with
the Underground Facility may resume prior to completion of Engineer’s review or Owner’s
issuance of its statement to Contractor, because the Underground Facility in question and
conditions affected by its presence have been adequately documented, and analyzed on a
preliminary basis, then the Engineer may at its discretion instruct Contractor to resume such
Work.
F. Possible Price and Times Adjustments
1. Contractor shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract
Times, to the extent that any existing Underground Facility at the Site that was not shown
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or indicated on the Drawings, or was not shown or indicated with reasonable accuracy,
or any related delay, disruption, or interference, causes an increase or decrease in
Contractor’s cost of, or time required for, performance of the Work; subject, however, to
the following:
a. With respect to Work that is paid for on a unit price basis, any adjustment in Contract
Price will be subject to the provisions of Paragraph 13.03;
b. Contractor’s entitlement to an adjustment of the Contract Times is subject to the
provisions of Paragraphs 4.05.D and 4.05.E; and
c. Contractor gave the notice required in Paragraph 5.05.B.
2. If Owner and Contractor agree regarding Contractor’s entitlement to and the amount or
extent of any adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times, then any such
adjustment will be set forth in a Change Order.
3. Contractor may submit a Change Proposal regarding its entitlement to or the amount or
extent of any adjustment in the Contract Price or Contract Times, no later than 30 days
after Owner’s issuance of the Owner’s written statement to Contractor regarding the
Underground Facility in question.
4. The information and data shown or indicated on the Drawings with respect to existing
Underground Facilities at the Site is based on information and data (a) furnished by the
owners of such Underground Facilities, or by others, (b) obtained from available records,
or (c) gathered in an investigation conducted in accordance with the current edition of
ASCE 38, Standard Guideline for the Collection and Depiction of Existing Subsurface Utility
Data, by the American Society of Civil Engineers. If such information or data is incorrect
or incomplete, Contractor’s remedies are limited to those set forth in this
Paragraph 5.05.F.
5.06

Hazardous Environmental Conditions at Site
A. Reports and Drawings: The Supplementary Conditions identify:
1. those reports known to Owner relating to Hazardous Environmental Conditions that have
been identified at or adjacent to the Site;
2. drawings known to Owner relating to Hazardous Environmental Conditions that have
been identified at or adjacent to the Site; and
3. Technical Data contained in such reports and drawings.
B. Reliance by Contractor on Technical Data Authorized: Contractor may rely upon the accuracy
of the Technical Data expressly identified in the Supplementary Conditions with respect to
such reports and drawings, but such reports and drawings are not Contract Documents. If no
such express identification has been made, then Contractor may rely on the accuracy of the
Technical Data as defined in Paragraph 1.01.A.46.b. Except for such reliance on Technical
Data, Contractor may not rely upon or make any claim against Owner or Engineer, or any of
their officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, or
subcontractors, with respect to:
1. the completeness of such reports and drawings for Contractor’s purposes, including, but
not limited to, any aspects of the means, methods, techniques, sequences and procedures
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of construction to be employed by Contractor, and safety precautions and programs
incident thereto;
2. other data, interpretations, opinions, and information contained in such reports or shown
or indicated in such drawings; or
3. any Contractor interpretation of or conclusion drawn from any Technical Data or any such
other data, interpretations, opinions or information.
C. Contractor shall not be responsible for removing or remediating any Hazardous
Environmental Condition encountered, uncovered, or revealed at the Site unless such
removal or remediation is expressly identified in the Contract Documents to be within the
scope of the Work.
D. Contractor shall be responsible for controlling, containing, and duly removing all Constituents
of Concern brought to the Site by Contractor, Subcontractors, Suppliers, or anyone else for
whom Contractor is responsible, and for any associated costs; and for the costs of removing
and remediating any Hazardous Environmental Condition created by the presence of any such
Constituents of Concern.
E. If Contractor encounters, uncovers, or reveals a Hazardous Environmental Condition whose
removal or remediation is not expressly identified in the Contract Documents as being within
the scope of the Work, or if Contractor or anyone for whom Contractor is responsible creates
a Hazardous Environmental Condition, then Contractor shall immediately: (1) secure or
otherwise isolate such condition; (2) stop all Work in connection with such condition and in
any area affected thereby (except in an emergency as required by Paragraph 7.15); and (3)
notify Owner and Engineer (and promptly thereafter confirm such notice in writing). Owner
shall promptly consult with Engineer concerning the necessity for Owner to retain a qualified
expert to evaluate such condition or take corrective action, if any. Promptly after consulting
with Engineer, Owner shall take such actions as are necessary to permit Owner to timely
obtain required permits and provide Contractor the written notice required by
Paragraph 5.06.F. If Contractor or anyone for whom Contractor is responsible created the
Hazardous Environmental Condition in question, then Owner may remove and remediate the
Hazardous Environmental Condition, and impose a set-off against payments to account for
the associated costs.
F. Contractor shall not resume Work in connection with such Hazardous Environmental
Condition or in any affected area until after Owner has obtained any required permits related
thereto, and delivered written notice to Contractor either (1) specifying that such condition
and any affected area is or has been rendered safe for the resumption of Work, or (2)
specifying any special conditions under which such Work may be resumed safely.
G. If Owner and Contractor cannot agree as to entitlement to or on the amount or extent, if any,
of any adjustment in Contract Price or Contract Times, as a result of such Work stoppage, such
special conditions under which Work is agreed to be resumed by Contractor, or any costs or
expenses incurred in response to the Hazardous Environmental Condition, then within 30
days of Owner’s written notice regarding the resumption of Work, Contractor may submit a
Change Proposal, or Owner may impose a set-off. Entitlement to any such adjustment is
subject to the provisions of Paragraphs 4.05.D, 4.05.E, 11.07, and 11.08.
H. If, after receipt of such written notice, Contractor does not agree to resume such Work based
on a reasonable belief it is unsafe, or does not agree to resume such Work under such special
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conditions, then Owner may order the portion of the Work that is in the area affected by such
condition to be deleted from the Work, following the contractual change procedures in
Article 11. Owner may have such deleted portion of the Work performed by Owner’s own
forces or others in accordance with Article 8.
I.

To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Owner shall indemnify and hold
harmless Contractor, Subcontractors, and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members,
partners, employees, agents, consultants, and subcontractors of each and any of them, from
and against all claims, costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and
charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals, and all court, arbitration,
or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of or relating to a Hazardous Environmental
Condition, provided that such Hazardous Environmental Condition (1) was not shown or
indicated in the Drawings, Specifications, or other Contract Documents, identified as
Technical Data entitled to limited reliance pursuant to Paragraph 5.06.B, or identified in the
Contract Documents to be included within the scope of the Work, and (2) was not created by
Contractor or by anyone for whom Contractor is responsible. Nothing in this Paragraph 5.06.I
obligates Owner to indemnify any individual or entity from and against the consequences of
that individual’s or entity’s own negligence.

J.

To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Contractor shall indemnify and hold
harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees,
agents, consultants, and subcontractors of each and any of them, from and against all claims,
costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers,
architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute
resolution costs) arising out of or relating to the failure to control, contain, or remove a
Constituent of Concern brought to the Site by Contractor or by anyone for whom Contractor
is responsible, or to a Hazardous Environmental Condition created by Contractor or by anyone
for whom Contractor is responsible. Nothing in this Paragraph 5.06.J obligates Contractor to
indemnify any individual or entity from and against the consequences of that individual’s or
entity’s own negligence.

K. The provisions of Paragraphs 5.03, 5.04, and 5.05 do not apply to the presence of Constituents
of Concern or to a Hazardous Environmental Condition uncovered or revealed at the Site.
ARTICLE 6—BONDS AND INSURANCE
6.01

Performance, Payment, and Other Bonds
A. Contractor shall furnish a performance bond and a payment bond, each in an amount at least
equal to the Contract Price, as security for the faithful performance and payment of
Contractor’s obligations under the Contract. These bonds must remain in effect until one year
after the date when final payment becomes due or until completion of the correction period
specified in Paragraph 15.08, whichever is later, except as provided otherwise by Laws or
Regulations, the terms of a prescribed bond form, the Supplementary Conditions, or other
provisions of the Contract.
B. Contractor shall also furnish such other bonds (if any) as are required by the Supplementary
Conditions or other provisions of the Contract.
C. All bonds must be in the form included in the Bidding Documents or otherwise specified by
Owner prior to execution of the Contract, except as provided otherwise by Laws or
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Regulations, and must be issued and signed by a surety named in “Companies Holding
Certificates of Authority as Acceptable Sureties on Federal Bonds and as Acceptable
Reinsuring Companies” as published in Department Circular 570 (as amended and
supplemented) by the Bureau of the Fiscal Service, U.S. Department of the Treasury. A bond
signed by an agent or attorney-in-fact must be accompanied by a certified copy of that
individual’s authority to bind the surety. The evidence of authority must show that it is
effective on the date the agent or attorney-in-fact signed the accompanying bond.
D. Contractor shall obtain the required bonds from surety companies that are duly licensed or
authorized, in the state or jurisdiction in which the Project is located, to issue bonds in the
required amounts.
E. If the surety on a bond furnished by Contractor is declared bankrupt or becomes insolvent, or
the surety ceases to meet the requirements above, then Contractor shall promptly notify
Owner and Engineer in writing and shall, within 20 days after the event giving rise to such
notification, provide another bond and surety, both of which must comply with the bond and
surety requirements above.
F. If Contractor has failed to obtain a required bond, Owner may exclude the Contractor from
the Site and exercise Owner’s termination rights under Article 16.
G. Upon request to Owner from any Subcontractor, Supplier, or other person or entity claiming
to have furnished labor, services, materials, or equipment used in the performance of the
Work, Owner shall provide a copy of the payment bond to such person or entity.
H. Upon request to Contractor from any Subcontractor, Supplier, or other person or entity
claiming to have furnished labor, services, materials, or equipment used in the performance
of the Work, Contractor shall provide a copy of the payment bond to such person or entity.
6.02

Insurance—General Provisions
A. Owner and Contractor shall obtain and maintain insurance as required in this article and in
the Supplementary Conditions.
B. All insurance required by the Contract to be purchased and maintained by Owner or
Contractor shall be obtained from insurance companies that are duly licensed or authorized
in the state or jurisdiction in which the Project is located to issue insurance policies for the
required limits and coverages. Unless a different standard is indicated in the Supplementary
Conditions, all companies that provide insurance policies required under this Contract shall
have an A.M. Best rating of A-VII or better.
C. Alternative forms of insurance coverage, including but not limited to self-insurance and
“Occupational Accident and Excess Employer’s Indemnity Policies,” are not sufficient to meet
the insurance requirements of this Contract, unless expressly allowed in the Supplementary
Conditions.
D. Contractor shall deliver to Owner, with copies to each additional insured identified in the
Contract, certificates of insurance and endorsements establishing that Contractor has
obtained and is maintaining the policies and coverages required by the Contract. Upon
request by Owner or any other insured, Contractor shall also furnish other evidence of such
required insurance, including but not limited to copies of policies, documentation of
applicable self-insured retentions (if allowed) and deductibles, full disclosure of all relevant
exclusions, and evidence of insurance required to be purchased and maintained by
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Subcontractors or Suppliers. In any documentation furnished under this provision, Contractor,
Subcontractors, and Suppliers may block out (redact) (1) any confidential premium or pricing
information and (2) any wording specific to a project or jurisdiction other than those
applicable to this Contract.
E. Owner shall deliver to Contractor, with copies to each additional insured identified in the
Contract, certificates of insurance and endorsements establishing that Owner has obtained
and is maintaining the policies and coverages required of Owner by the Contract (if any). Upon
request by Contractor or any other insured, Owner shall also provide other evidence of such
required insurance (if any), including but not limited to copies of policies, documentation of
applicable self-insured retentions (if allowed) and deductibles, and full disclosure of all
relevant exclusions. In any documentation furnished under this provision, Owner may block
out (redact) (1) any confidential premium or pricing information and (2) any wording specific
to a project or jurisdiction other than those relevant to this Contract.
F. Failure of Owner or Contractor to demand such certificates or other evidence of the other
party’s full compliance with these insurance requirements, or failure of Owner or Contractor
to identify a deficiency in compliance from the evidence provided, will not be construed as a
waiver of the other party’s obligation to obtain and maintain such insurance.
G. In addition to the liability insurance required to be provided by Contractor, the Owner, at
Owner’s option, may purchase and maintain Owner’s own liability insurance. Owner’s liability
policies, if any, operate separately and independently from policies required to be provided
by Contractor, and Contractor cannot rely upon Owner’s liability policies for any of
Contractor’s obligations to the Owner, Engineer, or third parties.
H. Contractor shall require:
1. Subcontractors to purchase and maintain worker’s compensation, commercial general
liability, and other insurance that is appropriate for their participation in the Project, and
to name as additional insureds Owner and Engineer (and any other individuals or entities
identified in the Supplementary Conditions as additional insureds on Contractor’s liability
policies) on each Subcontractor’s commercial general liability insurance policy; and
2. Suppliers to purchase and maintain insurance that is appropriate for their participation in
the Project.
I.

If either party does not purchase or maintain the insurance required of such party by the
Contract, such party shall notify the other party in writing of such failure to purchase prior to
the start of the Work, or of such failure to maintain prior to any change in the required
coverage.

J.

If Contractor has failed to obtain and maintain required insurance, Contractor’s entitlement
to enter or remain at the Site will end immediately, and Owner may impose an appropriate
set-off against payment for any associated costs (including but not limited to the cost of
purchasing necessary insurance coverage), and exercise Owner’s termination rights under
Article 16.

K. Without prejudice to any other right or remedy, if a party has failed to obtain required
insurance, the other party may elect (but is in no way obligated) to obtain equivalent
insurance to protect such other party’s interests at the expense of the party who was required
to provide such coverage, and the Contract Price will be adjusted accordingly.
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L. Owner does not represent that insurance coverage and limits established in this Contract
necessarily will be adequate to protect Contractor or Contractor’s interests. Contractor is
responsible for determining whether such coverage and limits are adequate to protect its
interests, and for obtaining and maintaining any additional insurance that Contractor deems
necessary.
M. The insurance and insurance limits required herein will not be deemed as a limitation on
Contractor’s liability, or that of its Subcontractors or Suppliers, under the indemnities granted
to Owner and other individuals and entities in the Contract or otherwise.
N. All the policies of insurance required to be purchased and maintained under this Contract will
contain a provision or endorsement that the coverage afforded will not be canceled, or
renewal refused, until at least 10 days prior written notice has been given to the purchasing
policyholder. Within three days of receipt of any such written notice, the purchasing
policyholder shall provide a copy of the notice to each other insured and Engineer.
6.03

Contractor’s Insurance
A. Required Insurance: Contractor shall purchase and maintain Worker’s Compensation,
Commercial General Liability, and other insurance pursuant to the specific requirements of
the Supplementary Conditions.
B. General Provisions: The policies of insurance required by this Paragraph 6.03 as supplemented
must:
1. include at least the specific coverages required;
2. be written for not less than the limits provided, or those required by Laws or Regulations,
whichever is greater;
3. remain in effect at least until the Work is complete (as set forth in Paragraph 15.06.D),
and longer if expressly required elsewhere in this Contract, and at all times thereafter
when Contractor may be correcting, removing, or replacing defective Work as a warranty
or correction obligation, or otherwise, or returning to the Site to conduct other tasks
arising from the Contract;
4. apply with respect to the performance of the Work, whether such performance is by
Contractor, any Subcontractor or Supplier, or by anyone directly or indirectly employed
by any of them to perform any of the Work, or by anyone for whose acts any of them may
be liable; and
5. include all necessary endorsements to support the stated requirements.
C. Additional Insureds: The Contractor’s commercial general liability, automobile liability,
employer’s liability, umbrella or excess, pollution liability, and unmanned aerial vehicle
liability policies, if required by this Contract, must:
1. include and list as additional insureds Owner and Engineer, and any individuals or entities
identified as additional insureds in the Supplementary Conditions;
2. include coverage for the respective officers, directors, members, partners, employees,
and consultants of all such additional insureds;
3. afford primary coverage to these additional insureds for all claims covered thereby
(including as applicable those arising from both ongoing and completed operations);
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4. not seek contribution from insurance maintained by the additional insured; and
5. as to commercial general liability insurance, apply to additional insureds with respect to
liability caused in whole or in part by Contractor’s acts or omissions, or the acts and
omissions of those working on Contractor’s behalf, in the performance of Contractor’s
operations.
6.04

Builder’s Risk and Other Property Insurance
A. Builder’s Risk: Unless otherwise provided in the Supplementary Conditions, Contractor shall
purchase and maintain builder’s risk insurance upon the Work on a completed value basis, in
the amount of the Work’s full insurable replacement cost (subject to such deductible amounts
as may be provided in the Supplementary Conditions or required by Laws and Regulations).
The specific requirements applicable to the builder’s risk insurance are set forth in the
Supplementary Conditions.
B. Property Insurance for Facilities of Owner Where Work Will Occur: Owner is responsible for
obtaining and maintaining property insurance covering each existing structure, building, or
facility in which any part of the Work will occur, or to which any part of the Work will attach
or be adjoined. Such property insurance will be written on a special perils (all-risk) form, on a
replacement cost basis, providing coverage consistent with that required for the builder’s risk
insurance, and will be maintained until the Work is complete, as set forth in
Paragraph 15.06.D.
C. Property Insurance for Substantially Complete Facilities: Promptly after Substantial
Completion, and before actual occupancy or use of the substantially completed Work, Owner
will obtain property insurance for such substantially completed Work, and maintain such
property insurance at least until the Work is complete, as set forth in Paragraph 15.06.D. Such
property insurance will be written on a special perils (all-risk) form, on a replacement cost
basis, and provide coverage consistent with that required for the builder’s risk insurance. The
builder’s risk insurance may terminate upon written confirmation of Owner’s procurement of
such property insurance.
D. Partial Occupancy or Use by Owner: If Owner will occupy or use a portion or portions of the
Work prior to Substantial Completion of all the Work, as provided in Paragraph 15.04, then
Owner (directly, if it is the purchaser of the builder’s risk policy, or through Contractor) will
provide advance notice of such occupancy or use to the builder’s risk insurer, and obtain an
endorsement consenting to the continuation of coverage prior to commencing such partial
occupancy or use.
E. Insurance of Other Property; Additional Insurance: If the express insurance provisions of the
Contract do not require or address the insurance of a property item or interest, then the entity
or individual owning such property item will be responsible for insuring it. If Contractor elects
to obtain other special insurance to be included in or supplement the builder’s risk or property
insurance policies provided under this Paragraph 6.04, it may do so at Contractor’s expense.

6.05

Property Losses; Subrogation
A. The builder’s risk insurance policy purchased and maintained in accordance with
Paragraph 6.04 (or an installation floater policy if authorized by the Supplementary
Conditions), will contain provisions to the effect that in the event of payment of any loss or
damage the insurer will have no rights of recovery against any insureds thereunder, or against
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Engineer or its consultants, or their officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents,
consultants, or subcontractors.
1. Owner and Contractor waive all rights against each other and the respective officers,
directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, and subcontractors of
each and any of them, for all losses and damages caused by, arising out of, or resulting
from any of the perils, risks, or causes of loss covered by such policies and any other
property insurance applicable to the Work; and, in addition, waive all such rights against
Engineer, its consultants, all individuals or entities identified in the Supplementary
Conditions as builder’s risk or installation floater insureds, and the officers, directors,
members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, and subcontractors of each and any
of them, under such policies for losses and damages so caused.
2. None of the above waivers extends to the rights that any party making such waiver may
have to the proceeds of insurance held by Owner or Contractor as trustee or fiduciary, or
otherwise payable under any policy so issued.
B. Any property insurance policy maintained by Owner covering any loss, damage, or
consequential loss to Owner’s existing structures, buildings, or facilities in which any part of
the Work will occur, or to which any part of the Work will attach or adjoin; to adjacent
structures, buildings, or facilities of Owner; or to part or all of the completed or substantially
completed Work, during partial occupancy or use pursuant to Paragraph 15.04, after
Substantial Completion pursuant to Paragraph 15.03, or after final payment pursuant to
Paragraph 15.06, will contain provisions to the effect that in the event of payment of any loss
or damage the insurer will have no rights of recovery against any insureds thereunder, or
against Contractor, Subcontractors, or Engineer, or the officers, directors, members, partners,
employees, agents, consultants, or subcontractors of each and any of them, and that the
insured is allowed to waive the insurer’s rights of subrogation in a written contract executed
prior to the loss, damage, or consequential loss.
1. Owner waives all rights against Contractor, Subcontractors, and Engineer, and the
officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants and
subcontractors of each and any of them, for all losses and damages caused by, arising out
of, or resulting from fire or any of the perils, risks, or causes of loss covered by such
policies.
C. The waivers in this Paragraph 6.05 include the waiver of rights due to business interruption,
loss of use, or other consequential loss extending beyond direct physical loss or damage to
Owner’s property or the Work caused by, arising out of, or resulting from fire or other insured
peril, risk, or cause of loss.
D. Contractor shall be responsible for assuring that each Subcontract contains provisions
whereby the Subcontractor waives all rights against Owner, Contractor, all individuals or
entities identified in the Supplementary Conditions as insureds, the Engineer and its
consultants, and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents, consultants,
and subcontractors of each and any of them, for all losses and damages caused by, arising out
of, relating to, or resulting from fire or other peril, risk, or cause of loss covered by builder’s
risk insurance, installation floater, and any other property insurance applicable to the Work.
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6.06

Receipt and Application of Property Insurance Proceeds
A. Any insured loss under the builder’s risk and other policies of property insurance required by
Paragraph 6.04 will be adjusted and settled with the named insured that purchased the policy.
Such named insured shall act as fiduciary for the other insureds, and give notice to such other
insureds that adjustment and settlement of a claim is in progress. Any other insured may state
its position regarding a claim for insured loss in writing within 15 days after notice of such
claim.
B. Proceeds for such insured losses may be made payable by the insurer either jointly to multiple
insureds, or to the named insured that purchased the policy in its own right and as fiduciary
for other insureds, subject to the requirements of any applicable mortgage clause. A named
insured receiving insurance proceeds under the builder’s risk and other policies of insurance
required by Paragraph 6.04 shall maintain such proceeds in a segregated account, and
distribute such proceeds in accordance with such agreement as the parties in interest may
reach, or as otherwise required under the dispute resolution provisions of this Contract or
applicable Laws and Regulations.
C. If no other special agreement is reached, Contractor shall repair or replace the damaged
Work, using allocated insurance proceeds.

ARTICLE 7—CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES
7.01

Contractor’s Means and Methods of Construction
A. Contractor shall be solely responsible for the means, methods, techniques, sequences, and
procedures of construction.
B. If the Contract Documents note, or Contractor determines, that professional engineering or
other design services are needed to carry out Contractor’s responsibilities for construction
means, methods, techniques, sequences, and procedures, or for Site safety, then Contractor
shall cause such services to be provided by a properly licensed design professional, at
Contractor’s expense. Such services are not Owner-delegated professional design services
under this Contract, and neither Owner nor Engineer has any responsibility with respect to
(1) Contractor’s determination of the need for such services, (2) the qualifications or licensing
of the design professionals retained or employed by Contractor, (3) the performance of such
services, or (4) any errors, omissions, or defects in such services.

7.02

Supervision and Superintendence
A. Contractor shall supervise, inspect, and direct the Work competently and efficiently, devoting
such attention thereto and applying such skills and expertise as may be necessary to perform
the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents.
B. At all times during the progress of the Work, Contractor shall assign a competent resident
superintendent who will not be replaced without written notice to Owner and Engineer
except under extraordinary circumstances.

7.03

Labor; Working Hours
A. Contractor shall provide competent, suitably qualified personnel to survey and lay out the
Work and perform construction as required by the Contract Documents. Contractor shall
maintain good discipline and order at the Site.
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B. Contractor shall be fully responsible to Owner and Engineer for all acts and omissions of
Contractor’s employees; of Suppliers and Subcontractors, and their employees; and of any
other individuals or entities performing or furnishing any of the Work, just as Contractor is
responsible for Contractor’s own acts and omissions.
C. Except as otherwise required for the safety or protection of persons or the Work or property
at the Site or adjacent thereto, and except as otherwise stated in the Contract Documents, all
Work at the Site will be performed during regular working hours, Monday through Friday.
Contractor will not perform Work on a Saturday, Sunday, or any legal holiday. Contractor may
perform Work outside regular working hours or on Saturdays, Sundays, or legal holidays only
with Owner’s written consent, which will not be unreasonably withheld.
7.04

Services, Materials, and Equipment
A. Unless otherwise specified in the Contract Documents, Contractor shall provide and assume
full responsibility for all services, materials, equipment, labor, transportation, construction
equipment and machinery, tools, appliances, fuel, power, light, heat, telephone, water,
sanitary facilities, temporary facilities, and all other facilities and incidentals necessary for the
performance, testing, start up, and completion of the Work, whether or not such items are
specifically called for in the Contract Documents.
B. All materials and equipment incorporated into the Work must be new and of good quality,
except as otherwise provided in the Contract Documents. All special warranties and
guarantees required by the Specifications will expressly run to the benefit of Owner. If
required by Engineer, Contractor shall furnish satisfactory evidence (including reports of
required tests) as to the source, kind, and quality of materials and equipment.
C. All materials and equipment must be stored, applied, installed, connected, erected,
protected, used, cleaned, and conditioned in accordance with instructions of the applicable
Supplier, except as otherwise may be provided in the Contract Documents.

7.05

“Or Equals”
A. Contractor’s Request; Governing Criteria: Whenever an item of equipment or material is
specified or described in the Contract Documents by using the names of one or more
proprietary items or specific Suppliers, the Contract Price has been based upon Contractor
furnishing such item as specified. The specification or description of such an item is intended
to establish the type, function, appearance, and quality required. Unless the specification or
description contains or is followed by words reading that no like, equivalent, or “or equal”
item is permitted, Contractor may request that Engineer authorize the use of other items of
equipment or material, or items from other proposed Suppliers, under the circumstances
described below.
1. If Engineer in its sole discretion determines that an item of equipment or material
proposed by Contractor is functionally equal to that named and sufficiently similar so that
no change in related Work will be required, Engineer will deem it an “or equal” item. For
the purposes of this paragraph, a proposed item of equipment or material will be
considered functionally equal to an item so named if:
a. in the exercise of reasonable judgment Engineer determines that the proposed item:
1) is at least equal in materials of construction, quality, durability, appearance,
strength, and design characteristics;
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2) will reliably perform at least equally well the function and achieve the results
imposed by the design concept of the completed Project as a functioning whole;
3) has a proven record of performance and availability of responsive service; and
4) is not objectionable to Owner.
b. Contractor certifies that, if the proposed item is approved and incorporated into the
Work:
1) there will be no increase in cost to the Owner or increase in Contract Times; and
2) the item will conform substantially to the detailed requirements of the item
named in the Contract Documents.
B. Contractor’s Expense: Contractor shall provide all data in support of any proposed “or equal”
item at Contractor’s expense.
C. Engineer’s Evaluation and Determination: Engineer will be allowed a reasonable time to
evaluate each “or-equal” request. Engineer may require Contractor to furnish additional data
about the proposed “or-equal” item. Engineer will be the sole judge of acceptability. No “orequal” item will be ordered, furnished, installed, or utilized until Engineer’s review is complete
and Engineer determines that the proposed item is an “or-equal,” which will be evidenced by
an approved Shop Drawing or other written communication. Engineer will advise Contractor
in writing of any negative determination.
D. Effect of Engineer’s Determination: Neither approval nor denial of an “or-equal” request will
result in any change in Contract Price. The Engineer’s denial of an “or-equal” request will be
final and binding, and may not be reversed through an appeal under any provision of the
Contract.
E. Treatment as a Substitution Request: If Engineer determines that an item of equipment or
material proposed by Contractor does not qualify as an “or-equal” item, Contractor may
request that Engineer consider the item a proposed substitute pursuant to Paragraph 7.06.
7.06

Substitutes
A. Contractor’s Request; Governing Criteria: Unless the specification or description of an item of
equipment or material required to be furnished under the Contract Documents contains or is
followed by words reading that no substitution is permitted, Contractor may request that
Engineer authorize the use of other items of equipment or material under the circumstances
described below. To the extent possible such requests must be made before commencement
of related construction at the Site.
1. Contractor shall submit sufficient information as provided below to allow Engineer to
determine if the item of material or equipment proposed is functionally equivalent to that
named and an acceptable substitute therefor. Engineer will not accept requests for
review of proposed substitute items of equipment or material from anyone other than
Contractor.
2. The requirements for review by Engineer will be as set forth in Paragraph 7.06.B, as
supplemented by the Specifications, and as Engineer may decide is appropriate under the
circumstances.
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3. Contractor shall make written application to Engineer for review of a proposed substitute
item of equipment or material that Contractor seeks to furnish or use. The application:
a. will certify that the proposed substitute item will:
1) perform adequately the functions and achieve the results called for by the
general design;
2) be similar in substance to the item specified; and
3) be suited to the same use as the item specified.
b. will state:
1) the extent, if any, to which the use of the proposed substitute item will
necessitate a change in Contract Times;
2) whether use of the proposed substitute item in the Work will require a change in
any of the Contract Documents (or in the provisions of any other direct contract
with Owner for other work on the Project) to adapt the design to the proposed
substitute item; and
3) whether incorporation or use of the proposed substitute item in connection with
the Work is subject to payment of any license fee or royalty.
c. will identify:
1) all variations of the proposed substitute item from the item specified; and
2) available engineering, sales, maintenance, repair, and replacement services.
d. will contain an itemized estimate of all costs or credits that will result directly or
indirectly from use of such substitute item, including but not limited to changes in
Contract Price, shared savings, costs of redesign, and claims of other contractors
affected by any resulting change.
B. Engineer’s Evaluation and Determination: Engineer will be allowed a reasonable time to
evaluate each substitute request, and to obtain comments and direction from Owner.
Engineer may require Contractor to furnish additional data about the proposed substitute
item. Engineer will be the sole judge of acceptability. No substitute will be ordered, furnished,
installed, or utilized until Engineer’s review is complete and Engineer determines that the
proposed item is an acceptable substitute. Engineer’s determination will be evidenced by a
Field Order or a proposed Change Order accounting for the substitution itself and all related
impacts, including changes in Contract Price or Contract Times. Engineer will advise
Contractor in writing of any negative determination.
C. Special Guarantee: Owner may require Contractor to furnish at Contractor’s expense a special
performance guarantee or other surety with respect to any substitute.
D. Reimbursement of Engineer’s Cost: Engineer will record Engineer’s costs in evaluating a
substitute proposed or submitted by Contractor. Whether or not Engineer approves a
substitute so proposed or submitted by Contractor, Contractor shall reimburse Owner for the
reasonable charges of Engineer for evaluating each such proposed substitute. Contractor shall
also reimburse Owner for the reasonable charges of Engineer for making changes in the
Contract Documents (or in the provisions of any other direct contract with Owner) resulting
from the acceptance of each proposed substitute.
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E. Contractor’s Expense: Contractor shall provide all data in support of any proposed substitute
at Contractor’s expense.
F. Effect of Engineer’s Determination: If Engineer approves the substitution request, Contractor
shall execute the proposed Change Order and proceed with the substitution. The Engineer’s
denial of a substitution request will be final and binding, and may not be reversed through an
appeal under any provision of the Contract. Contractor may challenge the scope of
reimbursement costs imposed under Paragraph 7.06.D, by timely submittal of a Change
Proposal.
7.07

Concerning Subcontractors and Suppliers
A. Contractor may retain Subcontractors and Suppliers for the performance of parts of the Work.
Such Subcontractors and Suppliers must be acceptable to Owner. The Contractor’s retention
of a Subcontractor or Supplier for the performance of parts of the Work will not relieve
Contractor’s obligation to Owner to perform and complete the Work in accordance with the
Contract Documents.
B. Contractor shall retain specific Subcontractors and Suppliers for the performance of
designated parts of the Work if required by the Contract to do so.
C. Subsequent to the submittal of Contractor’s Bid or final negotiation of the terms of the
Contract, Owner may not require Contractor to retain any Subcontractor or Supplier to furnish
or perform any of the Work against which Contractor has reasonable objection.
D. Prior to entry into any binding subcontract or purchase order, Contractor shall submit to
Owner the identity of the proposed Subcontractor or Supplier (unless Owner has already
deemed such proposed Subcontractor or Supplier acceptable during the bidding process or
otherwise). Such proposed Subcontractor or Supplier shall be deemed acceptable to Owner
unless Owner raises a substantive, reasonable objection within 5 days.
E. Owner may require the replacement of any Subcontractor or Supplier. Owner also may
require Contractor to retain specific replacements; provided, however, that Owner may not
require a replacement to which Contractor has a reasonable objection. If Contractor has
submitted the identity of certain Subcontractors or Suppliers for acceptance by Owner, and
Owner has accepted it (either in writing or by failing to make written objection thereto), then
Owner may subsequently revoke the acceptance of any such Subcontractor or Supplier so
identified solely on the basis of substantive, reasonable objection after due investigation.
Contractor shall submit an acceptable replacement for the rejected Subcontractor or
Supplier.
F. If Owner requires the replacement of any Subcontractor or Supplier retained by Contractor
to perform any part of the Work, then Contractor shall be entitled to an adjustment in
Contract Price or Contract Times, with respect to the replacement; and Contractor shall
initiate a Change Proposal for such adjustment within 30 days of Owner’s requirement of
replacement.
G. No acceptance by Owner of any such Subcontractor or Supplier, whether initially or as a
replacement, will constitute a waiver of the right of Owner to the completion of the Work in
accordance with the Contract Documents.
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H. On a monthly basis, Contractor shall submit to Engineer a complete list of all Subcontractors
and Suppliers having a direct contract with Contractor, and of all other Subcontractors and
Suppliers known to Contractor at the time of submittal.
I.

Contractor shall be solely responsible for scheduling and coordinating the work of
Subcontractors and Suppliers.

J.

The divisions and sections of the Specifications and the identifications of any Drawings do not
control Contractor in dividing the Work among Subcontractors or Suppliers, or in delineating
the Work to be performed by any specific trade.

K. All Work performed for Contractor by a Subcontractor or Supplier must be pursuant to an
appropriate contractual agreement that specifically binds the Subcontractor or Supplier to
the applicable terms and conditions of the Contract for the benefit of Owner and Engineer.
L. Owner may furnish to any Subcontractor or Supplier, to the extent practicable, information
about amounts paid to Contractor for Work performed for Contractor by the Subcontractor
or Supplier.
M. Contractor shall restrict all Subcontractors and Suppliers from communicating with Engineer
or Owner, except through Contractor or in case of an emergency, or as otherwise expressly
allowed in this Contract.
7.08

Patent Fees and Royalties
A. Contractor shall pay all license fees and royalties and assume all costs incident to the use in
the performance of the Work or the incorporation in the Work of any invention, design,
process, product, or device which is the subject of patent rights or copyrights held by others.
If an invention, design, process, product, or device is specified in the Contract Documents for
use in the performance of the Work and if, to the actual knowledge of Owner or Engineer, its
use is subject to patent rights or copyrights calling for the payment of any license fee or
royalty to others, the existence of such rights will be disclosed in the Contract Documents.
B. To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Owner shall indemnify and hold
harmless Contractor, and its officers, directors, members, partners, employees, agents,
consultants, and subcontractors, from and against all claims, costs, losses, and damages
(including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other
professionals, and all court or arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of or
relating to any infringement of patent rights or copyrights incident to the use in the
performance of the Work or resulting from the incorporation in the Work of any invention,
design, process, product, or device specified in the Contract Documents, but not identified as
being subject to payment of any license fee or royalty to others required by patent rights or
copyrights.
C. To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, Contractor shall indemnify and hold
harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners, employees,
agents, consultants and subcontractors of each and any of them, from and against all claims,
costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers,
architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration or other dispute
resolution costs) arising out of or relating to any infringement of patent rights or copyrights
incident to the use in the performance of the Work or resulting from the incorporation in the
Work of any invention, design, process, product, or device not specified in the Contract
Documents.
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7.09

Permits
A. Unless otherwise provided in the Contract Documents, Contractor shall obtain and pay for all
construction permits, licenses, and certificates of occupancy. Owner shall assist Contractor,
when necessary, in obtaining such permits and licenses. Contractor shall pay all governmental
charges and inspection fees necessary for the prosecution of the Work which are applicable
at the time of the submission of Contractor’s Bid (or when Contractor became bound under a
negotiated contract). Owner shall pay all charges of utility owners for connections for
providing permanent service to the Work.

7.10

Taxes
A. Contractor shall pay all sales, consumer, use, and other similar taxes required to be paid by
Contractor in accordance with the Laws and Regulations of the place of the Project which are
applicable during the performance of the Work.

7.11

Laws and Regulations
A. Contractor shall give all notices required by and shall comply with all Laws and Regulations
applicable to the performance of the Work. Neither Owner nor Engineer shall be responsible
for monitoring Contractor’s compliance with any Laws or Regulations.
B. If Contractor performs any Work or takes any other action knowing or having reason to know
that it is contrary to Laws or Regulations, Contractor shall bear all resulting costs and losses,
and shall indemnify and hold harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors,
members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, and subcontractors of each and any of
them, from and against all claims, costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all
fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or
arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of or relating to such Work or other
action. It is not Contractor’s responsibility to make certain that the Work described in the
Contract Documents is in accordance with Laws and Regulations, but this does not relieve
Contractor of its obligations under Paragraph 3.03.
C. Owner or Contractor may give written notice to the other party of any changes after the
submission of Contractor’s Bid (or after the date when Contractor became bound under a
negotiated contract) in Laws or Regulations having an effect on the cost or time of
performance of the Work, including but not limited to changes in Laws or Regulations having
an effect on procuring permits and on sales, use, value-added, consumption, and other similar
taxes. If Owner and Contractor are unable to agree on entitlement to or on the amount or
extent, if any, of any adjustment in Contract Price or Contract Times resulting from such
changes, then within 30 days of such written notice Contractor may submit a Change
Proposal, or Owner may initiate a Claim.

7.12

Record Documents
A. Contractor shall maintain in a safe place at the Site one printed record copy of all Drawings,
Specifications, Addenda, Change Orders, Work Change Directives, Field Orders, written
interpretations and clarifications, and approved Shop Drawings. Contractor shall keep such
record documents in good order and annotate them to show changes made during
construction. These record documents, together with all approved Samples, will be available
to Engineer for reference. Upon completion of the Work, Contractor shall deliver these record
documents to Engineer.
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7.13

Safety and Protection
A. Contractor shall be solely responsible for initiating, maintaining, and supervising all safety
precautions and programs in connection with the Work. Such responsibility does not relieve
Subcontractors of their responsibility for the safety of persons or property in the performance
of their work, nor for compliance with applicable safety Laws and Regulations.
B. Contractor shall designate a qualified and experienced safety representative whose duties
and responsibilities are the prevention of Work-related accidents and the maintenance and
supervision of safety precautions and programs.
C. Contractor shall take all necessary precautions for the safety of, and shall provide the
necessary protection to prevent damage, injury, or loss to:
1. all persons on the Site or who may be affected by the Work;
2. all the Work and materials and equipment to be incorporated therein, whether in storage
on or off the Site; and
3. other property at the Site or adjacent thereto, including trees, shrubs, lawns, walks,
pavements, roadways, structures, other work in progress, utilities, and Underground
Facilities not designated for removal, relocation, or replacement in the course of
construction.
D. All damage, injury, or loss to any property referred to in Paragraph 7.13.C.2 or 7.13.C.3
caused, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, by Contractor, any Subcontractor, Supplier,
or any other individual or entity directly or indirectly employed by any of them to perform
any of the Work, or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable, shall be remedied by
Contractor at its expense (except damage or loss attributable to the fault of Drawings or
Specifications or to the acts or omissions of Owner or Engineer or anyone employed by any
of them, or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable, and not attributable, directly or
indirectly, in whole or in part, to the fault or negligence of Contractor or any Subcontractor,
Supplier, or other individual or entity directly or indirectly employed by any of them).
E. Contractor shall comply with all applicable Laws and Regulations relating to the safety of
persons or property, or to the protection of persons or property from damage, injury, or loss;
and shall erect and maintain all necessary safeguards for such safety and protection.
F. Contractor shall notify Owner; the owners of adjacent property; the owners of Underground
Facilities and other utilities (if the identity of such owners is known to Contractor); and other
contractors and utility owners performing work at or adjacent to the Site, in writing, when
Contractor knows that prosecution of the Work may affect them, and shall cooperate with
them in the protection, removal, relocation, and replacement of their property or work in
progress.
G. Contractor shall comply with the applicable requirements of Owner’s safety programs, if any.
Any Owner’s safety programs that are applicable to the Work are identified or included in the
Supplementary Conditions or Specifications.
H. Contractor shall inform Owner and Engineer of the specific requirements of Contractor’s
safety program with which Owner’s and Engineer’s employees and representatives must
comply while at the Site.
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7.14

I.

Contractor’s duties and responsibilities for safety and protection will continue until all the
Work is completed, Engineer has issued a written notice to Owner and Contractor in
accordance with Paragraph 15.06.C that the Work is acceptable, and Contractor has left the
Site (except as otherwise expressly provided in connection with Substantial Completion).

J.

Contractor’s duties and responsibilities for safety and protection will resume whenever
Contractor or any Subcontractor or Supplier returns to the Site to fulfill warranty or correction
obligations, or to conduct other tasks arising from the Contract Documents.

Hazard Communication Programs
A. Contractor shall be responsible for coordinating any exchange of safety data sheets (formerly
known as material safety data sheets) or other hazard communication information required
to be made available to or exchanged between or among employers at the Site in accordance
with Laws or Regulations.

7.15

Emergencies
A. In emergencies affecting the safety or protection of persons or the Work or property at the
Site or adjacent thereto, Contractor is obligated to act to prevent damage, injury, or loss.
Contractor shall give Engineer prompt written notice if Contractor believes that any significant
changes in the Work or variations from the Contract Documents have been caused by an
emergency, or are required as a result of Contractor’s response to an emergency. If Engineer
determines that a change in the Contract Documents is required because of an emergency or
Contractor’s response, a Work Change Directive or Change Order will be issued.

7.16

Submittals
A. Shop Drawing and Sample Requirements
1. Before submitting a Shop Drawing or Sample, Contractor shall:
a. review and coordinate the Shop Drawing or Sample with other Shop Drawings and
Samples and with the requirements of the Work and the Contract Documents;
b. determine and verify:
1) all field measurements, quantities, dimensions, specified performance and design
criteria, installation requirements, materials, catalog numbers, and similar
information with respect to the Submittal;
2) the suitability of all materials and equipment offered with respect to the indicated
application, fabrication, shipping, handling, storage, assembly, and installation
pertaining to the performance of the Work; and
3) all information relative to Contractor’s responsibilities for means, methods,
techniques, sequences, and procedures of construction, and safety precautions
and programs incident thereto;
c. confirm that the Submittal is complete with respect to all related data included in the
Submittal.
2. Each Shop Drawing or Sample must bear a stamp or specific written certification that
Contractor has satisfied Contractor’s obligations under the Contract Documents with
respect to Contractor’s review of that Submittal, and that Contractor approves the
Submittal.
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3. With each Shop Drawing or Sample, Contractor shall give Engineer specific written notice
of any variations that the Submittal may have from the requirements of the Contract
Documents. This notice must be set forth in a written communication separate from the
Submittal; and, in addition, in the case of a Shop Drawing by a specific notation made on
the Shop Drawing itself.
B. Submittal Procedures for Shop Drawings and Samples: Contractor shall label and submit Shop
Drawings and Samples to Engineer for review and approval in accordance with the accepted
Schedule of Submittals.
1. Shop Drawings
a. Contractor shall submit the number of copies required in the Specifications.
b. Data shown on the Shop Drawings must be complete with respect to quantities,
dimensions, specified performance and design criteria, materials, and similar data to
show Engineer the services, materials, and equipment Contractor proposes to
provide, and to enable Engineer to review the information for the limited purposes
required by Paragraph 7.16.C.
2. Samples
a. Contractor shall submit the number of Samples required in the Specifications.
b. Contractor shall clearly identify each Sample as to material, Supplier, pertinent data
such as catalog numbers, the use for which intended and other data as Engineer may
require to enable Engineer to review the Submittal for the limited purposes required
by Paragraph 7.16.C.
3. Where a Shop Drawing or Sample is required by the Contract Documents or the Schedule
of Submittals, any related Work performed prior to Engineer’s review and approval of the
pertinent submittal will be at the sole expense and responsibility of Contractor.
C. Engineer’s Review of Shop Drawings and Samples
1. Engineer will provide timely review of Shop Drawings and Samples in accordance with the
accepted Schedule of Submittals. Engineer’s review and approval will be only to
determine if the items covered by the Submittals will, after installation or incorporation
in the Work, comply with the requirements of the Contract Documents, and be
compatible with the design concept of the completed Project as a functioning whole as
indicated by the Contract Documents.
2. Engineer’s review and approval will not extend to means, methods, techniques,
sequences, or procedures of construction, or to safety precautions or programs incident
thereto.
3. Engineer’s review and approval of a separate item as such will not indicate approval of
the assembly in which the item functions.
4. Engineer’s review and approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample will not relieve Contractor
from responsibility for any variation from the requirements of the Contract Documents
unless Contractor has complied with the requirements of Paragraph 7.16.A.3 and
Engineer has given written approval of each such variation by specific written notation
thereof incorporated in or accompanying the Shop Drawing or Sample. Engineer will
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document any such approved variation from the requirements of the Contract
Documents in a Field Order or other appropriate Contract modification.
5. Engineer’s review and approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample will not relieve Contractor
from responsibility for complying with the requirements of Paragraphs 7.16.A and B.
6. Engineer’s review and approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample, or of a variation from the
requirements of the Contract Documents, will not, under any circumstances, change the
Contract Times or Contract Price, unless such changes are included in a Change Order.
7. Neither Engineer’s receipt, review, acceptance, or approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample
will result in such item becoming a Contract Document.
8. Contractor shall perform the Work in compliance with the requirements and
commitments set forth in approved Shop Drawings and Samples, subject to the provisions
of Paragraph 7.16.C.4.
D. Resubmittal Procedures for Shop Drawings and Samples
1. Contractor shall make corrections required by Engineer and shall return the required
number of corrected copies of Shop Drawings and submit, as required, new Samples for
review and approval. Contractor shall direct specific attention in writing to revisions other
than the corrections called for by Engineer on previous Submittals.
2. Contractor shall furnish required Shop Drawing and Sample submittals with sufficient
information and accuracy to obtain required approval of an item with no more than two
resubmittals. Engineer will record Engineer’s time for reviewing a third or subsequent
resubmittal of a Shop Drawing or Sample, and Contractor shall be responsible for
Engineer’s charges to Owner for such time. Owner may impose a set-off against payments
due Contractor to secure reimbursement for such charges.
3. If Contractor requests a change of a previously approved Shop Drawing or Sample,
Contractor shall be responsible for Engineer’s charges to Owner for its review time, and
Owner may impose a set-off against payments due Contractor to secure reimbursement
for such charges, unless the need for such change is beyond the control of Contractor.
E. Submittals Other than Shop Drawings, Samples, and Owner-Delegated Designs
1. The following provisions apply to all Submittals other than Shop Drawings, Samples, and
Owner-delegated designs:
a. Contractor shall submit all such Submittals to the Engineer in accordance with the
Schedule of Submittals and pursuant to the applicable terms of the Contract
Documents.
b. Engineer will provide timely review of all such Submittals in accordance with the
Schedule of Submittals and return such Submittals with a notation of either Accepted
or Not Accepted. Any such Submittal that is not returned within the time established
in the Schedule of Submittals will be deemed accepted.
c. Engineer’s review will be only to determine if the Submittal is acceptable under the
requirements of the Contract Documents as to general form and content of the
Submittal.
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d. If any such Submittal is not accepted, Contractor shall confer with Engineer regarding
the reason for the non-acceptance, and resubmit an acceptable document.
2. Procedures for the submittal and acceptance of the Progress Schedule, the Schedule of
Submittals, and the Schedule of Values are set forth in Paragraphs 2.03. 2.04, and 2.05.
F. Owner-delegated Designs: Submittals pursuant to Owner-delegated designs are governed by
the provisions of Paragraph 7.19.
7.17

Contractor’s General Warranty and Guarantee
A. Contractor warrants and guarantees to Owner that all Work will be in accordance with the
Contract Documents and will not be defective. Engineer is entitled to rely on Contractor’s
warranty and guarantee.
B. Owner’s rights under this warranty and guarantee are in addition to, and are not limited by,
Owner’s rights under the correction period provisions of Paragraph 15.08. The time in which
Owner may enforce its warranty and guarantee rights under this Paragraph 7.17 is limited
only by applicable Laws and Regulations restricting actions to enforce such rights; provided,
however, that after the end of the correction period under Paragraph 15.08:
1. Owner shall give Contractor written notice of any defective Work within 60 days of the
discovery that such Work is defective; and
2. Such notice will be deemed the start of an event giving rise to a Claim under
Paragraph 12.01.B, such that any related Claim must be brought within 30 days of the
notice.
C. Contractor’s warranty and guarantee hereunder excludes defects or damage caused by:
1. abuse, or improper modification, maintenance, or operation, by persons other than
Contractor, Subcontractors, Suppliers, or any other individual or entity for whom
Contractor is responsible; or
2. normal wear and tear under normal usage.
D. Contractor’s obligation to perform and complete the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents is absolute. None of the following will constitute an acceptance of Work that is
not in accordance with the Contract Documents, a release of Contractor’s obligation to
perform the Work in accordance with the Contract Documents, or a release of Owner’s
warranty and guarantee rights under this Paragraph 7.17:
1. Observations by Engineer;
2. Recommendation by Engineer or payment by Owner of any progress or final payment;
3. The issuance of a certificate of Substantial Completion by Engineer or any payment
related thereto by Owner;
4. Use or occupancy of the Work or any part thereof by Owner;
5. Any review and approval of a Shop Drawing or Sample submittal;
6. The issuance of a notice of acceptability by Engineer;
7. The end of the correction period established in Paragraph 15.08;
8. Any inspection, test, or approval by others; or
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9. Any correction of defective Work by Owner.
E. If the Contract requires the Contractor to accept the assignment of a contract entered into by
Owner, then the specific warranties, guarantees, and correction obligations contained in the
assigned contract will govern with respect to Contractor’s performance obligations to Owner
for the Work described in the assigned contract.
7.18

Indemnification
A. To the fullest extent permitted by Laws and Regulations, and in addition to any other
obligations of Contractor under the Contract or otherwise, Contractor shall indemnify and
hold harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners,
employees, agents, consultants and subcontractors of each and any of them, from losses,
damages, costs, and judgments (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers,
architects, attorneys, and other professionals, and all court or arbitration or other dispute
resolution costs) arising from third-party claims or actions relating to or resulting from the
performance or furnishing of the Work, provided that any such claim, action, loss, cost,
judgment or damage is attributable to bodily injury, sickness, disease, or death, or to damage
to or destruction of tangible property (other than the Work itself), including the loss of use
resulting therefrom, but only to the extent caused by any negligent act or omission of
Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier, or any individual or entity directly or indirectly
employed by any of them to perform any of the Work, or anyone for whose acts any of them
may be liable.
B. In any and all claims against Owner or Engineer, or any of their officers, directors, members,
partners, employees, agents, consultants, or subcontractors, by any employee (or the survivor
or personal representative of such employee) of Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier,
or any individual or entity directly or indirectly employed by any of them to perform any of
the Work, or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable, the indemnification obligation
under Paragraph 7.18.A will not be limited in any way by any limitation on the amount or type
of damages, compensation, or benefits payable by or for Contractor or any such
Subcontractor, Supplier, or other individual or entity under workers’ compensation acts,
disability benefit acts, or other employee benefit acts.

7.19

Delegation of Professional Design Services
A. Owner may require Contractor to provide professional design services for a portion of the
Work by express delegation in the Contract Documents. Such delegation will specify the
performance and design criteria that such services must satisfy, and the Submittals that
Contractor must furnish to Engineer with respect to the Owner-delegated design.
B. Contractor shall cause such Owner-delegated professional design services to be provided
pursuant to the professional standard of care by a properly licensed design professional,
whose signature and seal must appear on all drawings, calculations, specifications,
certifications, and Submittals prepared by such design professional. Such design professional
must issue all certifications of design required by Laws and Regulations.
C. If a Shop Drawing or other Submittal related to the Owner-delegated design is prepared by
Contractor, a Subcontractor, or others for submittal to Engineer, then such Shop Drawing or
other Submittal must bear the written approval of Contractor’s design professional when
submitted by Contractor to Engineer.
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D. Owner and Engineer shall be entitled to rely upon the adequacy, accuracy, and completeness
of the services, certifications, and approvals performed or provided by the design
professionals retained or employed by Contractor under an Owner-delegated design, subject
to the professional standard of care and the performance and design criteria stated in the
Contract Documents.
E. Pursuant to this Paragraph 7.19, Engineer’s review, approval, and other determinations
regarding design drawings, calculations, specifications, certifications, and other Submittals
furnished by Contractor pursuant to an Owner-delegated design will be only for the following
limited purposes:
1. Checking for conformance with the requirements of this Paragraph 7.19;
2. Confirming that Contractor (through its design professionals) has used the performance
and design criteria specified in the Contract Documents; and
3. Establishing that the design furnished by Contractor is consistent with the design concept
expressed in the Contract Documents.
F. Contractor shall not be responsible for the adequacy of performance or design criteria
specified by Owner or Engineer.
G. Contractor is not required to provide professional services in violation of applicable Laws and
Regulations.
ARTICLE 8—OTHER WORK AT THE SITE
8.01

Other Work
A. In addition to and apart from the Work under the Contract Documents, the Owner may
perform other work at or adjacent to the Site. Such other work may be performed by Owner’s
employees, or through contracts between the Owner and third parties. Owner may also
arrange to have third-party utility owners perform work on their utilities and facilities at or
adjacent to the Site.
B. If Owner performs other work at or adjacent to the Site with Owner’s employees, or through
contracts for such other work, then Owner shall give Contractor written notice thereof prior
to starting any such other work. If Owner has advance information regarding the start of any
third-party utility work that Owner has arranged to take place at or adjacent to the Site,
Owner shall provide such information to Contractor.
C. Contractor shall afford proper and safe access to the Site to each contractor that performs
such other work, each utility owner performing other work, and Owner, if Owner is
performing other work with Owner’s employees, and provide a reasonable opportunity for
the introduction and storage of materials and equipment and the execution of such other
work.
D. Contractor shall do all cutting, fitting, and patching of the Work that may be required to
properly connect or otherwise make its several parts come together and properly integrate
with such other work. Contractor shall not endanger any work of others by cutting,
excavating, or otherwise altering such work; provided, however, that Contractor may cut or
alter others' work with the written consent of Engineer and the others whose work will be
affected.
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E. If the proper execution or results of any part of Contractor’s Work depends upon work
performed by others, Contractor shall inspect such other work and promptly report to
Engineer in writing any delays, defects, or deficiencies in such other work that render it
unavailable or unsuitable for the proper execution and results of Contractor’s Work.
Contractor’s failure to so report will constitute an acceptance of such other work as fit and
proper for integration with Contractor’s Work except for latent defects and deficiencies in
such other work.
F. The provisions of this article are not applicable to work that is performed by third-party
utilities or other third-party entities without a contract with Owner, or that is performed
without having been arranged by Owner. If such work occurs, then any related delay,
disruption, or interference incurred by Contractor is governed by the provisions of
Paragraph 4.05.C.3.
8.02

Coordination
A. If Owner intends to contract with others for the performance of other work at or adjacent to
the Site, to perform other work at or adjacent to the Site with Owner’s employees, or to
arrange to have utility owners perform work at or adjacent to the Site, the following will be
set forth in the Supplementary Conditions or provided to Contractor prior to the start of any
such other work:
1. The identity of the individual or entity that will have authority and responsibility for
coordination of the activities among the various contractors;
2. An itemization of the specific matters to be covered by such authority and responsibility;
and
3. The extent of such authority and responsibilities.
B. Unless otherwise provided in the Supplementary Conditions, Owner shall have sole authority
and responsibility for such coordination.

8.03

Legal Relationships
A. If, in the course of performing other work for Owner at or adjacent to the Site, the Owner’s
employees, any other contractor working for Owner, or any utility owner that Owner has
arranged to perform work, causes damage to the Work or to the property of Contractor or its
Subcontractors, or delays, disrupts, interferes with, or increases the scope or cost of the
performance of the Work, through actions or inaction, then Contractor shall be entitled to an
equitable adjustment in the Contract Price or the Contract Times. Contractor must submit any
Change Proposal seeking an equitable adjustment in the Contract Price or the Contract Times
under this paragraph within 30 days of the damaging, delaying, disrupting, or interfering
event. The entitlement to, and extent of, any such equitable adjustment will take into account
information (if any) regarding such other work that was provided to Contractor in the Contract
Documents prior to the submittal of the Bid or the final negotiation of the terms of the
Contract, and any remedies available to Contractor under Laws or Regulations concerning
utility action or inaction. When applicable, any such equitable adjustment in Contract Price
will be conditioned on Contractor assigning to Owner all Contractor’s rights against such other
contractor or utility owner with respect to the damage, delay, disruption, or interference that
is the subject of the adjustment. Contractor’s entitlement to an adjustment of the Contract
Times or Contract Price is subject to the provisions of Paragraphs 4.05.D and 4.05.E.
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B. Contractor shall take reasonable and customary measures to avoid damaging, delaying,
disrupting, or interfering with the work of Owner, any other contractor, or any utility owner
performing other work at or adjacent to the Site.
1. If Contractor fails to take such measures and as a result damages, delays, disrupts, or
interferes with the work of any such other contractor or utility owner, then Owner may
impose a set-off against payments due Contractor, and assign to such other contractor or
utility owner the Owner’s contractual rights against Contractor with respect to the breach
of the obligations set forth in this Paragraph 8.03.B.
2. When Owner is performing other work at or adjacent to the Site with Owner’s employees,
Contractor shall be liable to Owner for damage to such other work, and for the reasonable
direct delay, disruption, and interference costs incurred by Owner as a result of
Contractor’s failure to take reasonable and customary measures with respect to Owner’s
other work. In response to such damage, delay, disruption, or interference, Owner may
impose a set-off against payments due Contractor.
C. If Contractor damages, delays, disrupts, or interferes with the work of any other contractor,
or any utility owner performing other work at or adjacent to the Site, through Contractor’s
failure to take reasonable and customary measures to avoid such impacts, or if any claim
arising out of Contractor’s actions, inactions, or negligence in performance of the Work at or
adjacent to the Site is made by any such other contractor or utility owner against Contractor,
Owner, or Engineer, then Contractor shall (1) promptly attempt to settle the claim as to all
parties through negotiations with such other contractor or utility owner, or otherwise resolve
the claim by arbitration or other dispute resolution proceeding or at law, and (2) indemnify
and hold harmless Owner and Engineer, and the officers, directors, members, partners,
employees, agents, consultants and subcontractors of each and any of them from and against
any such claims, and against all costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all
fees and charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or
arbitration or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of or relating to such damage, delay,
disruption, or interference.
ARTICLE 9—OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES
9.01

Communications to Contractor
A. Except as otherwise provided in these General Conditions, Owner shall issue all
communications to Contractor through Engineer.

9.02

Replacement of Engineer
A. Owner may at its discretion appoint an engineer to replace Engineer, provided Contractor
makes no reasonable objection to the replacement engineer. The replacement engineer’s
status under the Contract Documents will be that of the former Engineer.

9.03

Furnish Data
A. Owner shall promptly furnish the data required of Owner under the Contract Documents.

9.04

Pay When Due
A. Owner shall make payments to Contractor when they are due as provided in the Agreement.
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9.05

Lands and Easements; Reports, Tests, and Drawings
A. Owner’s duties with respect to providing lands and easements are set forth in Paragraph 5.01.
B. Owner’s duties with respect to providing engineering surveys to establish reference points
are set forth in Paragraph 4.03.
C. Article 5 refers to Owner’s identifying and making available to Contractor copies of reports of
explorations and tests of conditions at the Site, and drawings of physical conditions relating
to existing surface or subsurface structures at the Site.

9.06

Insurance
A. Owner’s responsibilities, if any, with respect to purchasing and maintaining liability and
property insurance are set forth in Article 6.

9.07

Change Orders
A. Owner’s responsibilities with respect to Change Orders are set forth in Article 11.

9.08

Inspections, Tests, and Approvals
A. Owner’s responsibility with respect to certain inspections, tests, and approvals is set forth in
Paragraph 14.02.B.

9.09

Limitations on Owner’s Responsibilities
A. The Owner shall not supervise, direct, or have control or authority over, nor be responsible
for, Contractor’s means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures of construction, or
the safety precautions and programs incident thereto, or for any failure of Contractor to
comply with Laws and Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work. Owner will not
be responsible for Contractor’s failure to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents.

9.10

Undisclosed Hazardous Environmental Condition
A. Owner’s responsibility in respect to an undisclosed Hazardous Environmental Condition is set
forth in Paragraph 5.06.

9.11

Evidence of Financial Arrangements
A. Upon request of Contractor, Owner shall furnish Contractor reasonable evidence that
financial arrangements have been made to satisfy Owner’s obligations under the Contract
(including obligations under proposed changes in the Work).

9.12

Safety Programs
A. While at the Site, Owner’s employees and representatives shall comply with the specific
applicable requirements of Contractor’s safety programs of which Owner has been informed.
B. Owner shall furnish copies of any applicable Owner safety programs to Contractor.
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ARTICLE 10—ENGINEER’S STATUS DURING CONSTRUCTION
10.01 Owner’s Representative
A. Engineer will be Owner’s representative during the construction period. The duties and
responsibilities and the limitations of authority of Engineer as Owner’s representative during
construction are set forth in the Contract.
10.02 Visits to Site
A. Engineer will make visits to the Site at intervals appropriate to the various stages of
construction as Engineer deems necessary in order to observe, as an experienced and
qualified design professional, the progress that has been made and the quality of the various
aspects of Contractor’s executed Work. Based on information obtained during such visits and
observations, Engineer, for the benefit of Owner, will determine, in general, if the Work is
proceeding in accordance with the Contract Documents. Engineer will not be required to
make exhaustive or continuous inspections on the Site to check the quality or quantity of the
Work. Engineer’s efforts will be directed toward providing for Owner a greater degree of
confidence that the completed Work will conform generally to the Contract Documents. On
the basis of such visits and observations, Engineer will keep Owner informed of the progress
of the Work and will endeavor to guard Owner against defective Work.
B. Engineer’s visits and observations are subject to all the limitations on Engineer’s authority and
responsibility set forth in Paragraph 10.07. Particularly, but without limitation, during or as a
result of Engineer’s visits or observations of Contractor’s Work, Engineer will not supervise,
direct, control, or have authority over or be responsible for Contractor’s means, methods,
techniques, sequences, or procedures of construction, or the safety precautions and
programs incident thereto, or for any failure of Contractor to comply with Laws and
Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work.
10.03 Resident Project Representative
A. If Owner and Engineer have agreed that Engineer will furnish a Resident Project
Representative to represent Engineer at the Site and assist Engineer in observing the progress
and quality of the Work, then the authority and responsibilities of any such Resident Project
Representative will be as provided in the Supplementary Conditions, and limitations on the
responsibilities thereof will be as provided in the Supplementary Conditions and in
Paragraph 10.07.
B. If Owner designates an individual or entity who is not Engineer’s consultant, agent, or
employee to represent Owner at the Site, then the responsibilities and authority of such
individual or entity will be as provided in the Supplementary Conditions.
10.04 Engineer’s Authority
A. Engineer has the authority to reject Work in accordance with Article 14.
B. Engineer’s authority as to Submittals is set forth in Paragraph 7.16.
C. Engineer’s authority as to design drawings, calculations, specifications, certifications and
other Submittals from Contractor in response to Owner’s delegation (if any) to Contractor of
professional design services, is set forth in Paragraph 7.19.
D. Engineer’s authority as to changes in the Work is set forth in Article 11.
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E. Engineer’s authority as to Applications for Payment is set forth in Article 15.
10.05 Determinations for Unit Price Work
A. Engineer will determine the actual quantities and classifications of Unit Price Work performed
by Contractor as set forth in Paragraph 13.03.
10.06 Decisions on Requirements of Contract Documents and Acceptability of Work
A. Engineer will render decisions regarding the requirements of the Contract Documents, and
judge the acceptability of the Work, pursuant to the specific procedures set forth herein for
initial interpretations, Change Proposals, and acceptance of the Work. In rendering such
decisions and judgments, Engineer will not show partiality to Owner or Contractor, and will
not be liable to Owner, Contractor, or others in connection with any proceedings,
interpretations, decisions, or judgments conducted or rendered in good faith.
10.07 Limitations on Engineer’s Authority and Responsibilities
A. Neither Engineer’s authority or responsibility under this Article 10 or under any other
provision of the Contract, nor any decision made by Engineer in good faith either to exercise
or not exercise such authority or responsibility or the undertaking, exercise, or performance
of any authority or responsibility by Engineer, will create, impose, or give rise to any duty in
contract, tort, or otherwise owed by Engineer to Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier,
any other individual or entity, or to any surety for or employee or agent of any of them.
B. Engineer will not supervise, direct, control, or have authority over or be responsible for
Contractor’s means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures of construction, or the
safety precautions and programs incident thereto, or for any failure of Contractor to comply
with Laws and Regulations applicable to the performance of the Work. Engineer will not be
responsible for Contractor’s failure to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents.
C. Engineer will not be responsible for the acts or omissions of Contractor or of any
Subcontractor, any Supplier, or of any other individual or entity performing any of the Work.
D. Engineer’s review of the final Application for Payment and accompanying documentation, and
all maintenance and operating instructions, schedules, guarantees, bonds, certificates of
inspection, tests and approvals, and other documentation required to be delivered by
Contractor under Paragraph 15.06.A, will only be to determine generally that their content
complies with the requirements of, and in the case of certificates of inspections, tests, and
approvals, that the results certified indicate compliance with the Contract Documents.
E. The limitations upon authority and responsibility set forth in this Paragraph 10.07 also apply
to the Resident Project Representative, if any.
10.08 Compliance with Safety Program
A. While at the Site, Engineer’s employees and representatives will comply with the specific
applicable requirements of Owner’s and Contractor’s safety programs of which Engineer has
been informed.
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ARTICLE 11—CHANGES TO THE CONTRACT
11.01 Amending and Supplementing the Contract
A. The Contract may be amended or supplemented by a Change Order, a Work Change Directive,
or a Field Order.
B. If an amendment or supplement to the Contract includes a change in the Contract Price or
the Contract Times, such amendment or supplement must be set forth in a Change Order.
C. All changes to the Contract that involve (1) the performance or acceptability of the Work,
(2) the design (as set forth in the Drawings, Specifications, or otherwise), or (3) other
engineering or technical matters, must be supported by Engineer’s recommendation. Owner
and Contractor may amend other terms and conditions of the Contract without the
recommendation of the Engineer.
11.02 Change Orders
A. Owner and Contractor shall execute appropriate Change Orders covering:
1. Changes in Contract Price or Contract Times which are agreed to by the parties, including
any undisputed sum or amount of time for Work actually performed in accordance with
a Work Change Directive;
2. Changes in Contract Price resulting from an Owner set-off, unless Contractor has duly
contested such set-off;
3. Changes in the Work which are: (a) ordered by Owner pursuant to Paragraph 11.05,
(b) required because of Owner’s acceptance of defective Work under Paragraph 14.04 or
Owner’s correction of defective Work under Paragraph 14.07, or (c) agreed to by the
parties, subject to the need for Engineer’s recommendation if the change in the Work
involves the design (as set forth in the Drawings, Specifications, or otherwise) or other
engineering or technical matters; and
4. Changes that embody the substance of any final and binding results under:
Paragraph 11.03.B, resolving the impact of a Work Change Directive; Paragraph 11.09,
concerning Change Proposals; Article 12, Claims; Paragraph 13.02.D, final adjustments
resulting from allowances; Paragraph 13.03.D, final adjustments relating to
determination of quantities for Unit Price Work; and similar provisions.
B. If Owner or Contractor refuses to execute a Change Order that is required to be executed
under the terms of Paragraph 11.02.A, it will be deemed to be of full force and effect, as if
fully executed.
11.03 Work Change Directives
A. A Work Change Directive will not change the Contract Price or the Contract Times but is
evidence that the parties expect that the modification ordered or documented by a Work
Change Directive will be incorporated in a subsequently issued Change Order, following
negotiations by the parties as to the Work Change Directive’s effect, if any, on the Contract
Price and Contract Times; or, if negotiations are unsuccessful, by a determination under the
terms of the Contract Documents governing adjustments, expressly including
Paragraph 11.07 regarding change of Contract Price.
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B. If Owner has issued a Work Change Directive and:
1. Contractor believes that an adjustment in Contract Times or Contract Price is necessary,
then Contractor shall submit any Change Proposal seeking such an adjustment no later
than 30 days after the completion of the Work set out in the Work Change Directive.
2. Owner believes that an adjustment in Contract Times or Contract Price is necessary, then
Owner shall submit any Claim seeking such an adjustment no later than 60 days after
issuance of the Work Change Directive.
11.04 Field Orders
A. Engineer may authorize minor changes in the Work if the changes do not involve an
adjustment in the Contract Price or the Contract Times and are compatible with the design
concept of the completed Project as a functioning whole as indicated by the Contract
Documents. Such changes will be accomplished by a Field Order and will be binding on Owner
and also on Contractor, which shall perform the Work involved promptly.
B. If Contractor believes that a Field Order justifies an adjustment in the Contract Price or
Contract Times, then before proceeding with the Work at issue, Contractor shall submit a
Change Proposal as provided herein.
11.05 Owner-Authorized Changes in the Work
A. Without invalidating the Contract and without notice to any surety, Owner may, at any time
or from time to time, order additions, deletions, or revisions in the Work. Changes involving
the design (as set forth in the Drawings, Specifications, or otherwise) or other engineering or
technical matters will be supported by Engineer’s recommendation.
B. Such changes in the Work may be accomplished by a Change Order, if Owner and Contractor
have agreed as to the effect, if any, of the changes on Contract Times or Contract Price; or by
a Work Change Directive. Upon receipt of any such document, Contractor shall promptly
proceed with the Work involved; or, in the case of a deletion in the Work, promptly cease
construction activities with respect to such deleted Work. Added or revised Work must be
performed under the applicable conditions of the Contract Documents.
C. Nothing in this Paragraph 11.05 obligates Contractor to undertake work that Contractor
reasonably concludes cannot be performed in a manner consistent with Contractor’s safety
obligations under the Contract Documents or Laws and Regulations.
11.06 Unauthorized Changes in the Work
A. Contractor shall not be entitled to an increase in the Contract Price or an extension of the
Contract Times with respect to any work performed that is not required by the Contract
Documents, as amended, modified, or supplemented, except in the case of an emergency as
provided in Paragraph 7.15 or in the case of uncovering Work as provided in
Paragraph 14.05.C.2.
11.07 Change of Contract Price
A. The Contract Price may only be changed by a Change Order. Any Change Proposal for an
adjustment in the Contract Price must comply with the provisions of Paragraph 11.09. Any
Claim for an adjustment of Contract Price must comply with the provisions of Article 12.
B. An adjustment in the Contract Price will be determined as follows:
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1. Where the Work involved is covered by unit prices contained in the Contract Documents,
then by application of such unit prices to the quantities of the items involved (subject to
the provisions of Paragraph 13.03);
2. Where the Work involved is not covered by unit prices contained in the Contract
Documents, then by a mutually agreed lump sum (which may include an allowance for
overhead and profit not necessarily in accordance with Paragraph 11.07.C.2); or
3. Where the Work involved is not covered by unit prices contained in the Contract
Documents and the parties do not reach mutual agreement to a lump sum, then on the
basis of the Cost of the Work (determined as provided in Paragraph 13.01) plus a
Contractor’s fee for overhead and profit (determined as provided in Paragraph 11.07.C).
C. Contractor’s Fee: When applicable, the Contractor’s fee for overhead and profit will be
determined as follows:
1. A mutually acceptable fixed fee; or
2. If a fixed fee is not agreed upon, then a fee based on the following percentages of the
various portions of the Cost of the Work:
a. For costs incurred under Paragraphs 13.01.B.1 and 13.01.B.2, the Contractor’s fee will
be 15 percent;
b. For costs incurred under Paragraph 13.01.B.3, the Contractor’s fee will be 5 percent;
c. Where one or more tiers of subcontracts are on the basis of Cost of the Work plus a
fee and no fixed fee is agreed upon, the intent of Paragraphs 11.07.C.2.a and
11.07.C.2.b is that the Contractor’s fee will be based on: (1) a fee of 15 percent of the
costs incurred under Paragraphs 13.01.B.1 and 13.01.B.2 by the Subcontractor that
actually performs the Work, at whatever tier, and (2) with respect to Contractor itself
and to any Subcontractors of a tier higher than that of the Subcontractor that actually
performs the Work, a fee of 5 percent of the amount (fee plus underlying costs
incurred) attributable to the next lower tier Subcontractor; provided, however, that
for any such subcontracted Work the maximum total fee to be paid by Owner will be
no greater than 27 percent of the costs incurred by the Subcontractor that actually
performs the Work;
d. No fee will be payable on the basis of costs itemized under Paragraphs 13.01.B.4,
13.01.B.5, and 13.01.C;
e. The amount of credit to be allowed by Contractor to Owner for any change which
results in a net decrease in Cost of the Work will be the amount of the actual net
decrease in Cost of the Work and a deduction of an additional amount equal to
5 percent of such actual net decrease in Cost of the Work; and
f.

When both additions and credits are involved in any one change or Change Proposal,
the adjustment in Contractor’s fee will be computed by determining the sum of the
costs in each of the cost categories in Paragraph 13.01.B (specifically, payroll costs,
Paragraph 13.01.B.1;
incorporated
materials
and
equipment
costs,
Paragraph 13.01.B.2; Subcontract costs, Paragraph 13.01.B.3; special consultants
costs, Paragraph 13.01.B.4; and other costs, Paragraph 13.01.B.5) and applying to
each such cost category sum the appropriate fee from Paragraphs 11.07.C.2.a
through 11.07.C.2.e, inclusive.
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11.08 Change of Contract Times
A. The Contract Times may only be changed by a Change Order. Any Change Proposal for an
adjustment in the Contract Times must comply with the provisions of Paragraph 11.09. Any
Claim for an adjustment in the Contract Times must comply with the provisions of Article 12.
B. Delay, disruption, and interference in the Work, and any related changes in Contract Times,
are addressed in and governed by Paragraph 4.05.
11.09 Change Proposals
A. Purpose and Content: Contractor shall submit a Change Proposal to Engineer to request an
adjustment in the Contract Times or Contract Price; contest an initial decision by Engineer
concerning the requirements of the Contract Documents or relating to the acceptability of
the Work under the Contract Documents; challenge a set-off against payment due; or seek
other relief under the Contract. The Change Proposal will specify any proposed change in
Contract Times or Contract Price, or other proposed relief, and explain the reason for the
proposed change, with citations to any governing or applicable provisions of the Contract
Documents. Each Change Proposal will address only one issue, or a set of closely related
issues.
B. Change Proposal Procedures
1. Submittal: Contractor shall submit each Change Proposal to Engineer within 30 days after
the start of the event giving rise thereto, or after such initial decision.
2. Supporting Data: The Contractor shall submit supporting data, including the proposed
change in Contract Price or Contract Time (if any), to the Engineer and Owner within
15 days after the submittal of the Change Proposal.
a. Change Proposals based on or related to delay, interruption, or interference must
comply with the provisions of Paragraphs 4.05.D and 4.05.E.
b. Change proposals related to a change of Contract Price must include full and detailed
accounts of materials incorporated into the Work and labor and equipment used for
the subject Work.
The supporting data must be accompanied by a written statement that the supporting
data are accurate and complete, and that any requested time or price adjustment is the
entire adjustment to which Contractor believes it is entitled as a result of said event.
3. Engineer’s Initial Review: Engineer will advise Owner regarding the Change Proposal, and
consider any comments or response from Owner regarding the Change Proposal. If in its
discretion Engineer concludes that additional supporting data is needed before
conducting a full review and making a decision regarding the Change Proposal, then
Engineer may request that Contractor submit such additional supporting data by a date
specified by Engineer, prior to Engineer beginning its full review of the Change Proposal.
4. Engineer’s Full Review and Action on the Change Proposal: Upon receipt of Contractor’s
supporting data (including any additional data requested by Engineer), Engineer will
conduct a full review of each Change Proposal and, within 30 days after such receipt of
the Contractor’s supporting data, either approve the Change Proposal in whole, deny it in
whole, or approve it in part and deny it in part. Such actions must be in writing, with a
copy provided to Owner and Contractor. If Engineer does not take action on the Change
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Proposal within 30 days, then either Owner or Contractor may at any time thereafter
submit a letter to the other party indicating that as a result of Engineer’s inaction the
Change Proposal is deemed denied, thereby commencing the time for appeal of the
denial under Article 12.
5. Binding Decision: Engineer’s decision is final and binding upon Owner and Contractor,
unless Owner or Contractor appeals the decision by filing a Claim under Article 12.
C. Resolution of Certain Change Proposals: If the Change Proposal does not involve the design
(as set forth in the Drawings, Specifications, or otherwise), the acceptability of the Work, or
other engineering or technical matters, then Engineer will notify the parties in writing that
the Engineer is unable to resolve the Change Proposal. For purposes of further resolution of
such a Change Proposal, such notice will be deemed a denial, and Contractor may choose to
seek resolution under the terms of Article 12.
D. Post-Completion: Contractor shall not submit any Change Proposals after Engineer issues a
written recommendation of final payment pursuant to Paragraph 15.06.B.
11.10 Notification to Surety
A. If the provisions of any bond require notice to be given to a surety of any change affecting the
general scope of the Work or the provisions of the Contract Documents (including, but not
limited to, Contract Price or Contract Times), the giving of any such notice will be Contractor’s
responsibility. The amount of each applicable bond will be adjusted to reflect the effect of
any such change.
ARTICLE 12—CLAIMS
12.01 Claims
A. Claims Process: The following disputes between Owner and Contractor are subject to the
Claims process set forth in this article:
1. Appeals by Owner or Contractor of Engineer’s decisions regarding Change Proposals;
2. Owner demands for adjustments in the Contract Price or Contract Times, or other relief
under the Contract Documents;
3. Disputes that Engineer has been unable to address because they do not involve the design
(as set forth in the Drawings, Specifications, or otherwise), the acceptability of the Work,
or other engineering or technical matters; and
4. Subject to the waiver provisions of Paragraph 15.07, any dispute arising after Engineer
has issued a written recommendation of final payment pursuant to Paragraph 15.06.B.
B. Submittal of Claim: The party submitting a Claim shall deliver it directly to the other party to
the Contract promptly (but in no event later than 30 days) after the start of the event giving
rise thereto; in the case of appeals regarding Change Proposals within 30 days of the decision
under appeal. The party submitting the Claim shall also furnish a copy to the Engineer, for its
information only. The responsibility to substantiate a Claim rests with the party making the
Claim. In the case of a Claim by Contractor seeking an increase in the Contract Times or
Contract Price, Contractor shall certify that the Claim is made in good faith, that the
supporting data are accurate and complete, and that to the best of Contractor’s knowledge
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and belief the amount of time or money requested accurately reflects the full amount to
which Contractor is entitled.
C. Review and Resolution: The party receiving a Claim shall review it thoroughly, giving full
consideration to its merits. The two parties shall seek to resolve the Claim through the
exchange of information and direct negotiations. The parties may extend the time for
resolving the Claim by mutual agreement. All actions taken on a Claim will be stated in writing
and submitted to the other party, with a copy to Engineer.
D. Mediation
1. At any time after initiation of a Claim, Owner and Contractor may mutually agree to
mediation of the underlying dispute. The agreement to mediate will stay the Claim
submittal and response process.
2. If Owner and Contractor agree to mediation, then after 60 days from such agreement,
either Owner or Contractor may unilaterally terminate the mediation process, and the
Claim submittal and decision process will resume as of the date of the termination. If the
mediation proceeds but is unsuccessful in resolving the dispute, the Claim submittal and
decision process will resume as of the date of the conclusion of the mediation, as
determined by the mediator.
3. Owner and Contractor shall each pay one-half of the mediator’s fees and costs.
E. Partial Approval: If the party receiving a Claim approves the Claim in part and denies it in part,
such action will be final and binding unless within 30 days of such action the other party
invokes the procedure set forth in Article 17 for final resolution of disputes.
F. Denial of Claim: If efforts to resolve a Claim are not successful, the party receiving the Claim
may deny it by giving written notice of denial to the other party. If the receiving party does
not take action on the Claim within 90 days, then either Owner or Contractor may at any time
thereafter submit a letter to the other party indicating that as a result of the inaction, the
Claim is deemed denied, thereby commencing the time for appeal of the denial. A denial of
the Claim will be final and binding unless within 30 days of the denial the other party invokes
the procedure set forth in Article 17 for the final resolution of disputes.
G. Final and Binding Results: If the parties reach a mutual agreement regarding a Claim, whether
through approval of the Claim, direct negotiations, mediation, or otherwise; or if a Claim is
approved in part and denied in part, or denied in full, and such actions become final and
binding; then the results of the agreement or action on the Claim will be incorporated in a
Change Order or other written document to the extent they affect the Contract, including the
Work, the Contract Times, or the Contract Price.
ARTICLE 13—COST OF THE WORK; ALLOWANCES; UNIT PRICE WORK
13.01 Cost of the Work
A. Purposes for Determination of Cost of the Work: The term Cost of the Work means the sum
of all costs necessary for the proper performance of the Work at issue, as further defined
below. The provisions of this Paragraph 13.01 are used for two distinct purposes:
1. To determine Cost of the Work when Cost of the Work is a component of the Contract
Price, under cost-plus-fee, time-and-materials, or other cost-based terms; or
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2. When needed to determine the value of a Change Order, Change Proposal, Claim, set-off,
or other adjustment in Contract Price. When the value of any such adjustment is
determined on the basis of Cost of the Work, Contractor is entitled only to those
additional or incremental costs required because of the change in the Work or because
of the event giving rise to the adjustment.
B. Costs Included: Except as otherwise may be agreed to in writing by Owner, costs included in
the Cost of the Work will be in amounts no higher than those commonly incurred in the
locality of the Project, will not include any of the costs itemized in Paragraph 13.01.C, and will
include only the following items:
1. Payroll costs for employees in the direct employ of Contractor in the performance of the
Work under schedules of job classifications agreed upon by Owner and Contractor in
advance of the subject Work. Such employees include, without limitation,
superintendents, foremen, safety managers, safety representatives, and other personnel
employed full time on the Work. Payroll costs for employees not employed full time on
the Work will be apportioned on the basis of their time spent on the Work. Payroll costs
include, but are not limited to, salaries and wages plus the cost of fringe benefits, which
include social security contributions, unemployment, excise, and payroll taxes, workers’
compensation, health and retirement benefits, sick leave, and vacation and holiday pay
applicable thereto. The expenses of performing Work outside of regular working hours,
on Saturday, Sunday, or legal holidays, will be included in the above to the extent
authorized by Owner.
2. Cost of all materials and equipment furnished and incorporated in the Work, including
costs of transportation and storage thereof, and Suppliers’ field services required in
connection therewith. All cash discounts accrue to Contractor unless Owner deposits
funds with Contractor with which to make payments, in which case the cash discounts
will accrue to Owner. All trade discounts, rebates, and refunds and returns from sale of
surplus materials and equipment will accrue to Owner, and Contractor shall make
provisions so that they may be obtained.
3. Payments made by Contractor to Subcontractors for Work performed by Subcontractors.
If required by Owner, Contractor shall obtain competitive bids from subcontractors
acceptable to Owner and Contractor and shall deliver such bids to Owner, which will then
determine, with the advice of Engineer, which bids, if any, will be acceptable. If any
subcontract provides that the Subcontractor is to be paid on the basis of Cost of the Work
plus a fee, the Subcontractor’s Cost of the Work and fee will be determined in the same
manner as Contractor’s Cost of the Work and fee as provided in this Paragraph 13.01.
4. Costs of special consultants (including but not limited to engineers, architects, testing
laboratories, surveyors, attorneys, and accountants) employed or retained for services
specifically related to the Work.
5. Other costs consisting of the following:
a. The proportion of necessary transportation, travel, and subsistence expenses of
Contractor’s employees incurred in discharge of duties connected with the Work.
b. Cost, including transportation and maintenance, of all materials, supplies, equipment,
machinery, appliances, office, and temporary facilities at the Site, which are
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consumed in the performance of the Work, and cost, less market value, of such items
used but not consumed which remain the property of Contractor.
1) In establishing included costs for materials such as scaffolding, plating, or
sheeting, consideration will be given to the actual or the estimated life of the
material for use on other projects; or rental rates may be established on the basis
of purchase or salvage value of such items, whichever is less. Contractor will not
be eligible for compensation for such items in an amount that exceeds the
purchase cost of such item.
c. Construction Equipment Rental
1) Rentals of all construction equipment and machinery, and the parts thereof, in
accordance with rental agreements approved by Owner as to price (including any
surcharge or special rates applicable to overtime use of the construction
equipment or machinery), and the costs of transportation, loading, unloading,
assembly, dismantling, and removal thereof. All such costs will be in accordance
with the terms of said rental agreements. The rental of any such equipment,
machinery, or parts must cease when the use thereof is no longer necessary for
the Work.
2) Costs for equipment and machinery owned by Contractor or a Contractor-related
entity will be paid at a rate shown for such equipment in the equipment rental
rate book specified in the Supplementary Conditions. An hourly rate will be
computed by dividing the monthly rates by 176. These computed rates will
include all operating costs.
3) With respect to Work that is the result of a Change Order, Change Proposal,
Claim, set-off, or other adjustment in Contract Price (“changed Work”), included
costs will be based on the time the equipment or machinery is in use on the
changed Work and the costs of transportation, loading, unloading, assembly,
dismantling, and removal when directly attributable to the changed Work. The
cost of any such equipment or machinery, or parts thereof, must cease to accrue
when the use thereof is no longer necessary for the changed Work.
d. Sales, consumer, use, and other similar taxes related to the Work, and for which
Contractor is liable, as imposed by Laws and Regulations.
e. Deposits lost for causes other than negligence of Contractor, any Subcontractor, or
anyone directly or indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them
may be liable, and royalty payments and fees for permits and licenses.
f.

Losses and damages (and related expenses) caused by damage to the Work, not
compensated by insurance or otherwise, sustained by Contractor in connection with
the performance of the Work (except losses and damages within the deductible
amounts of builder’s risk or other property insurance established in accordance with
Paragraph 6.04), provided such losses and damages have resulted from causes other
than the negligence of Contractor, any Subcontractor, or anyone directly or indirectly
employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them may be liable. Such losses
include settlements made with the written consent and approval of Owner. No such
losses, damages, and expenses will be included in the Cost of the Work for the
purpose of determining Contractor’s fee.
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g. The cost of utilities, fuel, and sanitary facilities at the Site.
h. Minor expenses such as communication service at the Site, express and courier
services, and similar petty cash items in connection with the Work.
i.

The costs of premiums for all bonds and insurance that Contractor is required by the
Contract Documents to purchase and maintain.

C. Costs Excluded: The term Cost of the Work does not include any of the following items:
1. Payroll costs and other compensation of Contractor’s officers, executives, principals,
general managers, engineers, architects, estimators, attorneys, auditors, accountants,
purchasing and contracting agents, expediters, timekeepers, clerks, and other personnel
employed by Contractor, whether at the Site or in Contractor’s principal or branch office
for general administration of the Work and not specifically included in the agreed upon
schedule of job classifications referred to in Paragraph 13.01.B.1 or specifically covered
by Paragraph 13.01.B.4. The payroll costs and other compensation excluded here are to
be considered administrative costs covered by the Contractor’s fee.
2. The cost of purchasing, renting, or furnishing small tools and hand tools.
3. Expenses of Contractor’s principal and branch offices other than Contractor’s office at the
Site.
4. Any part of Contractor’s capital expenses, including interest on Contractor’s capital
employed for the Work and charges against Contractor for delinquent payments.
5. Costs due to the negligence of Contractor, any Subcontractor, or anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them or for whose acts any of them may be liable, including
but not limited to, the correction of defective Work, disposal of materials or equipment
wrongly supplied, and making good any damage to property.
6. Expenses incurred in preparing and advancing Claims.
7. Other overhead or general expense costs of any kind and the costs of any item not
specifically and expressly included in Paragraph 13.01.B.
D. Contractor’s Fee
1. When the Work as a whole is performed on the basis of cost-plus-a-fee, then:
a. Contractor’s fee for the Work set forth in the Contract Documents as of the Effective
Date of the Contract will be determined as set forth in the Agreement.
b. for any Work covered by a Change Order, Change Proposal, Claim, set-off, or other
adjustment in Contract Price on the basis of Cost of the Work, Contractor’s fee will be
determined as follows:
1) When the fee for the Work as a whole is a percentage of the Cost of the Work,
the fee will automatically adjust as the Cost of the Work changes.
2) When the fee for the Work as a whole is a fixed fee, the fee for any additions or
deletions will be determined in accordance with Paragraph 11.07.C.2.
2. When the Work as a whole is performed on the basis of a stipulated sum, or any other
basis other than cost-plus-a-fee, then Contractor’s fee for any Work covered by a Change
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Order, Change Proposal, Claim, set-off, or other adjustment in Contract Price on the basis
of Cost of the Work will be determined in accordance with Paragraph 11.07.C.2.
E. Documentation and Audit: Whenever the Cost of the Work for any purpose is to be
determined pursuant to this Article 13, Contractor and pertinent Subcontractors will establish
and maintain records of the costs in accordance with generally accepted accounting practices.
Subject to prior written notice, Owner will be afforded reasonable access, during normal
business hours, to all Contractor’s accounts, records, books, correspondence, instructions,
drawings, receipts, vouchers, memoranda, and similar data relating to the Cost of the Work
and Contractor’s fee. Contractor shall preserve all such documents for a period of three years
after the final payment by Owner. Pertinent Subcontractors will afford such access to Owner,
and preserve such documents, to the same extent required of Contractor.
13.02 Allowances
A. It is understood that Contractor has included in the Contract Price all allowances so named in
the Contract Documents and shall cause the Work so covered to be performed for such sums
and by such persons or entities as may be acceptable to Owner and Engineer.
B. Cash Allowances: Contractor agrees that:
1. the cash allowances include the cost to Contractor (less any applicable trade discounts)
of materials and equipment required by the allowances to be delivered at the Site, and
all applicable taxes; and
2. Contractor’s costs for unloading and handling on the Site, labor, installation, overhead,
profit, and other expenses contemplated for the cash allowances have been included in
the Contract Price and not in the allowances, and no demand for additional payment for
any of the foregoing will be valid.
C. Owner’s Contingency Allowance: Contractor agrees that an Owner’s contingency allowance,
if any, is for the sole use of Owner to cover unanticipated costs.
D. Prior to final payment, an appropriate Change Order will be issued as recommended by
Engineer to reflect actual amounts due Contractor for Work covered by allowances, and the
Contract Price will be correspondingly adjusted.
13.03 Unit Price Work
A. Where the Contract Documents provide that all or part of the Work is to be Unit Price Work,
initially the Contract Price will be deemed to include for all Unit Price Work an amount equal
to the sum of the unit price for each separately identified item of Unit Price Work times the
estimated quantity of each item as indicated in the Agreement.
B. The estimated quantities of items of Unit Price Work are not guaranteed and are solely for
the purpose of comparison of Bids and determining an initial Contract Price. Payments to
Contractor for Unit Price Work will be based on actual quantities.
C. Each unit price will be deemed to include an amount considered by Contractor to be adequate
to cover Contractor’s overhead and profit for each separately identified item.
D. Engineer will determine the actual quantities and classifications of Unit Price Work performed
by Contractor. Engineer will review with Contractor the Engineer’s preliminary
determinations on such matters before rendering a written decision thereon (by
recommendation of an Application for Payment or otherwise). Engineer’s written decision
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thereon will be final and binding (except as modified by Engineer to reflect changed factual
conditions or more accurate data) upon Owner and Contractor, and the final adjustment of
Contract Price will be set forth in a Change Order, subject to the provisions of the following
paragraph.
E. Adjustments in Unit Price
1. Contractor or Owner shall be entitled to an adjustment in the unit price with respect to
an item of Unit Price Work if:
a. the quantity of the item of Unit Price Work performed by Contractor differs materially
and significantly from the estimated quantity of such item indicated in the
Agreement; and
b. Contractor’s unit costs to perform the item of Unit Price Work have changed
materially and significantly as a result of the quantity change.
2. The adjustment in unit price will account for and be coordinated with any related changes
in quantities of other items of Work, and in Contractor’s costs to perform such other
Work, such that the resulting overall change in Contract Price is equitable to Owner and
Contractor.
3. Adjusted unit prices will apply to all units of that item.
ARTICLE 14—TESTS AND INSPECTIONS; CORRECTION, REMOVAL, OR ACCEPTANCE OF DEFECTIVE WORK
14.01 Access to Work
A. Owner, Engineer, their consultants and other representatives and personnel of Owner,
independent testing laboratories, and authorities having jurisdiction have access to the Site
and the Work at reasonable times for their observation, inspection, and testing. Contractor
shall provide them proper and safe conditions for such access and advise them of Contractor’s
safety procedures and programs so that they may comply with such procedures and programs
as applicable.
14.02 Tests, Inspections, and Approvals
A. Contractor shall give Engineer timely notice of readiness of the Work (or specific parts
thereof) for all required inspections and tests, and shall cooperate with inspection and testing
personnel to facilitate required inspections and tests.
B. Owner shall retain and pay for the services of an independent inspector, testing laboratory,
or other qualified individual or entity to perform all inspections and tests expressly required
by the Contract Documents to be furnished and paid for by Owner, except that costs incurred
in connection with tests or inspections of covered Work will be governed by the provisions of
Paragraph 14.05.
C. If Laws or Regulations of any public body having jurisdiction require any Work (or part thereof)
specifically to be inspected, tested, or approved by an employee or other representative of
such public body, Contractor shall assume full responsibility for arranging and obtaining such
inspections, tests, or approvals, pay all costs in connection therewith, and furnish Engineer
the required certificates of inspection or approval.
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D. Contractor shall be responsible for arranging, obtaining, and paying for all inspections and
tests required:
1. by the Contract Documents, unless the Contract Documents expressly allocate
responsibility for a specific inspection or test to Owner;
2. to attain Owner’s and Engineer’s acceptance of materials or equipment to be
incorporated in the Work;
3. by manufacturers of equipment furnished under the Contract Documents;
4. for testing, adjusting, and balancing of mechanical, electrical, and other equipment to be
incorporated into the Work; and
5. for acceptance of materials, mix designs, or equipment submitted for approval prior to
Contractor’s purchase thereof for incorporation in the Work.
Such inspections and tests will be performed by independent inspectors, testing laboratories,
or other qualified individuals or entities acceptable to Owner and Engineer.
E. If the Contract Documents require the Work (or part thereof) to be approved by Owner,
Engineer, or another designated individual or entity, then Contractor shall assume full
responsibility for arranging and obtaining such approvals.
F. If any Work (or the work of others) that is to be inspected, tested, or approved is covered by
Contractor without written concurrence of Engineer, Contractor shall, if requested by
Engineer, uncover such Work for observation. Such uncovering will be at Contractor’s expense
unless Contractor had given Engineer timely notice of Contractor’s intention to cover the
same and Engineer had not acted with reasonable promptness in response to such notice.
14.03 Defective Work
A. Contractor’s Obligation: It is Contractor’s obligation to assure that the Work is not defective.
B. Engineer’s Authority: Engineer has the authority to determine whether Work is defective, and
to reject defective Work.
C. Notice of Defects: Prompt written notice of all defective Work of which Owner or Engineer
has actual knowledge will be given to Contractor.
D. Correction, or Removal and Replacement: Promptly after receipt of written notice of defective
Work, Contractor shall correct all such defective Work, whether or not fabricated, installed,
or completed, or, if Engineer has rejected the defective Work, remove it from the Project and
replace it with Work that is not defective.
E. Preservation of Warranties: When correcting defective Work, Contractor shall take no action
that would void or otherwise impair Owner’s special warranty and guarantee, if any, on said
Work.
F. Costs and Damages: In addition to its correction, removal, and replacement obligations with
respect to defective Work, Contractor shall pay all claims, costs, losses, and damages arising
out of or relating to defective Work, including but not limited to the cost of the inspection,
testing, correction, removal, replacement, or reconstruction of such defective Work, fines
levied against Owner by governmental authorities because the Work is defective, and the
costs of repair or replacement of work of others resulting from defective Work. Prior to final
payment, if Owner and Contractor are unable to agree as to the measure of such claims, costs,
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losses, and damages resulting from defective Work, then Owner may impose a reasonable
set-off against payments due under Article 15.
14.04 Acceptance of Defective Work
A. If, instead of requiring correction or removal and replacement of defective Work, Owner
prefers to accept it, Owner may do so (subject, if such acceptance occurs prior to final
payment, to Engineer’s confirmation that such acceptance is in general accord with the design
intent and applicable engineering principles, and will not endanger public safety). Contractor
shall pay all claims, costs, losses, and damages attributable to Owner’s evaluation of and
determination to accept such defective Work (such costs to be approved by Engineer as to
reasonableness), and for the diminished value of the Work to the extent not otherwise paid
by Contractor. If any such acceptance occurs prior to final payment, the necessary revisions
in the Contract Documents with respect to the Work will be incorporated in a Change Order.
If the parties are unable to agree as to the decrease in the Contract Price, reflecting the
diminished value of Work so accepted, then Owner may impose a reasonable set-off against
payments due under Article 15. If the acceptance of defective Work occurs after final
payment, Contractor shall pay an appropriate amount to Owner.
14.05 Uncovering Work
A. Engineer has the authority to require additional inspection or testing of the Work, whether
or not the Work is fabricated, installed, or completed.
B. If any Work is covered contrary to the written request of Engineer, then Contractor shall, if
requested by Engineer, uncover such Work for Engineer’s observation, and then replace the
covering, all at Contractor’s expense.
C. If Engineer considers it necessary or advisable that covered Work be observed by Engineer or
inspected or tested by others, then Contractor, at Engineer’s request, shall uncover, expose,
or otherwise make available for observation, inspection, or testing as Engineer may require,
that portion of the Work in question, and provide all necessary labor, material, and
equipment.
1. If it is found that the uncovered Work is defective, Contractor shall be responsible for all
claims, costs, losses, and damages arising out of or relating to such uncovering, exposure,
observation, inspection, and testing, and of satisfactory replacement or reconstruction
(including but not limited to all costs of repair or replacement of work of others); and
pending Contractor’s full discharge of this responsibility the Owner shall be entitled to
impose a reasonable set-off against payments due under Article 15.
2. If the uncovered Work is not found to be defective, Contractor shall be allowed an
increase in the Contract Price or an extension of the Contract Times, directly attributable
to such uncovering, exposure, observation, inspection, testing, replacement, and
reconstruction. If the parties are unable to agree as to the amount or extent thereof, then
Contractor may submit a Change Proposal within 30 days of the determination that the
Work is not defective.
14.06 Owner May Stop the Work
A. If the Work is defective, or Contractor fails to supply sufficient skilled workers or suitable
materials or equipment, or fails to perform the Work in such a way that the completed Work
will conform to the Contract Documents, then Owner may order Contractor to stop the Work,
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or any portion thereof, until the cause for such order has been eliminated; however, this right
of Owner to stop the Work will not give rise to any duty on the part of Owner to exercise this
right for the benefit of Contractor, any Subcontractor, any Supplier, any other individual or
entity, or any surety for, or employee or agent of any of them.
14.07 Owner May Correct Defective Work
A. If Contractor fails within a reasonable time after written notice from Engineer to correct
defective Work, or to remove and replace defective Work as required by Engineer, then
Owner may, after 7 days’ written notice to Contractor, correct or remedy any such deficiency.
B. In exercising the rights and remedies under this Paragraph 14.07, Owner shall proceed
expeditiously. In connection with such corrective or remedial action, Owner may exclude
Contractor from all or part of the Site, take possession of all or part of the Work and suspend
Contractor’s services related thereto, and incorporate in the Work all materials and
equipment stored at the Site or for which Owner has paid Contractor but which are stored
elsewhere. Contractor shall allow Owner, Owner’s representatives, agents and employees,
Owner’s other contractors, and Engineer and Engineer’s consultants access to the Site to
enable Owner to exercise the rights and remedies under this paragraph.
C. All claims, costs, losses, and damages incurred or sustained by Owner in exercising the rights
and remedies under this Paragraph 14.07 will be charged against Contractor as set-offs
against payments due under Article 15. Such claims, costs, losses and damages will include
but not be limited to all costs of repair, or replacement of work of others destroyed or
damaged by correction, removal, or replacement of Contractor’s defective Work.
D. Contractor shall not be allowed an extension of the Contract Times because of any delay in
the performance of the Work attributable to the exercise by Owner of Owner’s rights and
remedies under this Paragraph 14.07.
ARTICLE 15—PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTOR; SET-OFFS; COMPLETION; CORRECTION PERIOD
15.01 Progress Payments
A. Basis for Progress Payments: The Schedule of Values established as provided in Article 2 will
serve as the basis for progress payments and will be incorporated into a form of Application
for Payment acceptable to Engineer. Progress payments for Unit Price Work will be based on
the number of units completed during the pay period, as determined under the provisions of
Paragraph 13.03. Progress payments for cost-based Work will be based on Cost of the Work
completed by Contractor during the pay period.
B. Applications for Payments
1. At least 20 days before the date established in the Agreement for each progress payment
(but not more often than once a month), Contractor shall submit to Engineer for review
an Application for Payment filled out and signed by Contractor covering the Work
completed as of the date of the Application and accompanied by such supporting
documentation as is required by the Contract Documents.
2. If payment is requested on the basis of materials and equipment not incorporated in the
Work but delivered and suitably stored at the Site or at another location agreed to in
writing, the Application for Payment must also be accompanied by: (a) a bill of sale,
invoice, copies of subcontract or purchase order payments, or other documentation
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establishing full payment by Contractor for the materials and equipment; (b) at Owner’s
request, documentation warranting that Owner has received the materials and
equipment free and clear of all Liens; and (c) evidence that the materials and equipment
are covered by appropriate property insurance, a warehouse bond, or other
arrangements to protect Owner’s interest therein, all of which must be satisfactory to
Owner.
3. Beginning with the second Application for Payment, each Application must include an
affidavit of Contractor stating that all previous progress payments received by Contractor
have been applied to discharge Contractor’s legitimate obligations associated with prior
Applications for Payment.
4. The amount of retainage with respect to progress payments will be as stipulated in the
Agreement.
C. Review of Applications
1. Engineer will, within 10 days after receipt of each Application for Payment, including each
resubmittal, either indicate in writing a recommendation of payment and present the
Application to Owner, or return the Application to Contractor indicating in writing
Engineer’s reasons for refusing to recommend payment. In the latter case, Contractor
may make the necessary corrections and resubmit the Application.
2. Engineer’s recommendation of any payment requested in an Application for Payment will
constitute a representation by Engineer to Owner, based on Engineer’s observations of
the executed Work as an experienced and qualified design professional, and on Engineer’s
review of the Application for Payment and the accompanying data and schedules, that to
the best of Engineer’s knowledge, information and belief:
a. the Work has progressed to the point indicated;
b. the quality of the Work is generally in accordance with the Contract Documents
(subject to an evaluation of the Work as a functioning whole prior to or upon
Substantial Completion, the results of any subsequent tests called for in the Contract
Documents, a final determination of quantities and classifications for Unit Price Work
under Paragraph 13.03, and any other qualifications stated in the recommendation);
and
c. the conditions precedent to Contractor’s being entitled to such payment appear to
have been fulfilled in so far as it is Engineer’s responsibility to observe the Work.
3. By recommending any such payment Engineer will not thereby be deemed to have
represented that:
a. inspections made to check the quality or the quantity of the Work as it has been
performed have been exhaustive, extended to every aspect of the Work in progress,
or involved detailed inspections of the Work beyond the responsibilities specifically
assigned to Engineer in the Contract; or
b. there may not be other matters or issues between the parties that might entitle
Contractor to be paid additionally by Owner or entitle Owner to withhold payment to
Contractor.
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4. Neither Engineer’s review of Contractor’s Work for the purposes of recommending
payments nor Engineer’s recommendation of any payment, including final payment, will
impose responsibility on Engineer:
a. to supervise, direct, or control the Work;
b. for the means, methods, techniques, sequences, or procedures of construction, or
the safety precautions and programs incident thereto;
c. for Contractor’s failure to comply with Laws and Regulations applicable to
Contractor’s performance of the Work;
d. to make any examination to ascertain how or for what purposes Contractor has used
the money paid by Owner; or
e. to determine that title to any of the Work, materials, or equipment has passed to
Owner free and clear of any Liens.
5. Engineer may refuse to recommend the whole or any part of any payment if, in Engineer’s
opinion, it would be incorrect to make the representations to Owner stated in
Paragraph 15.01.C.2.
6. Engineer will recommend reductions in payment (set-offs) necessary in Engineer’s
opinion to protect Owner from loss because:
a. the Work is defective, requiring correction or replacement;
b. the Contract Price has been reduced by Change Orders;
c. Owner has been required to correct defective Work in accordance with
Paragraph 14.07, or has accepted defective Work pursuant to Paragraph 14.04;
d. Owner has been required to remove or remediate a Hazardous Environmental
Condition for which Contractor is responsible; or
e. Engineer has actual knowledge of the occurrence of any of the events that would
constitute a default by Contractor and therefore justify termination for cause under
the Contract Documents.
D. Payment Becomes Due
1. Ten days after presentation of the Application for Payment to Owner with Engineer’s
recommendation, the amount recommended (subject to any Owner set-offs) will become
due, and when due will be paid by Owner to Contractor.
E. Reductions in Payment by Owner
1. In addition to any reductions in payment (set-offs) recommended by Engineer, Owner is
entitled to impose a set-off against payment based on any of the following:
a. Claims have been made against Owner based on Contractor’s conduct in the
performance or furnishing of the Work, or Owner has incurred costs, losses, or
damages resulting from Contractor’s conduct in the performance or furnishing of the
Work, including but not limited to claims, costs, losses, or damages from workplace
injuries, adjacent property damage, non-compliance with Laws and Regulations, and
patent infringement;
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b. Contractor has failed to take reasonable and customary measures to avoid damage,
delay, disruption, and interference with other work at or adjacent to the Site;
c. Contractor has failed to provide and maintain required bonds or insurance;
d. Owner has been required to remove or remediate a Hazardous Environmental
Condition for which Contractor is responsible;
e. Owner has incurred extra charges or engineering costs related to submittal reviews,
evaluations of proposed substitutes, tests and inspections, or return visits to
manufacturing or assembly facilities;
f.

The Work is defective, requiring correction or replacement;

g. Owner has been required to correct defective Work in accordance with
Paragraph 14.07, or has accepted defective Work pursuant to Paragraph 14.04;
h. The Contract Price has been reduced by Change Orders;
i.

An event has occurred that would constitute a default by Contractor and therefore
justify a termination for cause;

j.

Liquidated or other damages have accrued as a result of Contractor’s failure to
achieve Milestones, Substantial Completion, or final completion of the Work;

k. Liens have been filed in connection with the Work, except where Contractor has
delivered a specific bond satisfactory to Owner to secure the satisfaction and
discharge of such Liens; or
l.

Other items entitle Owner to a set-off against the amount recommended.

2. If Owner imposes any set-off against payment, whether based on its own knowledge or
on the written recommendations of Engineer, Owner will give Contractor immediate
written notice (with a copy to Engineer) stating the reasons for such action and the
specific amount of the reduction, and promptly pay Contractor any amount remaining
after deduction of the amount so withheld. Owner shall promptly pay Contractor the
amount so withheld, or any adjustment thereto agreed to by Owner and Contractor, if
Contractor remedies the reasons for such action. The reduction imposed will be binding
on Contractor unless it duly submits a Change Proposal contesting the reduction.
3. Upon a subsequent determination that Owner’s refusal of payment was not justified, the
amount wrongfully withheld will be treated as an amount due as determined by
Paragraph 15.01.D.1 and subject to interest as provided in the Agreement.
15.02 Contractor’s Warranty of Title
A. Contractor warrants and guarantees that title to all Work, materials, and equipment furnished
under the Contract will pass to Owner free and clear of (1) all Liens and other title defects,
and (2) all patent, licensing, copyright, or royalty obligations, no later than 7 days after the
time of payment by Owner.
15.03 Substantial Completion
A. When Contractor considers the entire Work ready for its intended use Contractor shall notify
Owner and Engineer in writing that the entire Work is substantially complete and request that
Engineer issue a certificate of Substantial Completion. Contractor shall at the same time
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submit to Owner and Engineer an initial draft of punch list items to be completed or corrected
before final payment.
B. Promptly after Contractor’s notification, Owner, Contractor, and Engineer shall make an
inspection of the Work to determine the status of completion. If Engineer does not consider
the Work substantially complete, Engineer will notify Contractor in writing giving the reasons
therefor.
C. If Engineer considers the Work substantially complete, Engineer will deliver to Owner a
preliminary certificate of Substantial Completion which will fix the date of Substantial
Completion. Engineer shall attach to the certificate a punch list of items to be completed or
corrected before final payment. Owner shall have 7 days after receipt of the preliminary
certificate during which to make written objection to Engineer as to any provisions of the
certificate or attached punch list. If, after considering the objections to the provisions of the
preliminary certificate, Engineer concludes that the Work is not substantially complete,
Engineer will, within 14 days after submission of the preliminary certificate to Owner, notify
Contractor in writing that the Work is not substantially complete, stating the reasons therefor.
If Owner does not object to the provisions of the certificate, or if despite consideration of
Owner’s objections Engineer concludes that the Work is substantially complete, then
Engineer will, within said 14 days, execute and deliver to Owner and Contractor a final
certificate of Substantial Completion (with a revised punch list of items to be completed or
corrected) reflecting such changes from the preliminary certificate as Engineer believes
justified after consideration of any objections from Owner.
D. At the time of receipt of the preliminary certificate of Substantial Completion, Owner and
Contractor will confer regarding Owner’s use or occupancy of the Work following Substantial
Completion, review the builder’s risk insurance policy with respect to the end of the builder’s
risk coverage, and confirm the transition to coverage of the Work under a permanent
property insurance policy held by Owner. Unless Owner and Contractor agree otherwise in
writing, Owner shall bear responsibility for security, operation, protection of the Work,
property insurance, maintenance, heat, and utilities upon Owner’s use or occupancy of the
Work.
E. After Substantial Completion the Contractor shall promptly begin work on the punch list of
items to be completed or corrected prior to final payment. In appropriate cases Contractor
may submit monthly Applications for Payment for completed punch list items, following the
progress payment procedures set forth above.
F. Owner shall have the right to exclude Contractor from the Site after the date of Substantial
Completion subject to allowing Contractor reasonable access to remove its property and
complete or correct items on the punch list.
15.04 Partial Use or Occupancy
A. Prior to Substantial Completion of all the Work, Owner may use or occupy any substantially
completed part of the Work which has specifically been identified in the Contract Documents,
or which Owner, Engineer, and Contractor agree constitutes a separately functioning and
usable part of the Work that can be used by Owner for its intended purpose without
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significant interference with Contractor’s performance of the remainder of the Work, subject
to the following conditions:
1. At any time, Owner may request in writing that Contractor permit Owner to use or occupy
any such part of the Work that Owner believes to be substantially complete. If and when
Contractor agrees that such part of the Work is substantially complete, Contractor,
Owner, and Engineer will follow the procedures of Paragraph 15.03.A through 15.03.E for
that part of the Work.
2. At any time, Contractor may notify Owner and Engineer in writing that Contractor
considers any such part of the Work substantially complete and request Engineer to issue
a certificate of Substantial Completion for that part of the Work.
3. Within a reasonable time after either such request, Owner, Contractor, and Engineer shall
make an inspection of that part of the Work to determine its status of completion. If
Engineer does not consider that part of the Work to be substantially complete, Engineer
will notify Owner and Contractor in writing giving the reasons therefor. If Engineer
considers that part of the Work to be substantially complete, the provisions of
Paragraph 15.03 will apply with respect to certification of Substantial Completion of that
part of the Work and the division of responsibility in respect thereof and access thereto.
4. No use or occupancy or separate operation of part of the Work may occur prior to
compliance with the requirements of Paragraph 6.04 regarding builder’s risk or other
property insurance.
15.05 Final Inspection
A. Upon written notice from Contractor that the entire Work or an agreed portion thereof is
complete, Engineer will promptly make a final inspection with Owner and Contractor and will
notify Contractor in writing of all particulars in which this inspection reveals that the Work, or
agreed portion thereof, is incomplete or defective. Contractor shall immediately take such
measures as are necessary to complete such Work or remedy such deficiencies.
15.06 Final Payment
A. Application for Payment
1. After Contractor has, in the opinion of Engineer, satisfactorily completed all corrections
identified during the final inspection and has delivered, in accordance with the Contract
Documents, all maintenance and operating instructions, schedules, guarantees, bonds,
certificates or other evidence of insurance, certificates of inspection, annotated record
documents (as provided in Paragraph 7.12), and other documents, Contractor may make
application for final payment.
2. The final Application for Payment must be accompanied (except as previously delivered)
by:
a. all documentation called for in the Contract Documents;
b. consent of the surety, if any, to final payment;
c. satisfactory evidence that all title issues have been resolved such that title to all Work,
materials, and equipment has passed to Owner free and clear of any Liens or other
title defects, or will so pass upon final payment.
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d. a list of all duly pending Change Proposals and Claims; and
e. complete and legally effective releases or waivers (satisfactory to Owner) of all Lien
rights arising out of the Work, and of Liens filed in connection with the Work.
3. In lieu of the releases or waivers of Liens specified in Paragraph 15.06.A.2 and as approved
by Owner, Contractor may furnish receipts or releases in full and an affidavit of Contractor
that: (a) the releases and receipts include all labor, services, material, and equipment for
which a Lien could be filed; and (b) all payrolls, material and equipment bills, and other
indebtedness connected with the Work for which Owner might in any way be responsible,
or which might in any way result in liens or other burdens on Owner's property, have been
paid or otherwise satisfied. If any Subcontractor or Supplier fails to furnish such a release
or receipt in full, Contractor may furnish a bond or other collateral satisfactory to Owner
to indemnify Owner against any Lien, or Owner at its option may issue joint checks
payable to Contractor and specified Subcontractors and Suppliers.
B. Engineer’s Review of Final Application and Recommendation of Payment: If, on the basis of
Engineer’s observation of the Work during construction and final inspection, and Engineer’s
review of the final Application for Payment and accompanying documentation as required by
the Contract Documents, Engineer is satisfied that the Work has been completed and
Contractor’s other obligations under the Contract have been fulfilled, Engineer will, within 10
days after receipt of the final Application for Payment, indicate in writing Engineer’s
recommendation of final payment and present the final Application for Payment to Owner
for payment. Such recommendation will account for any set-offs against payment that are
necessary in Engineer’s opinion to protect Owner from loss for the reasons stated above with
respect to progress payments. Otherwise, Engineer will return the Application for Payment to
Contractor, indicating in writing the reasons for refusing to recommend final payment, in
which case Contractor shall make the necessary corrections and resubmit the Application for
Payment.
C. Notice of Acceptability: In support of its recommendation of payment of the final Application
for Payment, Engineer will also give written notice to Owner and Contractor that the Work is
acceptable, subject to stated limitations in the notice and to the provisions of
Paragraph 15.07.
D. Completion of Work: The Work is complete (subject to surviving obligations) when it is ready
for final payment as established by the Engineer’s written recommendation of final payment
and issuance of notice of the acceptability of the Work.
E. Final Payment Becomes Due: Upon receipt from Engineer of the final Application for Payment
and accompanying documentation, Owner shall set off against the amount recommended by
Engineer for final payment any further sum to which Owner is entitled, including but not
limited to set-offs for liquidated damages and set-offs allowed under the provisions of this
Contract with respect to progress payments. Owner shall pay the resulting balance due to
Contractor within 30 days of Owner’s receipt of the final Application for Payment from
Engineer.
15.07 Waiver of Claims
A. By making final payment, Owner waives its claim or right to liquidated damages or other
damages for late completion by Contractor, except as set forth in an outstanding Claim,
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appeal under the provisions of Article 17, set-off, or express reservation of rights by Owner.
Owner reserves all other claims or rights after final payment.
B. The acceptance of final payment by Contractor will constitute a waiver by Contractor of all
claims and rights against Owner other than those pending matters that have been duly
submitted as a Claim, or appealed under the provisions of Article 17.
15.08 Correction Period
A. If within one year after the date of Substantial Completion (or such longer period of time as
may be prescribed by the Supplementary Conditions or the terms of any applicable special
guarantee required by the Contract Documents), Owner gives Contractor written notice that
any Work has been found to be defective, or that Contractor’s repair of any damages to the
Site or adjacent areas has been found to be defective, then after receipt of such notice of
defect Contractor shall promptly, without cost to Owner and in accordance with Owner’s
written instructions:
1. correct the defective repairs to the Site or such adjacent areas;
2. correct such defective Work;
3. remove the defective Work from the Project and replace it with Work that is not
defective, if the defective Work has been rejected by Owner, and
4. satisfactorily correct or repair or remove and replace any damage to other Work, to the
work of others, or to other land or areas resulting from the corrective measures.
B. Owner shall give any such notice of defect within 60 days of the discovery that such Work or
repairs is defective. If such notice is given within such 60 days but after the end of the
correction period, the notice will be deemed a notice of defective Work under
Paragraph 7.17.B.
C. If, after receipt of a notice of defect within 60 days and within the correction period,
Contractor does not promptly comply with the terms of Owner’s written instructions, or in an
emergency where delay would cause serious risk of loss or damage, Owner may have the
defective Work corrected or repaired or may have the rejected Work removed and replaced.
Contractor shall pay all costs, losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and
charges of engineers, architects, attorneys, and other professionals and all court or arbitration
or other dispute resolution costs) arising out of or relating to such correction or repair or such
removal and replacement (including but not limited to all costs of repair or replacement of
work of others). Contractor’s failure to pay such costs, losses, and damages within 10 days of
invoice from Owner will be deemed the start of an event giving rise to a Claim under
Paragraph 12.01.B, such that any related Claim must be brought within 30 days of the failure
to pay.
D. In special circumstances where a particular item of equipment is placed in continuous service
before Substantial Completion of all the Work, the correction period for that item may start
to run from an earlier date if so provided in the Specifications.
E. Where defective Work (and damage to other Work resulting therefrom) has been corrected
or removed and replaced under this paragraph, the correction period hereunder with respect
to such Work will be extended for an additional period of one year after such correction or
removal and replacement has been satisfactorily completed.
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F. Contractor’s obligations under this paragraph are in addition to all other obligations and
warranties. The provisions of this paragraph are not to be construed as a substitute for, or a
waiver of, the provisions of any applicable statute of limitation or repose.
ARTICLE 16—SUSPENSION OF WORK AND TERMINATION
16.01 Owner May Suspend Work
A. At any time and without cause, Owner may suspend the Work or any portion thereof for a
period of not more than 90 consecutive days by written notice to Contractor and Engineer.
Such notice will fix the date on which Work will be resumed. Contractor shall resume the Work
on the date so fixed. Contractor shall be entitled to an adjustment in the Contract Price or an
extension of the Contract Times directly attributable to any such suspension. Any Change
Proposal seeking such adjustments must be submitted no later than 30 days after the date
fixed for resumption of Work.
16.02 Owner May Terminate for Cause
A. The occurrence of any one or more of the following events will constitute a default by
Contractor and justify termination for cause:
1. Contractor’s persistent failure to perform the Work in accordance with the Contract
Documents (including, but not limited to, failure to supply sufficient skilled workers or
suitable materials or equipment, or failure to adhere to the Progress Schedule);
2. Failure of Contractor to perform or otherwise to comply with a material term of the
Contract Documents;
3. Contractor’s disregard of Laws or Regulations of any public body having jurisdiction; or
4. Contractor’s repeated disregard of the authority of Owner or Engineer.
B. If one or more of the events identified in Paragraph 16.02.A occurs, then after giving
Contractor (and any surety) 10 days’ written notice that Owner is considering a declaration
that Contractor is in default and termination of the Contract, Owner may proceed to:
1. declare Contractor to be in default, and give Contractor (and any surety) written notice
that the Contract is terminated; and
2. enforce the rights available to Owner under any applicable performance bond.
C. Subject to the terms and operation of any applicable performance bond, if Owner has
terminated the Contract for cause, Owner may exclude Contractor from the Site, take
possession of the Work, incorporate in the Work all materials and equipment stored at the
Site or for which Owner has paid Contractor but which are stored elsewhere, and complete
the Work as Owner may deem expedient.
D. Owner may not proceed with termination of the Contract under Paragraph 16.02.B if
Contractor within 7 days of receipt of notice of intent to terminate begins to correct its failure
to perform and proceeds diligently to cure such failure.
E. If Owner proceeds as provided in Paragraph 16.02.B, Contractor shall not be entitled to
receive any further payment until the Work is completed. If the unpaid balance of the
Contract Price exceeds the cost to complete the Work, including all related claims, costs,
losses, and damages (including but not limited to all fees and charges of engineers, architects,
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attorneys, and other professionals) sustained by Owner, such excess will be paid to
Contractor. If the cost to complete the Work including such related claims, costs, losses, and
damages exceeds such unpaid balance, Contractor shall pay the difference to Owner. Such
claims, costs, losses, and damages incurred by Owner will be reviewed by Engineer as to their
reasonableness and, when so approved by Engineer, incorporated in a Change Order. When
exercising any rights or remedies under this paragraph, Owner shall not be required to obtain
the lowest price for the Work performed.
F. Where Contractor’s services have been so terminated by Owner, the termination will not
affect any rights or remedies of Owner against Contractor then existing or which may
thereafter accrue, or any rights or remedies of Owner against Contractor or any surety under
any payment bond or performance bond. Any retention or payment of money due Contractor
by Owner will not release Contractor from liability.
G. If and to the extent that Contractor has provided a performance bond under the provisions
of Paragraph 6.01.A, the provisions of that bond will govern over any inconsistent provisions
of Paragraphs 16.02.B and 16.02.D.
16.03 Owner May Terminate for Convenience
A. Upon 7 days’ written notice to Contractor and Engineer, Owner may, without cause and
without prejudice to any other right or remedy of Owner, terminate the Contract. In such
case, Contractor shall be paid for (without duplication of any items):
1. completed and acceptable Work executed in accordance with the Contract Documents
prior to the effective date of termination, including fair and reasonable sums for overhead
and profit on such Work;
2. expenses sustained prior to the effective date of termination in performing services and
furnishing labor, materials, or equipment as required by the Contract Documents in
connection with uncompleted Work, plus fair and reasonable sums for overhead and
profit on such expenses; and
3. other reasonable expenses directly attributable to termination, including costs incurred
to prepare a termination for convenience cost proposal.
B. Contractor shall not be paid for any loss of anticipated profits or revenue, post-termination
overhead costs, or other economic loss arising out of or resulting from such termination.
16.04 Contractor May Stop Work or Terminate
A. If, through no act or fault of Contractor, (1) the Work is suspended for more than 90
consecutive days by Owner or under an order of court or other public authority, or (2)
Engineer fails to act on any Application for Payment within 30 days after it is submitted, or (3)
Owner fails for 30 days to pay Contractor any sum finally determined to be due, then
Contractor may, upon 7 days’ written notice to Owner and Engineer, and provided Owner or
Engineer do not remedy such suspension or failure within that time, terminate the contract
and recover from Owner payment on the same terms as provided in Paragraph 16.03.
B. In lieu of terminating the Contract and without prejudice to any other right or remedy, if
Engineer has failed to act on an Application for Payment within 30 days after it is submitted,
or Owner has failed for 30 days to pay Contractor any sum finally determined to be due,
Contractor may, 7 days after written notice to Owner and Engineer, stop the Work until
payment is made of all such amounts due Contractor, including interest thereon. The
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provisions of this paragraph are not intended to preclude Contractor from submitting a
Change Proposal for an adjustment in Contract Price or Contract Times or otherwise for
expenses or damage directly attributable to Contractor’s stopping the Work as permitted by
this paragraph.
ARTICLE 17—FINAL RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES
17.01 Methods and Procedures
A. Disputes Subject to Final Resolution: The following disputed matters are subject to final
resolution under the provisions of this article:
1. A timely appeal of an approval in part and denial in part of a Claim, or of a denial in full,
pursuant to Article 12; and
2. Disputes between Owner and Contractor concerning the Work, or obligations under the
Contract Documents, that arise after final payment has been made.
B. Final Resolution of Disputes: For any dispute subject to resolution under this article, Owner or
Contractor may:
1. elect in writing to invoke the dispute resolution process provided for in the
Supplementary Conditions;
2. agree with the other party to submit the dispute to another dispute resolution process;
or
3. if no dispute resolution process is provided for in the Supplementary Conditions or
mutually agreed to, give written notice to the other party of the intent to submit the
dispute to a court of competent jurisdiction.
ARTICLE 18—MISCELLANEOUS
18.01 Giving Notice
A. Whenever any provision of the Contract requires the giving of written notice to Owner,
Engineer, or Contractor, it will be deemed to have been validly given only if delivered:
1. in person, by a commercial courier service or otherwise, to the recipient’s place of
business;
2. by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, to the recipient’s place of business; or
3. by e-mail to the recipient, with the words “Formal Notice” or similar in the e-mail’s subject
line.
18.02 Computation of Times
A. When any period of time is referred to in the Contract by days, it will be computed to exclude
the first and include the last day of such period. If the last day of any such period falls on a
Saturday or Sunday or on a day made a legal holiday by the law of the applicable jurisdiction,
such day will be omitted from the computation.
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18.03 Cumulative Remedies
A. The duties and obligations imposed by these General Conditions and the rights and remedies
available hereunder to the parties hereto are in addition to, and are not to be construed in
any way as a limitation of, any rights and remedies available to any or all of them which are
otherwise imposed or available by Laws or Regulations, by special warranty or guarantee, or
by other provisions of the Contract. The provisions of this paragraph will be as effective as if
repeated specifically in the Contract Documents in connection with each particular duty,
obligation, right, and remedy to which they apply.
18.04 Limitation of Damages
A. With respect to any and all Change Proposals, Claims, disputes subject to final resolution, and
other matters at issue, neither Owner nor Engineer, nor any of their officers, directors,
members, partners, employees, agents, consultants, or subcontractors, shall be liable to
Contractor for any claims, costs, losses, or damages sustained by Contractor on or in
connection with any other project or anticipated project.
18.05 No Waiver
A. A party’s non-enforcement of any provision will not constitute a waiver of that provision, nor
will it affect the enforceability of that provision or of the remainder of this Contract.
18.06 Survival of Obligations
A. All representations, indemnifications, warranties, and guarantees made in, required by, or
given in accordance with the Contract, as well as all continuing obligations indicated in the
Contract, will survive final payment, completion, and acceptance of the Work or termination
of the Contract or of the services of Contractor.
18.07 Controlling Law
A. This Contract is to be governed by the law of the state in which the Project is located.
18.08 Assignment of Contract
A. Unless expressly agreed to elsewhere in the Contract, no assignment by a party to this
Contract of any rights under or interests in the Contract will be binding on the other party
without the written consent of the party sought to be bound; and, specifically but without
limitation, money that may become due and money that is due may not be assigned without
such consent (except to the extent that the effect of this restriction may be limited by law),
and unless specifically stated to the contrary in any written consent to an assignment, no
assignment will release or discharge the assignor from any duty or responsibility under the
Contract.
18.09 Successors and Assigns
A. Owner and Contractor each binds itself, its successors, assigns, and legal representatives to
the other party hereto, its successors, assigns, and legal representatives in respect to all
covenants, agreements, and obligations contained in the Contract Documents.
18.10 Headings
A. Article and paragraph headings are inserted for convenience only and do not constitute parts
of these General Conditions.
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SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS OF THE CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
These Supplementary Conditions amend or supplement EJCDC® C 700, Standard General Conditions of
the Construction Contract (2018). The General Conditions remain in full force and effect except as
amended.
The terms used in these Supplementary Conditions have the meanings stated in the General Conditions.
Additional terms used in these Supplementary Conditions have the meanings stated below, which are
applicable to both the singular and plural thereof.
The address system used in these Supplementary Conditions is the same as the address system used in
the General Conditions, with the prefix "SC" added—for example, “Paragraph SC 4.05.”
DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY
1.01

Defined Terms

SC-1.01

Delete Paragraph 1.01.42 in its entirety and insert the following in its place:
42. Substantial Completion – Substantial Completion shall be as defined in the
Agreement.
PRELIMINARY MATTERS

2.01

Delivery of Bonds and Evidence of Insurance

SC-2.01

2.02

Delete Paragraphs 2.01.B. and C. in their entirety and insert the following in their place:
B.

Evidence of Contractor’s Insurance: When Contractor delivers the signed counterparts of
the Agreement to Owner, Contractor shall also deliver to Owner copies of the policies
(including all endorsements, and identification of applicable self-insured retentions and
deductibles) of insurance required to be provided by Contractor in this Contract.
Contractor may block out (redact) any confidential premium or pricing information
contained in any policy or endorsement furnished under this provision.

C.

Evidence of Owner’s Insurance: After receipt from Contractor of the signed counterparts of
the Agreement and all required bonds and insurance documentation, Owner shall promptly
deliver to Contractor copies of the policies of insurance to be provided by Owner in this
Contract (if any). Owner may block out (redact) any confidential premium or pricing
information contained in any policy or endorsement furnished under this provision.

Copies of Documents

SC-2.02

Amend the first sentence of Paragraph 2.02.A. to read as follows:

A.

Owner shall furnish to Contractor four printed copies of the Contract Documents (including
one fully signed counterpart of the Agreement), and [one copy] [none] in electronic
portable document format (PDF).

2.06
SC-2.06

Electronic Transmittals
Delete Paragraphs 2.06.B and 2.06.C in their entirety and insert the following in their place:
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B.

Electronic Documents Protocol: The parties shall conform to the following provisions in
Paragraphs 2.06.B and 2.06.C, together referred to as the Electronic Documents Protocol
(“EDP” or “Protocol”) for exchange of electronic transmittals.
1.

Basic Requirements
a. To the fullest extent practical, the parties agree to and will transmit and accept
Electronic Documents in an electronic or digital format using the procedures
described in this Protocol. Use of the Electronic Documents and any information
contained therein is subject to the requirements of this Protocol and other
provisions of the Contract.
b. The contents of the information in any Electronic Document will be the
responsibility of the transmitting party.
c. Electronic Documents as exchanged by this Protocol may be used in the same
manner as the printed versions of the same documents that are exchanged using
non-electronic format and methods, subject to the same governing requirements,
limitations, and restrictions, set forth in the Contract Documents.
d. Except as otherwise explicitly stated herein, the terms of this Protocol will be
incorporated into any other agreement or subcontract between a party and any
third party for any portion of the Work on the Project, or any Project-related
services, where that third party is, either directly or indirectly, required to
exchange Electronic Documents with a party or with Engineer. Nothing herein will
modify the requirements of the Contract regarding communications between and
among the parties and their subcontractors and consultants.
e. When transmitting Electronic Documents, the transmitting party makes no
representations as to long term compatibility, usability, or readability of the items
resulting from the receiving party’s use of software application packages,
operating systems, or computer hardware differing from those established in this
Protocol.
f.

2.

Nothing herein negates any obligation 1) in the Contract to create, provide, or
maintain an original printed record version of Drawings and Specifications, signed
and sealed according to applicable Laws and Regulations; 2) to comply with any
applicable Law or Regulation governing the signing and sealing of design
documents or the signing and electronic transmission of any other documents; or
3) to comply with the notice requirements of Paragraph 18.01 of the General
Conditions.

System Infrastructure for Electronic Document Exchange
a. Each party will provide hardware, operating system(s) software, internet, e-mail,
and large file transfer functions (“System Infrastructure”) at its own cost and
sufficient for complying with the EDP requirements. With the exception of
minimum standards set forth in this EDP, and any explicit system requirements
specified by attachment to this EDP, it is the obligation of each party to
determine, for itself, its own System Infrastructure.
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1)

The maximum size of an email attachment for exchange of Electronic
Documents under this EDP is 5 MB. Attachments larger than that may be
exchanged using large file transfer functions or physical media.

2)

Each Party assumes full and complete responsibility for any and all of its own
costs, delays, deficiencies, and errors associated with converting, translating,
updating, verifying, licensing, or otherwise enabling its System Infrastructure,
including operating systems and software, for use with respect to this EDP.

b. Each party is responsible for its own system operations, security, back-up,
archiving, audits, printing resources, and other Information Technology (“IT”) for
maintaining operations of its System Infrastructure during the Project, including
coordination with the party’s individual(s) or entity responsible for managing its
System Infrastructure and capable of addressing routine communications and
other IT issues affecting the exchange of Electronic Documents.
c. Each party will operate and maintain industry-standard, industry-accepted, ISO
standard, commercial-grade security software and systems that are intended to
protect the other party from: software viruses and other malicious software like
worms, trojans, adware; data breaches; loss of confidentiality; and other threats
in the transmission to or storage of information from the other parties, including
transmission of Electronic Documents by physical media such as CD/DVD/flash
drive/hard drive. To the extent that a party maintains and operates such security
software and systems, it shall not be liable to the other party for any breach of
system security.
d. In the case of disputes, conflicts, or modifications to the EDP required to address
issues affecting System Infrastructure, the parties shall cooperatively resolve the
issues; but, failing resolution, the Owner is authorized to make and require
reasonable and necessary changes to the EDP to effectuate its original intent. If
the changes cause additional cost or time to Contractor, not reasonably
anticipated under the original EDP, Contractor may seek an adjustment in price or
time under the appropriate process in the Contract.
e. Each party is responsible for its own back-up and archive of documents sent and
received during the term of the contract under this EDP, unless this EDP
establishes a Project document archive, either as part of a mandatory Project
website or other communications protocol, upon which the parties may rely for
document archiving during the specified term of operation of such Project
document archive. Further, each party remains solely responsible for its own postProject back-up and archive of Project documents after the term of the Contract,
or after termination of the Project document archive, if one is established, for as
long as required by the Contract and as each party deems necessary for its own
purposes.
f.

If a receiving party receives an obviously corrupted, damaged, or unreadable
Electronic Document, the receiving party will advise the sending party of the
incomplete transmission.

g. The parties will bring any non-conforming Electronic Documents into compliance
with the EDP. The parties will attempt to complete a successful transmission of
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the Electronic Document or use an alternative delivery method to complete the
communication.
C.

Software Requirements for Electronic Document Exchange; Limitations
1.

Each party will acquire the software and software licenses necessary to create and
transmit Electronic Documents and to read and to use any Electronic Documents
received from the other party (and if relevant from third parties), using the software
formats required in this section of the EDP.
a. Prior to using any updated version of the software required in this section for
sending Electronic Documents to the other party, the originating party will first
notify and receive concurrence from the other party for use of the updated
version or adjust its transmission to comply with this EDP.

SC-2.06

2.

The parties agree not to intentionally edit, reverse engineer, decrypt, remove security
or encryption features, or convert to another format for modification purposes any
Electronic Document or information contained therein that was transmitted in a
software data format, including Portable Document Format (PDF), intended by sender
not to be modified, unless the receiving party obtains the permission of the sending
party or is citing or quoting excerpts of the Electronic Document for Project purposes.

3.

Software and data formats for exchange of Electronic Documents will conform to the
requirements set forth in Exhibit A to this EDP, including software versions, if listed.

Supplement Paragraph 2.06 of the General Conditions by adding the following paragraph:
D.

Requests by Contractor for Electronic Documents in Other Formats
1.

Release of any Electronic Document versions of the Project documents in formats
other than those identified in the Electronic Documents Protocol (if any) or elsewhere
in the Contract will be at the sole discretion of the Owner.

2.

To extent determined by Owner, in its sole discretion, to be prudent and necessary,
release of Electronic Documents versions of Project documents and other Project
information requested by Contractor (“Request”) in formats other than those
identified in the Electronic Documents Protocol (if any) or elsewhere in the Contract
will be subject to the provisions of the Owner’s response to the Request, and to the
following conditions to which Contractor agrees:
a. The content included in the Electronic Documents created by Engineer and
covered by the Request was prepared by Engineer as an internal working
document for Engineer’s purposes solely, and is being provided to Contractor on
an “AS IS” basis without any warranties of any kind, including, but not limited to
any implied warranties of fitness for any purpose. As such, Contractor is advised
and acknowledges that the content may not be suitable for Contractor’s
application, or may require substantial modification and independent verification
by Contractor. The content may include limited resolution of models, not-to-scale
schematic representations and symbols, use of notes to convey design concepts in
lieu of accurate graphics, approximations, graphical simplifications,
undocumented intermediate revisions, and other devices that may affect
subsequent reuse.
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b. Electronic Documents containing text, graphics, metadata, or other types of data
that are provided by Engineer to Contractor under the request are only for
convenience of Contractor. Any conclusion or information obtained or derived
from such data will be at the Contractor’s sole risk and the Contractor waives any
claims against Engineer or Owner arising from use of data in Electronic Documents
covered by the Request.
c. Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless Owner and Engineer and their
subconsultants from all claims, damages, losses, and expenses, including
attorneys' fees and defense costs arising out of or resulting from Contractor’s use,
adaptation, or distribution of any Electronic Documents provided under the
Request.
d. Contractor agrees not to sell, copy, transfer, forward, give away or otherwise
distribute this information (in source or modified file format) to any third party
without the direct written authorization of Engineer, unless such distribution is
specifically identified in the Request and is limited to Contractor’s subcontractors.
Contractor warrants that subsequent use by Contractor’s subcontractors complies
with all terms of the Contract Documents and Owner’s response to Request.
3.

In the event that Owner elects to provide or directs the Engineer to provide to
Contractor any Contractor-requested Electronic Document versions of Project
information that is not explicitly identified in the Contract Documents as being
available to Contractor, the Owner shall be reimbursed by Contractor on an hourly
basis (at $150 per hour) for any engineering costs necessary to create or otherwise
prepare the data in a manner deemed appropriate by Engineer.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS: INTENT, REQUIREMENTS, REUSE
3.01

Intent
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
COMMENCEMENT AND PROGRESS OF THE WORK

4.05
SC 4.05

Delays in Contractor’s Progress
Amend Paragraph 4.05.C by adding the following subparagraphs:
5.

Weather-Related Delays
a. If “abnormal weather conditions” as set forth in Paragraph 4.05.C.2 of the General
Conditions are the basis for a request for an equitable adjustment in the Contract
Times, such request must be documented by data substantiating each of the
following: 1) that weather conditions were abnormal for the period of time in
which the delay occurred, 2) that such weather conditions could not have been
reasonably anticipated, and 3) that such weather conditions had an adverse effect
on the Work as scheduled.
b. The existence of abnormal weather conditions will be determined on a month-bymonth basis in accordance with the following:
1)

Contractor shall anticipate the number of foreseeable bad weather days per
month indicated in the Table 1803-2—Anticipated Work Days Lost Due to
Weather in MnDOT Standard Specifications for Construction. The days in
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Table 1803-2 are cumulative and the number of allowable bad weather days
will be determined by totaling the monthly number of days throughout the
specified Contract Time. The days in Table 1803-2 will prorated when
Contract Time starts or ends mid-month.

CONDITIONS
5.03

2)

Work days lost to inclement weather exceeding the allowable number,
established as described in Paragraph 4.05.C.2 will be considered as
“abnormal weather conditions.” The existence of abnormal weather
conditions will not relieve Contractor of the obligation to demonstrate and
document that delays caused by abnormal weather are specific to the
planned work activities or that such activities thus delayed were on
Contractor’s then-current Progress Schedule’s critical path for the Project.

3)

The Owner will not consider weekends or holidays, as eligible for extensions
of Contract Time due to weather unless the Engineer or Owner directs the
Contractor to work those days, or the Contractor’s accepted progress
schedule in place at the time the delay occurred indicated that the
Contractor intended to perform Critical Path Work on those days.

SITE, SUBSURFACE AND PHYSICAL CONDITIONS, HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTAL

Subsurface and Physical Conditions

SC 5.03

Add the following new paragraphs immediately after Paragraph 5.03.D:
E.

The following table lists the reports of explorations and tests of subsurface conditions at or
adjacent to the Site that contain Technical Data, and specifically identifies the Technical
Data in the report upon which Contractor may rely:
Report Title

N/A
F.

SC 5.06

Technical Data

The following table lists the drawings of existing physical conditions at or adjacent to the
Site, including those drawings depicting existing surface or subsurface structures at or
adjacent to the Site (except Underground Facilities), that contain Technical Data, and
specifically identifies the Technical Data upon which Contractor may rely:
Drawings Title

N/A
5.06

Date of Report

Date of Drawings

Technical Data

Hazardous Environmental Conditions
Add the following new paragraphs immediately after Paragraph 5.06.A.3:
4.

The following table lists the reports known to Owner relating to Hazardous
Environmental Conditions at or adjacent to the Site, and the Technical Data (if any)
upon which Contractor may rely:
N/A

5.

Report Title

Date of Report

Technical Data

The following table lists the drawings known to Owner relating to Hazardous
Environmental Conditions at or adjacent to the Site, and Technical Data (if any)
contained in such Drawings upon which Contractor may rely:
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N/A

Drawings Title

Date of Drawings

Technical Data

BONDS AND INSURANCE
6.01

Performance, Payment, and Other Bonds

SC-6.01

Add the following paragraphs immediately after Paragraph 6.01.A:

SC-6.01

6.02

1.

Required Performance Bond Form: The performance bond that Contractor furnishes
will be in the form of EJCDC® C 610, Performance Bond (2010, 2013, or 2018 edition).

2.

Required Payment Bond Form: The payment bond that Contractor furnishes will be in
the form of EJCDC® C 615, Payment Bond (2010, 2013, or 2018 edition).

Add the following paragraphs immediately after Paragraph 6.01.B:
1.

The correction period specified as one year after the date of Substantial Completion in
Paragraph 15.08.A of the General Conditions is hereby revised to be 2 years after
Substantial Completion.

2.

After Substantial Completion, Contractor shall furnish a warranty bond issued in the
form of EJCDC® C 612, Warranty Bond (2018). The warranty bond must be in a bond
amount of 10 percent of the final Contract Price. The warranty bond period will
extend to a date 2 years after Substantial Completion of the Work. Contractor shall
deliver the fully executed warranty bond to Owner prior to final payment, and in any
event no later than 11 months after Substantial Completion.

3.

The warranty bond must be issued by the same surety that issues the performance
bond required under Paragraph 6.01.A of the General Conditions.

Insurance—General Provisions

SC 6.02

Add the following paragraph immediately after Paragraph 6.02.B:
1.

6.03

Contractor may obtain worker’s compensation insurance from an insurance company
that has not been rated by A.M. Best, provided that such company (a) is domiciled in
the state in which the Project is located, (b) is certified or authorized as a worker’s
compensation insurance provider by the appropriate state agency, and (c) has been
accepted to provide worker’s compensation insurance for similar projects by the state
within the last 12 months.

Contractor’s Insurance

SC 6.03

Supplement Paragraph 6.03 with the following provisions after Paragraph 6.03.C:
D.

Other Additional Insureds: As a supplement to the provisions of Paragraph 6.03.C of the
General Conditions, the commercial general liability, automobile liability, umbrella or
excess, pollution liability, and unmanned aerial vehicle liability policies must include as
additional insureds (in addition to Owner and Engineer) the following: Bolton & Menk, Inc.
and the City of Watertown.

E.

Workers’ Compensation and Employer’s Liability: Contractor shall purchase and maintain
workers’ compensation and employer’s liability insurance, including, as applicable, United
States Longshoreman and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act, Jones Act, stop-gap
employer’s liability coverage for monopolistic states, and foreign voluntary workers’
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compensation (from available sources, notwithstanding the jurisdictional requirement of
Paragraph 6.02.B of the General Conditions).
Workers’ Compensation and Related Policies
Workers’ Compensation
State
Applicable Federal (e.g., Longshoreman’s)
Foreign voluntary workers’ compensation (employer’s
responsibility coverage), if applicable
Jones Act (if applicable)
Bodily injury by accident—each accident
Bodily injury by disease—aggregate
Employer’s Liability
Each accident
Each employee
Policy limit
Stop-gap Liability Coverage
For work performed in monopolistic states, stop-gap liability
coverage must be endorsed to either the worker’s compensation
or commercial general liability policy with a minimum limit of:
F.

G.

Policy limits of not
less than:
Statutory
Statutory
Statutory
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
Not Applicable

Commercial General Liability—Claims Covered: Contractor shall purchase and maintain
commercial general liability insurance, covering all operations by or on behalf of
Contractor, on an occurrence basis, against claims for:
1.

damages because of bodily injury, sickness or disease, or death of any person other
than Contractor’s employees,

2.

damages insured by reasonably available personal injury liability coverage, and

3.

damages because of injury to or destruction of tangible property wherever located,
including loss of use resulting therefrom.

Commercial General Liability—Form and Content: Contractor’s commercial liability policy
must be written on a 1996 (or later) Insurance Services Organization, Inc. (ISO) commercial
general liability form (occurrence form) and include the following coverages and
endorsements:
1.

Products and completed operations coverage.
a. Such insurance must be maintained for three years after final payment.
b. Contractor shall furnish Owner and each other additional insured (as identified in
the Supplementary Conditions or elsewhere in the Contract) evidence of
continuation of such insurance at final payment and three years thereafter.

2.

Blanket contractual liability coverage, including but not limited to coverage of
Contractor’s contractual indemnity obligations in Paragraph 7.18.

3.

Severability of interests and no insured-versus-insured or cross-liability exclusions.

4.

Underground, explosion, and collapse coverage.
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H.

I.

5.

Personal injury coverage.

6.

Additional insured endorsements that include both ongoing operations and products
and completed operations coverage through ISO Endorsements CG 20 10 10 01 and
CG 20 37 10 01 (together). If Contractor demonstrates to Owner that the specified ISO
endorsements are not commercially available, then Contractor may satisfy this
requirement by providing equivalent endorsements.

7.

For design professional additional insureds, ISO Endorsement CG 20 32 07 04
“Additional Insured—Engineers, Architects or Surveyors Not Engaged by the Named
Insured” or its equivalent.

Commercial General Liability—Excluded Content: The commercial general liability
insurance policy, including its coverages, endorsements, and incorporated provisions, must
not include any of the following:
1.

Any modification of the standard definition of “insured contract” (except to delete the
railroad protective liability exclusion if Contractor is required to indemnify a railroad
or others with respect to Work within 50 feet of railroad property).

2.

Any exclusion for water intrusion or water damage.

3.

Any provisions resulting in the erosion of insurance limits by defense costs other than
those already incorporated in ISO form CG 00 01.

4.

Any exclusion of coverage relating to earth subsidence or movement.

5.

Any exclusion for the insured’s vicarious liability, strict liability, or statutory liability
(other than worker’s compensation).

6.

Any limitation or exclusion based on the nature of Contractor’s work.

7.

Any professional liability exclusion broader in effect than the most recent edition of
ISO form CG 22 79.

Commercial General Liability—Minimum Policy Limits
Commercial General Liability
General Aggregate
Products—Completed Operations Aggregate
Personal and Advertising Injury
Bodily Injury and Property Damage—Each Occurrence

J.

Policy limits of not
less than:
$2,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$1,500,000.00

Automobile Liability: Contractor shall purchase and maintain automobile liability insurance
for damages because of bodily injury or death of any person or property damage arising
out of the ownership, maintenance, or use of any motor vehicle. The automobile liability
policy must be written on an occurrence basis.
Automobile Liability
Bodily Injury
Each Person
Each Accident
Property Damage

Policy limits of not
less than:
$1,000,000.00
$1,000,000.00
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Automobile Liability
Each Accident
[or]
Combined Single Limit
Combined Single Limit (Bodily Injury and Property Damage)
K.

$1,000,000.00

Umbrella or Excess Liability: Contractor shall purchase and maintain umbrella or excess
liability insurance written over the underlying employer’s liability, commercial general
liability, and automobile liability insurance described in the Paragraphs above. The
coverage afforded must be at least as broad as that of each and every one of the
underlying policies.
Excess or Umbrella Liability
Each Occurrence
General Aggregate

L.

Policy limits of not
less than:
$1,000,000.00

Policy limits of not
less than:
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Using Umbrella or Excess Liability Insurance to Meet CGL and Other Policy Limit
Requirements: Contractor may meet the policy limits specified for employer’s liability,
commercial general liability, and automobile liability through the primary policies alone, or
through combinations of the primary insurance policy’s policy limits and partial attribution
of the policy limits of an umbrella or excess liability policy that is at least as broad in
coverage as that of the underlying policy, as specified herein. If such umbrella or excess
liability policy was required under this Contract, at a specified minimum policy limit, such
umbrella or excess policy must retain a minimum limit of $Not Applicable after accounting
for partial attribution of its limits to underlying policies, as allowed above.

M. Contractor’s Pollution Liability Insurance: Contractor shall purchase and maintain a policy
covering third-party injury and property damage, including cleanup costs, as a result of
pollution conditions arising from Contractor’s operations and completed operations. This
insurance must be maintained for no less than three years after final completion.
Contractor’s Pollution Liability
Each Occurrence/Claim
General Aggregate
N.

Policy limits of not
less than:
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Contractor’s Professional Liability Insurance: If Contractor will provide or furnish
professional services under this Contract, through a delegation of professional design
services or otherwise, then Contractor shall be responsible for purchasing and maintaining
applicable professional liability insurance. This insurance must cover negligent acts, errors,
or omissions in the performance of professional design or related services by the insured or
others for whom the insured is legally liable. The insurance must be maintained throughout
the duration of the Contract and for a minimum of two years after Substantial Completion.
The retroactive date on the policy must pre-date the commencement of furnishing services
on the Project.
Contractor’s Professional Liability
Each Claim

Policy limits of not
less than:
Not Applicable
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Contractor’s Professional Liability
Annual Aggregate

6.04

Policy limits of not
less than:
Not Applicable

O.

Railroad Protective Liability Insurance: No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.

P.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Liability Insurance: No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.

Q.

Other Required Insurance: No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.

Builder’s Risk and Other Property Insurance: No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
CONTRACTOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES

7.03

Labor; Working Hours

SC 7.03

Add the following new subparagraphs immediately after Paragraph 7.03.C:
1.

Regular working hours will be 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. Monday - Friday.

2.

Owner's legal holidays are: New Year's Day, January 1; Martin Luther King's Birthday,
the third Monday in January; Washington's and Lincoln's Birthday, the third Monday
in February; Memorial Day, the last Monday in May; Independence Day, July 4; Labor
Day, the first Monday in September; Christopher Columbus Day, the second Monday
in October; Veterans Day, November 11; Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday in
November; and Christmas Day, December 25.

3.

When a legal holiday occurs on Sunday, the subsequent Monday shall be the observed
holiday. When a legal holiday occurs on Saturday, the preceding Friday shall be the
observed holiday.

OTHER WORK AT THE SITE
8.02

Coordination - No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITIES

9.13

Owner's Site Representative. No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
ENGINEER’S STATUS DURING CONSTRUCTION
CHANGES TO THE CONTRACT
CLAIMS
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
COST OF WORK; ALLOWANCES, UNIT PRICE WORK

SC-13.01

Supplement Paragraph 13.01.C.2 by adding the following definition of small tools and hand
tools:
a. For purposes of this paragraph, “small tools and hand tools” means any tool or
equipment whose current price if it were purchased new at retail would be less
than $500.

13.03 Unit Price Work
SC 13.03
E.

Delete Paragraph 13.03.E in its entirety and insert the following in its place:
Adjustments in Unit Price
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1.

Contractor or Owner shall be entitled to an adjustment in the unit price with respect
to an item of Unit Price Work if:
a. the extended price of a particular item of Unit Price Work amounts to five percent
or more of the Contract Price and the variation in the quantity of that particular
item of Unit Price Work actually furnished or performed by Contractor differs by
more than twenty percent from the estimated quantity of such item indicated in
the Agreement; and
b. Contractor’s unit costs to perform the item of Unit Price Work have changed
materially and significantly as a result of the quantity change.

2.

The adjustment in unit price will account for and be coordinated with any related
changes in quantities of other items of Work, and in Contractor’s costs to perform
such other Work, such that the resulting overall change in Contract Price is equitable
to Owner and Contractor.

3.

Adjusted unit prices will apply to all units of that item.

TESTS AND INSPECTIONS; CORRECTION, REMOVAL, OR ACCEPTANCE OF DEFECTIVE

WORK

No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTOR, SET OFFS; COMPLETIONS; CORRECTION PERIOD
15.01 Progress Payments
15.01 Progress Payments
SC-15.01.B

Replace Paragraph 15.01.B.1 with the following:
1.

SC-15.01.C

The Engineer shall, in communication with Contractor, prepare a draft partial payment
estimate on or about the day as specified in Paragraph 5.1 of the Agreement in any
given month where significant work has been completed. The Pay Estimate shall then
be forwarded to the Contractor for its review, approval, and submittal. If payment is
requested on the basis of materials and equipment not incorporated in the Work but
delivered and suitably stored at the Site or at another location agreed to in writing,
the Application for Payment shall also be accompanied by a bill of sale, invoice, or
other documentation warranting that Owner has received the materials and
equipment free and clear of all liens and evidence that the materials and equipment
are covered by appropriate property insurance or other arrangements to protect the
Owner's interest therein, all of which must be satisfactory to Owner.
Delete paragraph 15.01.C.1 in its entirety.

SC-15.01.D Delete Paragraph 15.01.D.1 in its entirety and replace with the following:
1.

The time period for payment shall be in accordance with the Agreement.

SC-15.01.E.1 Add the following new Paragraph 15-01.E.1.m
m. All out-of-state contractors shall comply with all State of Minnesota surety deposit
requirements. The OWNER may withhold an additional sum of 8 percent of the
amount due the CONTRACTOR from each payment and forward it to the
Department of Revenue until the CONTRACTOR's state tax obligations are
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considered fulfilled unless the CONTRACTOR can show reason for exemption.
Exemption will be granted provided the out-of-state CONTRACTOR meets the
exemption guidelines established for the Minnesota Department of Revenue. All
necessary forms may be obtained from the Minnesota Department of Revenue,
Mail Station 4450, St. Paul, Minnesota 55146‑4450, or phone 1‑800‑657‑3777 or
online at:
http://www.revenue.state.mn.us/businesses/withholding/Pages/Forms.aspx.
SC-15.01
F.

Add the following new Paragraph 15.01.F:
For contracts in which the Contract Price is based on the Cost of Work, if Owner
determines that progress payments made to date substantially exceed the actual progress
of the Work (as measured by reference to the Schedule of Values), or present a potential
conflict with the Guaranteed Maximum Price, then Owner may require that Contractor
prepare and submit a plan for the remaining anticipated Applications for Payment that will
bring payments and progress into closer alignment and take into account the Guaranteed
Maximum Price (if any), through reductions in billings, increases in retainage, or other
equitable measures. Owner will review the plan, discuss any necessary modifications, and
implement the plan as modified for all remaining Applications for Payment.

15.03 Substantial Completion
SC-15.03.A. Delete Paragraph 15.03.A. in its entirety and replace with the following:
A.

When Contractor considers the entire Work to be substantially complete Contractor shall
notify Owner and Engineer in writing that the entire Work is substantially complete and
request that Engineer issue a certificate of Substantial Completion. Contractor shall at the
same time submit to Owner and Engineer an initial draft of punch list items to be
completed or corrected before final payment.

SC-15.03.B. Add the following new subparagraph to Paragraph 15.03.B:
1.

If some or all of the Work has been determined not to be at a point of Substantial
Completion and will require re-inspection or re-testing by Engineer, the cost of such
re-inspection or re-testing, including the cost of time, travel and living expenses, will
be paid by Contractor to Owner. If Contractor does not pay, or the parties are unable
to agree as to the amount owed, then Owner may impose a reasonable set-off against
payments due under this Article 15.

15.06 Final Payment
SC-15.06

Add the following Paragraph 15.06.A.4. Immediately following Paragraph 15.06.A.3.
4.

Final payment will not be made to the CONTRACTOR until a certificate showing that
the CONTRACTOR has complied with the provisions of M.S.A. 290.92 requiring
withholding of income tax on wages at the source. Said certificate shall be executed
by the Commissioner of Revenue. Forms for certification may be obtained from the
Commissioner of Revenue, Centennial Building, St. Paul, Minnesota 55145.

15.08 Correction Period
SC-15.08
G.

Add the following new Paragraph 15.08.G:
The correction period specified as one year after the date of Substantial Completion in
Paragraph 15.08.A of the General Conditions is hereby revised to be the number of years
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set forth in SC 6.01.B.1; or if no such revision has been made in SC 6.01.B, then the
correction period is hereby specified to be 2 years after Substantial Completion.
SUSPENSION OF WORK AND TERMINATION
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
FINAL RESOLUTIONS OF DISPUTES
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
MISCELLANEOUS
No Supplementary Conditions in this Article.
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EXHIBIT A — SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT EXCHANGE
Item

Electronic Documents

a.1

General communications, transmittal covers, meeting notices and
responses to general information requests for which there is no
specific prescribed form.
Meeting agendas, meeting minutes, RFI’s and responses to RFI’s,
and Contract forms.
Contactors Submittals (Shop Drawings, “or equal” requests,
substitution requests, documentation accompanying Sample
submittals and other submittals) to Owner and Engineer, and
Owner’s and Engineer’s responses to Contractor’s Submittals,
Shop Drawings, correspondence, and Applications for Payment.
Correspondence; milestone and final version Submittals of
reports, layouts, Drawings, maps, calculations and spreadsheets,
Specifications, Drawings and other Submittals from Contractor to
Owner or Engineer and for responses from Engineer and Owner
to Contractor regarding Submittals.
Layouts and drawings to be submitted to Owner for future use
and modification.
Correspondence, reports, and Specifications to be submitted to
Owner for future word processing use and modification.
Spreadsheets and data to be submitted to Owner for future data
processing use and modification.
Database files and data to be submitted to Owner for future data
processing use and modification.

a.2
a.3

a.4

a.5
a.6
a.7
a.8

Transmittal
Means
Email

Data
Format
Email

Note
(1)

Email w/
Attachment
Email w/
Attachment

PDF

(2)

Email w/
Attachment or LFE

PDF

Email w/
Attachment or LFE
Email w/
Attachment or LFE
Email w/
Attachment or LFE
Email w/
Attachment or LFE

DWG

PDF

DOC
EXC
DB

Notes
(1)

All exchanges and uses of transmitted data are subject to the appropriate provisions of Contract
Documents.

(2)

Transmittal of written notices is governed by Paragraph 18.01 of the General Conditions.

Key
Email

Standard Email formats (.htm, .rtf, or .txt). Do not use stationery formatting or other features that
impair legibility of content on screen or in printed copies

LFE

Agreed upon Large File Exchange method (FTP, CD, DVD, hard drive)

PDF

Portable Document Format readable by Adobe® Acrobat Reader Version.

DWG

Autodesk® AutoCAD .dwg format Version.

DOC

Microsoft® Word .docx format Version.

EXC

Microsoft® Excel .xls or .xml format Version.

DB

Microsoft® Access .mdb format Version.

Exhibit A—Software Requirements for Electronic Document Exchange.
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SECTION 01110 - SUMMARY OF WORK
GENERAL
1.1

PROJECT LOCATION
A. The project location is shown on the vicinity map in the design drawing set.

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A. The project involves but is not limited to the complete construction of public improvements for the
reconstruction of several streets. Individual elements of work shall include, but are not limited to:
1.

Removal of bituminous pavement, concrete curb and gutter, sidewalk and driveways, pipe and other
miscellaneous items.

2.

Clearing and grubbing.

3.

Street excavation.

4.

Storm sewer construction.

5.

Concrete walk construction.

6.

Concrete curbing and driveway pavement construction.

7.

Bituminous street construction.

8.

Turf restoration and erosion control construction.

9.

Traffic Control.

10. Other miscellaneous work shown on the plans or specified herein.
1.3

ALTERNATE MATERIALS & METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION
A. The Contractor may present alternative materials and/or methods of construction for consideration by the
Owner. Proposals for such alternatives shall be in accordance with the provisions of Section 01230
“Alternates and Alternatives” of this Project Manual.

1.4

CONTRACTOR USE OF PROJECT SITE
A. The Contractor's use of the project site shall be limited to its construction operations, including on-site
storage of materials and field offices. No materials shall be stored in a location as to limit access to the
affected public. Any damage caused by Contractor operations to private property, including but not
limited to, parking lots, trees, shrubs, material spatter, etc. shall promptly be corrected at the Contractor’s
expense.
PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION

3.1

OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
A. The Contractor shall confine its work within the limits of the easements, public rights-of-way, and/or
construction limits as shown on the plans. If the Contractor desires additional space, it shall be the
Contractor's responsibility to acquire easements and/or permission, as desired.

3.2

BARRICADES
A. The Contractor shall furnish and install any necessary barricades to protect the public or workers during the
project. Barricades to keep public out of construction areas shall be left in place until removed by
Contractor after they are no longer required for protection. The Contractor is responsible to secure the site
at all times during the demolition.
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B.

The Contractor shall furnish names, addresses, and phone numbers of at least two local individuals capable
of immediate response who will be responsible for the site security and traffic control devices to:
The Engineer
The Owner
Local Law Enforcement Agencies

C.

3.3

The Contractor shall respond with sufficient personnel, equipment and/or materials and conduct the
required work or be subject to a $100 per hour deduction from the time of notification for non-attention
to project security and safety.

SAFETY HAZARDS
A. The Owner, Engineer or their representatives may indicate potential safety hazards noticed at the
Construction site. However, the Contractor shall remain the only party liable for the maintenance of safe
construction practices.

3.4

INTERFERENCE WITH TREES
A. The Contractor may be required to trim tree branches that overhang the work zone as specifically identified
during construction by the Engineer, where branches are likely to be broken or excessively damaged by
construction equipment and activities. Branches which are accidentally damaged during construction shall
be trimmed immediately. All trimmed ends shall be coated with an appropriate coating material.
B.

The Contractor shall protect existing trees within close proximity of the construction from stripping and
root damage. Roots extending into excavations shall be cut before excavating in their vicinity. Roots cut or
otherwise damaged shall be coated with an appropriate protective dressing prior to backfilling.

C.

No direct compensation for tree protection and interference shall be made, unless specifically identified in
the Schedule of Unit Prices.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01230 - ALTERNATES / ALTERNATIVES
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section shall govern the interpretation and evaluation of bid alternates and contractor proposed
alternatives.
B.

The Owner reserves the right to reject any bids not complying with the requirements of this section.

C.

All bids must include a bid based on the "base bid" or the Contract Documents defined alternatives, as
specified, without anticipation of the use of "or equal" items or contractor proposed alternatives. Bids
solely based on the use of "or equal" items or contractor proposed alternatives may be rejected without
consideration, at the discretion of the Owner.

D. Qualification process

1.2

1.

Installers wishing to qualify alternate methods and/or materials for this project must submit a copy of
the license or certificate verifying the manufacturer's or licensor's approval, and evidence of the
installer's experience including the number, total length, and locations of trenchless construction
projects installed to date using the proposed materials and methods together with the names and
phone numbers of facility owners to the Engineer 10 days prior to the opening of bids to allow time for
evaluation.

2.

The final decision to accept or reject the applicant lies solely with the Owner.

INTERPRETATION OF "OR EQUAL" CLAUSES
A. The Contractor shall include in its base bid the items, as specified, without consideration of using the 'or
equal' items and methods.
B.

The Contractor shall then include in its bid the amount of the deduction, increase or revised total bid to be
applied if the 'or equal' items and methods are accepted.

C.

The Owner and Engineer shall evaluate the 'or equal' stature of the proposed materials and methods.

D. The Owner reserves the right to accept or reject the proposed 'or equal' materials and methods at the
appropriate adjustment to bid price.
1.3

PROPOSALS WITH SPECIFIED BID ALTERNATES
A. The Owner reserves the right to select the bid alternate desired, regardless of the amount bid.
B.

1.4

The bid shall be awarded to the lowest and best bidder of the selected alternate.

CONTRACTOR PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES
A. Contractor proposed alternative methods and techniques may be considered by the Owner, with the advice
of the Engineer, after Award of Contract. No alternatives shall be accepted or considered as part of the bid.
B.

The Contractor shall include in its base bid the items, as specified, without consideration of using any
proposed alternative materials and/or methods.

C.

The Contractor shall then include in its bid the amount of the deduction, increase or revised bid amount to
be applied if the proposed alternative materials and methods are accepted.

D. The Owner and Engineer shall evaluate the stature of the proposed materials and methods.
1.

Evaluation by the Owner and Engineer shall include the cost of modifying the design, as necessary and
shall be at the discretion of the Owner and Engineer.

2.

If the Contractor is proposing trenchless technology that is not included as a contract alternative, the
following modifications to the original design shall be anticipated by the Contractor and included in the
price differential or revised contract amount, as proposed:
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(a) The actual inside pipe diameter included in the Contractor proposed alternative shall be equal to
or larger than the original conduit design, as specified, unless approved by the Engineer.
(b) The minimum grade of all conduits installed by trenchless technologies for gravity sewers shall be
0.80 percent. This minimum may increase the depth required for structures. The Contractor shall
include in the price differential or revised contract amount the cost of any such increases in
structure depth.
(c) Proposed modifications which include changes in pipe size whether to meet the required actual
inside pipe diameter or necessitated by proposed changes in pipe materials, etc. may require
changes in manhole diameters to accommodate the necessary pipe entrances. The Contractor
shall include in the price differential or revised contract amount the cost of any such increases in
manhole size.
E.
1.5

The Owner reserves the right to accept or reject "Contractor Proposed Alternatives”.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. If the Bidder proposes an alternative:

1.6

1.

The Bidder is required to request, in writing, a determination on the Specifications which will be
enforced to govern the construction. This request shall be made directly to the Engineer at the time of
bid opening or before.

2.

The Engineer shall provide a written response prior to the end of the next working day to allow the
Contractor time to withdraw its bid, if requested by the Contractor.

SUBMITTALS
A. "OR EQUAL" MATERIALS AND/OR METHODS
1.

B.

C.

Unless otherwise specified, contractors whose bids are based on "equal" materials and/or methods
shall include with their bid the manufacturer name, address, product name, model, specification
reference and/or testing certification of the items proposed to be used. The Contractor shall also
include evidence of the 'equal' stature of the products proposed.

PROPOSALS FOR SPECIFIED BID ALTERNATES
1.

Unless otherwise specifically requested, no submittals are required.

2.

Unless otherwise specifically requested, the Contractor is required to bid at least one of the alternates
included in the proposal form, and the Contractor may choose to bid other alternates or not.

CONTRACTOR PROPOSED ALTERNATIVES
1.

The Contractor shall contact the Engineer prior to bidding the job to discuss its proposed alternative
approach to the methods and materials used or execution of the job. The Engineer shall evaluate the
proposed methods and may at the Engineer’s discretion choose to issue an addendum to all
contractors or accept the conversation as privileged communication.

2.

Unless otherwise specified, the Contractors whose bid includes alternative materials and/or methods
shall include with their bid the manufacturer name, address, product name, model, specification
reference and/or testing certification of the items proposed to be used. The Contractor shall also
include evidence of the 'equal' stature of the products and/or methods proposed.

3.

The Contractor shall mark the outside of the bid envelope that alternative methods are included.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01270 - MEASUREMENT & PAYMENT
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. Methods of measurement and payment for all items not individually specified shall be according to the
appropriate referenced specification standard.

1.2

MEASUREMENT & PAYMENT
A. Payment for Plan Quantity (P) Items: Items designated as Plan Quantity (P) shall be measured and paid for
based on the quantity listed in the plans and no field measurement shall be made. The Engineer will only
adjust the quantities on Plan Quantity (P) designated Contract items when the Engineer authorizes changes
to the dimensions of that work (in which case only the affected portion will be re-determined) or when the
Engineer determines that the quantity designated as a Plan Quantity (P) is incorrect.
B.

Payment for Hauled Materials: No compensation will be paid for any weigh ticket received after the date
shown on the ticket unless prior arrangements are made with the Engineer.

C.

Payment for Major Lump Sum Items: The Contractor shall submit a schedule of values for major items of
construction that are bid as lump sum. The schedule shall identify major sections of work and the
percentage of the bid price applied to each. Payment shall be made according to the percentage complete
of each major section of work.

D. Incidental Work: Any work required, incidental or implied on the plans and in the specifications, and for
which a specific pay item is not identified on the proposal, shall be considered incidental to the Contract,
unless otherwise approved by the Engineer.
1.3

SUBMITTALS
A. The Contractor shall submit a schedule of values for major items of construction that are bid as lump sum.
B.

The Contractor shall submit to the Engineer a “Certificate of Conformance” statement stating that the scale
used to weigh hauled materials has been tested and calibrated for the current construction season. This
Certificate shall be from MnDOT or other reliable scale servicing company. Providing a certified scale and
obtaining such “Certificate of Conformance” is the sole responsibility of the Contractor and all costs
associated are considered incidental to the materials being supplied.

C.

Hauled Materials: The Contractor shall furnish numbered weigh tickets which list the Date, Project, Type of
Material, Gross Weight, Tare Weight, Material Weight in tons, and Truck Number for each load brought to
the construction site. If the individual pay items are identified on a unit weight basis, the Contractor shall
provide the Engineer with a summary type spreadsheet which provides accumulative job totals of all
aggregate and bituminous materials hauled to the project. This spreadsheet shall be submitted to the
Engineer on a weekly basis.

D. Procured Materials: The Contractor shall furnish an insurance bond showing the type of material, the
amount of material, the valuation of the material, the stored location, the project, the date, the name, and
address of the surety.
E.

Compacted Volume Materials: When measurement is specified by the CUBIC YARD, (CY) COMPACTED
VOLUME (CV), will be determined by length, width and depth measurements of the material in its placed
and compacted position, according to the placement dimensions as shown in the Contract or as designated
by the Engineer.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01310 - COORDINATION
GENERAL
1.1

SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION
A. A written project management scheduling tool (i.e., critical path (CPM), detailed bar chart, etc.) shall be
employed by the Contractor for cost value reporting, planning and scheduling of all work required under
the Contract Documents. This schedule shall show the order in which the Contractor proposes to execute
the work with dates on which it proposes to start the various phases of the work and the estimated
completion date of each phase. The Contractor shall submit a preliminary version of its intended schedule
within 10 working days following the Notice of Award on the attached form or on a form of its own
choosing. The Contractor is required to show the initial critical path (CPM) of tasks to be performed.

1.2

B.

Unless otherwise approved by the Engineer, the schedule shall also include an anticipated payment
schedule for the volume of work to be completed each month. This schedule shall indicate the Contractor's
intention and ability to complete the work within the contract times, as specified in Article 4 of Section C520 “Agreement between Owner and Contractor” of this Project Manual.

C.

The Preconstruction Conference as outlined in Section 01315 “Project Meetings” of this Project Manual will
not be conducted until the schedule is submitted. In addition, no construction staking shall be provided
until the schedule is submitted by the Contractor and reviewed by the Engineer.

WORKING HOURS
A. Except in connection with safety or emergency situations, all work at the site shall be performed during
daylight hours and in accordance with City ordinances and shall not be outside of the hours of 7:00 AM to
7:00 PM Monday through Friday and 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM on Saturday unless approved by the Engineer.

1.3

B.

The Contractor shall notify the Owner and Engineer of any work planned on Saturday, Sunday, or any legal
holidays at least 48 hours prior to such work. Work will not be permitted on Sunday and holidays.

C.

The Contractor shall coordinate any construction or hauling activity in the vicinity of churches, schools,
medical facilities, and funeral homes. The Contractor shall be cognizant of the disruptive effects of
continued construction during funerals. The Owner reserves the right to temporarily stop construction
within one block of, and during the time of, any funeral procession. No compensation shall be granted to
the Contractor due to temporary delays caused by funerals.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
A. Reference Specification 01555 “Maintenance and Control of Traffic” of this Project Manual.

1.4

COORDINATION WITH BUSINESSES AND PRIVATE PROPERTY OWNERS ADJACENT TO THE PROJECT
A. The Contractor shall notify all property owners and occupants adjacent to the project 2 days in advance to
allow moving machinery and/or vehicles or other items that may be blocked in or damaged due to the
upcoming construction in the area. Access to the properties shall be restored as soon as possible after each
phase of construction.

1.5

COORDINATION WITH UTILITY COMPANIES
A. The Contractor is responsible for working with public and private utility companies in protecting and/or
relocating existing or new utility lines located near and affected by this construction.
1.
B.

Coordination with the utility companies is very important and should be considered in planning the
work and the associated extra costs involved.

The Contractor shall consult with the City’s maintenance personnel when working around or performing the
required sanitary sewer installations.
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C.

The Contractor shall also work with the City’s maintenance personnel to provide for scheduled water shutdowns in a given area and to provide for continued water service to the properties along the project
throughout the duration of the project.

D. The Contractor shall work with all utility companies, as necessary, to allow for installation and for
maintenance of service of gas, power, lighting, telephone, cable TV, etc. in the boulevards or across the
streets prior to final shaping of aggregate base and/or topsoil. This coordination with the utility companies
is the responsibility of the Contractor and is considered incidental to the construction and no additional
compensation shall be granted.
1.6

COOPERATION WITH FIRE & EMERGENCY DEPARTMENTS
A. The Contractor shall coordinate all work requiring shutting down water service or limiting access to
buildings by emergency equipment with the fire & emergency departments. This shall include notification
of the daily construction schedule by the Contractor.

1.7

COOPERATION WITH OTHER CONTRACTORS
A. The Contractor shall cooperate with other contractors performing construction on other projects in the
vicinity of this Project, including but not limited to allowing access for the delivery of equipment and
materials.

1.8

COORDINATION WITH SERVICE PROVIDERS
A. The Contractor shall coordinate with the postal service, recycling service, garbage collection service, school
bus service, etc. to maintain continual uninterrupted service to all residences and businesses throughout
the duration of the project.
B.

The Contractor shall temporarily relocate mailboxes, haul recycling and garbage for residents to a
designated pick up location, etc., as required by the subject service provider. All equipment materials and
labor required to coordinate with service providers and maintain services shall be incidental to the
Contract.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01315 - PROJECT MEETINGS
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. Pre-construction Conference

B.

C.

1.

Prior to the start of the work, a joint meeting will be held with representatives of the Contractor, the
Owner, the Engineer, and any other interested parties. This meeting is intended to introduce the
various key personnel from each organization and to discuss the start of the work, order of work, labor
and legal requirements, insurance requirements, method of payment, shop drawing requirements,
protection of existing facilities, location of disposal and stockpile areas, and other pertinent items
associated with the project.

2.

The Contractor shall be prepared to discuss his proposed detailed construction progress schedule. The
construction schedule shall be subject to the review of the Owner, Engineer and applicable agencies.

Construction Progress Meetings
1.

These meetings will require the attendance of the Contractor's Project Manager or other designated
staff authorized by the Contractor to discuss project status and negotiate agreements between the
Contractor and Owner. Failure of the Contractor to attend scheduled project meetings as required may
result in project delays expensed by the Contractor.

2.

Meetings will be held between the Owner, Contractor and Engineer for the purpose of reviewing the
project schedule or the status of the project. These meetings will be arranged by the Owner, and/or
Engineer, as deemed necessary.

Safety Meetings
1.

The Owner, Engineer or their representatives shall be allowed to attend Contractor’s onsite safety
meetings. The Contractor shall be responsible for meeting content and coordination and shall inform
the Owner, Engineer or their representatives of the time and location of the meeting a minimum of
two business days prior to the meeting.

2.

The Contractor shall make additional copies of any safety related handouts or materials for distribution
to the Owner, Engineer or their representatives. However, the Contractor shall remain the only party
responsible for the maintenance of project safety materials.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01330 - SUBMITTALS
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. The General Conditions of the Construction Contract outlines the requirements for Submittals. This section
provides information on file format and routing.

1.2

B.

The responsibility for completeness of submittals lies with the Contractor. If the Engineer and/or Owner
sign the submittal with no exception taken, such action shall not absolve the responsibilities of the
Contractor in any way.

C.

Emailed submittals to the Engineer in pdf format will be accepted.

ITEMS TO BE SUBMITTED
A. Written Progress Management Schedule Tool (as defined in Section 01310) - to be reviewed at the
Preconstruction Conference. See Article 4 of Section 00520 “Agreement” of this Project Manual for
contractual time requirements.
B.

Concrete Mix Design

C.

Bituminous Mix Design (wear and non-wear)

D. Gradation Test Results from 2 separate tests, as required in Source Quality Control provisions of individual
sections contained herein, from material stockpiles of aggregates to be used on this project. These tests
may be run by the Contractor or its supplier during aggregate production.
E.

Geotextile Fabrics - Certificates of Compliance.

F.

Storm Sewer, Subdrain and Sump Drain Lines
1.

Manhole and catch basin structure - shop drawings.

2.

Manhole and catch basin casting - shop drawings.

3.

Piping and fittings - Certificates of Compliance.

G. Seeding - Certificates of Compliance for seed mixture.
H. Trees & Shrubs - Certificates of Compliance.
1.3

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS
A. The Contractor shall submit two copies of Safety Data Sheets (SDSs) (formerly known as Material Safety
Data Sheets or MSDSs) for each material on site to the OWNER.
B.

1.4

The Contractor shall maintain an orderly file of Safety Data Sheets at the job site.

RECORD DRAWINGS
A. The CONTRACTOR shall maintain at the construction site one complete set of drawings suitably marked to
show all deviations from the original set of drawings and other information as specified. Supplementary
sketches shall be included, if necessary, to clearly indicate all work as constructed.
B.

All manholes, watermain bends and valves shall be located with tie-off dimensions to known items on the
plans or in the field to enable the Contractor or City personnel to locate these structures for adjustment.

C.

All work shall be clearly shown and the record drawings and service record forms shall be satisfactory to the
OWNER in order to insure that adequate information is indicated to show the actual construction. The
complete set of the record drawings shall be submitted to the ENGINEER prior to submittal of the final
Application for Payment. Failure of the CONTRACTOR to maintain an up-to-date set of record drawings on
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the project site shall be reason to withhold payments. All underground lines shall be determined from the
record drawings.
PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION
3.1

SUBMITTAL ROUTING
A. Submittals shall be submitted via email or digital transfer method acceptable to the Engineer.
B.

3.2

Acceptable File Formats
1.

Reports: Searchable PDF

2.

Shop Drawings and Material Certifications: PDF

3.

Photos: JPG with GPS location

4.

Video: MP4 or WAV with both audio and video

SAMPLES
A. Samples shall be delivered to the address specified in the Specification Section.

3.3

PHOTOS
A. Photos shall be taken using a device with the Global Positioning System (GPS) setting enabled.
B.

3.4

The quality of the photos submitted shall be sufficient to clearly depict the focal points in the photo.

RESPONSIBILITY
A. The Contractor shall allow a minimum 5-business days for Engineer review unless otherwise agreed by the
Engineer.
B.

Where review is required by a regulatory agency or permitting agency that is not the Owner, the Contractor
shall allow additional time in the schedule to accommodate the agency review.

C.

All submittals shall be reviewed by the Engineer prior to their incorporation into the project. If materials
are installed without prior review, they will be subject to removal, at the Contractor's expense, if the
material is found to be non-conforming to the Specifications.

D. Time delays or costs incurred by the Contractor due to late submittals by the Contractor shall not be
acceptable cause for claims by the Contractor.
E.

Failure of the Contractor to make submittals may be cause to withhold payment until submittals are
received.
**** END OF SECTION ****
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SECTION 01350 - SPECIAL PROJECT PROCEDURES
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers special features of this project which may require individual attention of the Contractor
and/or the subcontractors. Descriptions contained herein are intended as a service and to prevent
oversights by the Contractor. However, the Contractor shall remain the only party liable for the
performance of all provisions included in the Contract Documents.
1.

Landscaping Allowance - A landscape allowance has been included on the Bid Form to provide funds for
landscape work which cannot be identified in sufficient detail to bid. The landscaping allowance will be
used to pay the contractor any miscellaneous restoration work and salvaging and reinstallation of
landscape items for which there is not a bid item provided on the proposal. Prior to starting any
allowance work the contractor shall notify the engineer so the time spent can be tracked. The
contractor shall submit the following information to the Engineer with applications for payment for
reimbursement allowance charges:
•

Receipts for actual charges paid

•

A detailed explanation of the charges

At closeout of the contract, allowance funds not authorized for payment will be credited to the Owner.
Protection of irrigation systems and underground fencing is incidental to the Contract. The Contractor
shall locate irrigation systems and underground fencing prior to construction.
2.

Once the Contractor starts removals on a section of the project, as depicted on the title sheet, they
shall continually work on each section until that portion is substantially complete.

3.

The Contractor shall coordinate with the City of Watertown’s contractor that is supplying the
playground equipment for the Sugarbush Park playground.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)

**** END OF SECTION ****
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SECTION 01410 - REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
PART 1 -- GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. Applicable codes and standards referred to in these specifications shall establish minimum requirements
and shall be superseded by more stringent requirements of drawings and specifications when and where
they occur.
B.

1.2

Any conflicts between specifications and applicable codes and standards shall be referred to the Engineer.

PERMITS OBTAINED BY OWNER
A. The Owner has applied for the following permits from appropriate authorities. It is anticipated that
permission to proceed will be authorized prior to execution of Contract. The Contractor shall perform all
work and conduct itself in full accordance with the requirements of the applicable permit:
1.
B.

1.3

CCWMO Erosion Control Permit

The Contractor shall be responsible for meeting any bonding or insurance requirements which may be
required as a condition to any permit, listed above.

PERMITS OBTAINED BY CONTRACTOR
A. The Contractor shall secure and pay the cost of any other permits not mentioned above, which may be
required for work within the project limits including but not limited to:
1.
B.

1.4

The Contractor shall secure and pay the cost of any permits, which may be required.

The Contractor shall identify, secure, and pay for any required permission, fee, or permit for work not
within the project limits, but which may be considered a connected action. A connected action shall be
defined as including but not limited to:
1.

Obtaining borrow for the project,

2.

Disposal of any waste product or excess material resulting from the project, and

3.

Any action by the Contractor that is closely related by proximity in location and time to the project that
may be perceived by the public or any regulatory body to be part of the project.

SUBMITTALS
A. Contractor shall provide a draft copy of all notifications, submittals, and permit applications to the Engineer
for review a minimum of 5-business days prior to submittal to any regulatory or permitting agency.
B.

Contractor shall copy the Engineer on all notifications, submittals, and permit applications at the time of
submittal to the agency or permitting authority.

C.

The Contractor shall submit copies of Safety Data Sheets (SDSs) for each material on site to the Engineer.

D. If requested by the Owner, the Contractor shall provide copies of permits and/or permissions acquired for
work.
PART 2 -- PRODUCTS
2.1

EQUIPMENT
A. All equipment furnished and installed under the contract shall be designed, fabricated, assembled,
installed, and placed into service. The equipment will conform to the applicable provisions of the Federal
and State Safety and Health Standards, including but not limited to Federal Occupational Safety and Health
Regulations for Construction; the Division of Environmental Health, Minnesota Department of Health; the
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Minnesota Pollution Control Agency; the Department of Natural Resources; the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, Division of Highways; the Minnesota Industrial Commission and ordinances of the City that
apply to this work.
PART 3 -- EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION
A. All construction methods and tools shall comply with commonly accepted standards for safety and health of
personnel engaged on construction, including but not limited to Federal Occupational Safety and Health
Regulations for Construction; the Division of Environmental Health, Minnesota Department of Health; the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency; the Department of Natural Resources; the Minnesota Department of
Transportation, Division of Highways; the Minnesota Industrial Commission and ordinances of the City that
apply to this work.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01420 - SPECIFICATION REFERENCE AND WORKS CONSULTED
GENERAL
The references listed in this section are not all inclusive. There may be other references in individual
specification sections that are not listed in this Section.
Portions of referenced specifications not specifically affected by the supplemented information of modification
shall remain in effect as originally written.
It is the Contractor’s responsibility to have these and all other referenced specifications listed in individual
Sections available onsite and to be familiar with them.
1.1

ENGINEERS JOINT CONTRACT DOCUMENTS COMMITTEE (EJCDC)
A. Documents with the EJCDC copyright notice in the footer are used in this Project Manual under a licensing
agreement with EJCDC.

1.2

SOIL DISTURBING ACTIVITIES
A. Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) - General Storm Water Permit for Construction Activity (MN
R100001) in force at the day of bid: http://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/stormwater/stormwater-c.html

1.3

WATERMAIN, SANITARY SEWER AND STORM SEWER CONSTRUCTION
A. "Standard Specifications" as published by the City Engineers Association of Minnesota, in force 30 calendar
days prior to bid date: http://www.ceam.org
B.

1.4

American Water Works Association (AWWA) Standards: http://www.awwa.org/

GRADING, STREET AND SURFACE IMPROVEMENTS
A. All of Divisions II and III, and any specifically referenced Division I sections of the Minnesota Department of
Transportation (MnDOT), "Standard Specifications for Construction", together with all the Supplemental
Specifications in force 30 calendar days prior to bid date: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/pre-letting/spec/
B.

MnDOT Technical Memoranda in force 30 calendar days prior to bid date and referencing the use of English
units of measure: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/design/tools/index.html

C.

MnDOT Standard Plans: http://standardplans.dot.state.mn.us/

D. MnDOT Standard Details: http://standardplates.dot.state.mn.us/
E.
1.5

Whenever the word "Contracting Authority," "Department" or "Owner" is used in the sense of ownership as
part of any of the MnDOT Documents, it shall mean Owner as defined in the Agreement.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
A. The Minnesota Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MMUTCD) shall apply to this project and is
available at: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/mutcd/.
B.

The MnDOT’s Temporary Traffic Control Zone Layouts Field available at:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/publ/fieldmanual/.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION
A. The Contractor shall have access to the reference documents at the site at all times during the construction
either in paper or digital format.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01425 - ABBREVIATIONS
GENERAL
1.1

WHEREVER THE FOLLOWING ABBREVIATIONS ARE USED, THEY SHALL HAVE THE MEANINGS INDICATED:
A. AASHTO American Association of the State Highway and Transportation Officials
B.

ACI

American Concrete Institute

C.

AI

The Asphalt Institute

D. ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

E.

AWWA

American Water Works Association

F.

CEAM

City Engineer's Association of Minnesota

G. CLFMI

Chain Link Fence Manufacturers Institute

H. MnDOT

Minnesota Department of Transportation

I.

OSHA

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

J.

PCA

Portland Cement Association or Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (context obvious)

K.

SWPPP

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01450 - QUALITY CONTROL
GENERAL
1.1

SCOPE OF TESTS
A. All materials, equipment, installation, and workmanship included in this contract, if so required by the
Engineer, shall be tested and inspected to prove compliance with the contract requirements.
B.

All tests and inspections shall be completed under the direct supervision of a licensed professional
engineer. All tests and inspections shall be the responsibility as identified in the individual sections of these
specifications and shall be reported directly to the Owner and Engineer.

C.

No tests specified herein shall be applied until the item to be tested has been inspected and approval given
for the application of such tests.

D. Tests and inspections shall include all those specified in the individual sections and shall be compensated in
accordance with the individual sections.

1.2

E.

Tests and inspection, unless otherwise specified or accepted, shall be in accordance with the recognized
standards of the industry.

F.

Soil compaction testing performed by the Owner is deemed to be for the convenience of the Owner for
documentation of the progress and performance of the work. Soil compaction testing results will be made
available to the Contractor. However, the Owner and Engineer make no representations that the number
of tests taken will be sufficient to accurately characterize the condition of any trench, and the Contractor
shall take any supplemental test it deems necessary to monitor its own performance. The Owner may, at
its discretion, eliminate soil and compaction testing on any part or the entire project. The presence or
absence of soil and compaction testing or the approval of the results thereof shall in no way reduce the
Contractor’s obligation to correct trench settlement as described in these Special Provisions.

FINAL TESTING AND START-UP
A. If, under test, any portion of the work fails to fulfill the contract requirements and is altered, renewed or
replaced, tests on that portion so altered, removed, replaced, together with all other portions of the work
as are affected thereby, shall, if so required by the Engineer, be repeated within reasonable time and in
accordance with the specified conditions and the Contractor shall pay to the Owner all reasonable expenses
incurred by the Owner as a result of the carrying out of such tests.

1.3

TESTING AND LABORATORY SERVICES
A. Independent Testing Laboratory

B.

1.

Where in the individual sections of this Specification, tests or inspections are required to be furnished
by the Contractor by an independent testing laboratory, the Contractor shall employ and arrange for,
at its expense, the services of an approved independent testing laboratory satisfactory to the Engineer
to perform the testing utilizing recognized standard procedures and criteria.

2.

If the project includes the MnDOT Schedule of Materials Control Section, the Contractor shall employ
and arrange for, at its expense, the services of an approved independent testing laboratory satisfactory
to the Engineer to perform the testing utilizing recognized standard procedures and criteria for all
testing listed under Quality Control, Contractor, or Producer testing in the Schedule of Materials
Control regardless of what the individual sections of this specification state.

Reports and Certificates
1.

C.

The Contractor shall submit reports and certificates of all inspections and test to the Engineer in
duplicate. The reports and certificates become the property of the Owner.

Sample Materials
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1.

The Contractor shall furnish all sample materials required for these tests and shall deliver the same
without charge to the testing laboratory or other designated agency when and where directed by
them.

D. Additional Tests
1.

In addition to those tests required by the individual technical specifications and/or referenced
specifications:
(a) Additional tests required beyond these required under this specification may be ordered by the
Engineer to settle disagreements with the Contractor regarding quality of work done. If the work
is defective, the Contractor shall pay all costs of the additional tests and shall correct the work. If
the work is satisfactory, the Owner will pay for the additional tests.
(b) The Owner may perform televised inspection of any and/or all underground construction included
in this project, at its own expense, at any time prior to final payment. All deficiencies discovered in
the course of such investigation shall be corrected at the Contractor’s expense and, the Owner's
satisfaction, prior to final payment.

1.4

ENGINEER'S REPRESENTATIVES AND TESTING
A. The Engineer may provide a Resident Project Representative (RPR) to ascertain that the work is
accomplished properly and in accordance with the plans and specifications. The RPR shall have full access
to the work and shall be given full cooperation. The RPR shall have the authority, subject to the final
decision of the Engineer, to reject any defective work or material. The RPR shall have no authority to
permit any deviation from the plans and specifications except on written order from the Engineer.
B.

1.5

The presence of the Engineer or any RPRs, however, shall not relieve the Contractor of the responsibility for
the proper execution of the work in accordance with all requirements of the Contract Documents.
Compliance is a duty of the Contractor, and said duty shall not be avoided by any act or omission on the
part of the Engineer or any RPRs.

SITE INVESTIGATION AND CONTROL
A. The Contractor shall verify all dimensions in the field and shall check field conditions continuously during
construction. The Contractor shall be solely responsible for any inaccuracies built into the work due to his
failure to comply with this requirement.
B.

1.6

The Contractor shall inspect related and appurtenant work and shall report in writing to the Engineer any
conditions, which will prevent proper completion of the work. Failure to report any such conditions shall
constitute acceptance of all site conditions, and any required removal, repair or replacement caused by
unsuitable conditions shall be performed by the Contractor at his sole cost and expense.

RIGHT OF REJECTION
A. The Engineer, acting for the Owner, shall have the right, at all time and places, to reject any articles or
materials to be furnished hereunder which in any respect, fail to meet the requirements of these
specifications, regardless of whether the defects in such articles or materials are detected at the point of
manufacture or after completion of the work at the site. If the Engineer or RPR, through an oversight or
otherwise, has accepted materials or work which is defective or which is contrary to the specifications, such
material, no matter in what stage or condition of manufacture, deliver, or erection, may be rejected by the
Engineer for the Owner.
PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01500 – MOBILIZATION
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the mobilization of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work
and services necessary or incidental to construct the project, including but not limited to, the
demobilization associated with closing the project, removing all equipment, removing excess materials, and
general clean-up.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Mobilization shall be measured by the LUMP SUM and paid in accordance with the following schedule.

1.3

1.

On the first partial estimate that shows work performed on at least one major contract item,
25 percent of the amount bid for Mobilization will be paid, but not more that 3 percent of the original
Contract amount.

2.

On subsequent partial estimates, payment shall be made at the same percentage as the value of work
completed to date relative to the original Contract amount, except that payment shall not be reduced
from the original 25 percent. Materials on hand shall be excluded from the payment ratio
computation.

3.

At such time that 95 percent of the original Contract amount is earned, full payment for Mobilization
shall be made.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2021 shall apply to mobilization.
B.

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01550 - MAINTENANCE OF HAUL ROADS & TEMPORARY ACCESS
GENERAL
1.1

MAINTENANCE
A. The Contractor shall notify and obtain the approval of the local governmental authority for the use of all
haul roads and construction easement areas within the City limits not specifically noted below. The
Contractor will be required to deliver new materials and dispose of all excavated material plus removal
items only on designated haul roads. This also applies to equipment entering and leaving the project site
such as backhoes and front end loaders.
B.

C.

Allowable City street and project haul roads are described as follows:
1.

Arnica Drive

2.

Madison Street SE

The Contractor shall confine all operations, ingress and egress to the designated haul roads. The Owner
may assess a fee in the amount of $ 500 per day for each day that the Contractor occupies or travels on
non-designated haul roads. The fee shall be in addition to damages assessed against the Contractor to
repair damage caused to the roadway.

D. The Contractor shall maintain and repair any damage to haul roads. Maintenance shall include, but not be
limited to, the following: blading, patching, signing, graveling and dust control. This work will be at the
Contractor's expense, without any direct compensation being made other than the payment received for
Contract items.
E.
1.2

The Contractor shall be responsible for all roadbed maintenance over backfilled trenches and roadbed
subgrade during the construction period.

REFERENCED SPECIFICATION
A. MnDOT 1513, Restrictions on Movement and Storage of Heavy Loads and Equipment.
B.

MnDOT 1515, Control of Haul Roads

C.

MnDOT 2051, Maintenance and Restoration of Haul Roads.

D. Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.
PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Reclaimed bituminous and salvaged aggregate base may be used for temporary access surfacing. No
additional compensation shall be granted for the installation, removal and disposal of materials utilized in
this way.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01555 - MAINTENANCE AND CONTROL OF TRAFFIC
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. Traffic Control
1.

All traffic control methods shall conform to the provisions of the latest edition of the Minnesota
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MN MUTCD), including its supplements and Part VI, "Field
Manual for Temporary Traffic Control Zone Layouts", the "Guide to Establishing Speed Limits in
Highway Work Zones", the Minnesota Flagging Handbook, the provisions of MnDOT 1404 and 1710, the
Minnesota Standard Signs Manuals Parts I and II, the Traffic Engineering Manual Chapter 8 Appendixes
8-8.02 and 8-8.03, the Traffic Control Layouts/Typical Traffic Control Layouts in the Plans.

2.

The Contractor shall furnish, install, maintain and remove all traffic control devices including, but not
limited to, construction signs, barricades and barricade weights, traffic marking tape, and warning
lights which are needed for the guidance, warning and control of traffic adjacent to and through this
project.

3.

The Contractor shall provide sufficient surveillance of the traffic control devices to ensure compliance
during the entire construction period. The Contractor shall furnish names, addresses, and phone
numbers of at least two local individuals capable of immediate response who will be responsible for
the site security and traffic control devices to:
The Engineer
The Owner
Local Law Enforcement Agencies

4.

The Contractor shall respond with sufficient personnel, equipment and/or materials and conduct the
required work or be subject to a $100 per hour deduction from the time of notification for nonattention to project security and safety.

5.

The Contractor shall schedule the work to cooperate fully with residential and business property
owners abutting the project to minimize the time of restricted access to their property during the
construction period. Driveway access to any property adjacent to the construction zone shall be
restricted no more than seven days to allow for curing of the concrete curb and driveway pavement.

6.

The cost of maintaining vehicular and pedestrian traffic on temporary aggregate surfaced drives,
walkways, including the eventual removal of the aggregate material, shall be considered incidental to
traffic control.

7.

If it is necessary to enter upon a right-of-way controlled by the County or Minnesota Department of
Transportation, the Contractor shall notify the appropriate agency before commencing construction
within the right-of-way.

8.

In the event that any of the above right-of-way require traffic to be detoured around the construction
zone, the Contractor shall prepare the detour route with the appropriate Agency representatives. The
Contractor shall provide and maintain all signing and other traffic control required. The affected
Agency shall be notified by the Contractor before re-routing traffic. Dust control and road maintenance
of the by-pass route shall be the Contractor's responsibility.

9.

The Contractor shall be responsible for securing a site for storage of construction equipment and
materials.

10. One Way traffic must be maintained at all times
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11. The Contractor shall be responsible for supplying, erecting, maintaining, and the coordination of all NO
PARKING signs to temporarily prohibit vehicles parking with the project limits during construction in
accordance with an approved plan. The sign size, color, message, etc. shall be approved by the
Engineer. No signs shall be erected without proper notification to the police and Engineer.
B.

General Construction and Traffic Requirements
1.

1.2

The parking of Contractor's Vehicles that obstruct any traffic control devices will not be permitted.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Traffic Control shall be measured by the LUMP SUM and paid in accordance with the following schedule.
1.

On the first partial estimate that shows work performed on at least one major contract item,
25 percent of the amount bid for Traffic Control will be paid, but not more that 3 percent of the original
Contract amount.

2.

On subsequent partial estimates, payment shall be made at the same percentage as the value of work
completed to date relative to the original Contract amount, except that payment shall not be reduced
from the original 25 percent. Materials on hand shall be excluded from the payment ratio
computation.

3.

At such time that 95 percent of the original Contract amount is earned, full payment for Traffic Control
shall be made.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The Contractor shall notify the Engineer in writing at least 72 hours prior to the start of any construction
operation that will necessitate lane closure or internal traffic control signing.
B.

The traffic control devices required along the project corridor shall be delivered and installed prior to the
start-up of the work.

C.

The Contractor shall maintain traffic through the intersections whenever possible.

D. The Contractor shall monitor and maintain all traffic control devices.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01562 - AIR, LAND AND WATER POLLUTION
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary for the prevention of air, land and water pollution as indicated on the plans or as
specified herein or as directed by the Engineer.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

B.

1.

Payment for the prevention of air and land pollution shall be incidental to the project and no separate
compensation will be granted

2.

Payment for all work associated with the prevention of water pollution and erosion control shall be
incidental to the project and no separate compensation will be granted, unless payment for such work
is specifically identified in Section 02370 “Erosion and Sediment Control” of this Project Manual.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
1.

MnDOT 1717 shall apply to the prevention of air, land, and water pollution.

2.

MnDOT 2573 shall apply to storm water management.

3.

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION
3.1

GENERAL
A. The Contractor shall provide and maintain all sanitary accommodations for use by employees.
B.

3.2

All solid waste material shall be disposed by the Contractor in accordance with the local and State solid
waste disposal regulations.

DUST CONTROL
A. The Contractor shall perform dust control operations necessary to proactively prevent the production of
dust in amounts to cause nuisance or damage to property, vegetation, animals, or persons in the vicinity of
the construction.
B.

The Contractor shall suspend construction or haul traffic when the Contractor cannot prevent airborne dust
until such time as dust control can be re-established to the required levels.

C.

The Contractor shall be responsible for any damage resulting from dust originating from the construction.
The dust abatement measures shall be continued until the Contractor is relieved of further responsibility
under these Contract provisions.

D. Requests by the Owner or Engineer for additional dust control shall be accomplished within 4 hours of
notification and shall also include evenings and weekends as required or deemed necessary by the Owner
or the Engineer. Failure to perform the work requested within the 4 hours may result in the Owner or
Engineer arranging for dust control by others. A contract deduction shall be made equal to the total of all
costs to perform dust control so arranged, including but not limited to labor, materials, equipment, and
administrative costs.
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3.3

USE AND ONSITE STORAGE OF CHEMICALS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
A. Examples of chemicals and hazardous materials covered by this section include but are not limited to
fertilizer, pesticide, chemical flocculants, oil, diesel fuel, gasoline, hydraulic fluids, paint solvents,
petroleum-based products, wood preservatives, additives, curing compounds, paint, and acids.
B.

Use of chemicals and hazardous materials shall be in accordance with recommendations provided by the
manufacturer or supplier.

C.

All onsite storage shall be:
1.

in a secured location that is protected from contact with stormwater and wind erosion, and

2.

in sealed containers to prevent spills, leaks, or other discharge

D. All disposal of chemicals and hazardous materials must be in accordance with the local and State waste
disposal regulations including secondary containment as applicable.

****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01720 - FIELD ENGINEERING
GENERAL
1.1

STAKING
A. Unless otherwise specified in the specific sections, Owner shall provide engineering surveys to establish
reference points for construction as follows:
1.

Sanitary Sewer and Storm Sewer: Staking will be furnished and set by the Engineer at 50.0-foot
spacing (usually offset for construction) for the control of the underground construction herein
described. Cuts to the proposed pipeline grade will be furnished by the Engineer. Manholes and catch
basins will be staked with an offset and a witness with a cut to the lowest structure invert. Location
staking shall be provided for service wyes for new construction. No staking will be provided for service
wyes for reconstruction projects or where existing services are being connected to the new sewer line.

2.

Street Grading and Top of Curb:
(a) A control line (usually offset from the curb line) with cuts and fills to proposed grade at 50.0-foot
spacing on tangents, and 25.0-foot spacing on horizontal or vertical curves, shall be furnished and
set on both sides for control of the construction herein described.
(b) Unless otherwise stated in the applicable section of the Specifications or waived by the Engineer,
the Contractor shall provide Blue Tops prior to final paving for subgrade and aggregate base
construction.

3.

Site Grading: Centerline stakes, with cut or fill to finished grade will be provided at 50.0-foot spacing.
Stakes with cut or fill to finished grade will be provided for; contours representing grade breaks at
100.0-foot spacing along the contour, contours representing the top and bottom of ponds at 100.0-foot
spacing along the contour, and for building pad corners (usually offset from the actual corner).

4.

Miscellaneous: Location stakes will be provided for silt fence locations at 100.0-foot spacing. Location
stakes representing clearing and grubbing limits will be provided at 100.0-foot spacing.

5.

The Engineer will provide horizontal and vertical control points on the project’s datum.

6.

The Engineer will provide stakes indicating the right of way and/or temporary easement construction
limits.

7.

The Engineer will provide stakes indicating the project stationing.

8.

Contractor is responsible to have all areas where stakes need to be set to be clear of debris. The
contractor needs to also provide a clear line of sight for staking.

9.

The Contractor shall submit staking requests a minimum two (2) working days, excluding Saturdays,
Sundays, and legal holidays, prior to the date requested stakes are needed on the project. Staking
requests submitted after 2pm shall be recorded as being received the next business day.

10. The stakes are an integral part of the project and the Contractor shall protect and preserve all such
stakes and marks, and will be charged with the expense of resetting all such stakes and marks
destroyed or disturbed due to the Contractor's carelessness or negligence. Stakes that are destroyed
due to vandalism, erosion or other incidents shall be re-staked by the Engineer and will not be at the
Contractor’s expense.
11. In the event of apparent or questionable errors or inconsistencies in such stakes set for control of line
and/or grade, the Contractor shall promptly notify the Engineer of such error or inconsistency and shall
not proceed with the work until such stake, grade, or mark shall have been verified or corrected by the
Engineer.
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12. The Engineer will mark the existing boundary monuments prior to construction. The Contractor is
responsible for protecting the monuments during construction. If monuments are removed the
Engineer will reset them post construction at the Contractor’s expense.
13. All other line and grade staking shall be the responsibility of the Contractor. The Contractor shall
furnish sufficient equipment and personnel for determination of plan grades, cross sections, course
thicknesses, etc. The survey cost of establishing stakes requested by the Contractor for the
convenience of the Contractor, beyond those cited as basic project control, will be charged to the
Contractor or withheld from the amounts due to the Contractor.
B.
1.2

Unless otherwise stated in the applicable section of the Specifications or waived by the Engineer, the
Contractor shall provide Blue Tops prior to final paving for subgrade and aggregate base construction.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE
A. Water Distribution System - See CEAM 2600.
B.

Pipe Sewers - See CEAM 2621.

PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 01770 - PROJECT CLOSEOUT
GENERAL
1.1

FINAL INSPECTION
A. After the cleaning up of the work, premises, and all other areas and structures connected with the
performance of the contract, the work as a whole, shall be examined by the Engineer and Owner; and, any
workmanship or materials found not meeting the requirements of the specifications shall be identified and
included on a punch list given to the Contractor.

1.2

B.

The Contractor shall, at its own expense, promptly remove, replace, repair, or otherwise correct the
deficiencies with good and satisfactory workmanship and material to the satisfaction of the Owner and
Engineer.

C.

In the event that the Contractor does not satisfactorily remove, replace, repair, or otherwise correct the
deficiencies within thirty calendar days after receipt of the punch list, the Owner reserves the right to
employ the services of other contractors and/or service organizations to conduct the necessary work and
deduct any and all associated costs from final payment to the Contractor. The entry of such other agents
on the project to perform this work will not relieve the Contractor from any of its warranty, maintenance or
start-up obligations.

PROJECT ACCEPTANCE
A. The project shall be accepted after the final examination has been conducted and all settlement, defects,
damages, etc., discovered during the previous examination have been remedied.
PRODUCTS (NOT USED)
EXECUTION (NOT USED)
**** END OF SECTION ****
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
for
2021 Mill & Overlay
City of Watertown
Watertown, MN
02210 - SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION
02220 - REMOVING PAVEMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES
02230 - CLEARING AND GRUBBING
02240 - DEWATERING
02315 - APPLICATION OF WATER
02320 - TRENCH EXCAVATION, BEDDING AND BACKFILL
02330 - EXCAVATION AND EMBANKMENT
02335 - SUBGRADE PREPARATION
02340 - GEOTEXTILE FABRIC - ROAD CONSTRUCTION
02370 - EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL (LESS THAN ONE ACRE DISTURBANCE)
02620 - SUBSURFACE DRAINS
02630 - PIPE SEWERS - STORM
02705 - MANHOLES & CATCH BASINS - ADJUST CASTING
02720 - AGGREGATE BASE
02740 - PLANT-MIXED BITUMINOUS SURFACING
02741 - BITUMINOUS PATCH
02770 - CONCRETE CURBING AND DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT
02775 - WALKS - CONCRETE
02776 - BITUMINOUS WALKS AND TRAILS
02820 - CHAIN LINK FENCE AND GATES
02830 - MODULAR BLOCK RETAINING WALL SYSTEM
02920 - TURF RESTORATION
02960 - PAVEMENT MILLING

SECTION 02210 - SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATION
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to conducting subsurface investigation as shown on the drawings, as
specified herein, and/or as specified by the Engineer.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
1.
B.

1.3

All subsurface investigation shall be considered incidental for which no direct compensation will be
made.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated removal and excavation items. Such items of work include but are
not limited to:
1.

Exploratory excavation without prior authorization and approval by the Engineer.

2.

Exploratory excavation to locate and connect to existing pipes unless the Engineer agrees that
excavation beyond what could be considered reasonable is required.

3.

Materials for re-grouting of inverts.

4.

All costs of off-site disposal of excess excavated material and debris including but not limited to
hauling, fees, and permits for such disposal.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2123 shall apply.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this Section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. No exception to this specification is made.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The Contractor shall:

B.

1.

Perform underground utility exploration as directed by the Engineer which involves excavation to
locate pipelines for location and elevation verification.

2.

Clean debris and gravel which is present before the Project, out of existing manholes and catch basins
along the Project and to regrout the inverts, as directed by the Engineer.

3.

Other work associated with the Project, as directed by the Engineer.

Where exploratory excavation is performed in a location that will not be disturbed later, the backfill shall be
placed and compacted utilizing the quality compaction method specified elsewhere in the Specifications for
the type of utility located.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02220 - REMOVING PAVEMENT AND MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

B.

1.

The UNIT PRICE bid for removing pavement and miscellaneous structures shall include all costs of labor,
materials, equipment and ultimate disposal required to complete the work, as specified.

2.

Remove Curb and Gutter (All Types): The contract unit price bid per LINEAL FOOT (LF) shall be
compensation in full for all equipment, labor and materials required to remove and dispose of all curb
and gutter material as specified, regardless of type or style encountered, or removal method used.

3.

Remove Sewer Pipe (Storm): The contract unit price bid per LINEAL FOOT (LF) shall be compensation in
full for all equipment, labor and materials required to remove and dispose of any and all sewer piping
material as specified, regardless of type or style encountered, or removal method used.

4.

Remove Concrete Pavement: The contract unit price bid per SQUARE FOOT (SF) shall be compensation
in full for all equipment, labor and materials required to remove and dispose of all concrete pavement
material as specified, regardless of thickness encountered, or removal method used.

5.

Remove Bituminous Pavement: The contract unit price bid per SQUARE YARD (SY) shall be
compensation in full for all equipment, labor and materials required to remove and dispose of all
bituminous pavement material as specified, regardless of thickness encountered, or removal method
used.

6.

Salvage Sign & Install Sign: The contract unit price bid per EACH shall be compensation in full for all
equipment, labor and materials required to salvage and reinstall all sign materials as shown on the
plans, as specified herein, and as directed, regardless of type or size encountered. Footings, if
encountered, shall be salvaged in such a way not to damage the sign or sign post.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated removal and excavation items. Such items of work include but are
not limited to:
1.

Saw cutting - bituminous and/or concrete, driveways, sidewalks, pavements, curb & gutter, and other
impervious surfaces.

2.

Removing storing and reinstalling mail boxes, street/traffic signs or similar structures which must be
moved to construct the project.

3.

Off-site disposal of excess excavated material and debris.

4.

Removal and off-site disposal of bituminous or concrete, unless designated for salvaging.

5.

Removing, salvaging and storing, or disposing of manhole and catch basin castings.

6.

Loading, hauling, stockpiling and placing as directed (i.e., leveling) designated salvage items to a
location directed by the Owner.

7.

Fees and permits for the disposal of materials.

8.

Removal and disposal of existing sanitary sewer pipe, storm sewer pipe, watermain, and service pipes.

9.

Bulkheading the ends of existing pipes designated by the Engineer to be abandoned in place.

10. Protection from damage of structures or other surface improvements that are not to be removed, and
subsequent repair and/or replacement if damaged by Contractor operations.
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1.2

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2104 shall apply to the removal of pavement and miscellaneous structures, except as modified
herein.
B.

1.3

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. No exception to this section is made.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Remove existing bituminous, curb and gutter, walks, drives, steps and other specified items where shown
on the plans and/or required for the construction of the project.
B.

Saw cut bituminous and concrete surfaces prior to excavation, to produce a clean-cut breakage joint.

C.

Dispose of all concrete and bituminous removal items, rubbish and debris outside of the construction zone.
It shall be the Contractor's responsibility to secure all required permits and pay all fees associated with the
disposal of the material and to secure the disposal site.

D. Remove existing mailboxes, street/traffic signs and similar structures that must be removed to construct
the project. Restore these facilities to the original location or a location designated by the Owner, when
work has progressed past the location of the structure.
E.

The Contractor shall take full responsibility to protect structures or other surface improvements from
damage that are not to be removed. If damage to these facilities occurs due to the construction of the
project, the Contractor shall replace or repair them.

F.

The Owner will designate which existing hydrants, valves and boxes, manhole castings and other items
removed as part of the construction, are to be salvaged. All other items shall be disposed by the
Contractor.

G. All existing watermain, sanitary sewer and storm sewer pipe being removed and replaced by new
improvements shall be considered as debris and removed during the construction process.
H. Where existing pipes are to be abandoned in place, the pipe shall be filled with sand or flowable fill as
noted on the plans. The exposed pipe ends shall be bulkheaded shut with a watertight non-shrink concrete
grout at a thickness of not less than one pipe diameter.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02230 - CLEARING AND GRUBBING
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to clearing and grubbing trees, stumps and brush as indicated on the
drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.
B.

1.3

The Unit Price bid for CLEAR & GRUB TREE shall be for all trees as shown in the plan.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for clearing and grubbing. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

Permits and fees for the disposal of materials.

2.

Protecting existing improvements from damage.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2101 shall apply to clearing and removing trees, stumps and brush, except as modified herein.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. No exception to this section is made.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Tree clearing seasonal restrictions do not apply.
B.

Prior to tree trimming to remove overhanging branches, the Contractor shall inspect the branches to be
trimmed for occupied bird nests and/or hollows that may be used by birds or bats.
1.

C.

If absent, tree trimming may be completed without time restrictions.

If present, the Contractor shall document with photos to the best of their ability and contact the Engineer
before initiating tree trimming. Tree trimming may not proceed until authorized in writing by the Engineer

D. All trees, stumps, brush, seed, grass, roots or other undesirable material within the construction limits shall
be disposed of by the Contractor.
E.

Disposal methods shall be approved by the Engineer and shall meet all Local, State and Federal regulations.

F.

Burning or burial will not be allowed within city limits.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02240 - DEWATERING
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the dewatering of trenches as necessary to construct the elements
shown on the drawings or as specified herein.
B.

This item shall be considered exempt from the requirements of Supplementary Condition 13.03.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. All materials, equipment and labor necessary to dewater shall be considered incidental for which no direct
compensation will be made.
1.2

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2451.3C shall apply to the dewatering of trenches, except as modified herein.
B.

1.3

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. No exception to this section is made.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The Contractor shall furnish and install all necessary discharge piping and obtain all permits, easements,
rights-of-way, etc. to convey and discharge the water at a sufficient distance from the project area to
eliminate recharge of the ground water at the project site.
B.

Water from dewatering operations shall not be discharged where it will pond or cause damage to cropland
or personal property due to the presence of standing or flowing water.

C.

Unless otherwise provided in the contract documents; the Contractor shall be responsible for obtaining all
necessary permits required for dewatering prior to beginning of dewatering. The Contractor shall provide a
plan for the discharge showing the discharge location, energy dissipation, and water quality treatment to
the Engineer for approval prior to beginning discharge. The discharge rate, location, and water quality shall
be in compliance with all local, State, and Federal requirements.

D. Existing and/or proposed sanitary system(s) shall not be used as an outlet for the dewatering operations.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02315 - APPLICATION OF WATER
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the application of water as indicated on the drawings or as specified
herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

1.3

No direct payment is made for water required.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2130 shall apply to the application of water, except as modified herein.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. No exception to this section is made.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The City of Watertown will supply a metered water service at the public works building for the contractor to
obtain water. The Contractor shall coordinate with the city’s public works staff.
B.

The Contractor shall apply water as may be required to obtain proper compaction for all dust control, street
construction, and embankment construction.

C.

The Contractor shall NOT apply water in quantity or rate sufficient to cause erosion.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02320 - TRENCH EXCAVATION, BEDDING AND BACKFILL
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to maintenance of utility service, trench excavation, bedding and backfill
necessary for the construction of underground utilities and structures, as indicated on the drawings or as
specified herein.

1.2

DEFINITIONS
A. Excess Material - Material that is not needed to complete the earthwork balance.
B.

Suitable Material - Sand, silty sand or low plasticity clay soils with no organic content. The Engineer shall
make the final determination as to what material will be considered suitable.

C.

Unsuitable Material - Soil with organic content including topsoil, swamp deposits, peat, muck, or other
material deemed by the Engineer to be unsuitable for fill or embankment construction.

D. Flexible Pipe Materials – For the purposes of this specification section, flexible pipe materials shall include
the following:

E.

1.3

1.

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe – solid wall and profile wall pipe.

2.

Polypropylene profile wall pipe.

3.

High density polyethylene pipe – solid wall and profile wall pipe.

4.

Corrugated steel or aluminum pipe.

5.

Centrifugally cast, glass-fiber-reinforced, polymer mortar (CCFRPM) pipe.

Rigid Pipe Materials – For the purposes of this specification section, rigid pipe materials shall include the
following:
1.

Reinforced concrete pipe.

2.

Reinforced concrete box culverts.

3.

Ductile iron pipe.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

B.

Items specifically identified in the Schedule of Unit Prices will be compensated in accordance with the
description of measurement and payment contained in the section applicable to the individual item.
Otherwise, no direct compensation shall be granted for compliance with the provisions contained
herein.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the individual pipeline items associated with the stated specific item or work effort.
Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

Interference with other above and underground structures and utilities.

2.

The removal and restoration, or protection of existing structures and utilities that are shown on the
plans and for which there is no bid item for removing and restoring, or working around the utility.
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3.

Unless separately itemized in the Schedule of Unit Prices, any dewatering necessary for construction.

4.

Foundation materials placed in lieu of performing necessary dewatering.

5.

Bulkheading of existing pipes to be abandoned in place.

6.

Granular foundation, granular bedding and granular encasement materials.

7.

Granular foundation materials used in lieu of bedding materials in the specified bedding zone, where
specified.

8.

Granular foundation materials used in unstable trench conditions.

9.

The removal and disposal of native materials that are unsuitable for bedding and/or backfill.

10. Providing and maintaining utility service.
11. The replacement of all material displaced due to shrinkage or loss during the excavation and backfilling
operations.
12. The removal of excess materials above the original topography the resulting from the additional
volume created from pipe bedding, utility pipe, and/or underground structures.
13. Delays due to other utility conflicts that result during the course of construction.
14. Protecting existing improvements and previously accepted elements of this construction from damage.
15. Protecting the inverts of other utility pipes from the accumulation of debris and soil, the removal of
blockages that threaten to damage property, and/or the cleaning of both the newly constructed lines
and the existing lines of all debris and soil that accumulated during the construction.
16. If a separate bid item for bypass pumping is NOT included in the Schedule of Unit Prices, providing
temporary bypass pumping / control of storm water flows around the construction zone, include in the
price bid for the associated items being installed.
17. The use of special construction techniques such as trench boxes, sheeting, shoring, etc., include in the
price bid for the associated items being installed.
18. Compaction testing and compaction, if required, include in the price bid for the associated items being
installed.
1.4

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. CEAM 2600 shall apply, except as modified herein.

1.5

B.

MnDOT 2451 shall apply, except as modified herein.

C.

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

GRANULAR MATERIALS
A. Granular Bedding and Granular Encasement – No exception to the referenced specification is made.
B.

Granular Backfill - No exception to the referenced specification is made.

EXECUTION
3.1

EXCAVATION AND PREPARATION OF TRENCH
A. Interference and Protection of Underground Structures
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B.

3.2

1.

If an existing utility is shown on the plans and there is no bid item for removing and restoring, or
working around the utility, the Contractor shall be required to remove and restore, or protect the
utility.

2.

The inverts of existing sewers (storm & sanitary), culverts, subdrains, etc. shall be protected during
construction. The Contractor is responsible to inspect and clean, if necessary, all lines which have
become compromised by the construction operations.

Excavation Limits and Requirements
1.

The trench for all flexible pipe shall be undercut 6.0-inches below the pipe barrel to permit the
installation of granular bedding or foundation material.

2.

The trench for all rigid pipe shall be undercut three-inches below the pipe barrel, or as shown in the
bedding detail, to permit the installation of granular bedding or foundation material.

3.

The Contractor shall install and operate a dewatering system to maintain all trenches free of water
wherever necessary. The Contractor shall make his own subsurface investigations and determine what
dewatering methods to utilize to prevent such damage.

4.

The Contractor shall be responsible for any damage to adjacent structures or buildings caused by the
dewatering operations

5.

Use of granular foundation material in lieu of performing dewatering is permitted.

6.

All excess excavated material shall become the property of the Contractor and shall be removed from
the site and disposed of at a location secured by the Contractor.

INSTALLATION OF PIPE AND FITTINGS
A. The Contractor shall keep accurate records as to the location of the service connections, field tile, utility
crossings, etc. either constructed or encountered during the construction Measurements to service lines
shall be taken from the two nearest permanent structures (i.e., hydrants, valves, manholes, buildings).
Final payment for the project will not be made until the information is in the possession of the Owner.
B.

When connection to an existing conduit is required at an existing or proposed manhole, the Contractor shall
expose and verify the elevation of the existing conduit prior to laying any pipe toward, or away from, the
connection point. If the elevation of the existing conduit does not match the elevation shown on the plans,
the Contractor shall notify the Engineer, at which time the Engineer may adjust the proposed grades.

C.

Sewer Pipe at Structures
1.

The pipe end(s) shall be extended inside the structure a maximum of 3.0-inches unless approved
otherwise by the Engineer or shown on the plans.

D. Connection and Assembly of Joints
1.

For sanitary sewer, watermain, forcemains, and culverts, all joints shall be water tight.

2.

For storm sewers and subdrains, all joints shall not permit the intrusion of soil or backfill materials.
(a) If reinforced concrete pipe is used, the Contractor may at its own discretion choose to wrap each
joint with a geotextile filter fabric, as specified, rather than place mastic in the joint.

E.

Bulkheading Open Pipe Ends
1.

The Contractor shall furnish, install and maintain a temporary, water-tight plug adequately blocked in
place to prevent flooding of the existing downstream sewer system. The plug shall be placed at the
beginning of the project or at the end of each working day at the end of the day's operation.

2.

When flows are diverted from an existing sewer or tile to be abandoned in place, the Contractor shall
construct a water-tight plug on the open end of the abandoned pipe.
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3.
3.3

Permanent watertight plugs shall be constructed with concrete grout with a thickness of not less than
1 pipe diameter.

BEDDING AND BACKFILLING OPERATIONS
A. Backfill material around all manholes, catch basins, valve boxes, curb boxes, and hydrants shall be
compacted with hand machines. The maximum lift thickness shall be 6-inches.
B.

C.

Flexible Pipe Materials
1.

Unless otherwise shown on the plans, the pipe shall be bedded and backfilled with granular material
compacted to 95 percent Standard Proctor Density or as recommended by the pipe manufacturer,
whichever is denser, from 6.0-inches below the bottom of the pipe to 12.0-inches above the top of the
pipe the full width of the trench. The Contractor shall bed and backfill the pipe as shown on the plan
details.

2.

Where the trench foundation has been found to be unstable and not suitable for bedding, the trench
shall be undercut until acceptable conditions are found. The Contractor shall then install compacted
foundation material to meet the line and grade specified on the plan.

3.

Unless otherwise shown on the plans, select native material may be used as a trench backfill above the
granular bedding up to the bottom of the subgrade except in those conditions where the top of the
pipe is less than 12-inches from the bottom of the subgrade in which case granular material compacted
to 100 percent Standard Proctor Density shall be used as trench backfill the full width of the trench to
the bottom of the subgrade excavation zone.

Rigid Pipe Materials
1.

Unless otherwise shown on the plans, in ordinary or stable trench conditions, the bottom of the trench
shall be first excavated to a depth of approximately 15 percent of the outside pipe diameter below the
established grade for the bottom of the pipe. Then the bottom of the trench shall be further excavated
to allow for the placement of 6.0-inches of granular bedding for a width of at least 60 percent of the
outside diameter of the pipe. Pipe shall be placed on the bottom of the pre-shaped excavated trench.
The bottom of the excavated trench shall be shaped to fit the circumference of the pipe up to 0.15 of
the outside diameter of the pipe. The Contractor shall encase the pipe from the 0.15 outside diameter
to the 0.60 diameter height of the pipe with granular material compacted to 95 percent Standard
Proctor Density or as recommended by the pipe manufacturer, whichever is denser.

2.

Where the trench foundation has been found to be unstable and not suitable for bedding, the trench
shall be undercut until acceptable conditions are found. The Contractor shall then install compacted
foundation material to meet the line and grade specified on the plan.

3.

Unless otherwise shown on the plans, select native material may be used as trench backfill above the
granular bedding up to the bottom of the subgrade except in those conditions where the top of the
pipe is less than 12.0-inches from the bottom of the subgrade in which case granular material
compacted to 100 percent Standard proctor Density shall be used as trench backfill the full width of the
trench to the bottom of the subgrade excavation zone.

D. Structures
1.

E.
3.4

All manholes, catch basins, valve boxes, water vaults, headwalls and miscellaneous structures shall be
backfilled with select grading material and shall be compacted with a hand operated motorized
compactor.

All trench backfill shall be compacted in accordance with the Quality Compaction Method.

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A. The Contractor shall arrange for having the following testing performed:
1.

One gradation test per each 500 tons or 275 cubic yards (CV) of granular materials.
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3.5

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. No exception to the referenced Specification is made.
***END OF SECTION***
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SECTION 02330 - EXCAVATION AND EMBANKMENT
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performance of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the excavation and embankment for roadways and pavements as
indicated on the drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

Common Excavation:
(a) Measurement and payment for Common Excavation shall be based upon the CUBIC YARD, PLAN
QUANTITY - CY(P).
(b) Excavation for construction of aggregate base to the depths specified or shown on the plans under
concrete curb and gutter, concrete sidewalk and concrete driveways is included with the Common
Excavation (P) quantity.
(c) Common excavation is computed to the face of any retaining walls. Excavation required for
construction of the wall shall be incidental to the unit price bid for retaining wall.

2.

Subgrade Excavation:
(a) All excavation directed by the Engineer below the common excavation zone or limits indicated in
the typical sections or cross sections in the plans shall be considered Subgrade Excavation.
(b) Measurement and payment for Subgrade Excavation will be by the CUBIC YARD, EXCAVATED
VOLUME - CY (EV) based on the dimensions of the excavated area.
(c) The quantities for Subgrade Excavation is strictly an estimate and may be increased or decreased
by any amount with no adjustment in unit price according to the conditions revealed.

3.

Backfill for Subgrade Excavations:
(a) No direct compensation will be made for backfilling subcut areas with suitable material from the
excavation.
(b) Payment for stabilizing aggregate, reclaimed bituminous/aggregate, or aggregate base used to
backfill subgrade excavations will be based on the unit of measure and the unit price bid for the
respective items.
(c) The quantities for materials used to backfill subgrade excavations are strictly estimates and may be
increased or decreased by any amount with no adjustment in unit price according to the conditions
revealed.

4.

Topsoil Borrow:
(a) No direct compensation will be made for salvaging, stockpiling and replacing topsoil salvaged from
within the construction limits.
(b) Measurement and payment for furnishing and installing topsoil borrow shall be based upon the
CUBIC YARD, LOOSE VOLUME - CY (LV).
(c) The quantities for topsoil borrow are strictly estimates and may be increased or decreased by any
amount with no adjustment in unit price according to the extent of existing topsoil salvaged and
other conditions revealed.
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B.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for work. The costs shall be included in
the unit price bid for the associated excavation items. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

Salvaging, separating, separately stockpiling and re-spreading topsoil material in turf areas to the
depths specified or indicated on the plans.

2.

Salvaging and separately stockpiling suitable aggregate base material, as determined by the Engineer.

3.

Separating, salvaging, stockpiling and replacing clay borrow in roadway, structure, and embankment
areas.

4.

Earthwork balancing including adjustments for shrinkage loss, and excess materials resulting from the
additional volume created from pipe bedding, utility pipe, and/or underground structures shall be
included in the unit price bid for common excavation.

5.

Protecting existing improvements and previously accepted in-process improvements from damage.

6.

Protecting infiltration areas.

7.

The avoidance of wetlands.

8.

Subcutting the existing topsoil prior to placing embankment in all roadway, patio and trail locations.

9.

Subgrade excavation, furnishing stabilizing aggregate, geotextile fabric installation, compaction,
regrading and/or other efforts necessary to repair the subgrade for failing to protect the integrity of
the subgrade after it has been accepted (test rolled).

10. Restoring the borrow site by grading the area to drain properly to slopes not-to-exceed 6:1 and by
restoring the topsoil to a minimum thickness of 6 inches, include in the contract unit price for common
borrow.
11. Shaping, stockpiling, & seeding of all disposal sites shall be included in the price bid for common
excavation.
12. Gradation and compaction testing and geotechnical inspection services to meet requirements of source
and field quality control, if required
1.3

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2105 shall apply to excavation and embankment, except as modified herein.
B.

MnDOT 2574 shall apply to excavation and embankment, except as modified herein.

C.

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A. All excess excavated material shall become the property of the Contractor and shall be removed from the
site and disposed of at a site secured by the Contractor.
B.

Frozen material shall be considered unsuitable material unless otherwise authorized in writing by the
Engineer.

C.

Excavated material unsuitable for embankment and backfill construction shall become the property of the
Contractor and shall be removed from the site and disposed of at a site secured by the Contractor.

D. Topsoil Borrow
1.

The Contractor shall provide testing and documentation and comply with all provisions of the Carver
County Watershed Management Organization Topsoil Management Plan. The Topsoil Management
Plan can be found in the appendix. Topsoil Borrow shall meet the following requirements:
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Topsoil Borrow Requirements
Requirement
Range
Test Method
Material Passing the ¾ in
100%
ASTM D 422
Material passing No. 4 in [4.75 mm]
≥ 85%
—
Clay
5% – 30%
ASTM D 422
Silt
5% - 35%
ASTM D 422
Sand
38% - 75%
ASTM D 422
Organic matter
3% – 15%
ASTM D 2974
pH
6.1 – 7.5
ASTM G 51
Compaction
Less than 200 pounds per square inch
(psi) in upper 12 inches of soil, or
buld density of less than 1.4 grams
per cubic centimeter (g/cm3) in upper
12 inches of the soil
Largest material dimension not to exceed 3.0 inches
EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. At the end of each day the Contractor shall eliminate surface indentations, including those caused by
sheeps foot rollers, tractor tires and tracked equipment, and roll the surface with a steel wheel or rubber
tired roller except in those areas designated to be protected from compaction.
B.

Subgrade excavation shall be performed, as directed by the Engineer, for the removal of any unstable soils
that may be encountered. Such excavation shall be backfilled with suitable excess common excavation
material or stabilizing aggregate as directed by the Engineer. If the Contractor proceeds without approval
from the Engineer or Owner, all work and material to restore the roadbed to the proper grade shall be at
the Contractor’s expense.

C.

Once the subgrade has been successfully test rolled, no traffic or construction equipment shall be permitted
to operate directly on the subgrade without the prior approval of the Engineer. The subgrade shall be
relatively smooth prior to the placement of aggregate base. All equipment shall be restricted to operating
only in areas where the aggregate base has been installed to its full design depth.

D. Material suitable for curb backfill shall be segregated and stockpiled at a site selected by the Contractor.
Following curb construction, the material shall be placed behind the curb to the subgrade level of the
topsoil.
E.

The Contractor shall salvage and stockpile all topsoil removed during the course of the construction. This
topsoil shall be used where required for turf establishment as directed by the Engineer.

F.

Sufficient excavated material shall be utilized by the Contractor to replace loss volume due to soil shrinkage
from trench excavation that may occur through the course of construction. The Contractor shall make his
own determination of the amount of shrinkage that will occur.

G. The subgrade, all embankments and subcuts shall be compacted using the Quality Compaction Method.
H. If the subgrade is unstable and the instability is due to excessive moisture, the subgrade shall be scarified
and dried over a reasonable time period. When the material has reached acceptable moisture limits, the
material shall be returned and compacted into place to the proper elevation. If the material continues to be
unstable, the Engineer may authorize the removal of the undesirable material as subgrade excavation.
3.2

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A. The Owner may arrange for having the following testing performed:
1.

One (1) gradation test per each 500 tons or 275 cubic yards of select granular borrow.
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2.
B.
3.3

One (1) gradation test for stabilizing aggregate.

Samples for testing shall be taken from material in stock at locations approved by the Engineer. All sampling
methods shall be approved by the Engineer.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. "Blue Top" stakes shall be provided by the Contractor at 100.0-foot intervals to confirm that the subgrade is
constructed to the required grades and elevations. Methods other than "blue top" staking may be allowed,
if approved by the Engineer.

****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02335 - SUBGRADE PREPARATION
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performance of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the subgrade preparation as indicated on the drawings or as specified
herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.
B.

1.3

No direct payment shall be made for subgrade preparation. Costs shall be included in the unit prices
bid for the various excavation items.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the various excavation items. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

Drying and adding water to the subgrade.

2.

Subgrade excavation, furnishing stabilizing aggregate, geotextile fabric installation, compaction,
regrading and/or other efforts necessary to repair the subgrade after satisfying the rolling test and
failing to protect the integrity of the subgrade.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2112 shall apply to the subgrade preparation, except as modified herein.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. No exception to the referenced specification is made.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. At the end of each day, and prior to the placement of aggregate base, the Contractor shall eliminate surface
indentations, including those caused by sheeps foot rollers and tractor cletes, and roll the surface with a
steel wheel or rubber tired roller.
B.

The Contractor shall disc, scarify, shape and compact the street subgrade or existing base, adding water or
drying as may be necessary to give uniform and desired density.

C.

If the subgrade is unstable and the instability is due to excessive moisture, the subgrade shall be scarified
and dried over a reasonable time period. When the material has reached acceptable moisture limits, the
material shall be returned to the roadbed and compacted into place to the proper elevation. The roadbed
will once again be test rolled. If the material continues to be unstable, the Engineer may authorize the
removal of the undesirable material as subgrade excavation.
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D. Once the subgrade has been test rolled and accepted by the Engineer, no traffic or construction equipment
shall be permitted to operate directly on the subgrade without the prior approval of the Engineer. All
equipment shall be restricted to operating only in areas where the aggregate base has been installed to its
full design depth. In the event that inclement weather occurs after a test roll, and prior to placement of the
aggregate base or first course of bituminous, the test roll shall be voided and a new test roll shall be
performed.
E.
3.2

The subgrade shall be compacted in accordance with the Quality Compaction Method.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. "Blue Top" stakes shall be provided by the Contractor at 50-foot intervals to confirm that the subgrade is
constructed to the required grades and elevations. Methods other than "Blue Top" staking may be allowed,
if approved by the Engineer.
B.

The compacted subgrade shall be test rolled using a fully loaded aggregate truck (tandem) in a pattern
approved by the Engineer. The subgrade stability shall be considered adequate when the surface shows
less than 1.0-inch of yielding or rutting after one pass, or as otherwise approved by the Engineer.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02340 - GEOTEXTILE FABRIC - ROAD CONSTRUCTION
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to geotextile fabric - road construction as indicated on the drawings or as
specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.
B.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated geotextile fabric - road construction items. Such items of work
include but are not limited to:
1.

1.3

Geotextile Fabric Type 5 shall be measured by the SQUARE YARD in place and shall be paid at the unit
price bid.

No exception to the referenced specification is made.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. Reference MnDOT 3733 shall apply to the geotextile fabric - road construction, except as modified herein.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. The fabric to meet the requirements of MnDOT 3733, Type 5 (Type V), unless otherwise shown on the
plans.

2.2

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A. The Contractor shall furnish certified copies of manufacturer's test results on geotextile samples indicating
conformance to the required specifications. The test results shall be furnished to the Engineer at least
10-days prior to the intended installation date.
B.

Non-conforming products will be subject to rejection.

C.

Approved materials will be accepted on the basis of brand name labeled on the geotextile itself or its
container.

EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Prior to installing geotextile fabric, the prepared subgrade surface shall be relatively smooth and free of
stones, sticks or other debris or irregularities that could puncture the geotextile.
B.

If multiple pieces of geotextile are required, adjacent strips shall be field or factory sewn per the
manufactures recommendation.
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C.

Wrinkles and folds in the geotextile shall be removed by stretching and staking, as required.

D. The geotextile shall be secured to prevent displacement during subsequent operations.
E.

No traffic or construction equipment will be permitted to operate directly on the geotextile.

F.

Once the geotextile is placed and prior to the placing of aggregate cover, the Contractor shall allow the
Engineer sufficient time to conduct a personal observation of the geotextile to determine that no holes,
rips, tears or similar defects have occurred and that sewing/overlap have been properly installed. All
defects determined during the observation shall be patched or replaced prior to placing aggregate cover.

G. The aggregate cover shall be end dumped onto the geotextile. The initial deposit of material may be graded
to the design thickness but at no time shall equipment be allowed on the geotextile with less than
8.0-inches of aggregate cover. Following compaction of the initial layer, all remaining material shall be
placed as specified.
H. Construction shall be conducted parallel to road alignment. Vehicular turning shall not be allowed on the
first lift of cover material, unless approved by the Engineer. All ruts that form during the construction shall
be immediately filled to maintain the minimum aggregate cover.
I.

Unless otherwise shown on the plans, the geotextile fabric shall be placed to the back of the curb or to the
inside edge of the edge drain filter trench, whichever is closest to the centerline of the roadway.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02370 - EROSION & SEDIMENT CONTROL (LESS THAN ONE ACRE DISTURBANCE)
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to storm water management as indicated on the plans, as specified herein
or as directed by the Engineer.
B.

The Contractor and Owner shall identify a person(s) knowledgeable and experienced in the application of
erosion and sediment control BMP’s who will oversee the site erosion and sediment control.

C.

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) - General Storm Water Permit for Construction Activity (MN
R100001)
1.

This site as designed will disturb less than 1.0 acres, therefore a NPDES permit is not required.

2.

The Contractor shall contact the Owner if it is determined that additional work is required which will
increase the total disturbance area to 1.0 acres or more.
(a) The Contractor applies for a NPDES permit from the MPCA.
(b) A copy of the active permit has been posted on the site.
(c) The Contractor shall be responsible for all costs associated with increasing the total disturbance
area to 1.0 acres or more except where the change is due to a work change that is directed by the
Owner and not a result of recommendations made by the Contractor to accommodate changed
work means or methods.
(d) The Contractor shall phase construction to minimize erosion and sediment potential during the
project.

3.
1.2

All Street Sweeping is paid at the Lump Sum unit price bid. Streets must be clean as needed to control
sediment from entering the storm sewer system and as directed by the Engineer.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for erosion and sediment control shall be paid according to the
referenced specification or as modified below:

B.

1.

Payment for all work associated with Erosion and Sediment Control shall be at the contract price bid
and shall be considered full compensation for furnishing, installing, maintaining and utilizing storm
water best management practices and any work specified in conjunction therewith as well as removing
temporary sediment control devices when no longer necessary, except for storm water management
devices identified for individual payment in the bidding schedule.

2.

All forms of erosion control will be considered incidental with no direct compensation if a pay item is
not provided for on the proposal.

3.

Erosion control items not properly installed or maintained will not be paid for.

4.

Eighty percent of payment shall be made upon installation. The remaining 20 percent shall be made
upon complete removal of the control measure, removal of any accumulated sediment and surface
restoration.

Measurement and compensation for Street Sweeper (With Pickup Broom) shall be paid at the Lump Sum
unit price bid. The unit price bid includes all street sweeping needed to clean up all tracked sediment and
construction debris. All street sweeping needed during the paving process shall be included in the unit price
bid for all paving items. Upon the request of the City or the Engineer streets shall be swept. No additional
cost to the unit price bid per Lump Sum will be made upon request to sweep.
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C.

The furnishing and installing specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated erosion control and excavation items. Such items of work include but
are not limited to:
1.

Maintaining clean exit areas or roads from the site.

2.

Sweeping adjacent streets clean of excess soil.

3.

Cleaning storm sewers, drain tiles and culverts that have been partially or completely obstructed by
sediment that originated from the site.

4.

Geotextile fabric for rock installation.

5.

Geotextile fabric to wrap prefabricated inlet protection devices.

6.

Aggregate to anchor and act as a filter for prefabricated inlet protection devices.

7.

Aggregate associated with the construction of temporary sediment traps.

8.

Emergency erosion control mobilization.

9.

Construction, maintenance and removal of rock construction entrance.

10. Changing the type of inlet protection for different phases of construction.
D. No additional payment shall be made for Erosion Control BMP’s necessary to accommodate Contractor
phasing or work methods including increased quantities, alternative methods, and turf restoration impacts.
1.3

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2573 – Stormwater Management.
B.

MnDOT 2574 – Soil Preparation

C.

MnDOT 2575 – Establishing Vegetation and Controlling Erosion

D. MnDOT 1717 – Air, Land and Water Pollution

1.4

E.

Section 02920 - Turf Restoration of this Project Manual shall apply to Rapid Stabilization. In the absence of
Section 02920, MnDOT 2575, Method 3 shall apply.

F.

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. Bale checks shall not be used.
B.

Where type and rate of seed, fertilizer, and mulch are not designated on the plans or elsewhere in the
specifications, the MnDOT Seed Mix and Turf Establishment recommendations for the district where the
project is located shall apply except that the seeding rate shall be 1.5 times the MnDOT indicated rate.

EXECUTION
3.1

GENERAL
A. Construction and/or installation of all appropriate erosion & sediment control devices shall be completed
prior to any soil disturbing activities.
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B.

Prior to construction, the Contractor shall observe and document the existing storm water outfall system
and discharge area. Sediment deposits not documented prior to the construction may be assumed to have
originated from the project site and shall be required to remove and dispose of by the Contractor.

C.

Exit areas and connected roads shall be kept clean of tracking and sediment release from the site. All
material shall be cleaned up the sooner of within 24 hours of discovery or the end of each business day.
Washing or sweeping of material into the storm sewer system shall not be allowed.

D. The Engineer will determine where bio roll shall be installed in lieu of silt fence.
3.2

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The Contractor shall control drainage, erosion, and sediment on the project including: haul roads,
temporary construction, waste disposal sites, plant and storage locations, and borrow pits, other than
commercially operated sources.
B.

If Contractor fails to install, maintain, and/or perform the appropriate erosion and sediment control
practices, as determined by the Engineer, the Engineer may issue a written notice to the Contractor.
Contractor shall correct the cause and alleviate all sediment deposition to the fullest extent possible within
the timeframe in the written notice.

C.

Contractor shall be responsible for removing all sediment deposits including, but not limited to, drainage
ways, stormwater basins, or catch basins and re-stabilize the areas where sediment removal results in
exposed soil. The removal and stabilization shall take place within 7 calendar days of discovery unless
precluded by legal, regulatory, or physical access restraints, regardless if a written notice has been issued by
the Engineer. If precluded, removal and stabilization must take place within 7 calendar days of obtaining
access. The Contractor is responsible for contacting all local, regional, State, and Federal authorities and
property owners and obtaining applicable rights of entry, approvals, and/or permits.

D. A contract deduction shall be made equal to the total of all costs incurred by the Owner due to failure of
the Contractor to take corrective action within the required timeframe(s). Such costs include but are not
limited to: labor, materials, equipment and administrative costs.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02620 - SUBSURFACE DRAINS
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary to construct subsurface drains as indicated on the drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

Subsurface Drains
(a) 4” Perforated PE Drain Tile - pipe drain will be paid by the LINEAL FOOT of the type and size as
specified on the plans and in the Schedule of Unit Prices. Payment at the unit price bid for this item
shall include but not be limited to bedding material and excavation required to complete the pipe
drain installation as shown on the plan.

2.

Drain Cleanout
(a) Cleanout assemblies shall be measured per EACH type and style indicated, complete in place and
paid at the price unit bid. Payment for this item shall include all work associated with the
installation and construction of street drain tile cleanouts as shown in the plans and specified
herein.

B.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated subsurface drain items, as indicated. Such items of work include but
are not limited to:
1.

Interference of other underground structures and utilities include in the price bid for subsurface drains.
(a) The removal and restoration, or protection of existing utilities that are shown on the plans and for
which there is no bid item for removing and restoring or working around the utility.

2.

Unless separately itemized in the Schedule of Unit Prices, any dewatering necessary for subsurface
drains construction, include in the price bid for subsurface drains.

3.

Foundation materials placed in lieu of performing necessary dewatering include in the price bid for
subsurface drains.

4.

Connection to a proposed or existing pipe culvert, storm sewer pipe, catch basin, manhole or subdrain,
include in the price bid for subsurface drains.

5.

Bulkheading of existing pipes to be abandoned in place, include in the price bid for subsurface drains.

6.

Bedding and encasement materials, include in the price bid for subsurface drains.

7.

Crushed rock foundation materials used in lieu of bedding materials in the specified bedding zone,
include in the price bid for subsurface drains.

8.

Maintenance of service, include in the price bid for subsurface drains.

9.

The replacement all material displaced due to shrinkage or loss during the excavation and backfilling
operations, include in the price bid for subsurface drains.

10. Protecting existing improvements from damage include in the price bid for subsurface drains.
1.3

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
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A. MnDOT 2502 shall apply to the subsurface drains, except as modified herein.
B.
1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

SUBSURFACE PIPE AND FITTINGS
A. Perforated corrugated polyethylene drainage tubing, PE (ASTM D3350).
B.

2.2

Cleanout caps on inspection tees shall be cast iron screw in type.

GRANULAR MATERIALS
A. The filter aggregate shall conform to the requirements of MnDOT 3149 for coarse filter aggregate, unless
otherwise shown on tERFe plans.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Geo-textile fabric sock shall not be installed.
B.

If an existing utility is shown on the plans and there is no bid item for removing and restoring, or working
around the utility, the Contractor shall be required to remove and restore, or protect the utility.

C.

The Contractor shall install and operate a dewatering system to maintain all trenches free of water
wherever necessary. The Contractor shall be responsible for any damage to adjacent structures or buildings
caused by the dewatering operations. The Contractor shall make his own subsurface investigations and
determine what dewatering methods to utilize to prevent such damage.

D. Existing inverts shall be protected during construction. If debris enters culverts or sewers, it shall be the
responsibility of the Contractor to clean.
E.

Inspection tees shall be installed flush with the finished boulevard grade.

F.

Where subdrains are connected to catch basins or manholes, rodent protection shall be installed.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02630 - PIPE SEWERS - STORM
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to storm sewer construction as indicated on the drawings or as specified
herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

Manholes
(a) Payment for all manholes shall be at the unit price bid per EACH. The amount bid includes all work
and material required to complete the structure. Casting assemblies shall be included in the unit
price bid per structure.

2.

Catch Basins
(a) No exception to the referenced specification is made.

3.

Casting Assemblies
(a) Casting assemblies shall be included in the unit price bid per CONSTRUCT DRAINAGE STRUCTURE
DESIGN G W/R-4342 CASTING.
(b) Chimney Seal
(c) Chimney seals shall be included in the unit price bid per ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING
(SANITARY) and ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING (STORM).

4.

Sewer Pipe
(a) No exception to the referenced specification is made.

5.

Aprons
(a) No exception to the referenced specification is made.

6.

Connect to Existing Storm Sewer
(a) Payment for connecting a new storm sewer structure to an existing storm sewer pipe shall be
measured and paid per EACH, as specified in the Schedule of Unit Prices, complete and in place, at
the appropriate unit price bid. The amount bid shall include cutting the top of the existing pipe to
at least the spring line, removing the existing storm sewer pipe, placing the structure over the cut
pipe, digging around the pipe and placing the bottom slab under the new structure, pouring and
shaping the inverts.
(b) Raise / Lower Existing Manhole
(c) Payment for raising or lowering an existing manhole shall be measured and paid per lineal foot
based on the vertical difference between the existing and final rim elevations. The payment shall
include all cost of labor, materials and equipment required to complete the work.

B.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the storm sewer items, as indicated. Such items of work include but are not limited
to:
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1.3

1.

Locating and connecting to an existing storm sewer, include in the price bid for storm sewer.

2.

The costs of furnishing bends, adapters, cutting and removing the existing storm sewer pipe, include in
the price bid for storm sewer.

3.

Locating and connecting to an existing storm sewer service laterals, include in the price bid for service
connections.

4.

Use of geotextile fabric to wrap pipe joints in lieu of using mastic, include in the price bid for storm
sewer.

5.

Maintenance of an appropriate storm water outlet during construction, include in the price bid for
storm sewer.

6.

The cost of all labor, equipment and materials necessary for testing of storm sewer, if required,
included in the price bid for storm sewer.

7.

If a separate bid item for bypass pumping is NOT included in the Schedule of Unit Prices, providing
temporary bypass pumping / control of storm water flows around the construction zone, include in the
price bid for the associated sewer items.

8.

If the sewer is to be installed inside a casing pipe, furnishing and placing the carrier pipe, carrier pipe
support materials, sand fill and grout seals, include in the unit price bid for sewer.

9.

Furnishing and installing underground utility location system, include in the price bid for sewer

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. The following Sections of this Project Manual as listed:
1.

Section 02320 “Trench Excavation, Bedding and Backfill” of this Project Manual.

2.

Section 02446 “Trenchless Pipeline” of this Project Manual.

B.

ASTM D543 shall apply, except as modified herein.

C.

ASTM D1248 shall apply, except as modified herein.

D. ASTM D1784 shall apply, except as modified herein.
E.

ASTM D3034 shall apply, except as modified herein.

F.

ASTM D3213 shall apply, except as modified herein.

G. ASTM D3261 shall apply, except as modified herein.
H. ASTM D3350 shall apply, except as modified herein.
I.

ASTM F679 shall apply, except as modified herein.

J.

ASTM F949 shall apply, except as modified herein.

K.

AWWA C900 shall apply, except as modified herein.

L.

AWWA C906 shall apply, except as modified herein.

M. CEAM 2621 shall apply, except as modified herein.
N. MnDOT 2503 shall apply, except as modified herein.
O. MnDOT 2506 shall apply, except as modified herein.
P.

MnDOT 3236 shall apply, except as modified herein.

Q. MnDOT 3245 shall apply, except as modified herein.
R.

MnDOT 3733 shall apply, except as modified herein.
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S.

MnDOT Standard Plates Manual with latest revisions.

T.

State of Minnesota Plumbing Code shall apply to all underground pipe sewers installed through areas to be
occupied by buildings.

U. Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.
1.4

SUBMITTALS
A. A DVD and suitable log shall be kept and later submitted to the Owner.
B.

Manhole and catch basin structure - shop drawings.

C.

Manhole and catch basin casting - shop drawings.

D. Piping and fittings - Certificates of Compliance.
PRODUCTS
2.1

OPEN CUT SEWER PIPE AND FITTINGS
A. Reinforced Concrete Pipe (MnDOT 3236)
1.
B.

C.

No exception to the referenced specification is made.

Solid Wall Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Pipe (MnDOT 3245) (Thermoplastic, TP)
1.

4.0-inch through 15.0-inch Diameters: Smooth-walled polyvinyl chloride pipe and fittings shall conform
with the requirements of ASTM D3034 for the Standard Dimension Ratio (SDR) of 35.

2.

Over 15.0-inch Diameters: Smooth-walled polyvinyl chloride pipe and fittings shall conform with the
requirements of ASTM F679 with a minimum wall thickness for a minimum pipe stiffness of 46.

3.

The connection shall be push-on with elastomeric gasketed joints, which are bonded to the inner walls
of the gasket recess of the bell socket.

4.

The pipe grade used shall be resistant to aggressive soil and corrosive substances in accordance with
the requirements of ASTM D543.

Profile Wall Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Pipe
1.

Large diameter (21.0-inches through 48.0-inches) closed profile polyvinyl chloride pipe and fittings shall
conform with the requirements of ASTM F794. Pipe and fittings shall be made from polyvinyl chloride
compounds which comply with the requirements for a minimum cell classification of 12364A as defined
by ASTM D1784.

2.

All joints shall be of the bell and spigot type with elastomeric seals and conform to the requirements of
ASTM-D3212. Gaskets shall be factory installed and chemically bonded to the bell end of the pipe

3.

Alternate PVC pipe conforming to Contech A-2000 (ASTM F949) will be accepted.

D. Corrugated Polyethylene (CP) Pipe and Fittings (MnDOT 3247)
1.

E.

Smooth interior and corrugated exterior polyethylene pipe and fittings (diameters through 36.0-inches)
shall conform to the requirements of AASHTO M294 or ASTM F2648 and MnDOT 3247. All joints shall
be installed using an approved watertight sleeve with gaskets meeting the requirements of ASTM F477.

Flexible Pipe Jointing
1.

Pipe joints for solid wall and profile wall polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe shall be in accordance with ASTM
3212. This includes the flexible elastomeric seals being rated at sustaining an internal pressure of
10.8 psi for 10 minutes.

2.

Pipe joints for high density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe shall be in accordance with ASTM D3261.
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F.

Corrugated Aluminized Steel (CAS) Pipe, Type 2 - Smooth Interior Corrugated Exterior Pipe and Fittings
(MnDOT 3222)
1.

72.0-inch diameter (between outlet control structure and existing 72.0-inch C.M.P): Pipe shall be
formed from Aluminized Steel Type 2 coil (12 ga.) and conform to the current AASHTO M274 and ASTM
A819 material specification. Pipe shall be manufactured to conform to the current ASTM A760
Type 1R. Each pipe shall be fabricated with a minimum of two annular corrugations to join the pipe
with band connectors. Pipe shall be joined together with hugger band connectors made from the same
material as the pipe. All joints shall be constructed with the hugger band drawn together by two (2)
diameter bolts through the use of a bar and strap connector, or an angle type connector. All joints shall
have two O-ring gaskets that conform to the requirements of ASTM C361 (Section 5.9).

G. Corrugated Steel (CS) Pipe (MnDOT 3226)
1.

No exception to the referenced specification is made.

H. Polypropylene Pipe
1.

Pipe:
(a) Twelve through 30.0-inch pipe shall have smooth interior and annular exterior corrugated
polypropylene (PP) pipe meeting the requirements of ASTM F2736, ASTM F2881 or AASHTO
MP-21-11, Type S, for respective diameters. The pipe supplied shall be watertight as defined in the
joint performance requirements of this specification.
(b) Thirty through 60.0-inch pipe shall have annular inner corrugations and smooth interior and
exterior surfaces, corrugated polypropylene (PP) pipe meeting the requirements of ASTM F2736 or
AASHTO MP-21-11, Type D, for respective diameters. The pipe supplied shall be watertight as
defined in the joint performance requirements of this specification.
(c) Virgin material for 12.0-inch through 60.0-inch pipe and fitting production shall be an impact
modified copolymer meeting the material requirements of ASTM F2736, ASTM F2881 and
AASHTO MP-21-11, for respective pipe diameters.
(d) Pipe shall be ADS N-12® HP or pre-approved equal.

2.

Joints and Fittings:
(a) Watertight joints shall be bell-and-spigot meeting the watertight requirements of ASTM F2736 or
ASTM F2881. Gaskets shall be made of polyisoprene meeting the requirements of ASTM F477.
Gaskets shall be installed by the pipe manufacturer and covered with a removable wrap to ensure
the gasket is free from debris. A joint lubricant supplied by the manufacturer shall be used on the
gasket and bell during assembly.
(b) Fittings: Fittings shall conform to ASTM F2736 or ASTM F2764. Joint shall meet watertight joint
performance requirements of ASTM D3212. Bell & spigot connections shall utilize a spun-on,
welded or integral bell and spigot with gaskets meeting ASTM F477.

2.2

TRENCHLESS PIPE MATERIAL & STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS
A. All pipe shall be made from virgin material. No rework except that obtained from the manufacturer’s own
production of the same formulation shall be used.
B.

The pipe shall be homogenous throughout and shall be free of visible cracks, holes, foreign material,
blisters, and/or other deleterious faults.

C.

Any section of pipe with a gash, blister, abrasion, nick scar, or other deleterious fault greater than
10 percent of the wall thickness, shall not be used and must be removed from the site. However, a
defective portion of pipe, as defined above may be cut out and butt-fused in accordance with the
procedures herein.
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D. Any section of pipe having other defects such as concentrated ridges, discoloration, excessive spot
roughness, pitting, variable wall thickness or any other defect of manufacturing and/or handling shall not
be used and shall be removed from site.
E.

INTERNAL PIPE DIAMETERS
1.

The actual inside barrel diameter of the pipe used for gravity pipe shall not be less than that of
PVC-SDR 35 for the corresponding nominal pipe size.
ACTUAL INTERIOR PIPE DIAMETERS FOR VARIOUS GRAVITY PIPE MATERIALS
Nominal
PVC – SDR 35
HDPE 4000
HDPE 4100
PVC
Fusible PVC
DR 11
DR 11
DR 181
DR-18
ductile sizes
steel sizes
Restrain Joint
8
7.92
7.375
6.963
8.044
8.05
10
9.041
8.679
9.866
9.87
12
11.78
10.750
10.293
11.734
11.73
14
11.301
12.444
13.60
15
14.426
16
14.170
12.915
14.222
15.50
18
17.629
15.925
14.532
17.30
20
17.590
16.146
19.20
21
20.78
22
17.760
24
23.381
21.014
19.374
22.90
27
26.35

F.

Gravity Sewers
1.

Fusible C900/C905TM
(a) As manufactured by Underground Solutions (www.undergroundsolutions.com ). ASTM D1784,
with cell classification 12454. The formulation for extrusion of Fusible C-900™/C-905™/PVC™ shall
be compounded to the specific proprietary recipe for Fusible pipe and meet the requirements of
PPI TR-2.
(b) Butt joint fused PVC pressure pipe conforming to AWWA C900 for 150 psi pressure rating (SDR 18).
However, structurally stronger pipe may be required to ensure resistance to pulling stresses.
(c) Pipe fusing shall meet manufacturer requirements.
(d) A manufacturer's representative shall be present during fusing and installation.

2.

Restrained Joint PVC Pipe and Fittings
(a) Restrained Joint Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) pressure pipe with a 150 psi working pressure. The
working pressure dictates a maximum standard dimension ratio (DR) of 18; however, structurally
stronger pipe may be needed to ensure resistance to damaging stresses relative to the trenchless
construction technique. The grade used shall be resistant to aggressive soils or corrosive
substances in accordance with the requirements of ASTM D543.
(b) Restrained joints shall be Certa-Lok® C900/RJ Restrained Joint PVC couplings, or equal.

1

Certa-Lok® Restrained Joint Catalog, 1993, page 4.
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3.

High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) Pipe
(a) The pipe material shall be extra high molecular weight, high density polyethylene (EHMW-HDPE,
PE3408) conforming with the minimum structural standards of ASTM D3350 with Cell Classification
345434C as manufactured by Chevron Phillips Chemical Company 4000/4100 Series, or equal. All
HDPE pipe material shall meet the requirements of ASTM D1248 for a Type III, Class C, Category 5,
Grade P34.
(b) The pipe to be used shall be (HDPE) pressure pipe conforming to the requirement of AWWA C-906
of a 160 psi working pressure. The grade used shall be resistant to aggressive soils or corrosive
substances present. Unless otherwise specified, the dimensions and tolerances of the pipe barrel
should conform to ductile iron or cast iron pipe equivalent outside diameters.
(1) The dimension ratio (DR) shall be 11.
(2) HDPE pipe shall have butt-fused joints with the internal fusing bead removed.
(3) The Contractor shall verify the lengths of conduit necessary in the field before fabrication.

2.3

MANHOLES & CATCH BASINS
A. Precast Concrete Manholes and Catch Basin Section

B.

C.

1.

Storm sewer manholes shall conform to the MnDOT Standard for the design type shown on the plans.

2.

Reinforced polypropylene plastic steps shall be furnished for all storm sewer manholes 8.0-feet or
more in depth.

Castings
1.

All casting assemblies shall meet the certification requirements of the Minnesota Department of
Transportation and be manufactured by a MnDOT approved source.

2.

The type of casting assembly to be used shall be Neenah R-1642 solid lid with two concealed pickholes
at outer edge of casting, with 2.0-inch raised letters stamped “STORM SEWER”. The frame shall be
Neenah R-1642.

3.

The Type of curb and gutter catch basin casting assembly to be used shall be Neenah R-3067-V (Vane
Grate).

4.

The type of non-street / rear yard inlet casting assembly to be used shall be Neenah R-4342 stool grate.

Adjusting Rings
1.

Only concrete adjusting rings shall be permitted.

D. Chimney Seal
E.

Chimney seals accepted for use, when shown in the plans, shall be one of the following listed as standard of
quality:
(a) Infi-Shield (exterior only)

F.
2.4

Cretex (exterior or interior)

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC
A. MnDOT 3733, Type I, non-woven for use in wrapping joints in storm sewer.
EXECUTION

3.1

MANHOLE AND CATCH BASIN STRUCTURES
A. Raise / Lower Existing Structure
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1.

B.

3.2

Raising and/or lowering an existing manhole to meet a proposed finished rim elevation is performed
when the addition and/or deletion of 2.0-inch adjusting rings will not reach a minimum of 2 rings or
exceed a maximum of 6 rings. Typically, it will require: the removal of the manhole cone section or the
concrete slab top; the addition, removal, or exchange of barrel sections; the replacement of the cone
section or the concrete slab top; the installation of the proper number of adjusting rings; and the
replacement of the manhole casting and frame.

Miscellaneous Work
1.

If concrete adjusting rings are used, plaster all manhole adjusting rings installed inside and out, with a
minimum thickness of ½-inch of mortar. A maximum of 3 individual adjusting rings shall be used.
Taller 6.0-inch or 12.0-inch rings shall be used where adjustment requires more than three 2.0-inch
rings.

2.

If HDPE adjusting rings are used, the sealant material and method shall be in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendations.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. Deflection test - No exception to the referenced specification is made.
B.

Visual Inspection - Storm sewer shall be visually inspected between all structures to verify pipe is straight
and to grade and all joints are soil tight.

C.

Televising
1.

Televising is required after the installation and backfill are complete.

2.

Immediately prior to televising, the televisor shall discharge sufficient clear water into the pipe to assist
in identifying sags and misalignment.

3.

Televising shall be performed by experienced personnel trained in locating breaks, obstacles, and
service connections by close circuit television. The interior of the pipeline shall be carefully inspected
to determine the location of any conditions that may indicate improper installation. Each individual
reach of pipe shall be identified as a ‘chapter’ on the DVD

4.

A DVD and suitable log shall be kept and later submitted to the Owner.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02705 - MANHOLES & CATCH BASINS - ADJUST CASTING
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to adjusting a casting assembly frame and ring or valve box as indicated on
the drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

B.

1.3

1.

Measurement and payment for ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING (SANITARY) shall be paid per EACH
scheduled adjustment, not caused by the Contractor's activities or delays. Payment includes the
installation of the external chimney seal.

2.

Measurement and payment for ADJUST FRAME AND RING CASTING (STORM) shall be paid per EACH
scheduled adjustment, not caused by the Contractor's activities or delays. Payment includes the
installation of the external chimney seal.

3.

Measurement and payment for ADJUST VALVE BOX shall be paid per EACH scheduled adjustment, not
caused by the Contractor's activities or delays.

4.

The initial installation and adjustment of the casting assembly for new manholes and valve boxes,
whether to match the bituminous base course or the bituminous wear course shall be incidental to the
installation of the item. Subsequent adjustments, not caused by the Contractor's activities or delays,
shall be paid per EACH of the type of item indicated.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated adjustment items. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

Saw cutting the wall of the existing structure, if necessary.

2.

Adjusting chimney seals on existing structures, if necessary.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2506 shall apply to adjusting frame and ring, except as modified herein.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

ADJUSTING RINGS
A. Only HDPE adjusting rings shall be permitted.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The sealant material and method shall be in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations.
B.

Finished grade of the casting or valve box in paved areas shall be according to the following, unless
otherwise specified on the plans:
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City Streets
County Highways
State Highways
Sidewalks
Parking Areas

Distance Below
Adjacent Concrete
Pavement (in)

Distance Below
Adjacent Bituminous
Pavement (in)

1/8 to ¼
1/8 to ¼
1/8 to ¼
1/8 to ¼
1/8 to ¼

¼ to 3/8
¼ to 3/8
¼ to 3/8
1/8 to ¼
¼ to 3/8

Distance Below
Adjacent Gravel
Surface/Green Area
(in)
1
1
1
1
1

D. In no case shall the casting or valve box extend above the finished surface.
E.

Raising and/or lowering an existing manhole to meet a proposed finished rim elevation is performed when
the addition and/or deletion of 2.0-inch adjusting rings will not reach a minimum of 2 rings or exceed a
maximum of 6 rings. Typically, it will require the:
1.

Removal of the manhole cone section or concrete slab top

2.

Addition, removal or exchange of barrel sections

3.

Replacement of the cone section or the flat slab top

4.

Installation of the proper number of adjusting rings

5.

Replacement of the manhole frame and casting.

6.

In some cases, the existing structure may require saw cutting.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02720 - AGGREGATE BASE
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to construct the aggregate base course as indicated on the drawings or as
specified herein.

1.2

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

B.

1.3

1.

Payment for aggregate base will be paid under the unit price bid for 6" CONCRETE PAVEMENT (W/6"
AGG. BASE CL 5) and 3" BITUMINOUS WALK (W/6" AGG. BASE CL 5).

2.

Payment for COURSE FILTER AGGREGATE shall be paid at the unit price bid. The unit price bid includes
the delivery, placement, compaction, etc. Course Filter Aggregate shall meet the gradation of MnDOT
spec 3149.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated aggregate items. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

Protecting existing improvements and previously accepted in-process improvements from damage.

2.

Subgrade excavation, furnishing stabilizing aggregate, geotextile fabric installation, compaction,
regrading and/or other efforts necessary to repair the subgrade after satisfying the rolling test and
failing to protect the integrity of the subgrade.

3.

The cost of all labor, equipment and materials necessary for meeting the testing requirements of field
quality control, if required, include in price bid for Aggregate Base.

4.

Furnishing and installing blue tops for gravel surface.

5.

Test rolling of the compacted aggregate base using a fully loaded aggregate truck (tandem).

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2211 shall apply to the construction of aggregate base, except as modified herein.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. One gradation test for each 500 tons or 275 cubic yards (CV) of each class of aggregate base.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. When no percent crushing is designated in the Schedule of Prices, the material to be used shall conform to
the Specifications for Aggregate Base Class 5 modified so that the percent passing the No. 200 sieve shall be
5 to 10 percent.
B.

When the schedule of unit prices calls for 100 percent crushed aggregate base, the material to be used shall
conform to the Specifications for Aggregate Base Class 5, modified so that the material consists of
100 percent crushed rock. The gradation shall also be modified so that the percent passing the No. 200
sieve shall be 5 to 10 percent.
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C.

Materials included here consist of new Class 5 aggregate base. If additional rock is added to meet the Class
5 gradation, the added materials must pass the Los Angeles Rattler (L.A.R.) test. The percent crushed shall
also be tested on the aggregate base class 5 samples.

EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. At the end of each day the Contractor shall eliminate surface indentations, including those caused by
sheeps foot rollers and tractor cletes, and roll the surface with a steel wheel or rubber tired roller.
B.

The depth and class of aggregate base to be constructed shall be as shown on the plans. Aggregate base
construction shall take place only after the street subgrade condition and grade has been examined by the
Engineer.

C.

All aggregate base courses shall be compacted using the Quality Compaction Method.

D. The compacted aggregate base shall be test rolled using a fully loaded aggregate truck (tandem) in a
pattern approved by the Engineer. The stability of the compacted base shall be considered adequate when
the surface shows less than 1.0-inch of yielding or rutting after one pass, or as otherwise approved by the
Engineer. The test rolling of the compacted aggregate base using a fully loaded aggregate truck (tandem)
shall be incidental.
3.2

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A. The Owner may arrange for having the following testing performed:
1.

One gradation test for each 500 tons or 275 cubic yards (CV) of each class of aggregate base.

2.

One percent crushing test.

3.

One aggregate quality test.

B.

Samples for testing shall be taken from material in stock at locations approved by the Engineer. All sampling
methods shall be approved by the Engineer.

C.

The Contractor shall cooperate fully with the individuals performing the tests.

D. Should any of the specified tests fail, the Contractor may arrange and pay for additional tests as may be
necessary to satisfy the Engineer that the requirements have been met.
3.3

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. The Owner may arrange for having the following testing performed:
1.

One compaction test (including Standard Proctor) for each 500 SY of each class of aggregate base.

B.

All testing shall be performed by an independent testing laboratory approved by the Engineer.

C.

The Contractor shall cooperate fully with the individuals performing the tests.

D. Samples for testing shall be taken from material in place, in the roadway at locations approved by the
Engineer. All sampling methods shall be approved by the Engineer.
E.

Should any of the specified tests fail, the Contractor may arrange and pay for additional tests as may be
necessary to satisfy the Engineer that the requirements have been met.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02740 - PLANT-MIXED BITUMINOUS SURFACING
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the construction of plant-mixed bituminous surfacing utilizing the
MnDOT Gyratory Design Specification (2360) as indicated on the plans or as specified herein.
B.

1.2

This is a Certified Plant Project. The supplier shall have sufficient testing facilities and qualified personnel
including Certified Technicians. All required plant and field tests shall be performed in a timely manner and
with a good quality control program.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

All costs of furnishing and applying bituminous tack coat material will be incidental with no direct
compensation being made therefore.

2.

Payment shall be at the unit price bid per TON of bituminous surfacing for the respective bituminous
courses. The amount bid shall include all material and work required to mix and place the bituminous
course specified.

3.

Payment shall be at the unit price bid per TON of BITUMINOUS LEVELING COURSE MIX. The mix type
may be either Type SP 9.5 Wearing Course Mixture (2,B) or Type SP 12.5 Non-Wearing Course Mixture
(2,B). Quantity is strictly an estimate, no compensation or adjustment in unit price will be made.

B.

The maximum payment factor for density is 100 percent.

C.

No payment adjustment shall be made for density.

D. The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated bituminous paving items. Such items of work include but are not
limited to:

1.3

1.

Equipment and materials necessary for meeting the testing requirements of Source Quality Control for
the bituminous tack coat, if required, include in price bid for bituminous tack coat.

2.

The cost of all labor, equipment and materials necessary to comply with plant and field testing
requirements of MnDOT Specification 02360, include in price bid for Plant-Mixed Bituminous Surfacing.

3.

The cost of all labor, equipment and materials necessary for constructing clean, vertical, solid edge at
the adjacent asphalt surface for both non-wear and wear courses, include in the price bid for PlantMixed Bituminous surfacing.

4.

Sawcutting the bituminous edges and removing of damaged bituminous just prior to the construction
of the next lift of bituminous course.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE
A. MnDOT 2360 shall apply, except as modified herein.
B.

MnDOT 2357 shall apply, except as modified herein.

C.

MnDOT 3139 shall apply, except as modified herein.

D. Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this Section are in addition to the referenced specification.
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PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A. Bituminous Tack Coat:
1.

The bituminous material for tack coat will be limited to one of the following kinds of emulsified asphalt.
However, the Engineer may authorize the use of medium cure cutback asphalt (MC-250) during the
early and late construction season when it is anticipated the air temperature may drop below 32
degrees Fahrenheit. Cutback asphalt shall be used only when approved by the Engineer.
(a) Emulsified Asphalt
(1) Anionic

SS-1, SS-1h

(2) Cationic

CSS-1, CSS-1h

(b) Cutback Asphalt:
(1) Medium Cure Liquid Asphalt
2.
B.

MC-250

Only Certified Sources are allowed for use. MnDOT’s Certified Source List is located at the following
link: http://www.dot.state.mn.us/products/index.html .

Bituminous material and aggregate shall be as shown on the typical sections in the plans.

EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Bituminous Tack Coat
1.

The tack coat shall not be applied when the road surface or weather conditions are unsuitable as
determined by the Engineer.

2.

At the time of applying bituminous tack coat material, the road surface shall be dry and clean and all
necessary repairs or reconditioning work shall have been completed as provided for in the Contract and
approved by the Engineer.

3.

Unless otherwise indicated in the Plans or provisions, the bituminous tack coat material shall be
applied within the application rates shown in the table below as based on pavement type or condition
and type of bituminous material. The Engineer shall approve the time and rate of application. Only a
MnDOT certified asphalt emulsion supplier is allowed to dilute the emulsion. When diluted, the
supplier shall provide asphalt emulsion diluted 1-part emulsion to 1-part water. Dilution of asphalt
emulsion in the field is not allowed. The Engineer may waive the tack coat requirement when multiple
lifts are paved on the same day.

Pavement Type or
Condition

Application Rate - gallons/sy

New HMA
Aged HMA3 or Un-milled
PCC
Milled HMA or Milled PCC
1As

Undiluted Emulsion
SS-1, SS-1H, CSS-1,
CSS-1H
0.03 – 0.05

Diluted Emulsion
(1 part Emulsion to 1 part water) 1
SS-1, SS-1H, CSS-1, CSS-1H
0.06 – 0.10

0.05 – 0.08

0.10 – 0.15

0.05 – 0.08

0.07 – 0.10

0.14 – 0.20

0.07 – 0.10

provided by the asphalt emulsion supplier
2When approved by the Engineer
3Older than 1 year
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4.

The temperature of the bituminous material at the time of application shall be approved by the
Engineer, within the limits specified following:
(a) SS-1, SS-1H, CSS-1, CSS-1H .........70 to 160 Degrees Fahrenheit
(b) MC-250 ........…………………………....165 to 220 Degrees Fahrenheit

B.

The bituminous wearing course shall be constructed in the construction season following the season in
which the underground utilities, aggregate base and bituminous base course have been constructed.

C.

The Contractor is required to use the self-propelled pneumatic tire roller as an intermediate roller on the
wearing courses.

D. Cut the adjacent asphalt surface prior to construction of the bituminous surface course to obtain a clean,
vertical, solid edge.
E.
3.2

Compaction of all bituminous mixtures shall be by the Ordinary Compaction Method.

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A. The bituminous mix shall be designed using Contractor Trial Mix Designs. A current MnDOT mix design may
be accepted provided it represents the aggregate source and bituminous plant being used for the project,
and is approved by the Engineer. No bituminous mixture shall be placed without an approved mix design.
B.

3.3

Testing of the material bituminous tack coat may be required, if determined by the Engineer, that the
material appears suspect.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. If required by the Engineer, cores for mat density and for lift thickness verification shall be taken, except
that for daily production less than 300 tons, the Engineer may require that two cores are taken (one for
Contractor testing and one companion core). Sample locations shall be designated by the Engineer and
made with a drilling device that produces clean sharp, vertical edges.
B.

C.

Lift Thickness Tolerances:
1.

If any cores indicate lift thicknesses outside of the specified tolerances, the Contractor may, at its own
cost and expense, take additional core samples to further define the extent of the deficiency.

2.

The Engineer shall calculate deficient pavement areas using the locations and thickness results of all
core samples and prorating the thickness profile.

3.

At the discretion of the Engineer as an alternative to removal and replacement, the Engineer may allow
a $1.00 deduction per square yard will be made for each 1/8-inch deficiency of thickness beyond the
specified tolerances.

4.

Reduction in payment for bituminous courses constructed to more than the maximum permissible
thickness, except that the thickness tolerances specified herein apply.

Testing:
1.

For projects with 2000 tons or less of a particular mix type, delete Tables 2360-10 and 2360-11 of the
referenced MnDOT 2360 and substitute the following:

Production Test

Sampling and Testing
Rates (each mix type)

Bulk Specific Gravity
Maximum Specific Gravity
Air Voids (calculated)
Asphalt Content

Divide the planned
production by 500. Round
up to the next whole
number
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Add AC/Total AC Ratio
(calculated)
Adj. AFT (Calculated)
Gradation
Coarse Aggregate
Angularity

Fine Aggregate Angularity
(FAA)

Fines to Effective Asphalt
Ratio (calculated)
TSR
Aggregate Specific Gravity
Mixture Moisture Content
Asphalt Binder

1 gradation per 500 tons
or portion thereof (at least
one per day)
1 test per 500 tons or
portion thereof. If CAA >8
percent of requirement, 1
sample per day but test 1
per week.
1 test per 500 tons or
portion thereof. If FAA >5
percent of requirement, 1
sample per day but test 1
per week.
Divide the planned
production by 500. Round
up to the next whole
number
As directed by the
Engineer
As directed by the
Engineer
Daily unless otherwise
required by the Engineer
As directed by the
Engineer]

1853

2360.2.G.7.a

1854

2360.2.E.7.e

1203

2360.2.G.7.f

1214

2360.2.G.7.g

1213

2360.2.G.7.h

1203 & 1853

2360.2.G.7.f
&
2360.2.G.7.a

1213

2360.G.7.i

1204, 1205, and 181

2360.G.7.j

1805

2360.G.7.k

MnDOT Bituminous
Manual
5-693.920

2360.G.7.l

2.

Contractor shall send a copy of the testing results to the Engineer.

3.

Should any of the specified tests fail, the Contractor shall notify the Engineer immediately and shall
arrange and pay for additional test as may be necessary to satisfy the Engineer that the requirements
have been met.

****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02741 - BITUMINOUS PATCH
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the construction of plant-mixed bituminous surfacing as indicated on the
plans or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

B.

C.

Payment for bituminous patch shall be at the unit price bid per square yard (SY) of bituminous patch. The
amount bid shall include all material and work required to construct the bituminous patch as specified on
the plans, including:
1.

Removal and disposal of bituminous pavements.

2.

Common excavation

3.

Subgrade Preparation

4.

Aggregate Base Course

5.

Bituminous Base Course, if specified

6.

Bituminous Tack Coat

7.

Bituminous Wearing Course

8.

Constructing clean vertical edges on adjacent asphalt surfaces.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated bituminous patch. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

1.3

Remove & Replace Bituminous Pavement: The contract unit price bid per SQUARE FOOT (SF) shall be
compensation in full for all equipment, labor and materials required to remove and dispose of all
bituminous pavement material as specified, regardless of thickness encountered, or removal method
used. The Contractor shall provide a full depth sawcut at a line that is offset 2-feet from the proposed
lip of curb shown on the Plans. The Contractor shall then remove and dispose of the bituminous
material and compact the existing aggregate material to the satisfaction of the Engineer. After the curb
and gutter has been constructed, the 2-foot wide void between the curb and gutter lip and the existing
pavement shall be filled with the bituminous mix type specified in the plan and of the same thickness
as the adjacent pavement. The bituminous mix shall be compacted in no lift greater than 3-inches
leaving no vertical discontinuity greater than ¼ inch. Thicknesses vary from project area to project area
see details for pavement thickness.

No exception to the referenced specifications is made.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE
A. Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.
B.

Removing Existing Bituminous Pavements
1.

MnDOT 2104 shall apply to the removal and disposal of bituminous pavement, except as modified
herein.
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C.

Common Excavation
1.

MnDOT 2105 shall apply to the common excavation, except as modified herein.

D. Subgrade Preparation
1.
E.

Aggregate Base Course
1.

F.

MnDOT 2112 shall apply to the subgrade preparation, except as modified herein.
MnDOT 2211 shall apply to the construction of aggregate base, except as modified herein.

Bituminous Tack Coat
1.

MnDOT 2357 shall apply to the construction of bituminous tack coat, except as modified herein.

G. Bituminous Paving Materials
1.

MnDOT 2360, Bituminous Quality Assurance, shall apply to the construction of plant-mixed bituminous
surfacing, except as modified herein.
(a) MnDOT 02360.6B4: The maximum payment factor for density is 100 percent.
(b) MnDOT 02360.7C (Pavement Smoothness Specification – IRI (International Roughness Index) is
hereby DELETED.

H. Remove and Replace Bituminous Pavement
1.

MnDOT 2104 shall apply to the construction of the removal and the replacement of the bituminous
pavement.

PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A. Subgrade Preparation
1.
B.

Aggregate Base Course
1.

C.

No exception to the referenced specification is made.
The material to be used shall conform to the requirements for Aggregate Base, Class 5.

Bituminous Tack Coat
1.

The bituminous material for tack coat shall be CSS-1H.

D. Bituminous Paving Materials
1.

Bituminous material and aggregates shall conform to the typical sections shown in the plans.

EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Unless otherwise shown on the typical sections in the plans, the depth and class of aggregate base and
bituminous surface to be constructed shall be:
1.

Remove and Replace Bituminous Pavement
(a) 3.0-inches Type SP 12.5 Non-Wearing Course Mixture (2,B) or match existing depth
(b) 1.5-inches Type SP 9.5 Wearing Course Mixture (2,B) or match existing depth

B.

The subgrade, aggregate and bituminous base courses of patches whose smallest dimension is less than the
width of the compaction equipment shall be hand tamped.
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C.

The subgrade shall be compacted using Quality Compaction Method.

D. When the Contractor believes subgrade preparation is complete, he shall notify the Engineer for a final
examination. If the Engineer requests it, the subgrade shall be test rolled with a fully loaded tandem truck
to verify subgrade stability.
E.

Aggregate base construction shall take place only after the street subgrade condition and grade has been
examined by the Engineer.

F.

Cut the adjacent asphalt surface prior to the Construction of the bituminous surface course to obtain a
clean, vertical, solid edge.

G. Compaction of the aggregate base courses shall be by the Quality Compaction Method.
H. The bituminous tack coat shall be applied at the rate of 0.08 gallons per square yard.

3.2

I.

The contact surfaces of all fixed structures, the edge of the in-place mixture in all courses at transverse
joints, and the wearing course at longitudinal joints shall be given a uniform coating of Liquid Asphalt or
Emulsified Asphalt before placing the adjoining mixture. The bituminous material shall be applied by
methods that will ensure uniform coating and in no case shall the application be excessive.

J.

The bituminous surfacing shall be constructed with maximum deviation of plus or minus ¼-inch from the
planned compacted thickness.

K.

Compaction of all bituminous mixtures shall be by the Ordinary Compaction Method. A nuclear density
meter and operator shall be provided by the Contractor, if requested by the Engineer.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. The bituminous mix shall be designed using Contractor Trial Mix Designs. A current MnDOT mix design may
be accepted provided it represents the aggregate source and bituminous plant being used for the project,
and is approved by the Engineer. No bituminous mixture shall be placed without an approved mix design.
B.

Final line and grade of the wearing surface shall not exceed the following tolerances from the adjacent
pavement surfaces:

City Streets
County Highways
State Highways
Sidewalks
Parking Areas

Distance Below Adjacent
Bituminous Pavement
(inch)
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/8
1/4

****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02770 - CONCRETE CURBING AND DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This work consists of constructing cast-in-place concrete curbs, curb and gutter, medians, driveway
pavement, pedestrian ramps, and other similar traffic delineation or service items as indicated on the
drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

B.

1.3

1.

CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER (HAND FORMED) shall be measured and paid by the Lineal Foot (LF) as a
part of the design style of the existing adjacent curb and gutter, complete and in place. Contractor shall
verify style prior to bidding. No adjustment in price will be made for assumed or differing curb styles.

2.

6" CONCRETE PAVEMENT (W/3” AGG. BASE CL 5) shall be measured and paid by the contract unit price
bid per SQUARE FOOT (SF) and includes the delivery, placement, compaction, and grading of the 3”
aggregate base as depicted in the details.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated concrete curb and gutter, and concrete driveway items. Such items
of work include, but are not limited to:
1.

Aggregate base placed under pavements.

2.

Cold weather concrete protection methods and materials required.

3.

High early strength concrete.

4.

Provide adequate barricades and personnel to protect fresh concrete from pedestrian traffic and
graffiti.

5.

Provide temporary walk ways spanning fresh concrete where required to maintain access into building
entrances.

6.

Casting and curing concrete compressive test cylinders and the performance of compressive strength
tests as specified.

7.

Slump and air entrainment testing.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2360 shall apply except as modified herein.
B.

MnDOT 2531 shall apply, except as modified herein.

C.

MnDOT 3137 shall apply except as modified herein.

D. MnDOT Standard Plates.
E.
1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. The mix proportions shall be determined by an independent certified testing laboratory secured by the
Contractor. A current mix design may be submitted and accepted, provided the aggregate source is the
same as that being used for this project. Two copies of the certified mix design shall be submitted to the
Engineer for review prior to the construction of the project.
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PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIAL
A. Fifty percent of the coarse aggregate shall be Class A material as specified in MnDOT 3137.
B.

High early strength concrete is not permitted without approval from Engineer.

EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The use of dimensional lumber as forms is permitted if the dimension of the lumber is within ½-inch of the
specified dimension of the finished concrete.
B.

The width of all driveways shall be established in the field by the project Engineer or Owner.

C.

The joints in the driveway pavement shall match with the sidewalk and curb control joints. The Contractor
shall be fully responsible for proper jointing patterns. Mismatched jointing will require removal and
replacement of components in order to achieve the desired results. All removal and replacement of
rejected construction shall be at the Contractor's expense.

D. The tooling tolerances as outlined in MnDOT 2531 for surface uniformity, alignment and jointing shall be
reviewed by the Contractor prior to the construction. Defects found during examinations will require the
Contractor to remove and replace those areas. No deduction in unit price will be acceptable to satisfy
defective areas found.
E.

Backfill along exposed edges of slabs and/or behind the curb with selected salvage material from the
excavation to the elevation shown on the design detail plate.

F.

The Contractor shall imprint the concrete curb at the locations of the utility service locations if indicated
and in accordance with the plans.

G. When the pavement is placed directly on natural subgrade, earth check dams shall be constructed
immediately after passage of the slip forms or removal of the forms to prevent water from flowing along
the edge of the pavement and undermining the concrete. They shall not be spaced or be of a width to
provide an approach over which a vehicle may be driven onto the pavement.
3.2

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. Testing
1.

The Owner may conduct various material tests throughout the construction to determine conformance
with these specifications, including but not limited to:
(a) Air and slump cone tests.
(b) Beam and cylinder testing.

2.
B.

The Contractor's shall cooperate with the individuals conducting the testing operations.

Warranty Period
1.

During the warranty period indicated in the Supplementary Conditions, necessary repairs shall include
but not be limited to defects in concrete and workmanship such as cracking, pop-outs, spalling,
improper joint placement and settlement.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02775 - WALKS - CONCRETE
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This work consists of constructing concrete or bituminous walks

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

1.3

1.

4" CONCRETE WALK (W/5" AGG. BASE CL 5) shall be measured and paid by the contract unit price bid
per SQUARE FOOT (SF) and includes the delivery, placement, compaction, and grading of the 3”
aggregate base as depicted in the details.

2.

6" CONCRETE WALK (W/3" AGG. BASE CL 5) shall be measured and paid by the contract unit price bid
per SQUARE FOOT (SF) and includes the delivery, placement, compaction, and grading of the 3”
aggregate base as depicted in the details.

3.

DRILL & GROUT REINF BAR (EPOXY COATED) shall be measured and paid at the unit price bid in the
Schedule of Unit Prices for installing pedestrian ramp reinforcement bars according to the plan. This
work shall include all equipment and labor necessary to install reinforcement bars as shown on the
plan.

B.

Payment for constructing truncated domes shall be measured and paid at the unit price bid per Square Foot
(SF) in the Schedule of Unit Prices, complete and in place.

C.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated walks - concrete items. Such items of work include but are not
limited to:
1.

Cold weather concrete protection methods and materials required.

2.

Provide adequate barricades and personnel to protect fresh concrete from pedestrian traffic and
graffiti.

3.

Provide temporary walk ways spanning fresh concrete where required to maintain access into building
entrances.

4.

Use of high early strength concrete is not permitted without approval from the Engineer.

SPECIFICATIONS REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2521 shall apply to the construction of concrete walks, except as modified herein.
B.

MnDOT 3137 shall apply, except as modified herein.

C.

MnDOT Standard Plates.

D. Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.
1.4

SUBMITTALS
A.

Two copies of the certified mix design shall be submitted to the engineer for review prior to the
construction of the project. The mix proportions shall be determined by an independent certified testing
laboratory secured by the Contractor. A current MnDOT Design Mix may be accepted provided the
aggregate sources are the same as that being used for this project.

PRODUCTS
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2.1

MATERIALS
A. CONCRETE
1.

One hundred percent of the coarse aggregate shall be Class B material as specified in MnDOT 3137.

2.

The coarse aggregate designation shall be ASTM #67* from MnDOT Table 3137-4.

3.

No modification to reference specification.

B.

The foundation materials shall be in accordance with the plans.

C.

TRUNCATED DOME SYSTEMS FOR PEDESTRIAN CURB RAMPS.
1.

The approved products are those listed on the MnDOT web site – No Stainless Steel ramps are allowed.
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/products/detectablewarningsurfaces/index.html.

2.

Truncated domes shall not be colored.

EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. The use of dimensional lumber as forms is permitted if the dimension of the lumber is within ½-inch of the
specified dimension of the finished concrete.
B.

3.2

When the pavement is placed directly on natural subgrade, earth check dams shall be constructed
immediately after passage of the slip forms or removal of the forms to prevent water from flowing along
the edge of the pavement and undermining the concrete. They shall not be constructed to provide an
approach over which a vehicle may be driven onto the pavement.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. Testing
1.

The Owner may conduct various material tests throughout the construction to determine conformance
with these specifications, including but not limited to:
(a) Air and slump cone tests.
(b) Beam and cylinder testing.

2.
B.

The Contractor's shall cooperate with the individuals conducting the testing operations.

Warranty Period
1.

During the warranty period indicated in the Supplementary Conditions, necessary repairs shall include
but not be limited to defects in concrete and workmanship such as cracking, pop-outs, spalling,
improper joint placement and settlement.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02776 - BITUMINOUS WALKS AND TRAILS
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the construction of bituminous walks and trails as indicated on the plans
and/or as specified herein.

1.2

DEFINITIONS
A. Compacted Volume (CV) – The volume of material actually placed as determined by computing the
difference between original and final cross-sections by the average end area method.
B.

Excavated Volume (EV) – The volume of material actually excavated as determined by computing the
difference between original and final cross-sections by the average end area method.

C.

Excess Material - Material that is not needed to complete the earthwork balance.

D. Structural Improvements - For the purposes of this specification, structural improvements shall refer
sidewalk, trail, or other improvements requiring suitable soil to support the anticipated loadings.
E.

Subcut - Excavation performed below the proposed subgrade elevation shown on the plans for the
purposes of removing unsuitable material.

F.

Subgrade - The top surface of a trail bed upon which the pavement structure (including aggregate base
and/or granular subbase) is to be constructed. This is also a general term denoting the soil foundation upon
which a proposed improvement is to be placed.

G. Suitable Material - Sand, silty sand or low plasticity clay soils with no organic content. The Engineer shall
make the final determination as to what material will be considered suitable.
H. Topsoil - Any soil, generally black in color, 100 percent passing the ¾-inch sieve, 3 percent to 15 percent
containing organic material, and a pH of 6.0-7.8.
I.
1.3

Unsuitable Material - Soil with organic content including topsoil, swamp deposits, peat, muck, or other
material deemed by the Engineer to be unsuitable for fill or embankment construction.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

B.

Payment shall be at the unit price bid per SQUARE YARD (SQ YD) of 3" BITUMINOUS WALK (W/6" AGG.
BASE CL 5) includes the delivery, placement, compaction, and grading of the 6” aggregate base as
depicted in the details.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated bituminous paving items. Such items of work include but are not
limited to:
1.

Equipment and materials necessary for meeting the testing requirements of Source Quality Control for
the bituminous tack coat, if required, include in price bid for bituminous tack coat.
(a) The cost of all labor, equipment and materials necessary to comply with the testing requirements
of the "Certified Plant" designation, if required, include in price bid for Plant-Mixed Bituminous
Surfacing.
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(b) All costs of furnishing and applying bituminous tack coat material will be incidental with no direct
compensation being made therefore.
(c) The cost of all labor, equipment and materials necessary for constructing clean, vertical, solid edge
at the adjacent asphalt surface, include in the price bid for Plant-Mixed Bituminous surfacing.
1.4

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE
A. MnDOT 2360, Plant Mixed Asphalt Pavement, shall apply to the construction of plant-mixed bituminous
surfacing, except as modified herein. A copy of MnDOT Standard Specification 2360 is available from the
Engineer upon request.
1.

MnDOT 02360.6B4: The maximum payment factor for density is 100 percent.

2.

MnDOT 02360.7C (pavement smoothness) is hereby DELETED.

B.

Section 02330 “Excavation & Embankment – Roadway & Pavement” of this Project Manual, except as
modified herein.

C.

Section 02335 “Subgrade Preparation” of this Project Manual, except as modified herein.

D. Section 02720 “Aggregate Base” of this Project Manual, except as modified herein.
E.

Section 02740 “Plant Mixed Bituminous Surfacing” of this Project Manual, except as modified herein.

F.

MnDOT 2105 “Excavation and Embankment” except as modified herein.

G. Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this Section are in addition to the referenced specification.
1.5

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. Bituminous material for the mixture shall be PG 58-28 asphaltic cement.
B.

Wearing course mixture for trail construction shall be Type 41B, with 4 percent air voids and 5.5 percent
asphalt content.

C.

No recycled materials will be allowed in the bituminous wearing course.

D. The wear mix shall be produced with gradation 3 Aggregate for lifts of 1½-inch and more and shall be
produced with gradation 4 aggregate for lifts of less than 1½-inch.
EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. Common Excavation
1.

The Contractor shall grade the trail in the locations and to the elevations shown on the plans and
typical sections, in accordance with Section 2330 “Excavation and Embankment – Roadway and
Pavement” of this Project Manual.

2.

Excavated topsoil and suitable material for reuse in the project shall be segregated and stockpiled at a
site selected by the Contractor.

3.

All excavations shall be kept free of water during the placement of fill.

4.

At the end of each day the Contractor shall eliminate surface indentations, including those caused by
sheepsfoot rollers and tractor cletes, and roll the surface with a steel wheel or rubber-tired roller.
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5.

Sufficient excavation shall be utilized by the Contractor to replace the soil shrinkage from excavation
that occurs through the course of construction handling and compaction. The Contractor shall make
his own estimate of the amount of shrinkage that will occur.

6.

Topsoil
(a) Topsoil shall be separated, stockpiled and respread.
(b) The Contractor shall salvage and stockpile all topsoil removed during the course of the
construction. This topsoil shall be used where required for turf establishment as directed by the
Engineer.

7.

Material suitable for trail backfill shall be segregated and stockpiled at a site selected by the
Contractor. Following trail construction, the material shall be placed adjacent to the trail, allowing for
a minimum of 6.0-inches of topsoil.

8.

In areas where filling above the existing grade is necessary to establish the final designed elevation, the
Contractor shall fully remove the topsoil and organic material to the level of stable underlying sand or
clay prior to backfilling with suitable embankment material.

9.

All vegetation, topsoil, organic, or other unsuitable materials shall be excavated from the area below
the structural improvement. Due to the variability of soils, the depth of the excavation in these areas is
expected to vary significantly throughout the site.

10. Subgrade excavation shall be performed for the removal of any unstable soils which may be
encountered. Such excavation shall be backfilled with suitable excess common excavation material or
granular borrow. If the Contractor proceeds without approval from the Engineer or Owner, all work
and material to restore the trail bed to the proper grade shall be at the Contractor’s expense.
B.

Subgrade Preparation
1.

C.

Trail subgrade preparation shall be completed in accordance with Section 02335 “Subgrade
Preparation” of this Project Manual.

Aggregate Base
1.

Aggregate base for trail construction shall be furnished and installed in accordance with Section 02720
“Aggregate Base” of this Project Manual.

D. Bituminous Surfacing
1.

The Contractor is required to use the self-propelled pneumatic tire roller as an intermediate roller on
the wearing courses.

2.

The bituminous surfacing shall be constructed with maximum deviation of plus or minus ¼-inch from
the planned compacted thickness.
The contact surfaces of all fixed structures, the edge of all in-place bituminous shall be given a uniform
coating of Liquid Asphalt or Emulsified Asphalt before placing the adjoining mixture. The bituminous
material shall be applied by methods that will ensure uniform coating and in no case shall the
application be excessive.

3.2

3.

Cut the adjacent asphalt surface prior to construction of the bituminous surface course to obtain a
clean, vertical, solid edge.

4.

MnDOT 2331 - Compaction of all bituminous mixtures shall be by the Ordinary Compaction Method.

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A. The bituminous mix shall be designed using Contractor Trial Mix Designs. A current MnDOT mix design may
be accepted provided it represents the aggregate source and bituminous plant being used for the project
and is approved by the Engineer. No bituminous mixture shall be placed without an approved mix design.
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B.
3.3

Source quality control for aggregate base shall be in accordance with Section 02720 “Aggregate Base” of
this Project Manual.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
A. Field quality control for subgrade preparation shall be in accordance with Section 02335 “Subgrade
Preparation” of this Project Manual.
B.

Field quality control for aggregate base shall be in accordance with Section 02720 “Aggregate Base” of this
Project Manual.

C.

Field quality control for bituminous surfacing shall be in accordance with Section 02740 “Plant-Mixed
Bituminous Pavement” of this Project Manual.

D. Three-inch diameter core samples shall be taken by the Contractor to verify the thickness of the compacted
finished bituminous structure. Sample locations shall be designated by the Engineer and made with a
drilling device that produces clean sharp, vertical edges.
E.

If any cores prove deficient, the Contractor may, at its own cost and expense, take additional core samples
to further define the extent of the deficiency.

F.

The Engineer shall calculate deficient pavement areas using the locations and thickness results of all core
samples and prorating the thickness profile.

G. A $1.00 deduction per square yard will be made for each 1/8-inch deficiency of thickness beyond the
specified tolerances.
H. Reduction in payment for bituminous courses constructed to more than the maximum permissible
thickness shall be in accordance with MnDOT 2360, except that the thickness tolerances specified herein
apply.
I.

Testing:

Quantity
Mixture Type
0-500 Ton
500-1000 Ton
1000+ Ton

REQUIRED CONTRACTOR
TESTING
VMA & Air Voids
2
3
4 First Day
1/1000 Ton Thereafter
with Min. 2/day

Gradation
1
1
2/Day

Spot Check
1
1
2/Day

OWNER ARRANGED
INDEPENDENT ASSURANCE TESTING
VMA &
Spot
Air Voids Gradation Check Extraction
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1.

Contractor shall send a copy of the testing results to the Engineer.

2.

Should any of the specified tests fail, the Contractor shall notify the Engineer immediately and shall
arrange and pay for additional test as may be necessary to satisfy the Engineer that the requirements
have been met.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02820 - CHAIN LINK FENCE AND GATES
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the construction of chain link fence and gate as indicated on the
drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

B.

1.

FENCE DESIGN SPECIAL 1 shall be paid at the unit price bid per linear foot, furnished and installed
complete including posts, bracing, fittings, base plates, post caps and any other materials or
appurtenances required to complete the installation in accordance with the Plans and the
requirements of this Specification.

2.

Temporary Construction Fence will be paid at the unit price bid per Lineal Foot (LIN FT) furnished and
installed. Fence shall be orange in color and a minimum of 4’ tall. Post shall be driven every 10’ or
approved by the engineer. Location of the fence will be determined in the field by the engineer. Fence
may need to stay inplace until all work is completed or until the Engineer directs the contractor to take
the fence down.

The furnishing and installing specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated fencing items. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

1.3

No exception to the referenced specification is made.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2557 shall apply to fencing except as modified herein.
B.

1.4

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. Two copies of the certified mix design shall be submitted to the engineer for review prior to the
construction of the project.
PRODUCTS

2.1

MATERIALS
A. Design Special 1
1.

Fence shall be Hecksel Machine-Watertown, MN:
(1) The shall be black powder coated.
(2) The fence shall be constructed to the details shown in the plan
(3) The Contractor shall submit detailed drawings of the fence construction to the Engineer for
review four weeks prior to construction of the fence. The detailed drawings shall include
requirements for adjustment to post, rails, and pickets due to variance in grade, footing
requirements, and installation procedures.
(4) The Contractor shall follow the manufacturers recommendations for installation.
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EXECUTION
3.1

INSTALLATION
A. All earth, brush or other obstructions that interfere with the proper alignment of construction of fences
shall be removed and disposed of.
B.

Corner, brace and gate posts shall be set vertically plumb in circular concrete foundations as indicated on
the plans. Corner posts shall be installed where the fence deflects 30 degrees or more. Place concrete
around posts in a continuous pour. The top of the foundation shall extend above the ground surface and
shall be crowned not less than one inch to provide adequate drainage away from the post. Trowel finish
around post.

C.

All line posts shall be installed vertically plumb and spaced uniformly and intervals not exceeding 10.0-feet.
Intermediate line posts shall be air driven to a depth of four feet unless otherwise indicated on the plans.

D. The fence shall be so erected that the bottom of the fencing will follow the contour of the grade surface
with 1.0-inch maximum clearance. The gate shall align with the top of the fence and shall have a 3.0-inch
maximum clearance at the bottom.
E.

Bracing shall be provided at all end, gate and corner posts, the latter in both directions. Horizontal brace
rails shall be set midway between top rail and ground running from the corner, end or gate post to first line
post. Diagonal tension members shall connect tautly between posts below horizontal braces.

F.

The chain-link fabric shall be fastened on the side of the posts as shown or as designated by the Engineer.
The fabric shall be stretched and securely fastened to the posts, and, between the posts, the top and
bottom edges of the fabric shall be fastened to the top rail and tension wire, respectively. The tension
wires shall be stretched tight with turnbuckles at the end and corner posts. The bottom tension wire shall
be installed on a straight grade between posts.

G. The fabric shall be fastened to the end, corner and gateposts with stretcher bars and stretcher bar bands
spaced approximately 14.0-inches on line posts and at approximately 18.0-inches on tension wires.
H. Any galvanized coating damaged during construction of the fencing shall be repaired by application of
molten Galvo-Weld, Galvinox or equal.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02830 - MODULAR BLOCK RETAINING WALL SYSTEM
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. The work under this section of these specifications includes, or is incidental to, the design, furnishing, and
constructing a modular block retaining wall as indicated on the drawings or as specified herein. The work
shall include the footings, drainage, the modular block, anchoring devices, railings, specified accessories and
related items of construction.

1.2

B.

The retaining wall shall be constructed in the location and configuration as shown on the plans; however,
the Engineer reserves the right to alter this alignment to improve constructability and/or aesthetics.

C.

Geosynthetic wall reinforcement (if required) shall be designed as part of the modular block retaining wall
system and shall be certified by the designer of the retaining wall system that it meets the necessary
strength and durability criteria for the application.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
B.

Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

C.

1.3

Measurement of the Prefabricated Modular Block Retaining Wall (Machine placed, Wet Cast concrete
block) shall be by the square feet (SF) of wall installed as measured from the bottom of the block at the
footing base to the top of the wall cap for the wall length. Payment at the contract price shall be
compensation in full for all costs of furnishing and installing a complete wall system. The stain color of
the wall shall be approved by city staff.

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated retaining wall items. Such items of work include but are not limited
to:
1.

Furnishing and installing appropriate sub-drainage, including piping and granular backfill, include in the
price bid for retaining wall.

2.

Excavation below and behind wall, furnishing and installing granular footing material, drainage
aggregate, and granular backfill, include in the price bid for retaining wall.

3.

Furnishing and installing a geosynthetic wall reinforcement system or approved other anchoring
system, include in the price bid for retaining wall.

4.

Disposal of any excess or unsuitable excavated material, include in the price bid for retaining wall.

5.

Protecting existing improvements from damage, include in the price bid for retaining wall.

6.

Gradation and compaction testing to meet requirements of source and field quality control, include in
the price bid for retaining wall.

7.

Preparation, furnishing, and applying surface sealer as specified herein, include in the price bid for
retaining wall.

8.

Providing color samples and furnishing the selected block in any color in the manufacturer’s standard
color palette, include in the price bid for retaining wall.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCE
C.

NCMA Design Manual For Segmental Retaining Walls - delete for walls on MnDOT or State Aid Projects
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A. In addition, all work and equipment shall conform to the most current applicable OSHA standards.
B.
1.4

Unless otherwise noted, the provisions in this Section are in addition to the referenced specifications.

SUBMITTAL
A. Product Data: Material description and installation instructions for each manufactured product specified.
B.

Shop Drawings: Retaining wall system design, including wall elevation views, geosynthetic reinforcement
layout, pertinent details, and drainage provisions. The shop drawings shall be signed by a professional
engineer licensed in the state in which the wall will be installed.

C.

Design:
1.

The successful bidder shall submit detailed design drawings and computations for the construction of
the modular block retaining wall. The drawings and computations shall include, but not be limited to,
footing / foundation drawings, wall details, anchoring requirements, compaction requirements,
subdrainage details, railing details, re-bar schedules and other drawings and details that are
appropriate for the successful completion of the project.

2.

Included shall be a typical section detailing excavation limits, geotextile locations, block embedments,
leveling pad dimensions, backfill, etc. Include as many sections and other views necessary for the
construction and inspection of the wall. The information on embedment, geotextile locations, and
geotextile lengths as they relate to wall heights may be shown in tabular form. Also included shall be
pertinent information on the individual blocks, the geotextile material and compaction requirements.

3.

All drawings submitted by the Contractor shall be certified and signed by a Professional Engineer
licensed in the state in which the wall will be installed. Each plan sheet shall clearly identify the name of
the responsible engineering firm and the name of the person certifying the plan.

4.

Analysis of global stability must be addressed and incorporated into the design for installations
involving multiple retaining walls.

D. Samples

E.

1.

Furnish samples showing standard color selections for the block type being supplied.

2.

Furnish one unit in the color and face pattern specified, if requested.

3.

Furnish 12.0-inch square or larger piece of the geosynthetic reinforcement specified.

Test Reports: Independent laboratory reports stating moisture absorption and compressive strength
properties of the concrete retaining wall units meet the Project Specifications when tested in accordance
with ASTM C140, Sections 6, 8 and 9.

PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A. CONCRETE RETAINING WALL UNITS:
1.

Physical Requirements:
(a) The units shall conform to ASTM C1372, except that:
(1) The minimum compressive strength requirements shall be 38 Mpa (5500 psi) for any individual
unit and 40 Mpa (5800 psi) for the average of 3 units.
(2) The freeze/thaw durability of wall units tested in accordance with ASTM C 1262 in a 3 percent
saline solution shall be the minimum of the following:
1.
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2.

The weight loss of 4 out of 5 test specimens at the conclusion of 100 cycles shall not
exceed 1.5 percent of its initial weight, with the maximum allowable weight loss for the
5th specimen to not exceed 10 percent.

(3) The freeze/thaw durability of cap units test tested in accordance with ASTM C 1262 in a
3 percent saline solution shall be the minimum of the following:
1.

The weight loss of each of five test specimens at the conclusion of 40 cycles shall not
exceed 1 percent of its initial weight; or

2.

The weight loss of 4 out of 5 test specimens at the conclusion of 50 cycles shall not
exceed 1.5 percent of its initial weight, with the maximum allowable weight loss for the
5th specimen not to exceed 10 percent.

(4) Cap units must meet the requirements of (a) and (c) and have a top surface sloped at
minimum of 1 mm fall per 10 mm run (1.0-inch fall per 10.0-inches run) front to back or be
crowned at the center.
(5) ASTM C 1262 test results shall be recorded and reported in 10 cycle intervals
(6) It is the intention of this testing that 100 percent of the wall units and cap units meet the
weight loss requirements for (b1) and (c1) respectively, or that a minimum of 80 percent of
the wall units and cap units tested meet the weight loss requirements for (b2) and (c2)
respectively. If a manufacturer chooses to increase the sample size tested beyond the 5 units
required for each block type, these percentages will still apply to the sample size chosen (i.e. if
a sample size of 7 blocks is tested a minimum of 6 must meet the weight loss requirement of
(b2) or (c2), if a sample size of 10 blocks is tested a minimum of 8 must meet the weight loss
requirement).
(7) The minimum required sampling rate for laboratory testing is one sample set per 10,000 units
or fraction thereof, with a minimum of one sample per product type per contract. Sample
size = 5 whole units per block type. Wall units and cap units are considered separate block
types.
(8) Sampling and testing shall conform to ASTM C 140, except that: Section 6.2.4 shall be deleted
and replaced with:
“The specimens shall be coupons cut from a finished side or back shell of each unit and sawn
to remove any face shell projections. The coupon size shall have a height to thickness ratio of
2 to 1 before capping and a length to thickness ratio of 4 to 1. The coupon shall be cut from
the unit such that the coupon height dimension is in the same direction as the unit height
dimension. Compressive testing of full-size units will not be permitted. The compressive
strength of the coupon shall be assumed to represent the net area compressive strength of
the whole unit.”
(9) Cap units and wall units shall be sampled and tested as separate block types.
2.

Unit Face Area: 1.0-square feet.

3.

Color: Selected by the Owner from manufacturer's full range of standard colors.

4.

Face Pattern Geometry: Beveled.

5.

Texture: Split Rock Face.

6.

Batter: 1V:8H

7.

Acceptable Products:
(a) Approved products are as listed by MnDOT SURFACE SEALER
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8.

B.

GEOSYNTHETIC WALL REINFORCEMENT
1.

C.

Surface sealers shall be a type listed on the MnDOT Approved/Aulified Products list for segmental
masonry wall sealants. The list is available on the MnDOT website at:
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/products/index.html.
Polyester fiber geogrid or geotextile, or polypropylene woven geotextile, as shown on the plan or as
recommended by the retaining wall block manufacturer.

SUB-SURFACE DRAINS
1.

Perforated PVC drain pipe, SDR35 (ASTM D3034)

2.

Perforated PVC drain pipe, SDR35 (ASTM D3034)

3.

Perforated corrugated polyethylene drainage tubing, PE (ASTM D3350)

D. GRANULAR MATERIALS
1.

The drainage aggregate shall conform to the requirements of MnDOT 3149 for coarse filter aggregate.

2.

The granular backfill shall be select granular borrow conforming to MnDOT Spec 3149 modified as
follows:
(a) Pit-run or crusher-run material that is graded from coarse to fine such that 100 percent of the
material must pass the 2.0-inch sieve and that the ratio of the proportion passing the #200 sieve
divided by the portion passing the 1.0-inch sieve (#200/1.0-inch ratio) may not exceed 10 percent
by mass.

E.

CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE
1.

2.2

Exterior grade adhesive as recommended by the retaining wall unit manufacturer or where shown on
the plans.

SOURCE QUALITY CONTROL
A. Sampling and testing shall be performed by the modular block supplier in accordance with ASTM C1372
EXECUTION

3.1

RETAINING WALL ERECTION
A. General: Erect units in accordance with manufacturer's instructions and recommendations, and as
specified herein.
B.

Place first course of concrete wall units on the prepared base material. Check units for level and alignment.
Maintain the same elevation at the top of each unit within each section of the base course.

C.

Ensure that foundation units are in full contact with natural or compacted soil base.

D. Place concrete wall units side-by-side for full length of wall alignment. Alignment may be done by using a
string line measured from the back of the block. Gaps are not allowed between the foundation concrete
wall units.
E.

Place drainage aggregate (12.0-inches, minimum unless otherwise shown on the drawings) between, and
directly behind the concrete wall units. Fill voids in retaining wall units with drainage aggregate. Provide a
drainage zone behind the wall units to within 9.0-inches of the final grade. Cap the backfill and drainage
aggregate zone with 9.0-inches of impervious material.

F.

Install drainage pipe at the lowest elevation possible, to maintain gravity flow of water to outside of the
reinforced zone. Slope the main collection drainage pipe, located just behind the concrete retaining wall
units, 2 percent (minimum) to provide gravity flow to the daylighted areas. Daylight the main collection
drainage pipe through the face of the wall, and/or to an appropriate location away from the wall system at
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each low point or at 50.0-foot (maximum) intervals along the wall. Alternately, the drainage pipe can be
connected to a storm sewer system at 50.0-foot (maximum) intervals.
G. Remove excess fill from top of units and install next course. Ensure drainage aggregate and backfill are
compacted before installation of next course.
H. Check each course for level and alignment. Adjust units as necessary to maintain level and alignment prior
to proceeding with each additional course.

3.2

I.

Install each succeeding course. Backfill as each course is completed. Pull the units forward until the
locating surface of the unit contacts the locating surface of the units in the preceding course. Interlock wall
segments that meet at corners by overlapping successive courses. Attach concrete retaining wall units at
exterior corners with adhesive specified.

J.

Install geosynthetic reinforcement in accordance with geosynthetic manufacturer's recommendations and
the shop drawings.
1.

Orient geosynthetic reinforcement with the highest strength axis perpendicular to the wall face.

2.

Prior to geosynthetic reinforcement placement, place the backfill and compact to the elevation of the
top of the wall units at the elevation of the geosynthetic reinforcement.

3.

Place geosynthetic reinforcement at the elevations and to the lengths shown on the drawings.

4.

Lay geosynthetic reinforcement horizontally on top of the concrete retaining wall units and the
compacted backfill soils. Place the geosynthetic reinforcement within 1.0-inch of the face of the
concrete retaining wall units. Place the next course of concrete retaining wall units on top of the
geosynthetic reinforcement.

5.

The geosynthetic reinforcement shall be in tension and free from wrinkles prior to placement of the
backfill soils. Pull geosynthetic reinforcement hand-taut and secure in place with staples, stakes, or by
hand-tensioning until the geosynthetic reinforcement is covered by 6-inches of loose fill.

6.

The geosynthetic reinforcements shall be continuous throughout their embedment lengths. Splices in
the geosynthetic reinforcement strength direction are not allowed.

7.

Do not operate tracked construction equipment directly on the geosynthetic reinforcement.

8.

At least 6.0-inches of compacted backfill soil is required prior to operation of tracked vehicles over the
geosynthetic reinforcement. Keep turning of tracked construction equipment to a minimum.

9.

Rubber-tired equipment may pass over the geosynthetic reinforcement at speeds of less than
5 miles per hour. Turning of rubber-tired equipment is not allowed on the geosynthetic reinforcement.

BACKFILL PLACEMENT
A. Unless otherwise shown on the plans, backfill beyond the drainage aggregate within reinforcement zone
shall be granular backfill as specified herein.
B.

Place reinforced backfill, spread and compact in a manner that will minimize slack in the reinforcement.

C.

Place fill within the reinforced zone and compact in lifts not exceeding 6.0 to 8.0-inches (loose thickness)
where hand-operated compaction equipment is used, and not exceeding 12.0-inches (loose thickness)
where heavy, self-propelled compaction equipment is used.

D. Only lightweight hand-operated compaction equipment is allowed within 4.0-feet of the back of the
retaining wall units. If the specified compaction cannot be achieved within 4.0-feet of the back of the
retaining wall units, replace the reinforced soil in this zone with drainage aggregate material.
E.

Compaction testing shall be done in accordance with ASTM D1556 or ASTM D2922.

F.

Minimum Compaction Requirements for Fill Placed in the Reinforced Zone
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1.

The minimum compaction requirement shall be determined by the project geotechnical engineer
testing the compaction. At no time shall the soil compaction requirements be less than 95 percent of
the soil's standard Proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D698) [modified Proctor maximum dry density
(ASTM D1557)] for the entire wall height

2.

Moisture Content: Within 2 percentage points of the optimum moisture content for all wall heights.

3.

These specifications may be changed based on recommendations by the Project geotechnical engineer.

G. At the end of each day's operation, slope the last level of compacted backfill away from the interior
(concealed) face of the wall to direct surface water runoff away from the wall face.
H. The Contractor is responsible for ensuring that the finished site drainage is directed away from the retaining
wall system.
I.
3.3

In addition, the Contractor is responsible for ensuring that surface water runoff from adjacent construction
areas is not allowed to enter the retaining wall area of the construction site.

CAP UNIT INSTALLATION
A. Apply adhesive to the top surface of the unit below and place the cap unit into desired position.

3.4

B.

Cut cap units as necessary to obtain the proper fit.

C.

Backfill and compact to top of cap unit.

SITE CONSTRUCTION TOLERANCES
A. Vertical Alignment: Plus or minus 1.0-inch over any 10.0-foot distance, with a maximum differential of
2.0-inches over the length of the wall.
B.

C.

Horizontal Location Control From Plan
1.

Straight Lines: Plus or minus 1.0-inch over any 10.0-foot distance.

2.

Corner and Radius Locations: Plus or minus 12.0-inches from theoretical location shown on plan.

3.

Curves and Serpentine Radii: Plus or minus 12.0-inches from theoretical location shown on plan.

Immediate Post Construction Wall Batter: Within 2 degrees of the design batter, negative batter
unacceptable.

D. Bulging: Plus or minus 1¼-inches over any 10.0-foot distance.
E.
3.5

3.6

Maximum horizontal gap between erected blocks: ½-inch

ADJUSTING AND CLEANING
A.

Replace damaged units with new units as the work progresses.

B.

Remove debris caused by wall construction and leave adjacent paved areas broom clean.

C.

All work shall be done in accordance with the approved drawings.

SEALER
A. Segmental masonry retaining wall surface sealing shall consist of preparation, furnishing and applying the
surface sealer to the top, exposed front face, and backside of the upper three courses of all walls.
B.

Due to the potentially hazardous ingredients contained in sealer formulations extreme care must be
exercised in their handling and use, and the manufacturer’s recommendations shall be closely followed.

C.

The Contractor shall comply with the manufacturer’s written instructions for preparing, handling and
applying the surface sealer.
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D. The surface to be treated shall receive a light waterblast to the extent that the surface is clean and free of
oils.
E.

Before the surface sealer is applied the surface to be sealed shall be dry and free of all dust, debris, and
frost.

F.

Surface sealers shall be applied at the heaviest application rate specified by the manufacturer.
****END OF SECTION****
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SECTION 02920 - TURF RESTORATION
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to turf restoration as indicated on the drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

B.

A variety of different seeding mixtures may be utilized on this project. The Contractor shall refer to the plan
for the locations of the different turf establishment areas.

C.

Temporary seeding may be necessary during construction in erosion sensitive areas. The Contractor shall
do temporary seeding work as specified herein or as directed by the Engineer.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:

B.

1.3

1.

All measurements for payments for turf establishment items shall be based on the Unit Price bid per
item.

2.

Payment for EROSION CONTROL BLANKET 3/N W/SEED MIX 25-151 shall include the costs for
furnishing and placing the designated blanket, seed mixture and fertilizer at the rate specified and shall
be measured by the SQUARE YARD (SQ YD).

The furnishing and installing specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the associated seeding and sodding items. Such items of work include but are not
limited to:
1.

Application of starter fertilizer on all areas to be sodded shall be included in the price bid for sodding.

2.

Subgrade preparation and topsoil placement as required on all areas shown on the plans.

3.

Maintenance of newly sodded and seeded areas, as specified, include in the unit price for the
associated items.

4.

Stapling of sod on sloped areas, include in the unit price bid for sodding.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2574 – Soil Preparation
B.

MnDOT 2575 - Establishing Vegetation and Controlling Erosion

C.

MnDOT 3876 – Seed

D. MnDOT 3877 - Topsoil
E.

MnDOT 3878 - Sod

F.

MnDOT 3881 - Fertilizer

G. MnDOT 3882 - Mulch Material
H. MnDOT 3884 - Hydraulic Erosion Control Products

1.4

I.

MnDOT 3885 - Rolled Erosion Control Products

J.

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
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A. No submittals for this section.
PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A. Seeding

B.

1.

The seed mixtures to be used are shown on the plans.

2.

Unless otherwise specified on the plans, all application rates for MnDOT mixes, except temporary seed,
are 150 percent the specified rate.

3.

Type 1 mulch shall consist of clean straw with no pasture hay.

4.

All seed shall be supplied as pure-live seed (PLS).

5.

All seed and seed mixes shall conform to State seed requirements for noxious weed content.

6.

All seed and seed mixes shall conform to State labeling requirements. For all species in the mix, the
label and or invoice shall include the county of origin, and if from Canada, the province.

Sodding Items
1.

C.

Unless otherwise indicated on the plans, sod shall be Lawn Sod as defined in the referenced
specification except when located within MnDOT right-of-way where Salt Tolerant Sod shall be utilized.

Imported Topsoil
1.

Unless otherwise indicated on the plans, imported topsoil borrow for general use as a turf growing
medium shall comply with MnDOT 3877.2.A.

2.

Unless otherwise indicated on the plans, imported topsoil borrow for use as a plant growing medium in
designated areas such as landscape beds shall meet the requirements of MnDOT 3877.2.B.

D. Fertilizer
1.

Fertilizer shall be (insert fertilizer type here).

2.

Fertilizer shall be applied at a rate of (insert fertilizer application rate here).

EXECUTION
3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. GENERAL
1.

The subgrade shall be shaped to the approximate contour of the finished surface. All construction
debris shall be removed from the area prior to the placement of the topsoil. The subgrade shall be
loosened with a disc or harrow to a depth of 6.0-inches prior to application of the topsoil.

2.

The topsoil shall be shaped to the approximate contour of the finished surface, with a minimum depth
of 6.0-inches, unless otherwise shown on the plan. All construction debris, rocks and trash shall be
removed from the area prior to seeding or sodding. The topsoil shall be loosened with a disc or harrow
to its full depth prior to seeding or sodding.

3.

The Contractor shall be responsible for providing water and maintenance for a period of 30 calendar
days, or until final acceptance by the Owner, to firmly establish the seed or sod. The term maintenance
shall include mowing, weed control and watering, as necessary. Failure to perform this work within
24-hours of notification of non-compliance may result in the Owner or Engineer arranging for
completion of the work by others. A contract deduction shall be made equal to the total of all costs to
perform such work so arranged, including but not limited to, labor, materials, equipment and
administrative costs.
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4.

B.

C.

Where dormant seeding or sodding is authorized, the maintenance period shall be extended to include
the first 30 calendar days after the beginning of the growing season. The beginning of growing season
shall be defined as bud burst.

SEEDING REQUIREMENTS
1.

Turf establishment by seeding shall be done utilizing the various combinations of seed mixtures
(including aquatic plants), fertilizing and mulching at disturbed areas as shown on the plans.

2.

Areas prepared for seeding shall be free of rocks, debris and clumps of soil. The areas shall be graded
uniformly, and vegetated areas shall be raked free of chunks exceeding ½-inch diameter.

3.

Seed shall be applied with a drill seeder, unless otherwise approved by the Owner.

4.

The Contractor shall furnish weight tickets documenting pounds of hydraulic soil stabilizer placed,
pounds of fertilizer placed, and pounds of seed placed. The seed tickets shall show individual plant
species along with the percent purity and percent germination. The fertilizer tickets shall show mix
proportions. The Contractor shall also furnish its QA/QC data to the Engineer.

5.

Dormant seeding and snow seeding may be utilized in accordance with the referenced specification
and technical memorandum, provided the final acceptance standards are met.

6.

Use of seed mix carriers: In some cases, it can be beneficial to add seed mix carriers to mixes such as
cracked corn, vermiculite or sand, the choice often depends on the type of seeder used. Manufacturers
of seeding equipment should be consulting about carrier recommendations. The material used and rate
applied must be approved by the Engineer prior to use. The cost of seed mix carriers shall be incidental
to the unit price bid for the seed.

7.

Final acceptance of seeding shall be based on an established growth of 6.0-inches with a uniform
density to cover 70 percent of the designated area, free of weeds and bare spots. Any re-seeding
necessary shall be performed at the Contractor's expense.

SODDING REQUIREMENTS
1.

Sod shall be placed by the Contractor in the locations shown on the plans as directed by the Engineer.

2.

When placing sod in irregularly shaped locations, the Contractor shall produce sharp, straight joints
between sod rolls.

3.

Sod shall be placed to create a firm, smooth, uniform surface without ruts, knobs or wrinkles.

4.

Sod placed on slopes greater than 1:4 (v:h), in ditch bottoms, and around storm sewer inlets or outlets
shall be anchored with staples. Staples shall be U shaped 3 mm (0.12-inch) diameter or heavier steel
wire having a span width of 25 mm (1.0-inch) and a length of 200 mm (8.0-inches) from top to bottom,
after bending.

5.

All re-work necessary to repair imperfections in sod placement shall be made at the Contractor’s
expense.
****END OF SECTION****
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ECTION 02960 - PAVEMENT MILLING
GENERAL
1.1

SUMMARY
A. This section covers the furnishing of all labor, materials, tools, equipment and performances of all work and
services necessary or incidental to the milling of concrete or bituminous pavement as shown on the
drawings or as specified herein.

1.2

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
A. Measurement and compensation for the following items shall be paid according to the referenced
specification or as modified below:
1.

Mill Bituminous Surface (1.5”)

2.

Payment for milling the surface shall be made at the SQUARE YARD unit price bid for the thickness
specified.
(a) A 1.5% - 3.0% cross slope is the desired typical section for mainline pavement. Milling depths will
vary where a 1.5% -3.0% typical crown needs to be recreated. No additional compensation will be
made for variable depth milling.

B.

1.3

The furnishing and installing of specific items and/or the performance of work under certain circumstances
shall not be individually paid in the absence of a specific bid item for the work. The costs shall be included
in the unit price bid for the milling items, as indicated. Such items of work include but are not limited to:
1.

The removal of milled materials from the project by the Contractor, include in the price bid for
pavement milling.

2.

Interference of underground structures and utilities include in the price bid for pavement milling.

3.

The removal and restoration, or protection of existing utilities that are shown on the plans and for
which there is no bid item for removing and restoring or working around the utility.

4.

Protecting existing improvements and surfaces from damage include in the price bid for pavement
milling.

5.

Protecting the inverts of utility pipes from the accumulation of debris and soil, the removal of
blockages which threatens to damage property, and/or the cleaning of both the newly constructed
lines and the existing lines of all debris and soil which accumulated during the construction, include in
the unit price bid for pavement milling.

6.

Milling headers when matching into existing perpendicular pavement roadways or surfaces, include in
the price bid for pavement milling.

7.

Milling around manhole and catch basin castings and valve boxes, include in the price bid for pavement
milling.

SPECIFICATION REFERENCES
A. MnDOT 2232 shall apply to the milling of all pavements, except as modified herein.

1.4

B.

MnDOT 2211 shall apply to the installation of milled materials as an aggregate base, except as modified
herein.

C.

Unless noted otherwise, the provisions in this section are in addition to the referenced specification.

SUBMITTALS
A. No submittals for this section.

City of Watertown - 0C1.122725
February 2020
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PRODUCTS
2.1

MATERIALS
A. All unsuitable excess milled materials shall become the property of the Contractor and shall be removed
from the site and disposed of at a site secured by the Contractor.
EXECUTION

3.1

CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS
A. No exception to the referenced specifications is made.
****END OF SECTION****
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CITY OF WATERTOWN
RESOLUTION NO. 2021-21
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE 2021 MILL AND OVERLAY PAVEMENT MAINTENANCE
AND TRAIL PROJECT PLANS AND AUTHORIZING BID
WHEREAS, the City of Watertown (the “City”) builds and maintains local roadways for the benefit
of the public; and
WHEREAS, the City has developed a Pavement Management Program that identifies planned
maintenance activities such as crack sealing, seal coating, mill and overlay, and full reconstruction; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined that the 2021 Mill & Overlay project shall include the streets
of Wildflower Court, Galum Way, Sheperdia Court, Yarrow Court, Verbena Drive, Bluestem Court, Hissop
Court, Meadow Sweet Place, ad Prairie Smoke Court; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined that a portion of the 2021 mill and overlay program shall
include utility casting adjustments along Monarda Way, Vernica Place, lilium Circle, and Geranium Dr in
advance of the 2022 Mill & Overlay project; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined that a six-foot sidewalk shall be constructed, and portions of
existing sidewalk shall be repaired on Madison Street SW between State Trunk Highway 25 and Lewis
Avenue S; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined that a eight-foot trail shall be constructed adjacent to Madison
Street SE and through Sugarbush Park connecting to Dutchmans Way; and
WHEREAS, the City has determined that ADA improvements be made to the intersection of the
Rick Johnson park be made at the intersection with the boat ramp and parking area; and
WHEREAS, Plans and Specifications for the 2021 Mill & Overlay project as designed by the City
Engineer at an estimate of $630,347.66 have been developed: and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of the City of Watertown,
Minnesota, hereby approves the attached plans and specifications and authorizes the public bidding for the
project.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of Watertown this 23rd day of February 2021.

________________________________
Steve Washburn, Mayor

ATTEST: ________________________________
Lynn Tschudi, Administrative Services Director

City of Watertown

Request for Action

Watertown City Council
February 23, 2021
Agenda Item: Capital Project #CI095 – 1-ton dump truck
Request for Action:

Adopt Resolution #2021-22, Approving low quote for Chevy 3500 chassis and
appurtenant equipment.

Department: Mike Dressel, Public Services Director

Background:
Council adopted resolution #2021-16 authorizing the solicitation of quotes for an additional 1-ton truck chassis
with a dump body, chipper box and snowplow on February 9th. Staff solicited one quote for the truck chassis
from Ranger Chevrolet using the state cooperative purchasing contract. Staff is recommending a Chevy 1-ton
dual rear wheel chassis with a diesel motor and an Allison transmission. The cost of the chassis is $42,134.80.
Staff solicited one quote for the dump body, toolboxes and attached equipment from Towmaster Truck
Equipment using the state cooperative purchasing contract. Staff is recommending Towmaster Truck Equipment
for the dump body, toolboxes and attached equipment. The cost of the dump body, toolboxes and attached
equipment is $24,916.00
Staff solicited two quotes for the chipper box. The first quote is from Towmaster Truck Equipment at a cost of
$4,775.00. The second quote is from Hecksel Machine Inc. at a cost of $3,300.00. Staff is
recommending Hecksel Machine for the chipper box.
Staff solicited two quotes for the snowplow. Staff is recommending a Boss Snowplow 9’2” V DXT snowplow. The
first quote is from Central Hydraulics at the cost of $8,015.06. The second quote is from Snowplow Plus at a cost
of $8,500.00. Due to the project being over budget, staff is recommending not to purchasing a plow
currently. We have a couple of option that would allow this truck to be equipped with a plow later.
The first option would be to purchase a plow later in the year using operating funds that have not been spent.
The second option would be to have a plow mount and wiring installed on the 1-ton and use one of our current
plows that we own. The issue with this option is that we wouldn’t have a backup plow to use in case one broke
down.
Staff has included three used 1-ton chassis with dump bodies for comparison. Two of them are 2019’s and the
third is a 2015. The three trucks do not have diesel motors or snowplows. The mileage ranges from 18,460 to
127,242. They are priced from $29,995 to $61,995.
Staff is recommending acquisition of equipment from Ranger Chevrolet, Towmaster, and Hecksel Machine.
Ranger Chevrolet $42,134.80
Towmaster
$24,916.00
Hecksel Machine $3,300.00
Total $70,350.80

Funding Source:
Capital Investment Fund>Project #CI095
Attachments:
Ranger Chevrolet Quote
Towmaster Dump Body Quote
Hecksel Chipper Box Quote

Towmaster Chipper Box Quote
Central Hydraulics Plow Quote
Snowplow Plus Plow Quote
Resolution #2021-22

North Country GM

QUOTATION
CONTRACT # 169118

EST DELIVERY TIME

1502 E HOWARD ST
HIBBING, MN 55746
218-263-7578
218-263-7576

BOB O'HARA
218-349-8955

90 - 120 ARO

rwohara01@aol.com
RCC-11

BASE MODEL

2021 CHEV SILVERADO 3500 4x4
REG CAB CHASSIS CAB 60" CA
GVW 14,000 LBS.

ADDED OPTIONS

6.6L V8
6 SPEED AUTO
3.73:1 AXLE RATIO
AIR CONDITIONING FRT
Engine, Duramax 6.6L Turbo-Diesel
V8 B20-Diesel compatible, (445 hp
8,703.20
[332 kW] @ 2800 rpm, 910 lb-ft of
torque [1220 Nm] @ 1600 rpm)

CK31403

x
x
x
x

STD
STD
STD
STD

LP5

X

$8,703.20

X

N/C

Transmission, Allison 10-speed
automatic

MGM

N/C

Transmission, Allison 10-speed
automatic with integrated Power
Take-Off (PTO) (Requires (L5P)
Duramax 6.6L Turbo-Diesel V8
engine. Included and only available
with (PTO) Power Take-Off.)

MGU

875.60

1,100.00

176.00
360.00
242.00

30,172.60

L8T
MYD
GT4

N/C

Power Take-Off (Requires (L5P)
Duramax 6.6L Turbo-Diesel V8
engine and (K34) Cruise Control.
WT Fleet Convenience Package
includes (AQQ) Remote Keyless
Entry, (K34) Cruise Control and
(DBG) power trailer mirrors with
heated upper glass and manual
extending/folding, (AXG) power
windows, express up/down driver,
(AED) power windows, express
down passenger and (AU3) power
door locks
LT235/80R-17E ALL TERRAIN
SPARE TIRE
BRAKE CONTROLLER

$

-

PTO

ZLQ

X

$1,100.00

QZT
ZZT
JL1

X
X
X

$176.00
$360.00
$242.00

Snow Plow Prep Package includes
(KW5) 220-amp alternator, includes
increased front GAWR on Heavy
Duty models, (NZZ) skid plates
(transfer case and oil pan), pass
through dash grommet hole and
264.00
roof emergency light provisions.
(Requires 4WD model. Upgradeable
to (KHF) Dual alternators (220-amp
primary, 170-amp auxiliary). Not
available with (F60) Heavy Duty
Front Spring Package.)

220.00
415.00
INCL w/Diesel
176.00
88.00
N/C
132.00
132.00

DPF, diesel particulate filter, manual
regeneration customer regeneration
will not be allowed until the DPF
load percentage has reached 100%
full
BLACK ASSIST STEPS
AUX BATTERY (std w/diesel)
DASH SWITCH AUTO TRAC 4X4
Chrome Front Bumper
VINYL FLOORING
120 VOLT OUTLET IN CAB AND
BOX
UPFITTER SWITCHED (kit shipped
loose, req additional upfitter wiring)

69.00 Backup Camera Kit
41.00 Backup Alarm Shipped Loose
166.00 ADDITIONAL KEY/FOB COMB EA

EXT COLOR
INT TRIM COLOR

NORTHSKY BLUE
CLOTH TRIM

VYU

X

$264.00

FPF

X

$220.00

RVQ
K4B
NQH
V46
BG9

X
x

$415.00
INCL w/Diesel
$88.00
-

KJ4

X

$132.00

9L7

X

$132.00

5N5
8S3

X
x

$69.00
$41.00

X

0

GA0
H1T

$

X
X

TOTAL

2,737.46 6.5% SALES TAX
144.25 LICENCE TITLE & REG
20.00 TRANSIT TAX
TOTAL per UNIT
QTY
purchase order number
contact MIKE DRESSEL

-

STD
STD
$

42,114.80

X
1

$

20.00

$

42,134.80

$

42,134.80

customer CITY OF WATERTOWN
phone (612) 596-2890
email
billing address
delivery address

date ordered
order #

QUOTE

Company Name

DATE
PO#
CUSTOMER ID
VALID UNTIL

Prepared By: Alisha Hansel
Phone: 320-587-5118 x2204
E-Mail: alisha@central-hydraulics.com

2/11/2021

3/11/2021

CUSTOMER
CITY OF WATERTOWN
MIKE 612-598-2809
MDRESSEL@WATERTOWN.MN.GOV
****MUST HAVE 6,000 FGAWR****

DESCRIPTION

UNIT PRICE

9'2 STEEL V-DXT
HEADLIGHT ADAPTER
SNOW DEFLECTOR
INSTALLATION LABOR

QTY

6,608.00
158.14
248.92
1,000.00

TAXED

AMOUNT

1
1
1
1

6,608.00
158.14
248.92
1,000.00
-

$500 DOWNPAYMENT DUE AT TIME OF ORDER

DOES NOT INCLUDE APPLICABLE TAXES
OR FREIGHT
[42]
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. NET 30 Days
2. Please fax or e-mail the signed order to the address above
Customer Acceptance (sign below):

Subtotal
Taxable
Tax rate
Tax due
Other
TOTAL

x ___________________________________________
Print Name:

If you have any questions about this order, please contact
Alisha Hansel
Thank You For Your Business!

© 2010-2014 Vertex42.com

$
$
$
$

8,015.06
8,015.06

Snowplows Plus

Quote

P.O. Box 57
811 Pacific Ave
Waverly,MN 55390

Date

Quote #

2/17/2021

166

Name / Address
CIty of Watertown

Rep

Description

Qty

Boss 9'6" DXT STEEL Installed on 2021 Ford Suer Duty `1 Ton with Snow
Deflector
Price include Municipal Discount

Total
1

Total

Project

8,500.00

$8,500.00
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CITY OF WATERTOWN
RESOLUTION NO. 2021-22
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ACQUISITION OF GMC CHASSIS AND APPERTUNANT
EQUIPMENT
WHEREAS, the City of Watertown (the “City”) has identified the acquisition of a 1-ton dump truck
chassis, chipper box, and plow in the 2021 Capital Investment Plan; and
WHEREAS, the City Council authorized the solicitation of quotes for consideration; and
WHEREAS, staff has compiled quotes for a truck chassis and appurtenant dump body, plow, chipper
box via the state cooperative purchasing contract from qualified vendors; and
WHEREAS, Ranger Chevrolet has submitted a satisfactory quote for a Chevrolet 3500 chassis: and
WHEREAS, Towmaster Inc. has submitted a satisfactory quote for dump body; and
WHEREAS, Hecksel Machine has submitted a satisfactory quote for chipper box; and
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of the City of Watertown,
Minnesota, hereby authorizes the acquisition of a Chevrolet 3500 chassis and appurtenant equipment in an
amount of $70,350.80 plus applicable tax, title, license, and graphics fees.
Adopted by the City Council of the City of Watertown this 23rd day of February 2020.

________________________________
Steve Washburn, Mayor

ATTEST: ________________________________
Lynn Tschudi, Administrative Services Director

VOUCHER LIST / CLAIMS ROSTER
To be Approved February 23, 2021
For 2021 Budget
Pre-Paid Claims *

$

12,791.23

Pending Claim Payment

$

80,122.60

Payroll Checks **

$

29,249.88

$

122,163.71

Grand Total
L. Guetzkow, Council Member
A. Pawelk, Council Member
M. Walters, Council Member
D. Schuette, Council Member
S. Washburn, Mayor
* Payroll withholdings 2/19/21
** Employee payroll 2/19/21

Prepared by City of Watertown 2/18/2021

02/18/21 9:48 AM

CITY OF WATERTOWN

Page 1

Payments

Current Period: February 2021
Payments Batch 20210223GEN

Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice 77182
Transaction Date

Refer

$80,122.60

0 C D PRODUCTS INC
E 101-43127-201 Accessories (paper, pens Reflective Decal

$14.00

2/9/2021
2/17/2021

0 CARDMEMBER SERVICE

Citizens Alliance

Total

10100

Ck# 001337E 2/17/2021
Pysick Reimbursement

$14.00

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41000-492 Contingency

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41000-201 Accessories (paper, pens Paper

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49480-218 Lab Supplies

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49480-240 Small Tools and Minor E Torch

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49480-240 Small Tools and Minor E Water Jetter

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 603-42280-217 Other Operating Supplies Station Supplies

$91.67

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41000-203 Printed Forms

Business Cards

$36.19

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49490-418 Other Rentals

Enterprise Rental

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-45200-208 Training and Instruction

Pavement Class

$45.00

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43000-208 Training and Instruction

Pavement Class

$45.00

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41110-208 Training and Instruction

Guetzkow LMC Traiing

$95.00

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43127-404 Repairs to Machinery/Eq Fix Mack Starter

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41000-309 EDP, Software and Desig DNS Hosting Fee

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 601-49440-201 Accessories (paper, pens Shop Supplies

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41000-492 Contingency

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 603-42260-309 EDP, Software and Desig Zoom

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41000-309 EDP, Software and Desig Zoom

Transaction Date
Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice
Transaction Date

Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice 2699

$169.31
$49.98

Face Masks

$101.90

$50.46
$3,704.38

$1,268.80

$752.00

$2.49
$206.76

Dressel Reimbursement

$4.28
$16.05
Project COVID
$59.09
Project COVID

2/17/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$6,698.36

0 CARVER COUNTY CDA
E 228-46500-652 Grant Program
2/16/2021

Small Cities Development Program
Citizens Alliance

10100

$28,750.00
Total

$28,750.00

0 CARVER COUNTY
E 101-41000-310 Other Professional Servi Special Assessment Set-Up
2/9/2021

$120.00

02/18/21 9:48 AM

CITY OF WATERTOWN

Page 2

Payments

Current Period: February 2021

Transaction Date

Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice
Transaction Date
Refer

2/16/2021

2/17/2021

E 601-49440-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice 2751

E 602-49490-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice 2751

E 603-42260-321 Telephone

Refer

$35.00

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$35.00

Fiber Lines

$141.25

Fiber Lines

$141.25

Fiber Lines

$141.25

Fiber Lines

$141.25

2/8/2021
2/8/2021

2/8/2021
2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$565.00

0 CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS

2/18/2021

Extra Lines/Fire Department

Citizens Alliance

10100

$27.24

Total

$27.24

0 CORE & MAIN

Cash Payment E 601-49430-572 Water Meters
Invoice N720122
2/11/2021

Transaction Date

Annual Enviromental Hazardous Waste Fee

2/8/2021

Cash Payment E 603-42280-381 Electric Utilities
Invoice 0004721021121
2/11/2021

Refer

$120.00

0 CARVER LINK / CARVER COUNTY

Cash Payment
Invoice 2751

Transaction Date

Total

3/12/2021

E 101-41000-321 Telephone

Refer

10100

0 CARVER COUNTY
E 101-43000-433 Dues and Subscriptions

Cash Payment
Invoice 2751

Transaction Date

Citizens Alliance

2/16/2021

Meters. MXU, Misc,

Citizens Alliance

$12,696.00

10100

Total

$12,696.00

0 ECM PUBLISHERS, INC

Cash Payment G 801-22053 Workshops of Watertown
Invoice 815698
1/21/2021

Public Hearing Notice

$30.24

Cash Payment G 801-22052 WM School District
Invoice 815698
1/21/2021

Public Hearing Notice

$30.24

Cash Payment E 101-41000-353 Ordinance Publication
Invoice 816642
1/28/2021

Ordinance Publication

$26.46

Cash Payment E 101-41000-351 Legal Notices Publishing Dec 23 Meeting Minutes
Invoice 815699
1/21/2021

$52.92

Cash Payment E 101-41000-351 Legal Notices Publishing Dec 8 Meeting Minutes
Invoice 815700
1/21/2021

$52.92

Transaction Date
Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice 1885
Transaction Date

Refer

2/16/2021

Refer

10100

Total

$192.78

0 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TRAINING
E 603-42270-208 Training and Instruction

EMT Class February 6 & 7, 2021

$700.00

2/10/2021
2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$700.00

0 ENGEL WATER TESTING, INC

Cash Payment E 601-49440-311 Testing Fees
Invoice 20-23296
12/11/2020
Transaction Date

Citizens Alliance

2/16/2021

Water Testing
Citizens Alliance

$375.00
10100

Total

$375.00

0 ENVIROTECH

Cash Payment E 101-43125-216 Chemicals and Chem Pr Chemcals
Invoice CD202103640
2/1/2021

$2,224.20

02/18/21 9:48 AM
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Payments

Current Period: February 2021

Transaction Date

Refer

2/17/2021

E 602-49470-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41940-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49470-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49470-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43000-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49470-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49470-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49470-321 Telephone

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49470-321 Telephone

Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice 13340

Transaction Date
Refer

10100

Total

February 2021

$20.70

February 2021

$203.77

February 2021

$69.50

February 2021

$40.35

February 2021

$95.86

February 2021

$282.13

February 2021

$60.59

February 2021

$42.59

February 2021

$27.68

2/23/2021
2/23/2021

2/23/2021
2/23/2021
2/23/2021

2/23/2021
2/23/2021
2/23/2021

2/23/2021
2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice 07891
Transaction Date

Refer

$843.17

0 FRONTLINE PLUS FIRE & RESCUE
E 101-41940-310 Other Professional Servi Annual Maintenance and Siren Check

$1,150.00

2/8/2021

2/18/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$1,150.00

0 GOOGLE INC

Cash Payment E 101-41000-309 EDP, Software and Desig January 2021 Gsuite
Invoice 3854111268
1/31/2021
Transaction Date

$2,224.20

0 FRONTIER

Cash Payment
Invoice

Transaction Date

Citizens Alliance

2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

$36.00
10100

Total

$36.00

0 H&L MESABI
E 101-43125-221 Equipment Parts

Curb Runner

$372.70

2/4/2021
2/17/2021

0 HEALTH PARTNERS

Cash Payment E 101-41310-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Ck# 001333E 2/16/2021
March Health Care

Total

$372.70

$1,171.69

Cash Payment E 101-43000-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$1,919.66

Cash Payment E 101-43100-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$772.11

Cash Payment E 101-45200-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$845.48

Cash Payment E 101-41300-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$1,046.61

Cash Payment E 101-41400-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$352.53

Cash Payment E 601-49440-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$2,615.45

02/18/21 9:48 AM
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Payments

Current Period: February 2021
Cash Payment E 602-49490-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$2,615.46

Cash Payment E 606-49440-131 Employer Paid Health
Invoice 102914554
2/8/2021

March Health Care

$624.80

Transaction Date
Refer

2/16/2021

G 801-22037 Loomis Homes Escrow

Cash Payment
Invoice 16467

E 101-41000-304 Legal Fees

Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice
Transaction Date
Refer

10100

Total

Loomis Escrow

$742.50

General Legal

$418.00

2/1/2021
2/1/2021
2/17/2021

0 JAGUAR COMMUNICATIONS

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

Refer

$200.00

2/16/2021
2/17/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

Refer

2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

2/17/2021

Bolt & Mount Clamp

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

Stainless Steel Spinner

2/17/2021

Citizens Alliance

$92.01

10100

$362.89

Total

Refer

Transaction Date
Refer

Cash Payment
Invoice 16803
Transaction Date
Refer

$454.90

0 LOFFLER

Cash Payment E 101-41000-570 Office Equip and Furnishi Laptop Battery
Invoice 3647773
2/12/2021

Cash Payment
Invoice 52964

$49.43

0 LITTLE FALLS MACHINE, INC

Cash Payment E 101-43125-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice 360519
1/30/2021

Transaction Date

$54.22

$49.43

Shaft Pivot

Refer

$54.22

0 LANO EQUIPMENT INC - LORETTO

Cash Payment E 101-43127-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice 360453
1/27/2021

Transaction Date

$200.00

0 KURITA AMERICA INC

Cash Payment E 101-43127-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice 03-812512
2/11/2021

Transaction Date

$1,160.50

Ck# 001335E 2/17/2021

E 228-46500-329 Other Communications

Cash Payment E 601-49420-403 Repairs Other Than Build Gasket for Aerator WTF
Invoice INV578292
2/4/2021

Transaction Date

$11,963.79

0 HOFF BARRY, P.A.

Cash Payment
Invoice 16468

Transaction Date

Citizens Alliance

2/17/2021

Citizens Alliance

$109.95
10100

Total

$109.95

0 LVC COMPANIES, INC
E 603-42290-240 Small Tools and Minor E Re-Charge Fire Extinguishers

$99.55

1/31/2021
2/18/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$99.55

0 MACQUEEN EQUIPMENT INC.

E 603-42290-571 Turn-Out Gear

Turn Out Gear

$472.68

1/26/2021
2/18/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$472.68

0 MARKET PLACE FOODS

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 603-42260-430 Miscellaneous (GENERA Pop/Beverages for Fire

$257.89

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43000-210 Operating Supplies (GEN Water for Public Works

$5.98

02/18/21 9:48 AM
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Payments

Current Period: February 2021
Cash Payment
Invoice

Transaction Date
Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice

Transaction Date
Refer

E 101-43000-210 Operating Supplies (GEN Water for Public Works

2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

$5.98

Total

10100

$269.85

0 MN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
E 601-49440-438 Licenses & Permits

2/16/2021

1st Quarter Water Connection Fee

Citizens Alliance

10100

$3,414.00

Total

$3,414.00

0 MVTL

Cash Payment E 602-49480-311 Testing Fees
Invoice 1072901
2/4/2021

WW Testing

$115.23

Cash Payment E 602-49480-311 Testing Fees
Invoice 1071153
1/22/2021

WW Testing

$115.23

Cash Payment E 602-49480-311 Testing Fees
Invoice 1074223
2/15/2021

WW Testing

$282.93

Transaction Date
Refer

2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

0 REINDERS

Cash Payment E 101-45200-216 Chemicals and Chem Pr Organic Soil, Seed Mix
Invoice 3075302-01

Transaction Date
Refer

2/16/2021
0 RELIANCE STANDARD

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43000-134 Employer Paid Life

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43100-134 Employer Paid Life

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 601-49440-134 Employer Paid Life

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49490-134 Employer Paid Life

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41310-134 Employer Paid Life

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41300-134 Employer Paid Life

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41400-134 Employer Paid Life

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 606-49440-134 Employer Paid Life

Transaction Date
Refer
Cash Payment
Invoice 286

Transaction Date
Refer

$513.39

Citizens Alliance

10100

$793.50

Total

$793.50

Ck# 001336E 2/17/2021
March Life Insurance

$65.38

March Life Insurance

$93.89

March Life Insurance

$146.30

March Life Insurance

$146.31

March Life Insurance

$56.19

March Life Insurance

$47.83

March Life Insurance

$45.41

March Life Insurance

$22.66

2/17/2021

2/17/2021
2/17/2021
2/17/2021

2/17/2021
2/17/2021
2/17/2021

2/17/2021
2/17/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$623.97

0 SHELBY JADE PHOTOGRAPHY
E 401-41000-309 EDP, Software and Desig Website Photos

$950.00

1/22/2021

2/16/2021

Project CI097

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$950.00

0 SPEEDWAY/WATERTOWN STOP N

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 603-42290-212 Motor Fuels

Janaury Billing 2021

$319.72

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43127-212 Motor Fuels

Janaury Billing 2021

$376.55

Transaction Date

2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$696.27
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Payments

Current Period: February 2021
Refer

0 TEGRETE

Cash Payment
Invoice 94499

E 101-41940-310 Other Professional Servi Janitorial Services

Cash Payment
Invoice 94499

E 101-43000-310 Other Professional Servi Janitorial Services

Cash Payment
Invoice 94490

E 603-42280-300 Professional Srvs (GENE Janitorial Services

Cash Payment
Invoice 94644

E 101-43000-310 Other Professional Servi Extra COVID Cleaning

Cash Payment
Invoice 94644

E 603-42280-300 Professional Srvs (GENE Extra COVID Cleaning

Cash Payment
Invoice 94644

E 101-41940-310 Other Professional Servi Extra COVID Cleaning

Transaction Date
Refer

Refer

$157.50

2/15/2021
$409.50

2/15/2021

2/16/2021

$16.38
Project COVID

2/16/2021

2/16/2021

$16.38
Project COVID

2/16/2021

$131.04
Project COVID

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$1,990.80

0 VARITECH INDUSTRIES INC

Cash Payment E 101-43125-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice 060-1020828
2/12/2021
Transaction Date

$1,260.00

2/15/2021

2/17/2021

Diaphragm 10 Amp
Citizens Alliance

$191.81
10100

Total

$191.81

0 VELOCITY

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43000-321 Telephone

February 2021

$42.72

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 602-49490-321 Telephone

February 2021

$42.72

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 603-42260-321 Telephone

February 2021

$128.16

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-41000-321 Telephone

February 2021

$256.30

Transaction Date
Refer

2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

0 VIKING AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER C

Cash Payment E 101-43000-310 Other Professional Servi Annual Inspection
Invoice 1025-F146556
2/5/2021
Transaction Date
Refer

2/17/2021

Citizens Alliance

$450.00
10100

Total

Snap Ring

Cash Payment E 101-43127-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice 5470010
1/29/2021

Misc

$1.22

$15.38

Cash Payment E 101-43127-220 Maintenance Supply (GE Gear Oil
Invoice 546249
1/12/2021

Refer

$450.00

0 WATERTOWN ALL AROUND PART

Cash Payment E 101-43127-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice 546372
1/14/2021

Transaction Date

$469.90

2/16/2021

Citizens Alliance

$23.57
10100

Total

$40.17

0 WATERTOWN FUEL & FOOD, LLC

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 101-43127-212 Motor Fuels

City Fuel

$129.00

Cash Payment
Invoice

E 603-42290-212 Motor Fuels

Fire Fuel

$27.00

Transaction Date
Refer

2/16/2021
0 ZIEGLER INC.

Citizens Alliance

10100

Total

$156.00
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Current Period: February 2021
Cash Payment E 101-43127-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice PC002215320
2/12/2021

Switch

Cash Payment E 101-43127-221 Equipment Parts
Invoice PC002215319
2/12/2021

Coupling

Transaction Date

2/17/2021

Citizens Alliance

Fund Summary
10100 Citizens Alliance
101 GENERAL FUND

$17,287.88

228 EDA FUND

$28,950.00

401 CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND

$950.00

601 WATER FUND

$19,648.98

602 SEWER FUND

$9,128.21

603 WATERTOWN FIRE DEPARTMENT FUND

$2,707.09

606 Storm Sewer Operating Fund

$647.46

801 ESCROW TRUST FUNDS

$802.98
$80,122.60

Pre-Written Checks
Checks to be Generated by the Computer
Total

$19,486.12
$60,636.48
$80,122.60

$30.48

$167.99
10100

Total

$198.47

